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FOREWORD

The new vision of women in development with women which
emerged during the United Nations Decade for Women gave
another dimension to efforts needed in order to re-evaluate
the
existing
development
concepts,
approaches
and
strategies. How the economic processes relate to women, both
as par ·t of the labour force and in their reproductive and
household
functions
is
a
complex
issue.
It
requires
sustained
attention
of
policy
makers
and
planners
at
national, regional and international levels.
Although women are not an homogenous group, their
economic
contribution
to
development
is
significant.
Women's labour tends to concentrate in the service sector in
export
oriented
industries
and more
particularly in
the
informal
sectors
of
the
economy,
mostly
subsistence
agriculture,
household
productions
and
informal services.
In view of the organic links which exist between formal and
informal sectors of the economy, better knowledge on the
role of women would also provide necessary inputs into the
currently accepted models of development. These models which
have tended to isolate macro from micro trends with purely
economistic
interpretation,
generally
omit
valuable
historical, social and cultural analyses.
So far programmes
and projects for women were concentrated in the area of
welfare and income generating activities.
The traditional
welfare measures are mostly designed to rectify omissions
rather
than
being
strategies
for
the
utilization
and
servicing of disadvantaged groups in society in which women
figure
significantly.
Income
generating
programmes
and
projects bring much needed income to many women.
However,
such
projects
tend
to
be
small
with
little
marketing
potential and are usually based on traditional women's work.
After
the
adoption
of
the
Nairobi
Forward-Looking
Strategies t i l l the Year 2,000 i t is apparent that measures
for
women
should
be
integrated
into
major
development
priorities
and
strategies,
both globally
and
sectorally.
Appropriate research and training methodologies are needed
in order to analyze, monitor and evaluate women's role in
development,
They should contribute to the elaboration of
innovative
devefopment
strategies
with
growth,
equity,
participation and eradication of poverty as main underlying
criteria.
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Since
search .
for

its
inception,
INSTRAW has
contributed
to
a
a
methodological
framework
which
would
incorpora~e
women's
issues
into
development
plans
and
programmes and thus provide a forum for a dialogue between
policy
makers,
planners,
public
and
private
enterprises,
non-goverijmental and women's organizations.

The
seminar
on
the
Incorporation
of
Women
Into
Development Planning was organized at an early, formative
stage of INSTRAW.
It provided an opportunity to exchange
views on the wide range of action needed in the future.
Since
then,
the
Institute has
expanded
its
research and
training
activities
related
to
women
and
development
planning
and
programming.
This
includes
the
work
on
gathering statistics and data on women, through generating
new concepts and methods of data collection; elaboration and
use of guidelines and checklists for formulating programmes
and · projects benefitting women, as well as organization of
training seminars and preparation of multi-media training
modules
targeted
at
development
officials
and
women's
organizations.

to
thank
the
co-operating
The
Institute
would
like
as
well
as
INSTRAW'
staff
institutions
and
individuals
members for their contribution which made this publication
possible.

Dunja Pastizzi-Ferencic
Di r e c t or I INS T R_AW

Santo Domingo,
September

Dominican Republic

1986
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I. ORGANIZATIONAL MATl'ERS

1.

The overall mandate of the International Research and Training Institute
for the Advancenent of W:Jrren (INSTRAW) is to prarote, through its activities
in research, training and infonration, the full pa..rticipation of warren, together
with rren, in the eoornmic, social and political developrent of each society. The
Institute acts catalytically by implerrenting its programres through netw:Jrks of
oo--operative arrangerrents with the five regional ccmnissions, oon-governrrental
organizations and worren's associations.
The Institute's legislative mand.ate and programre of activities focus on
developrent issues and the problems facing~ therein, with the aim of
integrating v.aren into the mainstream of developrent. The Eloard of Trustees of
the Institute therefore decided during its seoond rreeting, to rold a seminar on
the topic of developrent planning and v.Uren' s issues. In pursuance of this ·
decision, INSTRAvroonvened an interregional Seminar on the Inoorporation of W:Jrren
into Develoµrent Planning, fran 5 to 11 December 1983, at its permanent
headquarters in Santo C'aningo, D:minican Republic.
3.
The purpose of the Seminar was to examine the various problems related to
worren's participation in and integration into developrent planning and to
analyse the reasons for the frequent neglect of worren's needs in the develoµrent
planning process. It was the goal of the Seminar to devise appropriate guidelines
for rrore active participation of w::xren in the developrent process, both as
participants and as beneficiaries, and to make developrent planning rrore responsive
to the needs of v.aren.
2.

4.

The objective of the Seminar was tw:J-fold: on the one harrl, to exchange
experiences of different oountries in the area of planning, to underline the
problems enoountered and to seek solutions; and, on the other hand, to increase
the involverrent of worren in the planning process through raising awareness and
detennining the rrost suitable institutional frarre-.Drk, planning rrechanisms and
techniques to that erd.
5.

Thirty-one participants frcrn various regions atterded the rreeting ·in their
personal capacity. They inclooed a number of representatives of United
Nations organs and specialized agencies . The participants represented a
tripartite participation scherre of national planning officials, experts on
developrent issues, and experts on issues ooncerning worren and developrent . (For
a list of the participants, see annex I).
6.

The Institute prepared a background paper for the rreeting entitled "The
inoorporation of worren into developrent planning". M:Jreover, each
participant was requested to present a background paper addressing the agenda
items of the Seminar fran his/her national perspective. Nineteen papers were
prepared and/or presented to the Seminar. (For a list of the papers, see table
of oontents) •

7.

The deliberations of the rreeting took place in plenary sessions as well as
in three panels. The Seminar thus had eight plenary sessions and six
sessions for the three panels during which the participants discussed the subject
matter of the Seminar and prepared the final recx::mrendations.
8.
The Seminar was officially opened by Mrs. Dunja Pastizzi-Ferencic, the
Director of INSTRAW, woo welo:::rred the participants to the first rreeting that the
Institute had oonvened at its perrranent headquarters and expressed the objectives
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of the rreeting. Ambassador Juan Jorge, Officer-In-Oiarge of the Organisms and
International Conference Matters Division of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
on behalf of the Covernrrent of the D::mi.nican Republic and Ms. Martha Olga Garcia,
Director of the Office for the Pronotion of W::lrren, on behalf of Mrs. Asela l"Era
de Jorge Blanco, the First Lady of the D::mi.nican Republic, weloorred the
participants.
9.
The rreeting elected the following as rrernbers of the Bureau:
Ms. Maria Augusztinovics (Hungary)
President:
Mr. Dan Ayayee (Ghana)
Vice-President:
Ms. Achie Sudiarti Luhuliroa (Indonesia)
Vice-President:
Vice-President:
Ms. Blanca Figueroa (Peru)
Rapporteur:
Ms. Helga Hemes (l'brway)
10.
The main subjects of the provisional agen:la were the p::>licy issues in
developrent planning and ~, the rrethodological approaches to developrent
planning and rea:mren:led solutions to the problems identified. The agen:la, as
adopted, was as follo.vs:
1. Opening of the rreeting.
2. Election of officers.
3. Jliioption of the agen:la.
4. Develoµrent planning and ~n.
(a) - · Policy issues;
(i) Socio-economic determinants;
(ii) Institutional frarre,.,urk - public, sani-private and private
institutions;
(iii) Fonnal and infonnal sectors of the econcrny - policy design
and planning;
(iv) Legal and attitudinal ronstraints;
(b)
Assessrrent of conventional and ongoing approaches:
(i) Welfare approach;
(ii) W::lrren-specific developrent prograrrrres and/or projects:
a. Incare-generating activities;
b. Special services programres;
c. Training activities;
(c)
Prop::>sals for action for the integration of v.aren into developrent
planning:
(i) Issues of p::>licy design:
a. Socio-ea:>romic aspects;
b. Institutional structure - role of national and local
governrrental authorities, ~·s organizations, larour
and professional unions and regional and international
organizations;
c. Legal and attitudinal requirerrents;
(ii) !>Ethodological approaches to incorp::>rating ~n into
developrent prograrnres and/or .....arren-specific developrent
projects;
(iii) Research, infonnation, data and training needs;
5 • Jliioption of the rep::>rt of the rreeting.
II.

11.

roLICY ISSUES

The Director of INSTRAW highlighted the objectives, priorities and
rrethcdological frarrework of the Institute's activities, as well as its
rrode of operating through networks, in co-operative arrangerrents with
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United Nations, intergovernrrental, governrrental and non-governrrental organizations
and bodies. Emphasis was placed on the corrplexity of issues related to '-'Drren
and develoµ-rent which should enhance recognition of the interdependence of social
and econanic problems, cast rrore light on macro-micro interface processes, growth
with equity and eradication of poverty and contribute to the debate on people's
participation in develoµrent. Within this frarrev;ork the incorporation of issues
of relevance to ·w aren into developrent planning and prograrrrning required additional
efforts in order that national develoµrent plans and technical co-operation
projects become rrore responsive to voren's participation and requirerrents. In
that respect, she pointed to the role of v-uren in informal, ron-rronetized sectors
of the econcmy, balance be~en economic and social considerations and adequate
institutional frarre'-'Drks in order to reach local corrmunity and grass-root levels.
12.
She stated that the Institute, \o.hile fully aware of the v.urk related to the
subject carried out within and outside the United Nations system, depended
on the views and recornre.ndations of the Seminar to set up a solid basis for the
next stage of its activities in this field as it related to further research,
training and information needs. That v.uuld contribute to the establishrrent of
innovative and flexible rrethods of co-operation between the United Nations,
planning and progranming bodies and the academic corrmunity.
13.

The Chief of Research and Training of INSTRAW underlined that the purpose
of the Seminar was to draw conclusions and recomrendations on ways and
rreans to ensure the incorporation of v.Drren in develoµrent planning. She emphasized
the need to answer the question of "How to" problems. The Institute was cognizant
of the difficulty of the subject. Yet, develop-rent planning is an irrp)rtant rreans of
using national resources effectively in order to achieve both economic growth,
and social and cultural progress,
14.

The Chief of Research and Training asked what were the problems and/or
obstacles facing w:::iren in the area of develoµrent planning. Were they
structural, attitudinal, of co-ordination, camu.mication awareness, sensitization,
educational, lack of skills and expertise, or all of those factors combined?
She hoped that the deliberations. of the Seminar 'MJuld throw sorre light on these
issues and irrlicate rreasures to be taken to overcome those obstacles.
15 .
In introducing the paper prepared by the Institute, the Institute's
consultant made the following a:mrents: The docurrents provided an overview of
the issues of wcrren and develoµrent planning. In preparing the paper, the
Institute had surveyed the literature dealing with guidelines on waren.and
develoµrent planning within and outside the United Nations. It was divided into
three sections. The first section, or introduction, consisted of a description
of the general develoµ-rent debate, including ~·s role in develoµient and
recent United Nations legislation on the topic of the integration of worren in
develoµrent. The agenda of the rreeting and the iss"Ues for consideration in the
incorporation of waren into develoµrent planning were addressed in the second
section of the docurrent.
16.
The last section attempted to delineate action· taken.within the United
Nations system to prarote ~·s integration into develoµ-rent processes.
Hence, annexes I and II oontained st.llllTlaries of recent prograrrrres and project
guidelines seeking to operationalize the integration of v.Drren in develoµient,
produced by the United Nations organizations and other agencies. Also included
were r eports on recent w~tings on v.Drren and develoµrent planning convened in
different world regions.
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17.

During the general debate on item 4 (a) and (b) , the integration of w:::>rren
into developrent planning, it was noted that the participants fowrl it
difficult to draw a clear line be~ the ti-.D subjects, narrely policy issues
and rrethodological approaches, therefore the debate as surrmarized in chapters
II and III reflected that interrelationship and overlapping between the b-.D
topics.
18.
It is also· to be roted that problems of definition and of conceptual
ambiguity were discussed, raising several questions: What was developrent?
What was develoµrent planning? What did the inrorporation of v..orren into
developrent planning rrean and entail? Were w:>rrel1 perceived as a special group
or as a large part of the total population? As such, what technique should be
used to account for them in the global developrent process?
19.
The ino:::irporation of waren into developrent planning encanpassed both the
incorporation of \\QTeI1 into the social and political power structure and
the decision-JT'aking procedure or process, as well as taking ....aren's needs and
reguirerrents into consideration in.the planning process. In other v..ords, it was
interpreted to rrean rrore representation, particularly at the higher level of the
decision-JT'aking process, and integrating warren as beneficiaries of planning.
20.
Serre participants considered the term incorporation of v.orren into developrent
planning misleading, implying that v.orren were not yet participating in the
national econc:rny, whereas in actual fact, waren are participants, albeit rrore
often or as often in the non-rronetary sphere of society as in the rronetary. Thus
~n's v;ork went largely unrecognized because activities in the non-rronetized
sector were not included in GNP. W::rren were in fact in the labour force but they
were rot in the centre of the decision-ffi3.ki.ng process.
21.

A further opinion was expressed that develoµrent should not be rreasured in
terms of GNP, but rather in the extent to which it offered rrore equitable
opportunities to rren and Y.Uren, which might require a change in the system. That
change might take the fonn of an integrated approach because the problem arose at
all levels and was of concern to both rren and warren. Those nultidirrensional
characteristics of developrent had rrost often been ignored, by existing planning
rrethods.
22.
The level of integration of ~ in a particular society was a result or
reflection of the interaction of socio-eo:::inomic factors with policy
decision-making. For example, favourable economic capabilities might be a
catalyst to the process of integration by facilitating nore services, rrore
employrrent and rrore participation for warren. Integration of -r,,uren into develoµrent
planning could be brought about through education and ernployrrent opportunities .
Therefore, legislative rreasures should pressure against educational segregation
and employrrent discrimination, in order to help to change attitudinal behaviour.
23.
It was stated that a gap existed between knowledge and its practical
usage by policy-JT'akers. There was also a knc:Mledge gap between the
national, local and carrrunity levels in the decision- JT'aking process. Equally
important was the lack of participation at the grass-roots level.
24.
A v.orren's ccrnp::>nent was necessary in any develop-rent prograrrrre and/or
project. Thus, the ino:::irporation of v..orren in develoµrent planning should take
into consideration the needs, concerns and reguirerrents of waren. For example,
if a significant nurrber of agricultural v;orkers were waren (the figure varied
according to regions) , why then were training opportunities generally offered to
rren?
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25.

The participants identified and examined various nod.els of planning,
irrlicating that there were an infinite number of planning nod.els adjusted
to the speci al national cxmditions of each society. It was noted that the
planning process was not a question of gender, class or race.
26.
Often the present planning system failed to take into consideration the
human resources aspects, as -well as people's basic needs. In many cases ,
there was little participation on the part of ooth rren and waren in the planning
process and at all levels. As an outcorre , w;:xren 's projects were often not linked
to mainstream develoµrent programres.
27.
Questi ons were raised as to who fornulated developrent plans and the
i.mpJrtance of the roles of national planners in identifying needs. It was
stressed that ways and rreans should be fourrl to involve the local levels in the
planning process.
28.

The 'M:lrk and activities of warren in the infonnal sectors of the economy
should be docurrented and taken into account in developrent plans, a fact
which Y.Duld be of great inp::>rtance for rreeting the needs of 'M:lrren. That was not
only a theoretical or conceptual exercise, or a matter requiring a necessary
change in attitudes; it was in fact vital for ·very specific and practical plans
which were part of agricultural and industrial developrent programres such as
credit, redistrib-ltion of land, extension services , etc.
29.

In discussion related to export·-oriented industries which employed a great

number of v.aren, (flowers, electronics, textiles), views were expressed
recognizing the irrportant contribution of those industries in alleviating female
unemployrrent. 1-bwever, criticisms were expressed of the type of employrrent
opportunities provided by those industries for the following reasons: such
industries often recruited only certain age groups of the female labour force,
health hazards "Went unrecorded , and they provided very unstable employrrent , etc .
Yet , it was also maintained that those criticisms could not be seen out of context
because it was very inportaDt that each individual.country fonnulate its own
internal policy in accordance with its stage of devel oprent.
30 .
The similarity in the employrrent patterns of~ in different parts of
the 'M:lrld indicated that certain policies were applicable to v.cirren as a
group , irrespective of cultural differences .
It was stressed that gerrler should not be decisive in the distribution of
31.
resources for arrl participation in policy formulation/decision-making.
32 .
Differences be~ sexes were brought about by the existing types of
educati on and association of different occupational activities with v.aren
ci.nd rren, thus influencing attitudes and behaviour which placed w::irren as well as
rren in particular roles in society. Educational training should be geared
towards critical consciousness to create sorre kind of awareness in 'M:X!En and rren
to define their own reality and try t.o define the possible awareness for the
solution to their CMn problems .
33.
Often because of ecx:momic crises facing countries, Q)vernrrents were
obliged to make budgetary adjusbrents. I t was thus irrportant to identify
which sectors of the economy suffered rrost fran the burden of adjustment. vbren
-were often located in those econ:::imic sectors which were nost hard-hit by these
adjustrrents. Therefore, such identification v.ould be the first step in eliminating
the discrimination that v.uren suffered in the labour force.
34.
In the design of economic and social policies, efforts should be made to
identify rrechanisms necessary to disaggregate policies and identify
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instrurrents beneficial to i,,orren.
35.
In re-examining the institutional rrachinery for planning to ensure the
incorporation of ~ in the developrent process, there was not only a
need for co-ordinating the existing.rrachineries, but also for strengthening
intenrediaries for action at the gove.rnrrental and non-governrrental levels.
M:mitoring was of imp:Jrtance in that process in order to ensure that v.aren
were taken into account.
36.

Errphasis was also placed on institution-ruilding, based upon local
social-cultural norms. W::xren should be encouraged to participate in civic
and corrrnunity life, professional and business organizations and in political
groups.
37.

Institution-ruilding was also required in the field of education, including
fonnal and non-forrral education, where the school's curriculum should be
reviewed. W:xren' s education in the non-traditional areas should be encouraged.
38.
Higher levels of education played a rrajor role in bringing "'10!T'en into the
hierarchical apparatus of the GDvexnrrent and thus make it possible to
increase 'MX!'en's participation in the decision-making process,
39.

Co-operation arrong waren's organizations, local, regional or international,
v.-ould strengthen v.uren. The establishrrent of new organizations should be
encouraged where necessary.
40.

W::xren's rrachinery should be integrated into the national developrent
planning rrachinery, and should not be established in isolation. Those
organizations should respect the cultural specificities of society.
41.

W::rren's groups with special abilities in training and education should
co-operate with other groups to organize seminars and v.urkshops to encourage
and enhance waren's participation and provide legal services and counselling for
TM:Jrren.

42.

Training institutes, whether national, regional or international, had a
IT'ajor role to play by providing training opportunities and encouraging rrore
v.cirren to increase their skills. The discussions highlighted the role that those
institutes could play in encouraging the creation of forrral ties at local,
regional, national and international levels to provide support for equal
opportunities for w::xren.
43.

The institutes should:
(a) Act as inforrration and reference centres for useful services available
for \'.CJfreI1 ;
(b) support training and research projects prepared by v.cirren for the
benefit of \\Uren;
(c) Sponsor international rreetings for waren to exchange experiences
and evaluate what was rrost applicable for their situation;
(d) support courses and activities to prepare leaders and train them in
managerrent, in administration, and in develop-rent prograrmes;
(e) Provide scholarships for the study of \\Cll'en's prograrrrres and postgraduate programres in non-traditional disciplines.
44.
The use of the m=dia was of vital irrportance . in increasing the awareness
of the imp:Jrtant role ~ could play in developrent and encourage their
developrent.
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III.

ASSESSMENI' OF mNVENrIONAL ONOOING APPOOAOiES

45.

In discussing [X)Ssible planning rrethods which VKJuld aid in effectively
integrating ~ into the developrent process, the participants advocated
changes in definitions and conceptions of developrent theory and planning. In
that regard, shifts were roted in roth ecoromic and sociological theory, fran a
purely ecoromic stance to a search for new rrodels which v.uuld take into account
each country's eoona:nic, social, political and cultural specificity. It was
therefore assurred that the participation of ~n in national developrent plans
necessitated a broader definition than the limited economic one.
46.
Sare views were expressed that the Western rrodels of integration of ~
into developrent were not necessarily applicable to v.Diren in developing
countries, in addition to the fact that . also in Western countries v.aren were
rarely adequately integrated into the developrent process.
47.
The planning process in rrost countries was seen as a top-down process in
that nonnally high-level planners defined the goals and national objectives,
and as a rule warren were not included in the planning process. Consequently,
v.aren did not participate in defining the national goal.
48.
The desired planning fr~rk should entail a top-down, rottom-up approach,
whereby the needs of the grass-root level were considered by the decisionmakers of the national (institutional) planning hierarchy. That rrethod v.uuld
provide for ways and means of reaching carpromises when setting up national
objectives for social and econcrnic developrent.
49.

Within that cx:mtext, reference was also made to centralized versus
.decentralized rrethods of planning.
50. · The welfare approach, used so far in many cases in rreeting \\Uren' s needs,
was viewed in tVKJ different ways. One view associated the welfare approach
1
wiili charity. Sare felt that, even if welfare programres were intended for
beneficial pllr[X)ses, their outcare v.uuld result in the marginalization and
isolation of w:::rren' s issues. M::>reover, there was a risk of duplication of v.urk
through the creation of parallel institutions alongside the already existing
ones in society;
51.

It was also thought that, given the economic crisis facing rrost countries,
welfare activities in the social, educational, health and housing areas
airred at ~, children and senior citizens, were not to be considered as pure
welfare rreasures, but as rreans of rectifying the shortcanings and omissions of
the ecoromic planning system which limited itself to the fonnal sector of the
econany. The rombined efforts of welfare and efficiency rreasures could have
positive results rather than purely negative ones.
52.
However, it was generally felt that the welfare approach should not be
abandoned, but rather be used as a supplerrentary rrethod and could also be
cxmsidered as a transitional strategy in sore cases.
53.

Different views were expressed with regard to special measures and/or
prograrrrres/projects as a rreans of integrating ~n into developrent
planning. The first view doubted the m:!rits of the special rreasures approach
which might lead to the isolation and marginalization of worren's issues. It
might also create an obstacle for the full integration and active participation
of w::iren in the mainstream of developrent.
54.
The other view emphasized the need for special rreasures programres/
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projects to conpensate as a transitional rreasure for pa.st historical
discrimination which resulted in what was seen today as the unegual and inferior
status of w::rren in many socio-eo::>nanic sectors, and to strengthen efforts airred
at improving the status of v.aren.
55.
The consensus view of the Seminar was that the issue of the integration
of v.aren in developrent was rot a question of choosing between the
oolistic, integrated approach or the specific rreasures approach when attempting
to operationalize integration but was rrore a question of using lx>th approaches
sinultaneously, and in conjunction with each other,
In that connection, it was stated that~, given the fact that they
made up half of the population, should not be perceived as a separate
group, b.lt as an integral productive and reproductive force in society. With
respect to warren's reproductive role, attention was drawn to the reluctance which
frequently existed in the private sector as well as in semi-governrrental and
governrrental sectors to engage ....aren because of the fear of the increased
overhead costs associated with and sternn:ing fran their reproductive role.
57.
: Aside fran the efficiency of a programre/project in reaching its goal, the
question of effectiveness was raised. It was stated that in any specific
developrent programre and/or project it was important to reach the target group
and therefore adeguate rronitoring was important.
56.

58 .

Macro- level rreasures, such as legislation or irrlustrial policies, could be
rrore effective in the integration of v.aren into the economy, owing to their
massive and rapid effects. Yet, there was a danger in anphasizing the macro
level only. The importance of specifying the instrurrents and rrechanism.s in the
deisgn of global econanic and social policies soould take into account the
relationship between the micro and macro levels. It \\OUld therefore b? important
to identify rrechanism.s for bridging the gap between the U..O levels.
59.

The discussion emphasized the macro-level as related to planning data and
programre design on a large scale in the econanic, social and po_litical
fields, and the micro-level as related not only to projects but also to the
concept of participation at that level.
60.
It was expressed that the i.npact of micro-level projects was limited and
required long~term implementation to integrate v.urren substantially into
the developrent process. However, a positive aspect of micro-level rreasures was
to provide the direct and rerredial participation of a target group. It was,
therefore, necessary to create linkages between macro-level and micro-level
rreasures. fureover, the linkages between non-governrrental organizations at the
national, regional and international levels soould be mantained.
N.

REXXM1ENDATIONS

These recarrrendations are the result of panel and plenary discussions of
the follC1.'ling topics of the agenda: issues of policy desi gn, rrethodological
approaches to incorporating \oUreI1 into develop-rent programres, research and data
collection, training and dissemination of information.
Before considering these rea::mrendations, the following conceptual
fr~rk soould be taken into acoount:
(a) The "incorporation of worren into developrent planning" is a
a:rnprehensive concept requiring basic changes in h™ develop-rent is viewed;
(b) Worren's actual and potential contribution is prirrordial for any
integrative developrent planning. The incorporation of \\Orren into developrent
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planning will require sare rethinking at the conceptual level;
(c) W:::Iren should be considered as equal partners with rren and their equal
participation l:x:>th as econ:imic agents and as beneficiaries in all sectors of the
economy and at all levels of the develoµrent process should be secured.
1.
Issues of policy design
1.1 Socio-economic aspects
National developrent planning should be vi~ as a rnultidirrensional
process emb:xiying participative economic, social, political and cultural
factors.

1.

2.

W:Jrren are already incorporated into the develoµrent process l:x:>th in their
dual role as reproducers and producers (whether statistically visible or
invisible) in the gross darestic product, and as beneficiaries.as well as
reproducers of the labour force in economy, and therefore, in view of this dual
role, they. affect the develoµrent process and are affected by it l:x:>th positively
and negatively.
3.

Develoµrent planning should take into account the ·i nterrelationship
As the reproductive
function is only one of v.uren.1 s major social roles it should not be the basis
for exclusion fran other activities. Develoµrent planness should rather
capitalize on ~·s rnulti-roles as assets that can enhance developrent.
between the reproductive and productive roles of v.aren.

4.

Appropriate rreasures slx>uld be taken to bring about the necessary social ,
ecx:)l'unic and cultural changes and to correct the existing structural
imbalances which have multiplied and perpetrated w::xren's disadvantages. In order
to ensure the equal participation of v.D!Tel1 at all levels, action is required at
the macro and micro, local and family levels.
5.

Decision-makers and develoµrent planners should encourage the participation
of 'vOren in decisions pertaining to the design, formulation, co-ordination
and implerrentation of econanic, social , family planning , population and human
resources policies.
6.

Necessary steps should be taken to ensure that rural . and m:rrginal urban
participate fully as beneficiaries and effective agents in the
developrent process by allCMing for . their participation as policy w::irkers,
organizers and implerrentators of developrent prograrrrres through training in
leadership and decision-making.
'vOren

7.

Necessary steps should be taken to change attitudinal biases toward
traditional roles through awareness prograrnres addressed to the entire
population.
1.2
8.

Institutional frarre-;ork

The necessary institutional rreasures should be taken to ensure that
developrent planners respond to the needs of all rrembers of society.
9.
Developrent planning should ensure the strengthening and/or creation of at
least minimal
institutional frarre..urks to guarantee the access.and equal
participation of v.uren at all levels of society. Policy-makers and develoµrent
planners should take special rreasures to exparrl participatory planning by v.uren
at the grass-roots and higher levels of decision-making and goal-setting.
10.
Developrent plans should provide for greater participation and representation
of irrlividual waren and socially and economically relevant associations and
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institutions concerned in the issues relevant to w::cren . Such organizations
and institutions may also assist in rronitoring rrechanisms for the design,
implerrentation and evaluation of devel oprent polici es, plans and programres,
11. Effective institutional l inks l:etween "WOTen's or ganizations and national
planning units srould te established . 'Ihis can l:e ensured for exaJ11?le, by
central ly locating ~n 's af fairs units (Office of the Prirre Minister, Office of
the Minister of Planning) and by creating \'Oren ' s desks at various sectoral
1
l evel s.
12.

1

Existing pl ans of acti on and programres, as they .relate to w:rren, should
l:e t aken into consideration in order to ensure ()'.)-Ordination and
canpatibility with other similar plans and programres concerning waren adopted
and carried out at the international, regional, national and local levels .
In national planning processes adequate linkages should te made and/or
strengthe ned in order to ensure the integration of issues related to waren
into sectoral as well as . regional plans and programres, pa.rticularly those
rel at ed to indus trial developrent, energy, environrrent, science and techrplogy
and similar sectors .
14 •
Technical ()'.)-Operation programres' projects and rudget allocations should
contain explicit reference to their impact on waren; ooverage of w:irren's
needs; and inclusion of w:cren in forrrD..llation and implerrentation.
15.
Planning and programning processes in both public and private sectors
should allow for representation of w::cren and w:rren-related issues.
1.3
Legal aspects
13.

16.

Recogni zing the inportance of appropriate legislative sup:r;:ort which \\Ould
secure the implerrentation of policies relevant to warren in developrent,
additi onal l egislative rreasures might l:e required in order to ensure the
protecti on of Vv'Cllen's interests in the planning process .
17 .
Additional legislative measures should l:e considered when necessary to
abolish all direct and indirect discriminatory consequences of planning to
war-en.
18.

Incentives and penalties should l:e provided in order to facilitate
implementation of policies ensuring 0:Itlal opportunities for waren.
19 .
Pol i cies nust te designed to create effective measures where necessary
and/or to enforce the implerrentation of existing laws required for the
prevention of sexual violence and harassrcent.
20.
legal protection must l:e assured for those ~rking for change through the
advancerrent of waren.
2.
Methodological approaches
2.1 Mequate linkages te~n various levels of policy-making should l:e
established in order to secure the interaction of international, national
and subnational levels of decision-making.
·
21.
At the macro level there is a need to:
(a) Collect and ccmpare data on existing policies, national plans and
l egi s l ation and to analyse the extent to which waren's issues are incorporated.
(b) Collect and analyse existing literature and research findings on
waren's issues and to es~lish th~ lipkage ~n this research and the planning
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activity ensuring that such findings are taken into account in the planning
process.
22.
One of the critical and crucial factors for a p:>litical will is to make
explicit the breakdown of social objectives and iroplications by group of
econcmic agents, particularly by sex and age group to account equally, in the
sarre disaggregate manner, for the socio-econanic iroplications on the above
groups of the iroplerrentation of develoµrent p:>licies, plans and prograrnres.
23.
The contributions of marginal urban and rural worren to economic and social ·
develoµrent should be acknowledged by including waren's v.ork in the informal
sectors, as ~11 as various fonns of self-erploymant and services, into the
rreasured and accounted for econcmic activity.
24.
Socio-econcmic policies should be fornulated with the explicit purp:>se of
satisfying the material and non-material needs of w::irren in their dual
capacity. Necessary rreasures should be adopted to develop or improve the
capacities of the social and physical infrastructure and the services to be
provided within the social division of labour. that v.ould alleviate v.iorren's burden
and provide them with the p:>ssibility of actively participating at all levels of
decision-making in the society (such facilities might be fuel, electricity, water,
adequate cooking facilities, nurseries, hospital care, child care, and care of
the elderly.
25.

At the micro level, the rrost disadvantaged rural and urban areas should be
provided with the ways and rreans of increasing their access to infrastructure,
basic services and ai:propriate techn:::>logies by providing them with the basic
services (including services such as clean water supplies and effective sanitation)
in order to alleviate the heavy v.orkload necessitated by the demands of their
families, including l::oth children and the elderly.
26.
M=asures to incorporate waren in the mainstream of develoµrent p:>licies,
plans and prograrnres must not preclude transitional, technical, material and
financial resources for ~n, particularly local rural and urban ~ so that
they have access to nutrition and health services, including maternal/ child care
and family planning/education/training, E!Jl)loymant and financial resources.
Access to these resources will facilitate the ultimate goal of canplete and equal
incorporation of \'.Uren into the mainstream of the developrent process.
27.
M=asures should be taken to ensure that existing inequalities in the
representation of
arrong the planners - in all sectors of policy and
prograrnre formulation - be redressed, through various instrurrents such as quotas,
goals and tirretables and any structural rrodification required.
28.
Systematic rronitoring and evaluation of plans and prograrnres and projects
at l::oth the micro and macro levels should take place in a manner that w:>uld
allCM for the evaluation of the success in iroplerrenting the goals of achieving
equal participation, opportunity and benefits to .v.aren along with the overall
evaluation of the plan.
29.
Villerever possible, the United Nations, international and other agencies/
l::odies should iropleirent their mandates to formulate and execute their
policies and prograrnres in ways that fully incorporate warren at each level of
decision making, action and outo:rre, identifying obstacles and inpedirrents of
these procedures, and the rreans to overcare them.
30.
All organizations of the United Nations system should systematically
review their proposed prograrnres and projects with the aim of integrating

w:nen
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the issues of eoncern to v.unen i..'l all projects, with the dual objective of
inproving the effectiveness of the project and the status of v.aren. Sufficient
resources need to be allocated in order to rreet these recxmrendations. For this
purpose, rrore resources should be channelled into INSTRAW's Trust Fund.
31.
All donors should be rrobilized to supply the additional financial
assistance required for carrying out the prograrmes and projects concerning
warren of the various United Nations agencies .
32.
Decision-nakers and planners should identify and proportionally allocate
budgets at different levels to policies, prograrmes and projects of concern to
w::rren.
3.

Research and data oollection, training and dissemination of information
Data collection, research, training and disse.mination of information have
an inportant role in the realization of the inoorporation of waren into
developrent planning.
3.1
33.

Research and data collection
INSTRAW should continue to encourage co-operative efforts arrong the United
Nations and other international and national level organizations to inprove
the collection and use of data needed for the incorporation of 'WCXT'el1 in
developtent planning.
Efforts s~ould be made to rronitor the appropriate use of existing data on
waren's roles in current international and national develoµrent projects
(including, for exarrple, the planning of teyhnical co-operation, employrrent
opportunities, etc.) which are rreant to deal with the total population.
35.
INSTRAW's capacity should be strengthened to assist relevant l::odies to
design and initiate research to illuminate the existing constraints to the
inplerrentation of plans to equalize waren's and rren's training and employrrent
opportunities and to devise appropriate rreans to overcare them.
36.
In support of the reccmrendations of the INSTRAW/United Nations Statistical
Office Expert M:!eting on Indicators and Statistics on the Integration of
W:Jrren in Developrent (held in New York, April 1983), full encouragerrent should
be given to statistical services for (a) the design, collection and utilization
of appropriate indicators to accurately reflect the participation of w::xren in
social and eoonomic life (formal and informal sectors) , and (b) the dissagregation
of appropriate data, as aids to the incorporation ofwaren in develoµrent
planning • . Until new indicators and rrethodologies are in use, all available
quantitative and qualitative data should be fully utilized.
34.

37.

INSTRAW, through its regional ne~rk ; should encourage the study of
national plans, including sectoral plans and prograrrrres, to detennine the
extent to which waren's needs have been taken into account.
38.
In recognition of the inadequacy of present rrethods of developrent
planning in incorporating waren, results of recent research on w:.rren and
developrent should be analysed from a theor etical and practical perspective with
the aim of rrodifying and disaggregating existing planning rrodels, or devising
new rrodels.
39.
.Additional efforts should be airred at identifying gaps in current research
in order to design planning policies linking macro and micro levels of
ecoOCJmy.
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40.

fully utilizing the support of its regional network, INSTRAW should
enex>urage research and dissemination of its firdings on effective exarrples
of planning and progranming to benefit w::xren at the local and national levels.
41.
In this respect, the inpJrtance of the catalytic role of INSTRAW as a
clearing-house for infonnation for w::xren and developre.nt has been
emphasized. The establishrrent of ex>ntinous interaction of the develoµrent
planning l::xxlies and institutions (within and outside the United Nations system)
with INSTRAW is urged.
3.2 Training
42.

Based on the successful experience of ~n and develoµrent planning in
sare regfons, INSTRAW slx>uld make efforts, in co-operation with the
regional a::xrmissions and other United Nations l:cdies as well as other regional
organizations and developrent funds, to:
(a) Design training nodules on w::xren and developre.nt planning that can be
utilized in planning ex>urses and by institutions;
(b) Organize v.urkshops for decision-makers and tx>licy-ma.kers, regardless
of sex;
{C) SfOnsor regional training progranrres for planners fran central and
sectoral planning units on the integration of v.orren in develoµrent planning;
(d) SfOnsor the holding of joint w:::>rkshops in ex>-operation with regional
corrrnissions so that planners, developrent v.urkers and representatives of national
machineries for rren and w:::rnen can jointly v.urk out the best way to implerrent
plans for the effective in<X>rp'.)ration of w::xren into developrent.
43.
INSTRAW, with the support of its netw:::>rk, should offer advisory services
to t'atlber States on the in<X>rp'.)ration of warren into develoµrent planning.
44.
Enex>uragerrent should be given to training of trainers in order to accelerate
the process of in<X>rp'.)rating \\Dffen in the planning process and in project
design and managerrent.
45.
Efforts should be made to secure fellowships for young worren in various
key disciplines relevant for planning for the future.
46.
In its catalytic role, INSTRAW and its regional network should enex>urage
national institutions to SfOnsor training, utilizing non-formal rrethods and
the ex>rnnunity setting, of w:::rnen in non-traditional fields.
47.
To strengthen -w:::.rren's organizational abilities and increase their level
of expertise, training programres, v.urkshops and ex>nferences spoul d be
utilized. Einphasis should be given to training w:::rnen in organizational techniques.
and managerial skills.
48.
Appropriate training should be devised in urban and rural areas to provide
w:::>rren with the fOSsibility of gaining new skills and offering new job
opp'.)rtunities to them.
Universities and planning and research institutes should include curricula
49.
and training ex>urses relevant to incorp'.)rating warren into planning processes.
SO.
Developre.nt plans should ex>nsider the effective use of mass rredia as well an
alternative rreans of a::xmunication in changing attitudes toward the
traditional roles of rren and w::rnen in the family and society at large .
51.
In order to eliminate all obstacles created by the conventional division

_J
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of labour between waren and rren, mass rredia and other inforrnation rreans,
including text:tooks and educational material for children, should be used for
comrunicating n~ images of ....aren.
3.3 Information and dissemination
52.
Effective connunication and inforrnation systems should be established at
various levels of the planning process in order to secure and strengthen
the necessary linkages be~n the developrent planning process carried out at
various levels.
53.
Ways and rreans should be investigated to bring to the attention of planners
the substantial l:x:ldy of research on w:rren and developrent that has been
undertaken v.Drld wide.
As a clearing-house for inforrnation on w:::irren and develoµrent, INSTRAW
54.
should make efforts to include laxlwledge on waren in existing information
system.s.
55.

INSTRAW should investigate ways and rreans of disseminating inforrnation on
and developrent, enploying new camunication techn::>logies.
56.
Efforts should be made to develop a guide to information sources concerning
~ and developrent.
57.
INSTRAW should publish a volUire of selected papers fran this Saninar, with
an annex listing l::xx>ks, irrlividuals and institutions concerned with the
subject; the annex should be reprcrluced in the publications of INSTRAW.
VJOren

58 .

Efforts should be made to disseminate information on w:xnen and developrent
planning to relevant professional publications.
·
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Paper l
THE I1'K:ORPORATION OF va1EN INTO DEVEIDPMENI' PLANNING
General Overviecw
Prepared by INSTRAW
Preface
The International Research and Training Institute for the Advancenent of
W:lrnen (INSI'RAW) aims to pronote, through research, training and information
activities, the integration of v..crnen into mainstream develoµnent processes.
The Institute is paying particular attention to the incoq:oration of v.Drnen's
requirements into de developnent planning process. As the lnstitute's
background document for the interriqional Seninar on the Incon:x:>ration of hbrren
into Develoµnent Planning (Santo Daringo, 5-11 Decenber 1983), this paper is
a general overviecw of v.Drren and develoµnent planning. The Institute wishes to
acknowledge the efforts of Zineb Touimi-Benjelloun, the consultant v.ho 'MJrked
in close collaboration with the Institute in the preparation of this overview.
I .

INl'IDDtrl'ION

In the light of the developnent efforts and the results achieved so far
in developing countries, in particular over the past 30 years, the enphasis
v.hich traditional economic theory places on high productivity rates as the
primary levers for successful develop-rent has been criticized with regard to
meeting the needs of the masses, i.e. problens of poverty, illiteracy,
malnutrition,, un6Tlployrnent, over-population, etc. I n the first place, the
predicted "trickle down" effect from the productive , rronetized sector of the
economy, with a general increase in ina:irres, education, health, etc. , did not
take place. Secondly, this theory has been criticized for failing to take
into account the historical social, cultural, I:X'litical and economic specificity
of different countries as it is based alrrost entirely on the experience of the
nations which started industrializing at the end of the nineteenth century and
the beginning of the twentieth century .
ConsEqUently, and on the whole, the current trends in the ongoing
developnent debate concentrate, inter-alia, on: (a) growth with EqUity; (b)
irnl:X'rtance of social problens that should not be neglected , as in the past; and
(c) the I:X'Pulation cx::rnp:lnent of develop-rent which highlights the importance of
l::oth (i) human resources, and (ii) I:X'Pular participation in .t he developnent
process.
Recent United Nations decisions reflect the current developnent debate and
focus on the importance of taking into c:onsidera,tion the needs of various
groups of the I:X'Pulation, men and v.orren alike, in the developnent process through
develoµnent planning mechanisms . Thus, the approach to develoµnent advocated in
these decisions is rrore holistic and integrated.
The first explicit articulation in the United Nations legislations on the
integration of v.Drnen into develoµnent processes was made by the International
Developnent Strategy for the Second United Nations Developnent Decade v.hich was
adopted by the General Assembly in 1970.1/ In this regard, it stated: "The full
integration of v.Dmen in the total develofirent efforts should be encouraged".
1/

General

Ass~ly

resolution 2626 (XXV) .
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The above idea was further developed by the W::>rld Plan of Action arrl the
set of resolutions adopted at the W::>rld Conference of the International W::>rren's
Year, held in M=xioo in 1975. ±_I
The General Assembly subsequently adopted principles referring to the
necessity of real and effective participation of rren and w::men in all areas of
national activity for accelerated developrent, thus necessitating the
integration of v.aren's p::>tential and actual oontribution in develoµrent planning
and an improved world eoonomic equilibrium. Consequently, the improverrent of
~·s status was regarded as a basic elerrent in the developrent process .
fureover, the role of v.aren in the develoµrent process was seen as an integral
part of the establishment of the New International Eoorx:rnic Order, since the.
goals of the United Nations Decade for W::>rren "Equality, Develop-rent and Peace"
deperrl up::>n the establishment of just international economic relations.
The Prograrnre of Action for the Seoond Half of the United Nations Decade
for W::>rren and the resolutions adopted in Copenhagen in 1980 lJ represented a
step t.o.vards establishing the linkage between ~·s role, the international
strategy and the new international eooromic order. Am:mg the main p::>ints
~hasized were: a) the historical reasons causing the unequal share of v.aren
in developrent as being related to the division of labour between the sexes,
the productive systems in world eoorx:rnics arrl v.Drren's v.Drk, mass p::>verty and.
backwardness as a result of underdeveloprent; b) the close relationship between
the inequality that the majority of w::men experience and the problem of ·
underdeveloµrent resulting fran unjust international economic relations; c) the
need to improve w:rren's status arrl their role in developrent as part of the new
international econanic order, and d) that any rreasures for ';,Q!ren isolated fran
the major priorities, strategies arrl sectors of developrent cannot result in
any substantial progress towards the goals of the decade.
The International Developrent Strategy for the Third United Nations
Developrent Decade that was adopted in December 1980, after the Copenhagen
Conference, states in its preamble that the develoµrent process must prorrote
human dignity. The ultimate aim of developrent is the constant improverrent of
the well-1:.eing of the entire p::>pulation on the basis of its full participation
in the process of developrent and a fair distribution of the benefits therefrom.
In this perspective, economic growth, productive ~lo.~1rre~rt and social equity
are furrlarrental arrl indivisible elements of developrent. d
The atove strategy also indicates the rrethods by which rrost ·of the issues
included in the current developrent debate ought to be addressed. Thus the
strategy seeks to reflect the need for the adoption of adequate and appropriate
p::>licies, to be defined by each oountry within the frarrework of its developrent
plans arrl priorities for rroverrent t.o.vards the realization of its ultimate goal
of developrent. fureover, it refers to 'WC!Ti2n .' s role arrl oontributions to society
in many parts of the text of the strategy in very specific terms. In this regard,
the importance of the integration of warren in industrialization, rural developrent,
science and technology and the need to implement the rreasures to improve the
status of w::xren adopted both .in M:!xioo and Copenhagen are rrentioned. 'iJ
2/ Report of the furld Conference of the International Via"ren' s Year, l'~ico
- City, 19 June- 2 July 1975 (United Nations publication, Sales No.E.76.IV.l),
01ap. II, Sect. A.
ii ReP?rt of the W::>rld Cofnerence of the United Nations Decade for Via"ren: Fguality,
Developrent and Peace, Copenhagen, 14-30 July 1980 (United Nations publication,
Sales No.E.80.IV.3 and corrigendum), 01ap.I , Sect.A.

iJ Resolution· 35/56, annex.
'i_/ Ibid.
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The last step thus far in the evolution of the legislative mandate that
links waren's issues and the developrent process is the Convention on the
Elimination of All Fonns of Discrimination Against W::xren, enphasizing the link
between the establishrrent of the New International Econanic Order and the
prorrotion of equality between rren and 'M:ll'TBn; the full arrl complete develop-rent
of a country which requires, arrong other .things, the max:inu.nn participation of
warren on equag terms with rren; and the inp::>rtant role of waren in rural
developrent. -1
II.

w:::t-1EN AND DEVEI..OPMENI' PIANNING

As can be assessed fran the United Nations legislative mandate concerning
waren's role in developrent, the full utilization of \\Drren's actual arrl potential
contributions is prinDrdial for the success of any integrated developrent
strategy. Consequently, w::rren's oontribution can only be fully utilized i f given
proper consideration in the developrent planning process, not only in terms of
the benefits to be eannarked to redress waren's situation, but, rrore irtq:ortantly,
as regards their participation in this process based on the assurrption that
successful developrent is guided by the principles of the develop-rent of human
resources and popular participation.
A.

Different impact of developrent on waren

As a starting point for the effective integration of \\Drren into
developrent processes l:x>th as participants arrl beneficiaries, a planning system
may wish to address the differential impact that developrent has had on v.cITen
relative to rren. This analysis is useful in highlighting the idea that efforts
to prooote waren are part arrl parcel of efforts to further the total develop-rent
process arrl, consequently, that these efforts ITD.lst coincide with national
develop-rent policies on all levels, i.e.,. ideological, institutional, social,
econanic, etc., i f they are to be effective.
The differential impact that developrent has had on warren relative to rren
arises fra:n the fact that industrialization generally being the rrethod by which
rapid developrent was initially sought in developing countries led rrost of the
national resources to be concentrated in the public and rronetized sphere of
society which traditionally was a male donain as opposed to the private sphere the dorrestic sphere - which was the female domain. In the traditional order
warren derived rruch econcimic and social p:iwer from their predc:rninance in. the
dorrestic sphere, as many activities which are prinDrdial for the .survival of
the family, such as agricultural production, processing of foods and handicraft
production, took place within the extended family unit. With the rrechanization
of agriculture and food processing as well as the introduction of mass production,
thus leading to cheap manufactures, v.onen's productive activities were rendered
unecona:nic. Yet, econanic reliance on a husband or another male relative has
not been a survival option for the majority of \\Drren \\Drld-wide.
Industrialization has triggered an uµ.,rard migration of larrlless peasants
due, in part, to the decline of the agricultural sector, and in part, to its
rrechanization,leaving a great number of peasants without a viable m=ans of
survival. The rural v.anan has been harrred by this trend because, when the male
rrember of the family migrates she is left to assurre a double or triple role,
taking care of the household, children arrl farm . She thus finds herself as the
head of the household without the ecoromic rreans of supporting it, or the skills
6/ Resolution 34/180 adopted by the Assembly on 18 December 1979.
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that v.ould make.her agricultural endeavours rrore productive. If the '-"'.)ffi3I1
migrates to the city, she, on the one hand, finds herself lacking in the skills
necessary for urban v.ork, and, on the other hand, since urbanization has
surpassed industrialization in rrost developing countries, resulting in a high
rate of unerrployrrent, finds herself unable to derive economic security fran her
husband.
The aforenentioned material growth approach to develoµrent thus not only
resulted in tv.o serious problems for wcmen, narrely, the assurrption of double or
triple roles and the lack of appropriate skill for productive enployrrent, tut
also failed to indicate appropriate strategies for the addressing of ~n's
needs and r~irenents. As this approach underestimates the inpact of the social
aspects of develoµrent on the ecoromic ones, assuming that econcmic growth can
proceed ahead of .social growth, its strategy for ~ting of waren's needs,
narrely , welfare prograrnres, was ineffective.
With the persistence of poverty, illiteracy, overpopulation and ll'alnutrition
in rrost developing countries even in the face of some significant increase in GPN in
many cases in the late 1960s, a redefinition of develoµrent began, as portrayed
in United Nations legislation, whereby the importance of social, political and
cultural problems along .with the ecoronic ones was raised as being pertinent for
the fonnulation of any viable developrent strategy. In this regard, the intimate
link between the develoµrent process and wcmen's position therein was first
realized, leading to the call for the integration of ~n into developrent. In
this context, wcmen-specific developrent prograrnres . and/or projects have errerged
as strategies to overCOITe the neglect that wcrren have suffered in the develoµrent
process and
rreet
their needs • . The institutional manifestation of this
approach is the growth and rrore active role of ~·s groups, and/or the
errergence of "v.orren's bureaus" in various ministries at the national level and
~n's departrrents or offices in international organizations .
Included in the
activities advocated and organized by these fema..le interest groups . are incorre generating activities for l°"'-inccrre warren along with training activities in
areas such as efficient production techniques, management, administration,
finance and services prograrnres in the areas of hygiene, family planning and
literacy.
.
.
. Many of the above w:xren-specific projects and/or programres seek to address
the very irrrrediate and vital issue of survival as experienced by rrost v.omen in
developing oountries . Yet, this type of approach to resolving wanen and
developrent problems may be useful and serve a particular purpose in the
imrediate future, but it might not be that effective in the long run for a
variety of reasons. In the first place, this type of approach does not confonn
with the call for integrated planning as being the proper strategy for addressing
the nurrerous multisectorial problems that rrost developing cduntries confront.
In many instances, these projects and/or prograrnres are isolated from the main
institutional fr~rk which guides the developrent process in a country. What
often follows from this type of isolation is a disassociation of the content of
the activities undertaken by these groups fran national priorities and goals.
Cons~ently , these activities often are in danger of o:>llapse·when support is
withdrawn by the sponsoring agency.
The al::ove activities are certainly viable if viewed and formulated sirrply
as survival prograrnres and/or interrrediate strategies for the ultimate goal of
the corrplete integration of wcrren in mainstream develoµrent processes. This
approach may be necessary due to the lag that wcmen in many parts of the v.orld
have in tent\.S of education and access to resources arising from their historic
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characteristics of these activities must be rorne in mind., particularly in view
of - this being the secorrl major long-run weakness of these activities - the
nature of stabilization policies espoused in many developing countries in the
current recessionary period. The main ingredients of these policies are
nonetary and fiscal restraints, wage restraints, liberalization of the price of
i.np)rts and exchange controls, devaluation, prarotion of the private sector and
opening up of the economy to v.orld markets. Consequently, these policies have
been regressive on gr<:Mt.h as well as on employrrent. The creation of new
employrrent opportunities has also slowed down. The gap in.incn:re distribution
and absolute poverty has increased as subsidies on basic consurrer goods and
social spendings were reduced. 2J Although ~ are not a harogenous group, a
great number of them are arrong the poorest of the poor and are therefore hard-hit ·
by these policies since their needs are rrost often addressed under the social
progranrres which are the rrost negatively affected by stabilization policies.
ArDther problem with v.aren-specific prograrnres and/or projects combined
with the effects of stabilization policies indicates precisely why a reliance
on a survival strategy in addressing \>X:>rren's problems runs counter to the
essence of develoµrent as being not rrerely an economic process, rut a social,
political and cultural one as well. As the female larour force in developing
countries is concentrated primarily in the tertiary sector, the infonnal sector
and the export-oriented industries, these being the areas of econcmic activity
which expand under stabilization prograrnres, '§_; it is often felt that the issue
of the integration of w:::>Iren into mainstream develoµrent is being effectively
addressed. Yet, an examination of the nature of the employrrent activities
provided by these sectors highlights their discrepancy with the presently
accepted definition of develoµrent, and the existence of nost of their activities
outside an integrated planning strategy.
Informal sector employrrent is a source of incn:re mainly for poor unskilled
v.aren. This type of employrrent is characterized by a lack of governrrent .
regulation, irregularity and the absence of contractual obligations. ·0ne type
of informal sector ~rk is dc:xrestic employrrent carprised largely of single
migrant v-.DITen. Married, divorced or widowed v.Qlren with children are engaged in
dc:xrestic outv.c>rk, i.e., finishing and assembling clothing and footwear in their
horres. The wages that these ....aren receive are lower than those received by
full-tirre factory \>X:>rkers based on the assunption that,.as housewives, these
v-.DITen are deperrlent on their husband' s incn:res. Yet, evidence shaws that there
is a large proportion of female-headed households employed in the informal
sector. Thus the earnings generated. by \>X:>rten in this sector are basic for the
survival of these households. fureover, even if married, the husbands tend to
be from law-incorre brackets or unemployed, and thus unable to support their
families single-handed. 2J
The export prorrotion policy of the stabilization progranrres stimulates industries
which are disassociated fran darestic market expansion. It further aggravates
the depress ion of dorrestic markets through devaluation and export subsidies. l2/
Since the majority of the.larour force is located in dc:xrestic production, the

2J

United Nations "Resource Paper on Vbrren in Developing Countries and funetary
and Fiscal Matters in the Context of the International Develoµrent Strategy",
(Vienna, December 1981) p.13.
y Ibid. p.15.
9 I Heyzer, N::Jeleen. waren Subsistence and the Informal Sector: TaiJci.rds a
Frarre<.«:lrk of Analysis . IDS, Sussex, August 1981.
10/ Uruted Nahons, Vienna, p. 23 .
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rate of national unemployrrent increases. Thus, for v.aren, only a minority's
employrrent opportunities are enhanced by the export industries. The majority
of third-world wurren o:mtinue to remain excluded fran the productive sectors
of the econany. Furtherrrore, the characteristics which render a £err.ale labour
force attractive for exp::irt-oriented industries do oot contribute to their full
inclusion in develoµtent as they are errployed mainly at the lower echelons of
the production process (assembly lines), prohibited fran unionizing, confront
health hazards in the workplace, and receive lower wages than rren doing the sarre
jobs. Lastly, as recession in the developed countries has led them to institute
a number of protectionist rreasures, i.e., tariffs drawn against the exp::irts of
developing countries, as well as attempts to revolutionize production in
developed countries so as to eliminate. the advantage that cheap labour gives to
off-shore production of labour-intensive goods, 11.; exp::irt-led industrialization
is mt likely to resolve the latter's balance-of-payrrent problems. Tnus, even
the benefits that ~ can derive fran employrrent in exp::irt industries, albeit
under inferior working corrlitions, is endangered by the vulnerability of these
industries to world market corrlitions at this roint in tirre.
B.
Towards
effective utilization of ~n's potential and rreeting
women's needs in developrent
Officially, vx:imen constitute only one-·third of the world's labour force;
yet, as 50 per cent of the world's population, they perform two-thirds of its
w:irk-hours, which includes both the m:x:lern type of employrrent in contl'erce and
services, as well as the unrecorded danestic tasks, unpaid labour on the farm or
other family enterprise, and labour done within patron/client relationship.
Partly due to this emission of waren's work in official statistics and
calculation of GNP, v.aren 1 s incorre tends to be very low - in fact, '..orren receive
only 10 per cent of the world's ino:ne and own less than 1 per cent of the world's
property. l.Y
In the first instance, the above figures oot only irrlicate sorre of the main
sources for the detriirental effects that the actual developrent strategy has had
on \\Drren, but also how this strategy has failed to fully utilize wunen's potential,
or provide v.orren with significant benefits. As pointed out earlier, some of
these primary sources originate frcm the objectives of the material outlook of
zrost develop-rent strategies espoused over the 30 years. Yet, even .though the
rreasurerrent and analytical meth:::xlology employed in the formulation of developrent
plans does not adequately address.w::nen's requirerrents, since the existing data
tend to underesti.Inate w:uen's contribution to developtent, SO!re general v.urld wide trends and regional variations regarding female labour participation can
still be extracted from these data. They show both a substantial female
contribution, and the fact that much of ~n's w:irk is unrecognized and/ or
under-valued.
The above data tend to indicate a general increase in female labour force
participation since the 1960s. There also appears to be a general substantial
contribution of w::rnen to the econ:xnies of their countries, although regional
variations do exist as far as the proportion comparing their representation in
the labour force with their contribution to GDP. In this regard, data from Asia
and the Middle East show a general pattern of waren's contribution to GDP
ll / Elson, Diane and Pearson, Ruth. . The Latest Phase . of the Internationalization
of Capital and Its Inplications for W::m=n in the Thi.rd W:>rld. IDS. Sussex,
June 1980.
12/ UNDP "W:rren and the New International Economic Order: Inpact of
Recorrrrenda~ons on Ccrrrrodities. Industrialization and Technology" Dip for
1980. l'b.12, p.3.
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being proportional to their representation in labour force; data from Latin
Jl.rrerica sho,., that "VOren's contribution to GDP is greater than their proportional
representation in the total labour force; and data frcrn Afric;a shJw that waren's
contribution to GDP is less than their proportional representation in the total
labour force. 13_1
AJ.tlnugh the above data point to w:::xnen' s increased participation in all
sectors of the eooncrny, there is still a general ~rld-wide pattern of a
sectoral ooncentration of the female labour.force relative to that of the total
labour force. 1iJ Yet, there are regional variations regarding the rate of
~n's participation in agricultural and non-agricultural activities. W:>rren's
crude agricultural activities are highest in Africa and Asia and lowest in the
Middle East and Africa. Q/

A significant rise in the n1.m1ber of female-headed households ~rld-wide, as
well as an increasil1g ini3bility of males to financially support their famili es
singll~ed, and therefore the increasing inp:)rtance of waren's·oontribution
to household incorre is also highlighted by the existing data. 1:.0

In this regard, a strong correlation exists be~n fenale-headed households
ar1d structural poverty which, in many areas, is portrayed by rrale seasonal and
marginal errployrrent. However , other social factors oontribute to this pheocrrenon.
III.

CDt-.'CT.llSION

The central issue of the llX:rten and developrent planning debate can be
related by saying, in the first instance, that v.aren constitute 50 oer cent of
the human population, they are not a1'1 isolated group in society - the well-being
of mm and chil<:tren is closely linked and dependent upon their well-being - and
the develoµnent process hasapplied a differential to them relative to rren.
Secondly, as develop-rent planning is presently the ITOst widely-used rrethod to·
allocate scarce resources arrong the various groups and sectors of society for
the prarotion of the developrent process, it is necessary to fully incorporate
~n's issues into the national developtent planning process if wcrren are to
effectively contrilY~te and benefit from developrent.
·
~b lay the foun::lation for the integration of~ into developrent processes,
a number of attitudinal changes are desirable. The first one relates to an
awareness on the part of waren of the necessity of changing their traditional
nnde of acquiring power and resources; that is, fran corrq:ietition to co-operation
in order to organize Y.UIEn 1 S potential fran irrlividual to collective action.
The second type of requirerrent.on the level of attitudinal change relates to the
awareness of tlle heterogeneity of the ferrale population :toth within nations and
arrong nations. Subsistence sec..tor, middle-class and upper- cl ass wcrren face
different probl~ns; and the needs, priorities and problems of waren in develop~
countries are different and distinct. Thirdly, it is essential to sensitize public
opinion, the mass iredia being the ITDSt effective method to do so, concerning the

13/ Ibid., p. 21.
14 I International Centre for Research . on W:::lren.

Keeping Worren out: A Structural
Analysis of W:xren's Enrployrrent in Developing C.ountries. Washington , D.C.,
April 1980, p. 12.

15 I Ibid . , p. 3 .

2.§1 I.bid., p. 5.
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impJrtance of the role of v.ornen in developnent. Lastly , it may be necessary
to establish a full awareness of the relationship between v.umen's r0:1Uirements
and the present v.urld socio-econanic situation on the national policy and
planning levels, leading to the realization that society runs an economic and
social cost by rot recognizing w:::imen's needs and contributions. In other
v.urds, if v.omen's needs are met and their contributions effectively utilized,
\\Omen as well as men and children will benefit.
Finally, and in order to facilitate the incorporation of v.omen's issues
into the developnent planning process, it may be necessary to urrlertake action
on several fronts.
In this regard, the receptivity of the national
institutional structure to w:::imen's issues is :irop::>rtant. Furtherrrore, nore
research, information and data on women's role in developnent are necessary as
a tool for both planning and consciousness-raising, as well as an assessment
of training needs. As regards these training activi ties, one type could be
geared toward planners, and thus relate to the desirability and methodology
for the integration of ~ in developrent; and another set toward the
appropriate groups of women in order to synchronize their skills with
national goals and priorities.
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ANNEX I
Surrmaries of recent United Nationsprograrme and project guidelines
for the integration of ~n in developrent.
The following are surrrnaries of the recent efforts undertaken within the United
Nations system to integrate waren into the developrent process through specific
programne and project guidelines.
1.

Econcmic C.onmission for Latin .Arrerica and the caribbean (ECLAC)
Broadly speaking, the basis of the ECLAC guidelines entitled, W::lrren and.
Developrent: Guidelines for Programre and Project Planning* was inter-alia
{a) that deveIOprent is not "s.unply a goal, but a process in varying
ideological, socio-econcmic, p::>litical and cultural settings"; (b) that
equity as w'ell as material grCMth are im)X>rtant considerations in any
developrent strategy; (c) that the policY of national self-reliance is
essential to suceessful developrent; (d) and that developrent planning
is prirrordial for making the best use of scarce resources.
Conceived as guidelines for the planning of programres and projects for
and by w:::men, they present a strategy that prop::>ses to ensure, on the
one hand, that warren's needs are rnet, and, on the other hand, that v.Drnen ' s
contributions to society are increased by linking them to the develor:rrent
process of the corrrnunity, national, regional and international levels.
Recognition is made of the unviability of measures which address
the specificity of "-Uren's situation and the need for "special prograrnres
by and for them" is strongly emphasized. Furthemore, "equality" and
"integration" approaches to existing structures is clailred to be insufficient;
for, to have their needs rnet rrore effectively, 'MJrren must transform these
structures.

Following the al:ove ideas, the guidelines are divided into programre and
project phases providing for . ~e form..ilation and inplerrentation of developrent
activiti~s for toth urban and rural waren as well as a constant flaw of
conmmication between the prograrrrre and project aspects, and between the
professionals and target groups in the design and inplerrentation of these
programres/projects2. United Nations DeveloprE:nt Programre (UNDP) .
The tJNDP guidelines entitled Programre Guidelines an the Integration of
Vibrren in DeveloJ:!!Ent** represents a first attempt by the organization to
give nnre specific advice on the issue of the integration of waren into
developrent than previous instructions related to the examination of
projects and prograrnres sp:msored by the organization from the viewroint
of the integration of w:::xren' s issues therein.
The forrrn.ilation of the guide lines was based on the belief that the
integration of vx:xren into develor:rrent is generally a question of expanding
and adjusting existing developrent prograrrrres to include 'MJrnen, and , rrore
specifically, a question of incorp::>rating "into the developrrent effort a
large number of activities and services that are of special concern to v.aren
and that have until .nON.been given short drift".

*

Worren and Develo nt: Guidelines for Pr arnre and Pro'ect Plannin , prepared
at tl1e Caribbean Regional Training Workshop in Prograrnre Project Skills,
(Barbados, 14-26 June 1981).
** Prograrrrre Guidelines for the Integration of W::lrren in Developrent by the
United Nations Develoµrent Programre, Programre Policy and Evaluation Division ,
New York, 25 February 1977.
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These progranme outlines draw heavily from United Nations experiences.
They are divided into 3 parts: the first pai't is a general discussion of
1
\AX:XTCen S role in developrent and its implications for technical co-operation;
the second part gives a ITDre detailed outline on initiatives and planning;
and the last part, through an annotated list of references originating
ITDstly from the United Nations system, gives specific advice on how to
integrate w:xren into develop~t.
The guidelines are rreant to instigate continous consultations arrong all
parties concerned with the integration of v.DITP.Jl in developrent. Therefore,
they are envisaged to be sirrply indicative of the general problem and
rrodalities for its resolution. Consequently, they are quite general and are
rreant to be rrodified through future input f ran other organizations and
additional experience in efforts to increase w:::men's participation in
developrent.
The neglect that 'MJ!ren have suffered in developrent is perceived to derive
mainly from the non-recognition of waren's role as bread-winners, and being
perceived solely as rrothers and horremakers. Thus, when past and current
projects have addressed wrren's needs, they have provided such things as certain
health services or offered classes in cooking, food preservation and sewing,
thus being unrealistic in their assessrrent of v.orren's role in developrrent.
Consequently, the necessity for basic services provided through self~help is
advocated. As females are the traditional providers of such services and
w::irren with children being arrongst the "poorest of the poor", these systems
of self-help may be viewed as a rrodernization of v.Drren's general functions
as nurturers and educators. Thus, as the rreans and ends of developnent ,
public services should involve v..ciT'el1 at all levels and stages of work ,
providing Y.Uren with incorre-generating opportunities and managerrent and
administrative experience.
In addition, by lightening v.DnEn's burden, successful public service systems
will enable worren to pursue training and civic activities. The latter
activities are quite imp::>rtant in that W'.)rren rrn.ist participate in conceptualizing
developrent progranrres and projects if they are to be effectively integrated
into the developrent process.
In terms of initiative and planning, the imp::>rtance of 'V;Q!Ten playing a
praninent role in the planning and design of develoµrent activities is
stressed. As the number of VX)ITeI1 involved in public affairs is quite limited,
special efforts are deerred necessary to correct this situation. Thus the
guidelines suggest that National ~n's Cornnissions, Councils or Cornnittees
or Waren's Bureaus be established in a central governrrent office and be used
as ~ starting point providing infonnation on W'.)rren's special interests and
priorities. Other sources of such information are non-goverrurental organizations
(NOOs) which are generally used as 'Wa1'eI1' s and rren' s self-help organs. The
United Nations develoµnent system can help plan for w::>rren's increased
participation in develoµrent through its staff serving in a country. Furtherrrore ,
a baseline inventory portraying ~n's role and position in society should be
made as an initial planning tool. lastly, if no qualified female planners
exist, fellowships can be offered to female students. In terms of local
training, the possibilities and rrodalities for technical co-operation ought to
be examined in view of v.onen's lack of information on these matters. Assisting
w:::irren in this manner is considered to be a possible aspect of UNDP's efforts
to increase its collaboration with Na:>s.
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3. W:>rld Bank
The World Bank paper prepared for a IDrkshop for W::>rren in Develoµrent,
sponsored by the organization* presents an analytical framework which IDUld
assist in the incorporation of ~·s issues into develoµrent planning.
The analytical frarreW'.)rk was fonnulated on the basis of the idea that
developrrent planning has failed to recognize ~·s contribution to the
developrent process, or the impact of developrent on IDrren. 'As a result,
the develoµrent process itself has suffered.
A new approach is needed in order to address develoµrent issues effectively.
This new approach ITDJst be based on economic growth, project soundness and
social justice. In ecooomic tenns, v.aren's productive roles have not been
recognized, and, therefore, left untapped. In tenns of project soundness,
i f the design of certain projects does not take account of the role of IDmen,
it may not be possible to implerrent them.
Worren constitute 50 per cent of the human population, v.Jhich have suffered
from unequal and inferior treatrrent and their situation must be remedied.
When addressing develoµrent issues, the W::>rld Bank IDrks primarily through
projects. Therefore, the arove finds it essential that project analysis
take account of the v.x:>rren's dirrension. t-nreover, it is also recomrended,
for the purpose of generating basic infonnation on policies, resources and
constraints as the elerrents which are at the foundation of better project
design, to integrate v..aren's issues in economic and sector IDrk.
The proposed frarreIDrk has three basic parts and a concluding section. The
first part, v.Jhich cxmtains an activity analysis, suggests a delineation of
the social and econanic activities perforrred by the females and males in the
project area. The secxmd part deals with access to and control of resources
and benefits. In the third part, a project cycle analysis, the data collected
in the first tv..io sections are examined in tenns of the feasibility of the
project and its inpact; that is, i f v.aren will be able to contribute to and
benefit from the project. The concluding section highlights sOire questions
pertinent to economic and sector 'V.Qrk specifying the need to focus on IDrren's
issues as part of the task of improvillg country knowledge, and therefore
providing a better information for project design.
4. United Nations Fund for Population Activities . (UNFPA)
The fonnulation of the Interim Guidelines for UNFPA Policies and Programres
in the Field of Warren, Population and Developrent** was rrotivated by UNFPA's
experience in funding developrent programres, whereby it proved necessary
to take special rreasures to examine and improve the existing conditions of
w::xren within the family and camunity if v.aren were to benefit from and
participate in developrent programres.
The Fund's advocacy of a wider definition of concepts related to population
activities stems from its perception of wcxren's status as being both a
determinant and a consequence of socio-economic variables and derrographic
factors, thereby being related to both the developrent process and derrographic
change. Consequently, the full integration of v.aren into the population and
* W::>rkshop for Vbrren in Developrent, a Frarre'V.Qrk for Analysis . Working paper.
W:>rld Bank, Washington, D.C. 10-20 January 1983.
** Interim Guidelines for UNFPA Policies and Programres in the field of Vbrren,
Population and Developrent by the United Nations FUnd for Population Activities,
Warren and Youth Section, 3 June 1980.
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developrrent process can only proceed if worren are given greater access to
educational, socio-economic, politican, and employment opportunities. This
increased opportunity will directly affect the well-being of w:::irren, their
families, the conmunity, and indirectly influence derrographic factors such
as fertility, rrortality and migration. The latter relation is based on a
strong correlation between the status of ~ and family size; that is, as
long as ~ - as half of human fOpulation - continue to accede to educational,
socio-economic, political and employment opportunities with great difficulty ,
the national developrent process will be delayed and high birth and rrortality
rates will continue.
With the al::ove consideration in mind, UNFPl>. seeks to assist developing
countries in activities airred at affecting derrographic trends lx>th in a
direct and in an indirect m:mner. Thus the Fund's supfOrt for national
family planning prograrnnes with derrographic targets is in tw:::> areas: (1)
popilation projects and (2) v.aren, population and developrent projects.
In its population projects, UNFPA seeks to integrate the specific needs of
warren in population projects along with the possibilities for their active
participation in all stages of project planning, preparation and implementation.
In this regard, it undertakes activities in data collection and analysis,
information, education and conmunication, and fertility regulation and family
planning.
In its ~n, population and developrent projects, the Fund pursues activities
which directly affect factors of socio-economic nature and which indirectly
influence derrographic factors. In broad terms, projects in this area fall
into three categories: (1) status of ~n, maternal and child health and
family planning, with specific focus on needs of v.:orren; (2) derrographic data
collection and research focusing specifically on w:::>rren; and (3) integrated
action projects "to improve the total well-being of w:::irren and their families
through various channels and strategies, in order to affect fertility
behaviour and rrortality pattern directly."
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ANNEX II

Stmmaries of reconmendations of recent meetinqs on vvomen and
develop.tent planning.
1. Africa

(i) Madagascar
The reconnendations of the Madagascar W:irkshop on Project Planning for
Francophone Countries* are based on the belief that v.Drren's problems
are closely linked to those of developrrent, as well as to Economic
and Social Council resolution 2059 (LXII) of 12 May 1977 pertaining
to the provision of training for w::xren in the preparation and implerrentation
of projects.
In the area of research, the vx:>rkshop recorrrrended that an extensive
national study be undertaken which would determine the real contribution
of warren in political, economic, social and cultural develoµrent.
Secondly, the establishrrent of a national research and trair1ing institute
for the advancerrent of \\Dlre!1 was also recorrrrended. 'Ihirdly, it was
reco.rrrrended that Member States take adequate rreasures to encourage warren
to establish SIT'all-scale industries , include in their basic training
prograrmes concepts pertaining to co-operatives and nutrition, and
establish national nachineries for vx::inen in each State.
As regards ECDSOC resolution 2059 (LXII) , it was recomrrended that, as
project planning seminars had not been organized in francophone countries,
such a seminar should take place in Angola. Another recomrendation was
that an additional seminar should be organized on the national level in
which concepts of project planning are further elaborated. Thirdly,
trairring seminars should be organized on management and female co-operatives
in prcxluction and marketing, household eco~ and appropriate technology
(concerning female domestic and agricult ural vx:irk) .

(ii)

zimbal:::Me
Based on the idea of the interdisciplinart character of the develoµrent
process, as ·well as the idea that \\allen are not isolated from this process,
but are affected by and irlfluence it, the National W:lrkshop on Project
Planning and Implerrentation** convened in Zimbal:we recorrrrended that
participants in such workshops should represent "all relevant governrrental
and non-governrrEntal orga1rizations vlhich would reflect both urban and
rural needs" . Also based on the idea that vvorren are not an isolated group
in society, the vx::irkshop recorrmended that efforts should be made "to
include rren in trairling prograrnnes organized by the ~..inistry of Commu.'1ity
Develop:rent and 001ren' s Affairs" .
'l'he importance of follCM-up activities in the form of vx::irkshops in project
planning was stressed by the reconmendations of this oorkshop so as to see
if recorrrrendations of proj ect plannirlg WJrkshops are being implemented and
to rerredy any problems encountered.

* Madagascar oorkshop on Project Planning for Francophone Countries,
Madagascar, 1982.

** The National oorkshop on Warren and Project Planning and Implementation,
Harare, Zin1bal:::we, 5-16 July 1982.
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(iii) Tanzania
The prograrrrre sponsored by t.he Eastern and Southern African Managerrent
Institute (ESAMI) in Tarizania* sought to train 14 senior officials from
6 countries in the subregion in the issues related to the integration of
Y.Drren in develop-rent, as well as provide tJ1em with the necessary project
planning skills for the effective fonnulation and implerrentation of
policies and programres which \<Duld provide for such an integration. The
participants included senior governrrent officials, leaders of VJOrren's
organizations, planners and develop:rent officers.
For the above puq:ose, the rourse was designed to strengthen the
theoretical and practical skills of t.~e participants in program:re
managerrent policy analysis, project planning, project implerrentation, and
project evaluation along with the understanding of the develoµrent process
so as to expedite the integration of \M'.)rren's issues in national and
regional planning at the highest rx>licy levels. This linkage of managerrent ,
develoµrent and waren's issues was fonnulated in order to enhance IM'.)rren's
contributions to and benefits from the develop-rent process.
As rren are generally the policy-makers, the course participants and
organizers recamended that rrore rren should be involved in the training in
order to be exposed to and sensitized to the issues that the programre
presents. Consequently, it may be desirable to change the course title
and to eliminate the v.ord ."v.o1ren 11 with predominance being given to the
managerrent dirrension of the course.

It was felt that rrore training materials, including case studies, should
be developed.
Feedback on the follow-up activities of the participants was also stressed
since the extent to which the participants are able to utilize the concepts
and skills learned in the programre constitutes the success of the project.
2. Latin America
The Training W::>rksoop for Representatives of Governnts and
Non-Governrrental Organizations**convened in Panama City was an ECLAC
IM'.)rksoop which discussed docurrents presented by the secretariat and
analysed the situation of \.\OITen in Costa Rica, Cuba, the Dominican Republic,
El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Y:exico and Nicaragua, and the required
rrethodology for training planning assistants responsible for projects and
prograrrrres for WJrren.
Tb.e recorrrrendations errerging from this workshop were inter alia: (a) that
since national and regional rrechanisms an.d centres which dispense
information on WDiren are understaffed and under budgeted, the current
efforts and resources alloted to strengthening them should be doubled;
(b) that the objectives of develoµrent can be advanced through the
strengthening of ~n's organizations; (c) that international agencies
allocate rrore resources to gover:ru:n.:;ntal and non-governrrental organizations
in close CDnsultation with the specific national entity, and ensure that

* Training for Developrent Planning and Warren:

An African Perspective. Eastern
and Southern Ma.nagerrent Institute, Arusha, Tanzania, 5 April - 14 May 1982.
** Training W::>rksoop for Representatives of Cbvernrrents and t-bn-Cbvernrrental
Organizations (Panama City, January 1982).
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be a tool that effectively benefits the overall develoµrent of a country,
ensuring that the needs of all sectors of the fDpulation, including -worren,
are taken into account, and that the planning process is not superseded
by political interests.
3. Western Asia
'IWelve studies were discussed at the W:Jrkshop on National Planning and
the Integration of W:Jrren in Develoµrent, which was held in Syria*. This
VK)rkshop addressed t.he issue of the integration of VK)rren into developnent
in the ECWA region by determining its dirrensions, presenting profX)sals
and making recormendations to remedy shortcomings and to increase the
participation of VK)men and their integration in the develoµrent process.
The al::x::>ve studies were grouped under four categories. The first category
viewed the issue of the integration of VK)rren in develoµrent from its
national perspective and its overall dirrensions. The second category
examined the sectoral aspect of the question in order to determine the
requirerrents of sectoral planning which would influence the afore-rrentioned
integration. The availability of data and figures is crucial for the
determination of these requirerrents. The third category examined the
rrethcds through which the integration of w::irren in developrent can be
advanced, such as including dorrestic '\NOrk and family care in calculations
of gross national prcduct, raising awareness of the issue and rationalizing
imbalanced consumption. The last category, consisting of applied studies,
surveyed the existing efforts at increasing the effective participation of
'\NOrren in develoµrent.
One study in the first category examined the rrodalities of national
plan.'1.ing from the perspective of investrrent expenditure and the allocation
of developrent returns in the ECWA region. The folla.ving recomrendations
errerged from the participant's discussion of this topic:
(a) In-depth studies must be undeitaken on rrodalities and the . distributional
relationship between a:>rrmodities and ser:vices at the individual level
(i.e., rren and w::irren, social segrrents and rural and urban areas).
(b) The principles of self-reliance and fDpular participation must guide
the develop-rent of the ECWA region.
(c) Warren must becare eoonomically independent in order to change their
status.
(d) Arab developrent plans must be re-oriented towards progra.rrrres which
advance naterial prcduction and lal::x::>ur-intensive prcduction, rather
than relying on progra.rrrres of investrrent expenditure.
(e) 'lb achieve balanced Arab develop:rent, an integrated Arab economy must
be sought.
(f) The Arab developrent rrodel must be based on the social and fX)litical
characteristics of the area and must weigh all economic sectors
equally.
* W:Jrkshop on National Planning and the Integration of Worren in Develop:rent,
Damascus, 10-23 December 1979.
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(g) The advancerrent of wcmen an:1 their integration in develop-rent is part
of an integrated develoµrent rrodel.
In the second category of studies, the significance of the statistical
aspects of planning for the participation of T.,<.Qmen in economic develoµrent
was discussed. Here the participants focused on the following issues:
(a) The importance for production of an "accomplished, dedicated laJ:xmr
force" .
(b) Economically speaking, there should be no discrimination between rren
and Y.Uren i f they are l:::oth able and willing to VJOrk .
(c) Consurrcption i:olicy should be linked with incorre levels and with the
i:olicy of allocating production outputs .
An example of the type of topic discussed in the third category of studies
was that of assessing the value of dorrestic VJOrk and family care as part
of GNP . Arrong the new ideas errerging frc:rn the discussions of this topic
was that, in the first instance, worren's T.,<.Qrk was a productive activity
which should be evaluated and that it increrrented incorre. Secondly, that
increased female participation in VJOrk outside of the horre 'WOUld increase
the value of the actual incorre. Lastly, the irrplerrentation of new
i:olicies which are c::ormensurate with the changes which wi ll result from
'.<X:>n'en' s entry into the national lal:::our force (i.e. , a demand for an
increasing variety of consurrer goods) is prinordial for the determination
of develoµrent orientations.
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List of international, regional and national institutions with activities
in the area of waren and developrent planning.
Based on the infonnation provided by the participants in the Seminar, the
following is a list of sare institutions at the international regional and
national levels which carry out activities pertaining to the issue of w::xren and
developrent planning.
I. International level
A.

Deparbrent of Technical Co-operation for Developrent (DTCD)
DC-1, United Nations - New York, N.Y. 10017
B. International Centre for Public Enterprises (ICPE)
P.0.Box 92 - 61109 Ljubljana, Yugoslavia
C. International Latour Organization (IID)
(1) Office for Wcmen's Vbrker's Questions
4 Route des M::>rillons, CH-1211 - Geneva 22, Switzerland
D. United Nations Children's F\.lnd (UNICEF)
866 United Nations Plaza, 6th floor - United Nations, New York, N.Y. 10017
E.

United Nations Furrl for Population Activities
(1) Wcmen and Youth Section
220 East 42nd. Street, New York, N.Y. 10017-5880
F. United Nations Ind.ustrial Developrent Organization (UNIOO)
P.O.Box 300, Vienna International Centre - A-1400 - Vienna, Austria
II. Regional level
A.
B.
C.
D.

E.
F.

African Institute for Eoonornic Developrent and Planning
Dakar, Senegal
Asian and Pacific Developrent Centre
Pesiaran Duta, P.O.Box 2224 - Kuala :wmpur, Malaysia
Eastern and Southern Managerrent Institute (ES.AMI)
P.O.Box 3030, Arusha, Tanzania
I.atin Arrerican Institute for Economic and Social Planning
United Nations - ED.AC - UNDP I.atin Arrerican and Caribbean GDverrurents
casilla 1567 - Santiag::>, Chile
Pan African Institute for Developrent
B.P. 4078 Ibuala, Carreroon
United Nations Econcmic Camnission for Africa
(I) African Training and Research Centre for ~n
P.O.Box 3001 - Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
(II) African Regional Co-ordinating Conrnittee on Vb:rren and Develoµrent
(III) Institute JX)ur le Developpement et la Planification
Dakar, Senegal
(IV) Subregional Cornnittees on the Integration of Vb:rren in Develoµrent
for each African Sub-region.
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A. India

B.

(I) Institute for Social Studies Trust
"Taranga", R.H. Vilas Extension - 10th Cross, Bangalore 560080, India
Jordan

(I) Ministry of Social Develoµrent - Departrrent of Worren
(II) General Federation of Jordanian Vbren
C. Kenya
(I) Ministry of Culture and Social Services - Worren' s Bureau
(II) Green Belt M::>verrent
D. Peru
(I) Association for Co-operation with Peasant Worren (ACXMJC)
Jr. Washington 1984 piso 15 - Lima, Peru
(II) Asociaci6n para el Desarrollo e Integraci6n de la Mujer (ADIM)
Ave . Principal 443, Corpac - San Isidro - Lima, Peru
(III) Asociaci6n Perd-Mujer
Ave. Alfonso Ugarte 1428 - Ofic .. 904 - Lima, Perd
(IV) Centre for Cormunity Prorrotion (CEPROC)
(V) Centre for Research, Education and Docurrentation (CIED)
Proyecto Mujer Nuevo Despertar - Jr. Angaraes 810. Lima, Perd
(VI) Centre for Research and Popular Prorrotion (CENDIPP)
Jose G. Parades 161 - Lima, Perd
(VII) Federation of New Town and Popular Housing Tracts (FEDEPJUP) of Lima
Secretariat for Vbren's Affairs
(VIII) National Corrrnission on Minors and the Family - Direction of Family
Welfare (technical secretariat)
(IX) National Planning Institute and Popular Co-operation
E.

(X) Office of Vbren, General Direction of Justice, Ministry of Justice
Trinidad and Tobago

(I) National Corrmission on the Status of W::>rren
Ministry of lal:x>ur, Social Security and Co-operation
Riverside Plaza, Port of Spain, Trinidad
(II) Unitaj Nations Corrrnission on the Status of V\brren - Local Chapter
F. Yugoslavia
(I) Yugoslav lal:x>ur Union
(II) Conference for the Social Activity of 'Warren, Belgrade.
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Paper 2
TCWARD A VDRI.D OF Eg.JITY AND JUSTICE:
Developnent planning
and the fOlitics of
dialogue and participation
by

Ricardo Arosta Suarez

"En perseguinne mundo que interesas?
En que te ofendo, cuando solo intento fOner bellezas en mi
entendimiento y oo mi entendimiento en las bellezas?
Teniendo fOr medio en mis verdades,
ronsumir vanidades en la vida que
a::msumir la vida en vanidades. "

"W::lrld, in persecuting me what do you pursue
How do I of fend you
when I only strive to add beauty
to my understanding,
not my understanding to beauty .•.
In my ronviction beholding it far superior
to dispel the vanity in life
than to dispel life in vanities ?

Sor Juana, late 1600s
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INTRODUCTION

This paper represents an attanpt to understand some important issues on
v.omen and developnent planning. Although some of the issues on v.omen discussed
here are rot altogether new, they are reviewed considering certain elements
that are rot treated explicitly in the current literature on v.omen and
developnent planning.
The paper is divided into tv.D main sections. Chapter II of this paper
deals with the question of the role of y;omen in society, and the role of
w:::imen in developnent. It discusses the problem of inequalities, or asymretries,
as I prefer to call them, between men and women.
The paper argues that the existing asymnetries between men and women are
primarily due to the valuation of v.Drk which leads to a distinction between
intellectual and manual v.Drk, private and public spheres, and productive and
reproductive activities. The valuation of Y.Drk and derived dichotanies not
only o:mtribute to various inequalities between males and females but to the
prevention of liberation and self-actualization of WJmen in l::oth society and
life .
The oroblem of ecxm:mlic asymnetries between men and W':)!Tl€I1 is the result
of the form of valuation of Y.Drk in the private and public spheres. Whereas
domestic Y.Drk is valued aca::>rding to the value-in-use principle, off household
Y-Drk is valued acoording to the value-in-exchange. In addition, the fact
that w:Jrnen are relegated to the realm of the household not only restricts
their rewards and opportunities, but puts them at a disadvantage when they
enter the market economy because they can only offer their little valued
skills of nurturance. But neither the household nor the market is the realm
of politics where the individual may exercise the highest hum:m activity, i.e.,
reason . Hence, the true liberation and self-actualization of Y.Dmen is not
sirrply their "integration" into the market system, for it may mean further
marginalization. Chapter II of the paper analyzes the planning process and the
role of w:::irnen in developnent planning. I t is argued that the lack of
participation of Y.Drnen in the planning process is primarily due to a
centralized, "top-down" planning. The alternative, therefore, is a top-down
l::ottom-up approach to planning. But this process re::Juires participation at all
levels of society.
Finally, the strategy of developrent planning requires the individual's
participation, critical consciousness, and a dialogical process between men
and VJCinen. Developnent planning, therefore, is a learning process whereby
men and Y.Drnen learn al::out their ·problens, fonnulate their solutions and change
their form of relationship and reality .
II.

1.

THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

The Role of Women in Society

In analysing the situation of v.anen in the twentieth century, we have to
understand the nature of the problem and the rrany dimensions in which v.umen
thenselves are involved. Traditionally, rrost of the social problens confronted
by w::mie.n are ron-important or neglected and ther efore invisible. They are
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neglected mainly because v.omen have been playing a role in society behind
the scenes, namely in the dornestic sphere. Nevertheless, v.omen have been
active in the productive and reproductive activities of society and quite
often overburdened by all the tasks derived from the household ecoromy,
child-bearing and child-rearing.
W:::rnen's efforts in the private domain (or domestic) represent, to a
large extent, the foundations for the developnent of society. That is ,
without the v.ork and care of v.anen for the family and the household ecoromy,
society oould rot exist and/or evolve. In different times, places and
societies, v.omen have provided the essential stability of the household
econ::xny and assured the survival arrl evolution of the human race. Their role
in society is therefore of great imp:>rtance.
The problan, however, is that the effort and contribution.of Y.Dmen in
the develoµnent of society have been taken for granted and never been
reoognized or acknowledged. l'bst imp:>rtant, men have never realized that
with:mt the v.Drk and effort of Y.Drnen in the household economy and famil y life,
the public life of the former v.ould be highly restricted, if not at risk.
Hence, to a large extent, the public life of rren has been possible only at
the expense of the public life of v..Drnen.
Whether by o:mscious intent, historical accident, or physiological and
bilogical reasons, the realm of activities for men and \\anen have taken
place in different dcrnains and have evolved following different paths,
creating social asynmetries between the tY.D. Hence, traditionally, v.Dmen have
played the role of "housE."Nife" in the private domain and men the role of
"bread-winner" in the public domain. This division of labour, however , has
been sornew'hat unfair to v..anen. It has been unfair because family care bears
an enornous responsibility and at the same tirre is highly restrictive. That
is, the private domain does rot offer the rewards and opportunities that the
public domain offers to men. Thus, we find that v.anen' s access to education
is limited and .the rewards for their v.Drk in the household, in rronetary tenns ,
are basically non-existent. Accordingly, ~ and men share an important
social responsibility (survival of the human race) in different spheres, but
their relationship, in structural and functional terms, isasymetrical,. i.e.,
unequal.

As I shall discuss in the following chapter, the asymnetries between men
and Y.Dinen are primarily due to the valuation of v.urk which leads to a
distinction between intellectual and manual v.urk, private and public spheres ,
and productive and reproductive activities. All these ele:Tients not only
contribute to social, political and econanic inEqUalities (which I prefer to
call asynmetries) between men and v.omen, but also to the prevention of selfactualization of v.anen in l:oth society and life.
Nevertheless, as I shall argue in this paper, the question of asymnetries
between men and v.urnen and their self-actualization canrot be viE."Ned only in
terms of the contradiction between male ("opressor") and female ("oppressed"),
in terms of v..anen's "liberation" and/or "integration" of v.Dmen into the
econ::xny and society. The oppressor-oppressed relationship may include v.omen
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of one social class and v.Dmen of another social class. "Liberation" of w::xnen
may also imply oppression of one social group over another. 1/ For example,
in countries like Mexico, the liberation of v.Drnen of upper rrilddle class is
ro.rmally at the expense of v.crnen of lower social status who not only do all
the tasks of the household ecoromy but also are underpaid. Hence, the
oppressor-oppressed contradiction falls within the same sex. Finally, the
idea of "integration" 2/ of v.Drnen into the economy and society is a misleading
a:mcept. I t is misleading because the social action apparatus assumes a
paternalistic rosition taking v.Dmen as "welfare recipients". They are
considered as individual marginal cases who deviate from an "organized, gcxxl,
and just" society. Women, therefore, have to be "integrated", "incorr:;orated"
into the healthy and good society.
The truth is , nevertheless, that w:rnen are
individuals living "outside" society. They have
part of society, living inside it. The solution
the good and organized society, but to transform
achieve their own self-actualization and becx:>me

neither "marginals" nor
been always a real and active
is not to integrate them into
that structure so that they
"beings for thenselves".

In any event, the so-called integration of WJinen into society and the
developnent process does not necessarily lead to their true emancipation.
As a matter of fact, in a market-centred 3/ society where man himself is
already a one-dimensional 4/ entity, it is unlikely that v.x:irnen v.Duld be able
to find either their liberation or their self-actualization. This is because
the present social structure is neither so healthy nor so just. 5/ Thus, the
solution to the status of WJrnen in society has to be viewed in amultidimensional perspective, bearing in mind that the transfonnation of society
is only rossible through the developnent of critical consciousness, 6/ selfexpression and creative v.Drk, and a dialogical process between man and WDman
that allow them to construct a multi-dimensional social fabric where they could
achieve their liberation and self-actualization.

1/ On the question wanen's liberation see, for example, de Beauvoir, (1974),
Daly (1978) .
2/

For a critical analysis of this concept see, for example, Boserup (1970)
Boulding (1977), and Macintosh (1981, in Young, et al., eds).

3/

On the concept of market-centred society see Rarros (1981) .

4/
5/

On the concept of one dimensional men see Marcuse (1964) .
For an excellent critic of the same society see Fronm (1955) .

6/

On

the concept of critical consciousness see Freire (1970) .
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2.

The role of w:::men in developnent

As we have stated before, the ecnnomic asymnetries that exist in society
between men and v.ornen are primarily due to the valuation of ¥.Ork, which leads
to a distinction between intellectual and manual ¥.Ork, private and public
spheres, and productive and reproductive activities.

Aristotle was thefirstto distinguish between value-in- use and value-inexchange. The for.mer refers to the specific utility of an object to serve a
human end or necessity, e.g., this fonn of value is rrore related to the
intrinsic qualities of an object and its capacity to satisfy hunan needs or
serve human ends. The l atter, by constrast, refers to the capacity of an
object to be inter-changed, i .e., it is the value-in-use of a good recognized
by many but adding the effort (or cost) that its production implies.
The question is, however, why is it so .hip::irtant to understand the
cxmcept of value to explain the asynrnetries between men and w:::rnen? Simply
because the form of valuation of ¥.Ork defines the nature of the social and
economic relationships between individuals. Thus, rrost of the activities that
have survival value to an individual have value-in use but little value-inexchange. That is, these activities only satisfy specific needs and serve
specific hrnian ends. Child- rearing, for example, from the p::>int of view of
the household economy, has low cost and high value for the family but lacks
market value. In a general sense, rrost of the v.Drk done in the household by
either fenales or males, such as "do it yourself" activities, are highly
imp:>rtant for the satisfaction of the household needs but are not part of
the market econany. In short, rrost of the household w:>rk is valued for its
value-in- use but I'X)t for its value-in-exchange.
Fran this p::>int of view, we can understand why v.unen ' s v.urk in the
household has never been considered as making an imp::>rtant contribution to
social and economic developnent. That is, since household work has great
value-in-use and little market value, it does not represent an imp:>rtant part
of the cash econcrny. Hence, activities sud1 as danestic tasks, child- rearing ,
child socialization and enculturation are neither quantified nor valued in
rronetary tenns in the market econany. Whereas men's labour in the market
economy is recorded in rrost statistics and represents an imp::>rtant p::>int of
the GNP, v.crnen's labour in the domestic sphere is hardly recorded and is not
included in the GNP because it has no market value and no market price.
Consequently, v.anen's contribution to social develoµnent and the national
economy appears to be alrrost nil. Jj
By social convention, YX)rk within and outside the household is valuated
according to different principles. But, from the i:oint of view of human and
social .developnent, the distinction between private and public activities does
mt constitute the essential basis for defining the imp:>rtance, v.urth and merit
of human labour. That is, human w:>rk, regardless of the place where it is
perfonned, is equally imp:>rtant to social and ecopcmic developnent: we Can!X)t
say that extra - household activities are rrore imp:>rtant than household tasks
since they are both essential to human existence. Nonetheless, the main issue
is that off-household w:>rk has been greatly appreciated and rewarded and the
w:>rk and effort of v.unen in the household, which incidentally is the essential
7/

See, for example, Boserup (1970), and Boulding {1977).
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basis for any kind of developnent, has been taken for granted.
The problem with the valuation of work, is that the value itself is a
relative concept and it depends upon the individual's subjective appreciation
and objective social agreement. For instance, goods such as air and water,
which have high value-in-use, have basically oo market value because they
exist in unlimited quantities. Paradoxically, goods such as diarronds, are,
a:mtradictio in tennis, a "value without value" • By the same token, v.anen 1 s
work has been valuated by society according to the value-in-use principle
simpl because it is available in nore or less unlimited quantities and does
rot represent any real cost to society. As a matter of fact, because
rousehold work does not ra:J.Uire any invesbrent in education or in technical
skills, it is considered as non-productive and having little or no market
value.
W:>men's relegation to the realm of the household not only restricts their
rewards and opportunities (e.g., in work and education), but puts then at a
disadvantage when they enter the rnarket eo::momy because the only thing they
can offer is their little-valued skills of nurturance. Women in the
rousehold are reduced to one-dimensional beings because their work and effort
is centred on ensuring the reproduction and survival of the human race, i.e.,
they act as purely social and eronanic entities. This one-dimensional realm
does not offer the possibility for Y.Dlllen's self-actualization, for human
self-actualization requires a multidimensional society ._§_/ But neither the
rousehold oor the market is the realm of politics where the individual may
exercise the highest human activity, i.e. , reason. Hence, the true
liberation and self-actualization of Y.Dlllen is rot simply their "integration"
into the market systan, for, as Boulding has observed, it may mean further
marginalization. Thus, she states:
"Integration (of ....anen) has meant systanatic marginalization, accomplished
so effectively that the majority of first-world women must enter the
paid labour force to maintain their households according to the standards
of rrodernization has taught them to think of as required. The only work
available to than is low-paid, low-status work. Only upper-middle-class
men can 0Jrm1al1d: . ''
(Boulding, 1980).
Clearly, the combination of lack of skills, education, and the fact that
society has placed greater value on intellectual and productive activities
than on manual and reproductive, puts wcmen in a social trap that is difficult
to escape.
It is however erroneous to believe that such a distinction between
intellectual and manual lamur and productive and reproductive activities is
real. In a world where the organization of society and human life itself
depends on roth the intelligence and the work of individuals, to give nore
iffit::ortance and value to the former than the latter is sheer nonsense.
Intellectual activity is iffit::ortant to society insofar as it provides the
l<ncM-ha.v, the developnent of industrial tools and the necessary organizations
8/ On human self-actualization ina multidimensional society see Rarros (1981) .
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to eoonomic developnent. But social and eoonomic developnent cannot be
achieved without reproduction of society and a lal:x:>Ur force. Hence, the
distinction between intellectual and manual v.Drk and productive and
reproductive activities, in a developnent oontext, are fallacious concepts.
They are fallacious because they assume that manual v.Drk and reproduction
have no value to ht.mi.an existence.

III.

1.

DEIJEIDPMENT PIANNJNG

AND~

The planning process and developnent

The concept of planning is closely related to the concept of developnent.
The latter, in a oonventional sense, refers t o a general improvement in the
material and social well-being of society as a whole. While this general
improvenent incorporates high income per capita, it also requires reforms in
the institutional or quasi-eoonanic frame-.Drk, such as wider access to
educational, health and welfare facilities, greater i;:olitical participation
in the national decision-making process , and a rrore equitable distribution of
the benefits of progress achieved through eoonomic planning. The former, by
contrast, refers to a selection of a specific set o f activities to attain a
goal. From a macroeconcmic viewi;:oint, planning implies the optimal allocation
of resources, particularly capital investment, arrong the various sectors of
the eoooomy so as to prarote developrent.
Ho;.vever, the problen is that oonventional developnent and planning
strategies have done little to improve the status of v.Dmen in society. Indeed,
women have not accrued the benefits of developnent primarily because the
plarming process has not inoorporated strategies and i;:olicies that truly change
women's roles. Further, developnental national goals, as a rule , do not include
specific objectives to transform the i;:osition of v.anen. At best, they include
p::ilicies for women's integration into economic activity. But as Boulding
(1980) and Pala (1977) have rightly asked: "Integration of vonen into what
developnent?" In the planning process, formulation of national goals, or any
other kind of social and econcmic i;:olicy-making, -w:::rnen's interests and needs
are rarely considered. In fact, ¥.allen have been excluded from the developnent
process in a technical and i;:olitical sense. They have neither participated in
the establishnent of national goals oor in the decisions that affect both rren
and wanen. Thus, a planning activity that does not include and reflect the
needs and demands of society at large does not lead to a true social and
economic developnent.
Several issues shoul d be observed in analysing the planning process and
developnent planning. First , the planning process itself, in rrost countries ,
makes little room for an acti ve participation of both sexes in the formulation
and establishenent of national goals and objectives. That is, the planning
process is a "top-dawn" process where goals and objectives are setup by either
techoocrats and/or i;:oliticians. These goals quite often do not corresi;:ond to
the needs at the grass-roots level, or do not reflect the reality of the
problen. MJst imp::>rtant in this process, however, is to ask, What is the aim
of these goals? Who receives the real benefit? G.K. Galbraith (1973) has
noted that in
industrial society the po.ver of decision-making and goal-
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establishment rests on the technostructure (or planning system) whose
principal objective is to protect its interests. There is a very close
a:mnection between the establishment of goals, p:>licy-formu tion and p:iwer.
Hence, goals and objectives serve definite aims and definite purp:>ses: those
of the ruling elite.
Second, peculiar attitudes and behaviour result- from the top-down
planning process, namely a paternalistic government p:>sition. For example,
government tends to vie.v the question of ~ as an "integration" issue, as
a question of "supplemental" income, or as a question of "assistance" or
welfare issues. In the first case, this vie.v assumes that 'Y.Dffien are a
marginalized, backward sector of society that needs to be "integrated" in
order to be "developed" and rrodernized". In the seoond case, it is assumed
that man is the "head of the household" and employment prograrnnes are
introduced for wc:rren to earn "supplemental" inccme. In the last instance,
planners assume that VK)!1len depend on men and introduce a welfare programme
"assist" Y.Dmen. These rot only are false but patronizing views which cannot
be the basis for developnent p:>licies.
Third, the top-down planning process does mt transform the asyrrmetrical
relationships between rren and wcmen, and increases the gap between intellectual
and manual IM)rk, private and public spheres, and productive and reproductive
activities. As a rule, rrost develoµnent p::>licies tend to prarote developuent
via employment and capital investments. The fonnula is thus to increase
the reward system in the market place and transform the productive system
into a highly capital-intensive process: "Market" activities receive wages,
"non-market" activities do oot. This fonnula has tv.D effects. On the one
hand, the process requires further division of labour, specialization, and
developnent of technical skills: on the other it is labour-displacing due to
capital-intensive productive processes. Acoordingly, v.anen's p:>sition in the
developnent process does not change because they neither have the skills nor
the education and "bargaining" rower to transform their situation.
Fourth, the traditional top-down planning process is one-dimensional
because it assumes that the liberation of W)Ineil only consists in changing
the v.orkplace from the household to the market . But, as we have noted earlier ,
the integration of w:::rnen into the market systan may mean systematic
marginalization, or dehumanization due to increasing bureaucratization of
hunan Y.Drk. As Boulding has noted:
"The bureaucratization of the Y.Drld as men have surrounded themselves
with logistical netw:>rks of ever greater complexity to deal with the
craving for authority . The c:Onsequences for everyone are alienation ,
loneliness and insecurity. The only donain left in-which alienation,
loneliness and insecurity are faced directly is the family. Dealing
with that loneliness and insecurity is in the hands of the r:owerless:
Y.Dmen."
Boulding, (1980:54).
Clearly, the emancipation and self-actualization of Y.Drnen is not found
solely in the market econ:::rny, for men thanselves are already existing in a
one dimensional society resp:>nding only to the forces of production and
consumption.
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Fifth, developnent planning is rot simply the process whereby
governments seek to advance the gl'."CMth and distribution of available sources;
it is also an agenda for the enhancarent of the goodness of human beings and
society. That is, developnent planning should not result in further
increasing the asynrnetries between men and w::>men, creating the double burden
of cx:rnbining housev.ork with wage lab::mr7 or prorroting the liberation of
upper-class wxnen at the expense of the subordination of lower-class women
as domestic servants. The relationship between sex and class workplace and
abilities as nodes of allocating social and eo:::>nomic rewards renains a
challenge to the intelligence and creativity of developrent planners. But
the asymnetries that exist between men and women cann:::>t disappear unless the
former learns to walk with the shoes of the latter, and the latter with
those of the former. Life is neither easy for men nor for ....anen, but it can
be rrore pleasant if it is confronted with responsibility, mutual
respect, mutual support, and affection. Only by walking hand in hand , will
IDP-11 and 'M)!11en be able to solve the problem of freedom, for the liberation
of one is also the liberation of the other.
2.

The strategy of developnent planning

There are three requisite conditions to transform the position of ~n
in society. First, a decline in the top-dONn, one-way process of policy
design and implementation is required. As a matter of fact, the strategy of
developnent planning should be a top-down l::ottom-up approach where w::>rnen are
technically and politically included. This means that the needs and interests
of \>,01\en become an i.rnp:)rtant cx::mponent of the national developnent goals.

I

I
I

The question of asyrrrnetries canrot be solved by simply issuing general
policies that w::>uld seen to reduce the asyrrmetries derived from the market
system. For example, general employment policies may rot necessarily lead to
a rrore just relationship between men and w::xnen or a nore e::ruitable reward
system, e.g., incx:xne distribution. The reduction of eoonomic asyrrmetries
does rot autanatically solve the asynrnetries in other domains. Men and v.anen
may enjoy the same ea:>n::xnic rewards but an asyrrmetrical relationship may still
exist in the household, i.e., by one of them being responsible for rrost of the
houss-.Drk.
The solution to eoon::xnic inequalities between men and WJrT\eI1 are of primary
importance, but the planning activity must be a multidimensional process where
l::oth man and wunan are active participants in the formulation and solution of
their problans. Hence, a l::ottan-up approach to problern-solvinq allows the
possibility of solving nore specific issues. In any event, developnent planning
smuld be a dynamic process where the strategies for problem-solving are
envisaged at l::oth levels, general and specific.
Second, the transfornation of the present social structure requires
individual participation, critical consciousness, and a dialogical process
between rren and v.anen. Of course, this implies sensitization and politization
of l::oth men and w::>men in order to change their own reality. For example, if
we consider the relationship between men and w:::rnerl as an oppressor-oppressed
relation, the situation canrot change unless l::oth individuals beoome aware of
this contradiction and critically transform their reality through a dialogical
process . Thus, Freire states:
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"The oppressed, having internalized the image of the oppressor and
adopted his guidelines, are fearful of freedom. Freedom v.ould
require them to efface this image and replace it with autoncmy and
resEx:msibility.
Freedom is acquired by oorquest, rot by gift. It must be pursued
oonstantly arrl resp:>nsibly. Freedan is oot an ideal located outside
men; mr is it an ideal which bea:xnes a myth. It is rather the
indispensable oondition for the quest for human completion.
To sunrount the situation of oppression, men must critically recognize
its causes, so that through transforming action they can create a new
situation, one which rrakes possible the pursuit of a fuller humanity •..
Liberation is thus a childbirth, and a pa.inful one. The man who ererges
is a new man, viable only as the oppressor-oppressed oontradiction is
superseded by humanization of all men. Or to put it another way, the
solution of this contradiction is born in the labour which brings into
the w::>rld this new man: oo longer oppressor nor longer oppressed, but
man in the process of achievin:r freedom."
(Freire, 1970:31-34).
It is clear, therefore, that 'M:>Illen's liberation re:ruires the liberation
of men as well, for the asymnetries between the tv.:o canmt change unless
they chan:re their fonn of relationship.. The transformation of the social
status of v.onen requires critical ronsciousness of the social reality, active
pa.rticipa.tion in the transfonnation process, and, rrost i.rrp8rtant, the
encounter between men and v.anen, mediated by the w::>rld, in order to name the
v.orld, i.e., a dialogical process. A dialogue between men and women is an
existential necessity and an act of creation. But dialogue canmt exist
without profound love for the world and for human beings. Love is both the
foundation of dialogue and dialogue itself. The real problern of human
asyrrmetries therefore is within the heart and mind of human beings. That is,
unless men and v.anen themselves change their view of the YK:>rld, attitudes,
beliefs, and state of mind, liberation and self-actualization of these beings
canoot take place. Hence, oo matter how radical we are in our revolutions,
how much we fight against an oppressor, if actions ,d o not reflect our true
feelings, our true ronvictions, and if we do not realize that the tension of
existing is the same for both men and \\Dffien, any idea of liberation becnmes
naive theorizing, and any action futile praxis.
Third, to use developnent plannin:j as a tool to change conservative
systems, we must learn to develop learning systems.
Developnent plannin:r as a learning systen can be stated in the following
terms: H::>w can we, as manbers of society, learn to identify, fonnulate,
analyse and solve our problems?
Leaming is the capa.city to understand and gain knowledge regarding an
Through learning, an individual disrovers how changes in
his environment affect the prospects for obtaining desired outcomes, and thus
unknown situation.
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adjusts or considers new courses of action that we appropriate to the
changed conditions.
It is likely that, when a change occurs in the
environment, the individual will have to reconsider his means and ends.
Hc:wever, learning does not presupi;ose a passive attitude in which the
individual merely accepts the changes that takes place in· the environment
and adjusts his behaviour accordingly. Learning is a dynamic process
whereby the individual assumes a definite i;osition and resp::msibility for
his actions. The individual not only learns from his environment but also
may attempt to challenge it. The learning process in the individual depends
entirely on his capacity to understand, and on the availability and quality
of information.
From this i;oint of view, developnent planning as a learning process
represents a continl.Dus search for an understanding of all social problems
and the formulation of the i;ossible alternatives for their solution . That
is, once problems are krown, goals and objectives defined, the only thing
that remains to achieve social and economic transformation is a little bit
of murage and i;olitical will. This process, however, requires the
participation of individuals, a critical assessnent of their reality, and
rational deliberations on the status of l:oth men and \'.Dmen .
N.

CDNCUJSIONS

The question of asymretries between men and ....anen and their s elfactualization canrx:>t be viewed, as a one-dirrensional issue. i.e. as simply
and economic problem. Acrordingly, the liberation of ~ does not consist
only in their integration into the market econany, for the increasing
bureaucratization of market-centred societies is in fact oppressing. The
solution to w:::xnen's i;osition in society goes beyond the pure economic
problem. This solution, however, is within the heart and mind of ht:nnan
beings. Thus, unless men and w::xnen themselves change their view of Y.Drld
attitudes, beliefs, and state of mind, the liberation and self-actualization
ca.nIX)t occur.
The transformation of the structure of conterq;:orary society is a
prerequisite for the change of the status of v.anen in this society.
Developnent planning can be an-effective instrument to achieve this change
if the planning process follows a top-down l:ottom-up approach. This means
that the planning activity itself is dynamic in nature and problem-solving
is formulated at l:oth levels, general and specific.
Nevertheless, develoµnent planning, if it is going to be an instrument
for social and economic change, requires that w::rnen become active participants
in the planning process. 1-bst irrq:ortant is the fact that ~ themselves
should develop a critical consciousness and establish a dialogical process
with l:oth men and nature in order to transform-their own position in society.
The dialogical process is an existential necessity and a furrlamental
condition for huma.n liberation; but dialogue can only be possible with
profound love for the v.orld and for humanity. Love is l:oth the foundation
of dialogue and dialogue itself. Hence, no matter how radical we are in our
thoughts, how much we fight against our social problems, if actions do not
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reflect our true feelings and a::mvictions, and if we do not realize that the
tension of existing is the sarre for toth men and v.umen, any idea of liberation
is naive theorizing, and any action futile praxis. The relationship between
sex and class and abilities as nodes of allocating social and ea::inanic rewards
remains a challenge to the creativity of developnent planners; but the
foundations for a ~rld of equity and justice is found in our rrost
inner-selves.
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Paper 3
ECDN:'.1'1ICS AND WJMEN'S ISSUES
by .Maria Augusztinovics

~/

I. The market and beyond
Economics has always been fascinated by the market. Rightly so, since the
market is the rrost amazing product of human economic activity. It has becare a
p'.)Wer beyond and arove human will, it has made the economy the master and the
human being its servant. It helped to create the nDdern nation and it is no;v
creating a supranational, although rot truly international, system of forces
beyond and arove national will. H<:Mever, there are many different ways of looking
at the market.
You may remain obsessed with the market place, watching as individual agents
go arout their vadous transactions there and w::>ndering what they think they are
doing.]:_/ You may assurre that they all have perfect information, they are all
perfectly competitive, they all behave perfectly rationally in their own well-known
interests, and you will postulate that this brings arout the rrost perfect well-being
for all concerned. And, naturally, this has been going on since tirre imrerrorial and
will have to go on forever. 'Ihis kind of approach, with due respect and apologies
to the rrore sophisticated fonnulations of the theory, is the called "nee-classical
economics", "general equilibrium economics", "microeconomics", "mainstream" or
"mainline economics", etc. In spite of all that has already been said and written
against it, this approach is amazingly persistent. Partly because it is convenient
to maintain innocence: what you do not know arout society and social power cannot
hurt you; partly because it has incorporated a huge vested interest by first-rate
mathematical brains. This, for its part , lends a pcx:ff economic theory such
elegance, such intellectual rigour2i which is certainly attractive to the demanding
student.
You may take a broader, and therefore rrore convins=ing, view of the market. You
may realize that, no matter what individual agents think they are doing, it is the
aggregate output, the aggregate supply and demand that count. You may also
realize that in the Y.Drld of "exchangeables" there are such distinguished things
as rroney and larour, that a society has to "WOrry arout growth and recession, arout
inflation and employrrent, that the niarket alone does not take care of everything

xi

The first part of this paper is a brief surrmary of the views discussed in
detail in various papers and articles by the author. The second part was
vrritten specifically for the INSTRAW Seminar on "The Incorporation of Warren
into Develoµrent Planning", Santo Domingo, December 1983.
1/ 'l'his obsession may be as far-fetched and exclusive as to define " ... the economy
as that segrrent of the total social system which deals primarily with exchange
and the institutions of exchange, and, by extension, with exchangeables ... I
do not regard the econany as being round primarily by the activities of
production and consmnption of exchangeables , even though these activities are
clearly relevant". (Boulding, pp. 17-18). Well, at least sorre relevance of
production and CX)nsmnption is not denied.
2/ " ... rigor, but alas, also nortis •.• " says one of the rrost comprehensive
critics of the irrelevance of the theory. Heilbroner 1970, pp. 487.

-
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but that sorre pllrJX)seful social intervention is required, whether you like it or
not. This approach is then called "macroeconomics", or "Keynesian econcmics" ;
it has often l::een called the "Keynesian revolution". Contemp::irary theory
belonging to or originating fran this school, called "nee-Keynesian" or
"post-Keynesian" economics, has made further important steps towards economic
realities - it is a pi.ty that eminent representatives of it are so errotionally
anti-mathe.rnatical, as if rre.thematical tools WJuld be responsible for nonsense
in economics. ]/
Or you may be looking at the market and trying to discover what is going on
beyond it, to understand its historically determined place and function within
the eoonomy as a whole, within the economy defined as the rrode of interaction
between :man and nature. Then you will realize that the market is an important
link in the circular chain of production-distribution-consumption, in the process
of reproduction. It is the part of the system that makes interaction and thus
division of lal.:our possible arrong socio-economic units that are separated by
ownership. In other mrds, it is the i ngenious device that turns individual 'M)rk
into 'M)rk for others and increasingly for the whole society under the conditi ons
of private property. Division of lal::x:mr then provides for increasing productivity ,
leads to the acumnulation and concentration of the rreans of prcx:luction, of weal th
and social power. This kind of approach to the market was adopted by what is
called "classical econcmics" or "political economy"; in its last and rrost
cx:msistent form, the "Marxian economics". There is probably no need now to say
that the author of this paper finds this approach rrore enlightening and therefore
superior to the others.
The classical, and particularly the Marxian approach, has been ignored or
neglected, laid ad acta or buried so many tirres by so :many over the past hundred
years that one should be surprised how very alive it is. rbreover , the approach
- maybe with sare of the specific notions, with different conclusions and dressed
in different language - is beirlg increasingly adopted as a starting point by
economists who do not consider themselves Marxist s but who seriously at terrpt t o
understand the realities of economy and society .
Nevertheless, there is no reason for celebration in this.camp either.
Ignoring the arrogant remarks made by the ignorant people who never took the
trouble of reading Marx or never got beyond the first volurre of Das Kapital, one
has to admit that much of the serious and honest critique is justified:
relatively little has been achieved in bringing Marxian economics over from the
late 19th century economic reality to the late 20th century economic reality .
The reasons are n'l.U'T'erous.~/, as are the new phenorrena not properly investi gat ed
and explained by conterrp::>rary Marxian economics . There is only one p:::>int to be
made here, a p::>int where unfortunately contemp::irary Marxism is as negligent as
any other school of eoonomic thought. Namely, no matter what approach we adopt
when looking at the :market, we usually do not look at those layers of human
ecommic activity that have not been - so far, or will never be - absorbed by
the market.

3/ For a bird's eye view of L?JSt-Keynesianeconomics, see, for example,
Heilbroner 1980.
4/ See, for exanple, Sweezy 1974 .
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For neo-classical economics the market has always existed. Fbr the classical
econcrnist and for Marx, the market was a historical achievement. Observing the
rapid penetration into the traditional subsistence economy, they took it for
granted that this process will once be fully cxxnpleted, that the economy will
soon be transformed into a pure capitalist rrarket economy. For them subsistence
of the pre-market econany was a matter of the past, a matter of ancient or Asian
m:Xl.es of production.
· 'I'he assumption of the pure capitalist market econany directly leads to the
assumption of pure socialism. Since the historic task of the capitalist market
has been performed, if the whole reproduction process has reached the ultimate
level of concentration and centralization based on social distribution of labour,
then only one brave revolutionary action is needed: to abolish private property
that has becorre obsolete and to replace the market, that has lost its historic
function, by purposeful social control of the economy. Much - maybe even rrost of the problems of existing socialist societies Can be traced back to this
assurrption that was applied in circuinstances where the historic task of the
capitalist market was far from being completed.
In fact, economic activity has not been completely absorbed by the market, at
least not until the end of the 20th century. While it still remains the main
trend for the market to expand, to penetrate deeper and deeper into traditionally
subsistence layers of the economy, powerful reverse tendencies can also be
observed for various economic and social reasons. The existence of non-market
economic activity is a fact in industrialized capitalist and socialist economies,
not to speak of the developing w:::>rld. It is also a fact igTX)red by all major
schools of economic theory.
What may be v.orse is that non-market economic activity is also neglected, with
sorre inconsistent compranises~ in the empirical evidence available. The System
of National Accounts, a remarkable achievement of recent decades, has accepted
the theoretical assumptions and the division of economic units into "firms" and
"households", a division which goes with the underlying theoretical assumption
and which is a trap. Firms are supposed to do business on the market and households
are not supposed to do anything but consUITe and pay taxes. Serre of the consequences
are well-known and rruch discussed. I.et us rrention tw:::> examples of great
significance.
Example 1: production of goods and services within the households, with all
its economic and social implications. J .K.Galbraith says, "The corrm:m reality is
that m:Xl.ern household involves a simple but highly infortantdivision of labour .
. •. The servant-wife is available, derrocratically, to alrrost the entire present
male population. Were.the v.orkers so employed subject to pecuniary corrpensation,
they V-Duld be by far the largest single category in the labour force." (Galbraith
1973 t pp, 33 I 35) •
Example 2 : the subsistence sector in developing countries. For instance, it
is highly important for a country to be identified as "least developed" by the
United Nations since this category is entitled to preferential treatrrent in
various matters, e.g., in the distribution of official develop-rent aid . The
major criteria applied for such identification is an upper limit of per capita
CDP. Recently, a United Nations study pointed out that the limit cannot be
applied to particular cases since the economy of a few countries is entirely
rronetized, vmich accounts for a higher nominal per capita GDP than in countries
which have large subsistence sectors, insofar as in these countries income
generated in the subsistence sector is not fully reflected in rronetary GDP.
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To know what we are ign::>rant of is better than not even to know that, but it
certainly does mt provide the required knowledge. 'Ihe feedback from National
Accounts to economic theory and practice should not be underestimated. One cannot
analyse the unknown quantity and cannot enlighten theory without analysis. 'Ihe
bulk of quantitative macroeconomic research - not to rrention forecasts - is based
on National Accounts data in each country.
Here it is irrportant to note that non-market activity should not be identified
or mixed up with what is usually-called the "second" or "black" or "undergroillld"
ecoromy. The latter is market-activity, only it is tax evading and therefore ,
saretirres also for other reasons, illegal. NJn-market economic activity, for
its part, is perforned within the socio-economic units: it does not enter the
inter-unit, social division of labour either legally or illegally.
On the other hand, the market is rrorethan just the place where things are
exchanged. Throughout this paper the term "market economy" is used in the broad
sense, including rronetary and financial superstructure, incorre redistribution
through national and local budgets (called the "grant-economy" by K.E. Boulding):
briefly speaking it includes everything that goes with the rrodern market which
created rrodern rroney.
Western economic literature of the past 5-10 years seems to be so much aware
of and so concerned about the unsatisfactory rerformance of the theory that it
could justly be called the "crisis-literature". A few titles speak for themselves:
"'Ihe Sad State of Orthodox Economics" (Sheman 1974), "vJhat's Wrong With Economics?"
(Gruchy et al. 1980) • "'lbe Crisis in Eo:momic Theory" (Bell 1981) .
'Ihe profession appears to be as divided along as many lines as it has ever
been, rut this at least gives the reader the advantage of having the critique of
every school by alrrost every other school. I t is indeed difficult to think of
any aspect, any shortcoming or failure that has not been rrentioned in the
discussion. One even gets the discouraging linpression that economists spend rrore
ti.Ire thinking about other economists than about economies.
However, an encouraging main stream is becoming evident: a comron, alrrost general,
wish to let in sare fresh air, to enlarge the scope of the theory. In some cases,
this is just about making room for sorrething that should have always been there
trivially, for example, making room for rroney in economic theory ( ! ) , or for the
interaction between distribution and efficiency. In many cases, it is about
returning to matters that were once there, in the classical tradition, rut were
forgotten or neglected for a long time, matters like the distribution of incorre ,
wealth and pov;er in socfoty; that is, returning to political economy from the
v.ould-be "value-free" economics. Sare speak explicitly of political economy
(Franklin 1980, Jalladeau 1980, Stone 1980), but we also find "institutional
economics", "instnnrental economics", "interpretative theory", "social economics",
"ecoranic sociology", even "integrated social science". The trend seems to be
clear, although a narre is yet to be found.
'Ihere are also atterrpts to bring in sarething that ·has never been there , to
enlarge the scope of economics as such, not just the scope of this or other school.
In rrost cases these attempts point to the sarre direction: to social issues beyond
the political superstructure, to the human aspects of economies.
Within this stream there is even a VA:>rld turned upside down: one can find
serious atterrpts to explain love and hatred in tenns of marginal utility.
Naturally, rrost of the stream VA:>rks the other way around: for example, to explain
consurrer behaviour in tenns of human psychology is certainly a much rrore promising
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idea. !i_/ Nevertheless, one need rot to go as far as psychology to look for
territories that at present lie outside the frontiers of conventional
econ::imics which will have to be inrorporate::l into the main b:xly of a future,
rrore meaningful econ:mic thoory.
History, derrography, human antlu:q:ology, and· sociology have much to
offer. They already CDver a good part of the l::orderline territories, they
provide a vast arrount of raw material for economic interpretation._§/ On the
other hand, there is an increasing mnnber of methodological and anpirical
studies by economists who are detennined to investigate facts and find
themselves limited. by the narrow concepts of a::mventional eCDnomics. It is
not surprising that rrost of this type of activity is linked. in one way or
another to practical use of National Accounts or to building quantitative,
analytical rrodels for practical purposes .]_/
Some economic thinking and foITl'Bl rrodel building have already started to
penetrate the econcmic aspects of human life. The tenn "human capital" had
already gained sane respect in better times when society was busy educating
rrore and m:Sre young people at higher levels. Rece..ntly, with the increasing
number of elderly people and with permanent inflation, the social security
systau has become the first issue where the historically unpreced.ented
interdependency between the human life-cycle and the financial superstructure
cannot be neglected. any rrore. §/
Indee::l there is so much of these various promising beginnings around
that one is incline::l to Y-.Dnder: has rot the time oome for a new synthesis?
The right answer WJuld probably be "no, not yet". Before then, at least tv.D
fields of outstanding significance Y-.Duld have to be rovered. systauatically.
One of than is the n:m-market eco!X)ffiy, be it the household, the own-account
production and consumption in farms, the subsistence sector in developing
countries, or anything else. The other is the human life-path, rrore
precisely, its econ:>mic implications, including the need for children's care,
ed.ucation, heal th services, etc. Even the broadest ecoromic theory in the
conventional sense WJuld be narrow and open-ended at tWJ points: at one end,
human larour appears fran nowhere, at the other end, human consumption
disappears to nowhere. These tv.D ends should now be conceptionally connected.
through the human life-path, which is the source and the purpose of human
ecooomy itself.

5/ This is what T. Scitovsky does in his very joyful "The Joyless Economy".
(Scitovsky 1976) .
6/ See, for example, Polanyi 1944, Helleiner 1956, Douglas 1978, Littlejohn
1977 .
7/ A few references: Stone 1977, Mallmann 1977, Richter 1977, Hibbert 1977,
Lecomber 1978, Eckaus 1980.
8/ Chamley 1981, Kyfitz 1981 .
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These tv..D fields are interrelated in many ways. Obviously, pe::>ple live
some kind of socio-ecooomic ur1it - family household or tribal village that was traditionally the scene of economic activity, of production and
consumption tco. :t-."b matter how much of this activity has entered the interunit division of latour through the market, much of it has ranained within
the unit. Non-market econanic activity, in other WJrds, intra-unit economic
activity is rrostly, although not exclusively, connected with facts and needs
of human life . Vice versa, rrost services re:ruired for sustaining human life,
for example, the care of children, the sick and old pe::>ple, are mainly provided
within those units rather than through the market.
jJ1

This interrelation is one of t.he reasons why the economic aspect of the
human life-path has to be incorporated into econcmics. Another reason is the
fact that with increasing life-expectancy the hmnan being is rrore and rrore
beccrning the longest lasting economic asset - and surely one of the rrost
expensive ones. A human life-span of 70-80 years or even longer, is certainly
beooming the major carrier of long-term economic dynamics.
Performance provided and consumption absorbed are not distributed in a
parallel manner along the life-path. If we include non-market performance,
the distinction between "active" and "non-active" ages will not be that rigid
as it seans to be nCM, but it will still remain true that in the first and in
the last period of life a person absorbs rrore of lal:our-goods and services/
provided by other members of society than he himself provides. In between,
he has to make it rrore than even. M::>re than even, since if the average
human being provided exactly as much as he consumed during his whole lifetime,
we muld still be living before the neolithicum. Before it and not in it,
since already the first piece of stone r:olished into a tool required human
perforrra.nce not o:msumed, nquired accumulation or saving, whichever side of
the same process one prefers to stress . What are the proportions between
those period.s of life, the pror:ortions between performance and consumption
within each period, the proj'.X)rtions between the oorresfx:mding ratios of
various classes and other social groups? How will they change and how should
they change for society to be able to maintain balanced survival and progress
when life expectancy increases and the age distribution of the population is
in pennanent transformation?
These are not psychological or rroral or enotional problems; they are
hard eoonomic question..s. It is irrpossible to answer then without extending
eoonomic theo:ry into the eoon::mic aspects of human life. Of course, we shall
have to be careful. While econc:mics will have to oonsider the CLID1ulated
lifetime performance and consumption by human beings, it will have to make it
absolutely clear "L~at this is not a basis in itself for social values or
rroral judgments. Neither a high, nor a low performance per oonsumption ratio
in itself makes a person rrore valuable or rrore respectable to the society.
I t is also clear that these and similar questions cannot be answered by
picking a few phenanena and oonstructing "human-life economy" rrodels:
similarly the non--market econ:any cannot be understood without its interaction
with the market. They all have to go together and, before their interrelation
will be understood, they will have to be properly described. This ~uld bring
us to the proble:ns of methodology in economics. Here, however, we rather
turn to v..Dmen's issues.

- ss· II.

The status of v.x::men

Besides and beneath the social distribution of lal::our transmitted by
the market there exists a basic biolCXJical distribution of lal::our between
the two sexes: v..anen and only v..anen give birth to new human beings. This
basic fact in itself does not need to determine the social status of w:>men
in any way and indeed their status varies greatly fran time to time, fran
place to place, from society. For various historical reasons that cannot
be discussed here, however, the social implications of this simple and
natural fact have been pushed far beyond its biolCXJical nature.
Women not only give birth to and breast-feed babies, they feed, dress
and protect children in general, they teach thE!ll the elementary human and
social functions, the basics of civilization. Furthenrore, in rrost societies,
it is the business of \\Dll\en to take care of the sick and elderly, to nurse
and feed and clean them. Generally speaking, rrostly w:imen are providing
the services that are directly connected with human life; \\Dll\en are the major
"producers" of hunan life not only in the limited sense of originating the
new "product" but also by performing functions that w:iuld be called
"maintenance" and "repair" were we talking al::out some marketed a:xmodity.
This eX:tension of the specialization is not biolCXJical, it is
entirely social.
This kind of distribution of lal::our is of course reflected and idealized
W::>rnen are expected to accept rrotherhood and duties in
human services not just as a simple necessity but as the ultimate reason
and goal of their life and to be satisfied with it • Here. however, we are
concerned with economic facts rather than social values.
in various cultures.

This kind of specialization within social units has far-reaching
a:msEqUences in the interaction anong social units. While not saving wurnen
from hard physical w:irk in the production - and again-·repair and maintenance
of material goods, it ties than to productive activities that can be reconciled
with the human services to be rendered. In other w:irds, it ties then to the
home, to the village, it makes them imrobile in the spatial, geographical
sense.
Men, free from such duties, are rrore rrobile. They can go to find jobs
or to sell their products elsewhere, they can at least spend nany hours a day
far from heme. Thus rren become the major actors in the social division of
lal:x:>ur, on cx::mrodity and lal::our markets, in the rronetarized segments of
economy. Men carry the interaction arrong social units while w:imen rrostly
stay within than.

Increasing productivity, diversified technology, specialized professional
skills and scientific krowledge, ino:>me, wealth and pcMer originate in this
interaction, in the social .division of lal::our mediated by the market. So
does, for that matter, the notion and existence of a rrodern nation with its
i;olitical superstructure reflecting the economic and social power structure.
This has long been a man's w:>rld and the exclusion of w::::rnen from the r;:ower
structure - anong others fran one of its manyfold functions, developnent
planning - is deeply rooted not in "male chauvinism" but in the nature of
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intra--unit and inter-unit division of larour. Equally, the way out is not
some silly war between sexes but the changing of these patterns.
What should VvDmen do and what should be done for them? The turnpike to
econornic and social equality is doubtlessly for them to get incorp::>rated
into the inter-lmit division of larour. In present societies this is the
only way that leads to knowledge, to education, to the proper share in eoonomi.c
and social rower .
The fight for equal rights and its nnre or less complete success in nnst
industrialized countries has already been a reflection of changing patterns
brought arout by the eo::momy itself. Expanding mrmodity production has
required the cheaper, less skilled fanale larour in the factories, shops and
offices. Vbren are continuously being pulled into the market economy by
elanentary econornic forces, whether the individual man or w:::man likes it or
mt. This in itself has helped v.aneI1 to electoral rights and today their
voting rower cannot be neglected at least in pre-election rhetoric. However ,
the process by which the market economy penetrates into traditionally
subsistence layers of economic activity and thereby pulls \VOmen into the
larour market, i f left alone, is a slow and painful process. It has taken a
fe.v centuries in Europe and it may take nnre in very roar, handicapped
developing countries.
Also, equal rights are one thing and equal chances are another . Some of
the htmlan services traditionally provided by w:>men within the social units
have already been socialized: today we have hospitals, schools, even a few
nurseries and ki ndergartens. Some, but not all. The bulk of it has been left
with the individual oousehold with the result that the "v.-orking" v.-oman v.-orks
double shifts: one at the job and one at home . She has to stay at home when
the children or the old grandparents are sick. Obviously her chances to learn,
to krow what she is talking arout in her profession or skill, in general to
perf orm in the job, are less than equal.
This is the Y.Dmen's issue today in my country, Hungary, and as far as I
krow in many East European socialist countries. In these countries Y.Dmen
have full roli tical rights and e::iual access to higher education . Rapid
industrialization created nnre jobs that v.Duld have been filled, there is no
unanployment; to the contrary, there is a larour shortage in various fields.
WJmen have B:JUal wages in each kind of job and rosition and much has been done
i n order to improve their chances. Still, the average wage of ~ in every
larger category of jobs is lower than that of men because fewer v.-ornen get ahead
into the higher paid rositions that require full attention, resronsibility and
authority. Women are also notoriously under-represented - relative to their
share in the ropulation - at all levels of social and rolitical decision-making,
rotwithstanding the official efforts to increase their paiticipation. The
reasons are simple . A v.Dman is less reliable because she has to be off-duty
rather often and unexpectedly; she cannot easily v.Drk overtime or stay for a
meeting after hours since she has to run home or pick up the children at various
nurseries, kindergartens and schools, then prepare the meals, do the dishes ,
etc . Briefly speaking, the same performance requires double effort from a
\VOmen and fe.v
are able or willing to pay the double price for the same item.
The conclusion to be drawn is that the integration of \.'.DITlen i nto the
ecorx:rnic inter a ction arrong social units, into the social - as distinguished
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frcm intra-unit-division of lal::our is necessary but not sufficient. It
provides Y.Dmen with equal rights but not with equal chances. For the latter,
social division of lal::our will have to penetrate further into the traditionally
subsistence activities connected with "human life producing" services.
Very probably, there are cultural and rroral objections to this. I t is
mt my intention to discuss then in the present paper. However, the major
ecorr:mic obstacle has to be pointed out: human services, i f properly organized,
are extrenely capital-intensive. Capital accumulation is also necessary to
create employment for ~en although this usually happens first in less
capital-intensive sectors. (This is the reason why East European socialist
countries have already managed to incorporate ~en into the social
distribution of lal::our but not yet to fully relieve them of the double burden) .
How to provide for the fast domestic capital accumulation required for these
puq:oses in poor rountries where capital is scarce anyway, or how to ingeniously
devise some less capital-intensive, rrore adequate ways to achieve the same
purpose - this, I believe, is the real issue for developnent strategies i f they
are to aim at a better life for l::oth men and wanen.
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When Sir Stamford Raffles foun:led Singapore in 1819, the island's
population mnsisted of less than 200, o::rnprising rrostly Malay fishennen.
the population rose steeply in the following years, reaching 16,000 by 1830 ,
due primarily to Chinese male imnigrants. To bring ab:mt a rrore balanced
sex ratio, legislation restricting the flow of male migrants was passed in
1933. Subsequently, rrore fanale Chinese inmigrants arrived and gradually
Singapore's population grc:Mth arose rrore from indigenous births than from
the inflow of migrants.
~n in those days ranained mainly at hcrne , prooccupied with housev;ork .
There were few opportunities for work outside the home and even these were
restricted to activities that were related to ~·s traditional reproductive
role, such as teaching and nursing. W::men with little or no education were
enployed as domestic help or unpaid family workers in small enterprises
in retailing or servicing sectors.

But after .the Secnnd W::>rld War with the advent of free primary
education for all students aged 6-12 years and the expansion of educational
facilities, followErl by rapid emnc:mic develoµnent and social nodernization,
rrore v..anen took up wage enployment. The changing emmmic role of ....anen in
Singapore's developrent is reflected in the pattern and structure of the
female lal:our force which has undergone trenendous changes in the past tw::>
and a half decades.
I.

FEMALE LABOUR FORCE

In 1957, less than one-fifth of the female population aged ten years
and over were eronJmically active, that is in the lal:our force, as against
slightly over three-quarters arrong the male population. 1/
However, the
feTiale lalx>ur force participation rate rose to nearly one-quarter in 1970
and two-fifths in 1980. Correspondingly, the proportion of females in the
1/ Unless otherwise stated, all data given in the paper are taken from the
population censuses of 1957, 1970 and 1980. Table 1 presents some major
statistics on the fanale lal:our force in Singapore.
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35 per cent in 1980, giving an average annual growth rate of 6.1 per cent in
the 1960s and 7.5 per cent in the 1970s. Acoompanying the expansion of the
fernale lalx>ur force was a higher level of literacy anong females. Though
still lCMer than that for males, the female literacy rate has rrore than
doublErl to 76 per cent in 1980 from the 1957 level.
Except for widowErl females, the lalx>ur force participation rate of each
group of females by marital status rose over the period 1957-1980, with
larger increases occurring in the 1970s. Percentage-wise, many rrore Malay
and Irrlian females have enterErl the lal:::our force during the last tv.u decades
than Chinese females. By 1980, the female lalx>ur force participation rates
by ethnic groups were roughly similar, indicating that racial differences
influencing ecxm.a nic status in the earlier years have climinishErl in impJrtance.
In terms of age cohorts, the highest lalx>ur force participation rate of 78
per cent in 1980 was anong. females in the age group 20-24 years. By oontrast,
the highest rate in 1957 was 30 per cent and was in the 45-49 age group.
furrover, the age-specific lalx>ur force participation profile of femiles has
changErl f:ran a bi-rrodal in 1957 to a uni-rrodal pattern by 1970 (Diagram 1).
As a result of higher educational attainment, there was a continoous
large expansion of female clerical ~rkers, which multiplied
alrrost fivefold between 1957 and 1970 and nearly three times between 197b and 1980.
Reflecting the entry of young females into the electronics assanbly and
textile and garments industries was the steeply rising proportion of ¥.Drking
females employErl as production v.orkers. By 1980, female production ¥.Drkers
far outnumbered those in the services sector which in 1957 was the largest
fenale employment sector. Over the ~decades, roth danestic service
v.vrkers and fann v.urkers have declined in al:;solute tenns.2/

II •

MAJOR FACTORS OF CHANGE

Undoubtedly, Singa)?Jre's successful industrialization progranrne has
contributed to the employment and upgrading of the fernale lalx>ur force. The
establishment of industries re:Juiring skills which CDuld easily be a<X11Jired
by fernales with some basic Erlucation with a short training period provided
the job opportunities for wage employment previously absent prior to the
early 1960s. Facilitating the entry of v.Dinen into the lalx>ur force was the
siting of factories in musing estates. The clean v.vrking CDnditions, good
pay and rrodern managanent practices, including social progranmes of
multinational oorporations have attractErl young fernales into industrial
employment. furrover, the expansion of the financial and business sector in
the early 1970s has created much fernale employment in white-collar jobs.

2/ For a rrore detailed discussion on the female lat.our force structure see
Linda Y.C. Lim. ''Vbren in the Singapore ECDrony"., ERC Occasional Paper
Series No.4, 1981.
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TJ\ULE l
PROFILE OF SINGAPORE FEMALE LABOUR FORCE
%

Year

1957

1970

1980

1.

Proportion of labour force

18.0

25.8

31.. . 5

2.

Li_teracy rate

33.6

60. 1

76.2

3.

Labour force participation rate
By race

19 . 3

21,. 6

39.3

21. 8

27.0

39.7

Malays

6.3

l 1•• 3

38 . 3

Indians

7 .1

16.0

38.2

23.9

31.1

Chinese

Others

By marital status

4.

Single

24.8

35.6

53 . 1

Married

1!1. 0

14.7

29.8

Widowed

25.8

15.5

16. 1

Divorc ed

46.5

l;7.

6

61. 7

Occ upational distribution
Profe s sional and technical

9.9

Administrative and

0.3

o. 7

2.2

6.7

16.9

27, l,

Sales

10.2

10.6

10 . 2

Services

35.7

23 . 2

13.5

Agricultural

11. 9

3.2

1. 0

Production

25.l

30.9

34 . 7

0.2

0.3

1. 0

man~gcrial

Cleric al

Not classifiable

10.0

SOURCES: Singapore, Department of Statistics, Rc:_port on th~
Census of Population 1970, Volume l; and Census of
Popula_tion 19ROSil1gUpc~re, Release No. 4.-----NOTE:

•.. No t available.
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OIJ\GRM l
/\GE-SEX SPECIFIC Ll\BOUR FORCE P/\RTICIPJ\'rION RATES,

1957, 1970 /\ND 1980
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- 66 The rrore sor::histicated Singai:ore eronamy in the 1970s has also given
rise to a great nunber of females occupying professional, administrative
and managerial i:ositions. ]_I
Danand factors alone v.Duld rot have cxmtributed to this drastic
structural change in fanale anployment. The greatly expanded supply of
educated females is attributable to the provision of equal education
opi:ortunities to both l::xJys and girls , and an effective family planning
programne. The focus of the family planning prograrrme on a tTMJ-child family
has weakened the strong preference acrorded to boys in traditional Asian
families and has helped to change the OJnservative social attitude
regarding girls' education as of serorrlary imp:>rtance. Hence, with free
primary education, substantially subsidized serondary and tertiary education,
and easy access to scoolarships, bursaries and study loans, girls have an
alnost equal chance as l::xJys to a<XIfilre higher education.
Darographic factors too have influenced a rrore active role of V'.Dmen in
eron:rnic activities. The i:opulation sex ratio has fallen from 1.12 males
for each female in 1957 to 1 . 04 in .1980. In a tight labour market where a
relatively buoyant erorx:my exists but where the danestic labour force is
grc:Ming at a decreasing rate due to ·1ower birth rates, increasing attention
has been drawn to tapping a growing i:otential i:ool of female labour. Hence ,
other rreasures to enoourage v.anen to enter and remain in the 'M:lrkforce have
been introduced and they include expansion of child-care facilities, flexi ble
'M:lrking hours, liberalization of legislative restriction on night shift TMJrk
for wanen, exterrled maternity leave, and tax deductions for TMJrking rrothers
with dependent children.

III.

BARRIERS 'ID Fil1ALE EMPIDYMENI'

Though Singai:ore \'Ollen have made many inroads into the erooomic sphere ,
a fEW strong barriers remain to a greater participation of w:::xnen in the
labour force. Rapid urbanization and rrodernization have- hast ened the
fonnation of nuclear families. Combined with the scarcity of domestic help,
married \\Drnen face imnense difficulties in satisfactorily handling the
denands of l::xJth wage anployment and family, i.e. , their productive and
reproductive roles. · The goverrrnent has tried to alleviate this and other
social problens arising fran the break- up or weakening of family ties, by
allowing parents and their married children the choice of adjacent or
close-by flats in its public housing progranme.
SeOJndly, to a majority of eroocmically inactive females, the relative
oost of non-participation in the labour force is low. In 1980, nearly 60
per cent of the females who stayed at home had less than ·a primary education
qualification. These "home house-.orkers" were rrostly young (tv.D-thirds were
-between 20 and 49 years) and married (over four- fif ths). Conceivably,
with rising wage levels and in the longer-tenn higher educat ional or skill
3/ Non-citizen fenale v.urkers ronstituted 9. 5 per cent of the f enal e labour
force in 1980. A majority of these r:ossessed primary or l a,...ier educational
qualification. Hence it is not necessary to analyse separte ly local and
f or eign fanales.
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attairrnent, the opr:ortuni ty oost of staying out of the lab:)Ur force will
increase. If the number of home housE.W:>rkers below 50 years of age in 1980
were drawn into the lal:our force, the size of the ferrale lal:our force 'M:>uld
have increased by alrrost 70 per cent.ii
Thirdly, the traditional view that v.anen's primary role is the
reprod.uctive role still persists anong JllaI1Y anployers and husbands arrl even
arrong some v..aren thanselves. Whenever and wherever the prod.uctive role of
v..omen is acoorded a lower priority, lr.OTlen's career developnent receives a
setback. This prevents w::xnen fran being integrated into the developnent
process and fran becx:ming e;rual partners in the nation's economic, social
and r:olitical developnent.
DJ.

CURRENI' STATUS OF IDMEN

That w::men, despite their dramatic progress in the w::>rkforce, lag behind
men in OCCUp:l.tional status is partially reflected in the pror:ortion of 12.7
per cent v.Diren holding professional, technical, administrative and managerial
i:ositions in 1982, against that of 15.3 per cent for men.5/
This disparity
is ootably evident in the civil service where v..anen in the top hierarchical
i:osts of superscale and Division I oonstituted 9 per cent of the fanale civil
service 'M:>rkforce in 1981, whereas men at similar levels acoounted for nearly
15 per cent of male enployrnent in the government.6/ Because of the relatively
short history of easier-access of fanales to education, the average level of
educational attainrrent arrong females is significantly below that arrong males •
.MJreover, the·fanale lal:our force is relatively young, as indicated by the
lo.ver median age of females compared to that of males in each division of
the civil service.
This is a major factor explaining the higher average
earnings of males in each divisional group.]/

4/

5/

A sample survey recently oonducted by the Times Organisation, Singar:ore,
provides some infonnation on factors that 'M:>uld attract housewives to
re-enter the lal:our force. The survey findings were briefly rer:orted in
"It's Olildren and Home First", The Straits Times, Novenber 17, 1983.

Singar:ore, Ministry of Trade and Industry , Eoonanic Survey of Singap?re
1982, Table 6.3, p. 123 .
6/ Singar:ore, Department of Statistics, Rep:?rt on Civil Service Statistics
1981, Table 3, p. 8.
7/ The rredian length of service of females in the civil service is also
shorter than that of men - 7 years in 1981 .oompared to 12 years for men.
Ibid., Table 1.05, p. 31.
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In the field of policy-making at the highest levels and in developnent
planning, v.ar€n's representation is extranely low. There are no v.anen cabinet
ministers oor parliamentary manbers. None of the officers al:ove the assistant
director level in the Ministry of Trade and Industry, where eoonomic and
ma.ni::over planning is undertaken, is a \'.alla?1._§/
In Singapore's public sector ~ government departments and statutory
l:oards - new recruits with similar qualifications are paid the same salary
irrespective of sex.9/
Starting salaries in the private sectors, however,
differ and market forces as well as other factors <X>ntribute to the income
disprrity between males and fenales. In prrticular, a wider gap between
the average starting pay for rren and ~ in the finance sector has been
observed in recent years.10/ Subtle fonns of sex discrimination, closed
shop practices in certain]obs traditionally demarcated for men, and shortages
of qualified males have been identified as major causes for the larger pay
differential between sexes.
V.

MEASURES FDR INCRFASING FEMALE

PARTICIPATION

Apart from the e<X>nomy as a whole benefitting · fran greater female
participation in productive activities, \\Dlnen then.selves vx:>uld gain from
employment. Through higher purchasing power, increased independence, and
rrore social interaction, ~ <X>uld lead a rrore interesting life and take
a deeper interest in matters outside the home. They <X>uld beCDrne rrore vocal
and denandi.ng of better services and goods, thereby forming a vehicle for
<X>ntinoous quality irrproverent. They <X>uld also hasten the attitudinal
change in men who regard v.anen's duty to the family as the prime role of w::xnen
and who do rot believe in the equality of sexes.
Singapore's experience denonstrates the crucial imp:>rtance of education
w::irnen into the develop-rent process.
To
further enhance the eoonJmic role of .-....oiren, Singapore \'.Duld now need to
devise specific measures or schenes to facilitate w:rnen's prrticipation in
the ...orkforce. The follCMing are sane suggestions that the CDvernment <X>uld
<X>nsider:
and family planning in drawing

(i)

Lightening the v.Drkload in the productive role by, for instance:
(a) Establishing rrore outlets for <X>nvenience and ready- to- CXX>k

8/

Singapore, Ministry of Culture, Information Division, Singapore CDvernment
Directory, April 1982.

9/ With the exception that males who have ccmpleted their national service
are paid a pretU.um.
10/

Singapore, The Straits Times, "The Great Gap in InCDrnes" Novsnber 5, 1983.
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food, which should be carefully rronitored for its nutritional
value, proper preparation and price increases. The location
of these outlets along daily travelling routes is of prirre
importance. The mass rapid transit (MRI') system, the construction
of which is to cx:mnence soon, should inrorporate these outlets in
its stations .
(b)

Enrouraging, exparrling arrl maintaining an efficient netW)rk of
child-care centres. · The training of personnel for these child-care
centres should be developed and institutionalised.

(c)

Providing rrore facilities in schools for students to pursue their
hobbies so that parents can opt for longer school hours without a
heavier study-load for their children.

(ii) Offer shorter v.Drking rours per day or shorter v.Drking week.
(iii) Set an exarrple as a fair employer, giving e::rual opportunities to v.unen
for career developnent.
(iv) Provide financial assi'Stance to

\\Onen

who w::iuld like to be self- enployed.

W:xnen, for their part, should rontinue to strive to succeerl in l:oth their
prc:xJuctive and reproductive roles and to strike a practical balance between
the responsibilities of the twJ roles.
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Paper 5
A NJTE ON WJMEN'S PARI'ICIPATION IN THE DEVEWPMENT PRCX::ESS
By Eve Ibrfzaun UN/IJI'CD

The opr::ortunities for ~ to participate in the develoµrent process
vary in soope and degree according to country.
The extent of participation
as well as specific activities will continue to be detennined in large measure
by such factors as the existing social, i::olitical and economic status of v.Dmen,
their education levels , prevailing cultural and religious nores, etc ., all of
which are to a greater or lesser extent interrelated. Nevertheless, in alnost
all instances there are great opr::ortunities for improving v.ornen's participation.
However, if these opi::ortunities are to be enhanced and extended, rrodifications
in the detenninants of v.ornen's status, such as the parameters mentioned above ,
will need to take place.
The chances for success of progranmes appear greater where in the short
run goals are established which are relatively rrodest and designed to fully
take into account the absorptive capacity of the participating individuals and
institutions. Overly ambitious progranmes based on immediate radical
transformations are nore likely to result in confrontation and fai l ure . A
study on comnunity developnent projects undertaken a few years ago, found,
for example , that the basic elements which successful comnunity projects shared
were a high degree of meshing or fit between progranme design, beneficiary
needs and the capacities of the assisting and executing bodies . 1/ It seems
highly likely that the design of prograrrmes aimed at enhancing v.D"rnen's role in
developnent v.Duld benefit by giving due oonsideration to the aforesaid
elerrents.
Individual country and area profiles regarding basic parameters affecting
v.ornen's status and participatory role should be an essential ingredient for
the formulation of projects and programnes designed to i ncori::orate v.ornen in
the developnent process . These profiles should include official and i::opular
attitudes regarding v.omen ' s roles and particular problems confronted by
different segments of the female i::opulation, as well as an identification of
their basic needs and goals. The views of the v.omen in question should form
the basis of these profiles and the nucleus of programne design and execution .
The role of v.omen in the formal developnent planning process can take
place at a nl.Il"l1ber of levels i . e . the national level , the regional level and
the local conmunity level and can take the form of direct participation and/or
training. The latter will lay the foundation for extending participation.
At the national level, in order to have the v.Dmen's perspective fully
taken into account, attempts should be made to have v.ornen represented at
the highest level in decision-making bodies such as the National Planning
Conmission , the Office of the Prime Minister, etc . In addition to the
1/ See David C. Korten "Cornnunity Organization and Rural Developnent : A
Learning Process Approach," Public Administration Review, No . 5
Sept/Oct . 1980, pp. 480- 511.
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placerrent of \<.Dmen in the Ministry of Planning, it is extremely iffir:ortant
that they be placed in the sectoral ministries which are often rrore fX:Merful
than the planning ministry and are usually resp::msible for project
identification, fonnulation and :implementation. It is interesting to riote
that in far too many developing countries, developnent plans are mainly
prepared by expatriate experts. Sectoral priorities are often not spelled
out in detail, and project identification, formulation and evaluation is for
the rrost part left to the bilateral and multilateral agencies who actually
decide the type and specifics of projects they will finance . These projects
may or may not corresp:md to national priorities. Too often the interrelationship of projects is neglected.
From the national perspective therefore , not only from the Y.Dmen's
perspective, it is essential that national capability is developed at l::oth
the macro and micro level . In order for Y.Drnen to take full part in the
developnent planning exercise it is essential that they be included in the
national training effort in this field. There is at present such a dearth of
well-qualified individuals in the planning and sectoral ministries that, if
qualified \<.Dmen candidates did apply for posts , there Y.Duld be a good chance
that in many cases they Y.Duld be accepted and given positions of responsibil ity.
In the meantime , l::oth bilateral and multilateral agencies should be urged to
take into account the interests of Y.Dmen and their potential for contribution
at every level as far as national policies and project design are concerned .
These agencies might also be asked to give special attention to Y.Dmen in the
training progranmes they sponsor in this area.
Equally as iffir:ortant as training Y.Dmen for participation at the national
level, training needs to be organized at the regional and corrrnunity level.
Training here will need to be multi-faceted, focussing on consciousnessraising as regards v.ornen's roles, potential contribution, as well as
familiarization with ways to make their voices heard. The training should aim
at developing leadership qualities. In addition, technical training is
required to assist in identifying income-generating activities for Y.Dmen to
enable them to undertake the tasks these activities r8'.JUire.
Arnther imp:>rtant area in which w::>men need to be trained is 1.Il the field
of camiunity developnent and self- help activities. With respect to
agricultural extension and local credit institutions, Y.Dmen should receive the
necessary training so as to fully participate in these activities at every
level. There is a lot of good Y.Drk being done in corrrnunity developnent and
kn:)wledgeable individuals can be called in to assist in the formulation of
good projects.
As far as possible, use should be made of existing institutions and local
organizations . In the training field, for example, trainers are known to be
a scarce resource in developing countries; therefore, technical training
should be undertaken in coeducational facilities . Even for training
specifically geared to ....amen, local institutions such as universities could
be called up:m to organize special training. Necessary provision should be
made to ensure that v.Dmen are ad8'.JUately represented in all training prograrrrnes.
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In order to ensure that the power of progressive local organizations is
enhanced rather than diluted, attempts should be made at avoiding the further
proliferation of organizations. IDcal 'M)men's and cormrunity organizations,
co-operatives, etc . should be strengthened and new l:odies created only where
absolutely necessary.
In many of the ab::>ve areas, international and bilateral organizations can
be called upon to render assistance. To make assistance effective all
attempts should be made to co-ordinate these activities.

-
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Paper 6

THE INCORPORATION OF

~

INID DEVEIDPMENT PI.ANNING:

THE NEED FOR QUALITATIVE DATA

by

Eva Friedlander, Ph.D
Research Associate
Southern Asian Institute
Columbia University

Introduction
Since the International \'biren 's Year in 1975 and the beginning of the
Decade for W::>rren, there has been a growing awareness of the critical role
played by social and cultural factors in the success of developnent planning.
Unanticipated difficulties in the developnent process have resulted in a
gradual shift fran a narrow focus on GNP as the only measure of growth, to
less easily measured but eyue>.lly important aspects of the process. These
aspects, which include the dorrestic dona.in and the informal eoonomy, are
often in the hands of v.Dmen and came into sharper focus as a result of the
international attention given to mmen. And, in 1976, the W::>rld Employment
Congress broadened the basis of discussion even further by focusing for the
first tirre on the need to fulfill "basic needs". 1/ Although this shift in
focus heralded the need for a new kind of data and data-gathering procedures ,
the developnent and utilization of appropriate research methods and rrodels
is still only in its incipient stage.
The need to develop cross-culturally reliable measures for domains
not easily accessible to quantification has been rea::>gnized by some, but that
a reliable data base for planning requires qualitative inforrnation as well as
quantitative data is as yet far from being accepted. Quantification can,
however, only be meaningful if it is based on an understanding of the social
and cultural fabric of the oou:ntry ooncemed. Such understanding re:JUires
methods very different from those of survey research, and careful oonsideration
need be given to how other methods might effectively be inoorporated into
existing data oollection procedures. y
Research methods and tools for oollecting data of a qualitative nature
have been developed by the social sciences, specifically anthropology, which

1/ United Nations.

International Latour Office. 1977 . Employment, Growth ,
and Basic Needs: A One-W::>rld Problem. New York: Praeger
2/ For an excellent discussion of the problens involved see Christine Oppong
(198C, 1982).
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designed its methods precisely in order to address problems of cross-cultural
research. Increasingly these methods are being used by sociologists VvDrking
rn non-western contexts. The methods are essentially etlmographic and entail:
1)

Participant-observation, that is living and participating in the
society so as to develop an understanding of the perspective of the
J?Jpulation involved so as to be able to describe in detail and
analyse its institutions, both fonnal and infonnal;

2)

A holistic approach which involves looking at the society as a
whole and the interrelationship of its parts rather than domains,
pre-defined and predetennined by our own culture-bound perspective
and concerns; and

3)

A contextual approach that requires placing the behavi01r and beliefs
of people in their social and cultural context.

The need for qualitative data and in-depth research methods is
particularly clear as regards three major foci of developnent efforts that
promise to carry us well beyond the end of the Decade for WJmen.
First: a growing recognition of the need for data on v;omen for an
accurate assessment of WJmen's present and J?:)tential contribution to their
societies.
Second: the need to increase the productivity of WJmen in order to
develop individual and collective self-reliance.
Third: the call for a grass-roots approach, the need to plan from the
bottan-up, entailing the develoµnent of participatory research and training
activities in which Y.DllleI1 themselves can take an active role.
1.

Data on WJmen

As developnent planners have had to deal rrore directly with issues of
concern to v..Dmen, the inadequacy of existing census and survey data has
become apparent. Not only is there a lack of WJmen-specific data, but bias
in the questions and categories employed creates distortion in the data as a
whole. The result has been a call for rrore data specifically on WJmen and
on issues of relevance to v.Dmen and, in addition, the disaggregation of data
by gender. The discussion has for the rrost part accepted an economic frame
of reference and addressed itself to problems of accurate measurement and
quantifiability. But recent focus on a "basic needs approach" has
broadened the discussion to include a range of factors not included in the
traditional ecx:momic approach. This has significant irrplications for the
sorts of data to be gathered.

Cristicism of existing census and survey data has focused primarily on
its inadequacy in calculating v.Dmen's economic activity and WJmen's
productive contribution to the economies of their countries. This inadequacy
has largely stemied from the fact that v.Dmen's activities tend to be in the
non-market sector - the infonnal "hidden" economy or the domestic domain the i.rnfortance of which was underestimated by economists in the past. The
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frequent placanent of women's \.>.Ork into such exclusionary categories as
"unpaid family \.>.Ork" has led to systenatic undercounting and undervaluation
of \>.Omen's activities.
Furthermore, there is the definitional bias inherent
in such concepts as "household head" (generally assumed to be male) resulting
in the underestirration of female -headed households , and the host of problans
associated with the use of the household as the unit of analysis (Anker, et al
1982 Introduction; Opi;:ong 1980, 1982).
-The major question raised has been, then, ha.v to make the "invisible"
visible. What is it that planners should be looking at to assess \.>.Omen's
productive capacity and how can planners deal with non-rrarket and nonrronetized activities within an economic frame"'-Drk rooted in a rronetary syste:n
of exchange? Although efforts have been made to rrove indices of develoµnent
away from what has beenanarrow concern exclusively with GNP , nevertheless,
discussi,;m continues to centre around the question of measurement. This
question appears increasingly problematic because of the difficulty,
highlighted by a now broader focus, to determine cross-culturally equivalent
units.
Other critics have gone further, questioning the adequacy of merely
bringing to the fore what was previously hidden. They i;:oint out that the
t¥.D economies - hidden and visible - are r elated, that it is the relationship
between the domestic and rrarket sectors, between reproduction and production
that must be understood, relationships to which ¥.Dmen's roles are critical
(Beneria and Sen 1980; Meillassoux 1977). This suggests a need to go beyond
a concern merely with measureable units, to the relationship bet ween arenas
and linkages between micro and macro processes.
As Boulding (*1983) has recently i;:ointed out , the rrove to a discussion of
fulfillrrent of "basic needs" has sharply highlighted the shortcomings of
existing data collection . At the 1976 World Employment Conference "basic
needs" were defined to include not only " ... meeting the minimum requirements
of a family for personal const.nnption: food, shel ter, clothing .... access to
essential services such as safe drinking water, sanitation, transi;:ort, health
and educationing ... " but to irrply also the satisfaction of needs of a rrore
qualitative nature: a healthy, humane and satisfying environment, and i;:opular
participation in the making of decisions that affect the lives and livelihood
of the people and individual freedoms (II.C 1977) •

The question is, how do we determine what these needs are? How do people
perceive these needs? And how might they be fulfilled in social and cultural
contexts very different from the ones we are familiar with?
What goes into the definition of basic needs varie s from society to
society. And, similarly, how they are fulfilled varies as well . What appear
superficially to be similar institutions and activities across cultures, may
fulfill very different needs and have very different meanings. Conversely,
what appear to be different institutions and activities may serve similar
needs or functions across societies. The social and cul tural context is
therefore, critical b:Jth to establishing need priorities that r eflect the
realities of people's lives and appropriate means to fulfill them.
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For examole, the household, based on a western rrodel, has until
recently been.oonsidered primarily as a unit of oonsumption; only recently
has it been recognized as a productive unit in many societies around the
v..orld. It also serves socialization, educational, political, arotional and
any m.unber of other ends as well as different times and places. But these
same needs may alternatively be fulfilled by other domestic arrangements,
v..ork groups, religious groups, oorrmunes, etc. at different times and places.
Understanding the local definition of needs and the existing institutions,
toth fomal and infonnal, as they v..ork to fulfil - or not fulfil - those
needs, is critical in order to plan effectively. Given the non-fonnal nature
of many such oo-operative forms, especially where WJmen are ooncerned, the
unobtrusive methods of participant-observation are particularly appropriate.
Only through methods that seek to reveal the netmrk of interrelated
roles and institutions, and their meaning to the people involved, can
infonnation be gathered that will enable 'M'.)IDen's integration into developnent.
2.

Increasing the productivity of WJmen for self-reliance

Increasing the productivity of v..omen has been oonsidered a way to tap
what is perceived as a large pool of potential lal::our PJWer for economic
productivity, and to develop WJrren' s self-reliance. As a result, attention
has been focused on developing inoome-generating activities, and training
WJmen in skills for greater lal::our force participation.
With regard to incane-generating activities, it is now widely recognized
that these activities have tended to be in areas defined in western tenns as
'M'.)IDen's activities, that is extensions of family life and domestic skills
(i . e. sBYing, cooking, childcare, etc. ) This policy not only i.rrtpJsed external
(western) notions of appropriate gender roles, but often sharpened the
division of lal::our by gender.
~bre i.Jnrortantly still, in many parts of
the mrld this policy has taken WJmen away fran fonnerly productive activities
in which they played the major role, such as agriculture or activities otherwise
essential to the fulfillment of their "basic needs".
The failure to fully understandthe existing division of lal::our and the
implications of changes in it has been responsible for resistance met within
the oonrnunity and what has fre:]Uently been an inability to keep a project
going once started. Existing arrangenents may, for example, fulfil certain
social and errotional needs which must be oonsidered if the new income-generating
schenes are to be successful. This does not mean that changes in role
allocation should not take place, but rather that the implications of such
changes need to be understood in the oourse of planning.
Other oonstraints, and potentials, such as the regular supply of raw
materials, marketability, and just how such inoorne-generating schemes fit or do not fit - in with broader developnent plans and eoonornic policies at
the national and international levels, all need to be analyzed. Increasingly
\'.Drnen' s lal::our-force participation has been the other important thrust of
efforts aimed at developing v..ornen' s productivity. Again, however, a shift in
anphasis away fran developrent simply in tenns of eoonomic measures has raised
the issue of the impact of such participation on the provision of human needs
other than simply rronetary needs and turned attention to the implication for
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such areas as health and child care. The often negative effects of a
changeable, undependable lal:our market on the lives of women has begun to be
documented, particularly with regard to the i:olicy of multi-nationals
(Fernandez-Kelly 1983; Nash and Fernandez-Kelly 1983; Safe 1978), i:ointing to
the need for analyses to combine macro-level quantitative data with microlevel qualitative material.
Planning toth for income-generating activities and for participation in
the formal lal:our market, then, needs to be done toth in the light of local
conditions and requiranents and national and international economic pJlicies.
It requires rrore than the collection of women-specific data, and rrore than
disaggregation of data for quantitative puri:oses, necessary though that may
be. By utilizing research methods that are at once contextual and holistic
it is i:ossible to look at the interrelationship between roles and institutions
at the local level and their relationship with broader ecooomic processes. In
this way planning for increased productivity and self-reliance can build ui:on
the i:otential presented by local forms of organization and existing institutional
relationships, formal and infonnal. These may then provide the basis for
pre-co-operatives and cn-operatives, of new productive enterprises for incnrnegeneration and of training activities for skill developnent that will permit
greater lal:our force participation.
3.

The grass-roots and participatory approach

It has become increasingly clear over the years that without the
oo-operation of the pJpulation involved, planning for effective change is
imi:ossible and, co-operation requires involvenent and participation. The
term "partlcipatory", which has recently gained currency , has a somewhat
different meaning to different people in the areas of project develoµnent ,
training, and research.
For project planners generally it has meant that \o.Dffien, to varying
degrees, play an active role in the articulationof project goals and v.Drking
tor..vards means to achieve then. Recently attention has been placed for exarrple,
on the r:otential "ripple effect" of training projects, in which an initial
input with a few v..Dmen will permit then to train others and they in turn yet
others. I t is hoped that such projects will make the v..Dmen themselves the
effective agents of change.
In the area of training, "participatory" has become synonyrrous with
oon-fonnal, learner-centred methods of education, based on the assumption that
learning is rrore than a one-way flow of information. Such methods aim at
eliciting critical and productive resi:onses from the trainee through such
techniques as role playing and presentation of case studies. This allows
participants to articulate goals and to develop means of achieving them in a
simulated environment. Some methods are rrore psychologically oriented, aimed
at fostering self awareness and rrodes of expression (Srinivasan 1977) , others
at developing a "critical consciousness" (Freire 1970, 1973), reflection,
critical appraisal and interpretive skills.
A related but somewhat different use of the term "participatory training"
centres on the use of local cultural forms for the transmission of information.
Use has been made of village or folk drama for educational purposes, while
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locally based theatre groups have played an active role in rrotivating
participation in literacy, health and agricultural campaigns. The
:r:otential use of such informal arrangements as story-telling, traditionally
passed down fran grandrcother to grandchild, or local apprenticeship
arr ngements for training have been understood. It has been recngnized
that linking new ideas and skills to the dynamics of lor.al social and cultural
patterns can be a nost effective means of training .
Finally, women have
begun to be trained in media skills so that they can develop training
materials for their own corrrnunities.
"Participatory" research activities are also being developed. This has
entailed giving women a role in the data-collection process, whether it be for
basic research or for m:mitoring and evaluation. For some projects it has
meant providing local w:::men with the tools to gather answers to predetermined
questions regarding their own and/or other peoples' activities (Mencher, et al
1979) . For others it entails involving local v.Dmen in the formulation of the
goals that this is not only a nore reliable form of data collection, but that
such participation can itself :r:otentially transform the warren involved, for
it provides a new perspective on their situations and opens up :r:ossibilities
for change.
Participatory forms of training and research have met with variable
success. Sometimes this is due to the class and ethnic differences of those
who introduce them, the local material or :r:olitical situations which constrain
participation, or the cultural attitudes and values of the local population
which are insufficiently understood.
For any one of these and other reasons the activities initiated by a
person or organization often cease upon departure of the outsider who has
taken the initiative.
In order for a participatory approach to be successful it is necessary
to assess what participation might mean in a given context, and how
participation can take place if v.omen are to be successfully rrobilized. The
constraints and potentials of the situation will vary depending on social,
cultural and :r:olitical factors. Again, such understanding re:JUires a qualitative
research methodology, one that seeks to unravel not only formal, but informal
organizational forms and net:Y.Drks of cornnunication. Such forms and networks
can provide the vehicle to rrobilize v.cmen for participation. This requires
consideration by planners of how their activities might be integrated into
existing ones and, just as critically, the complex web of values and attitudes
that will be central to the willingness and ability of local women to participate.
Conclusion
The shift in enphasis away from s:ilTlply economic productivity as a measure
of econanic growth, and a growing concern with "basic needs", means that social
and cultural factors must figure ever rrore centrally in any developnent plan.
Not only is it necessary t o determine how people perceive their needs, but to
consider the social and culturally appropriate methods for their fulfillment.
Such ~·:pproach seeks to build upon local institutions and mechanism for the
fulfillnEnt of needs rather than the imposition of external institutions. In
turn, this re:JUires a research strategy that is concerned with developing a
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sensitivity to and understanding of existing social and cultural fonns. It
has been suggested that for each of the three foci of developnent efforts increasing data on w:>men, increasing the productivity of w:>men, and a grassroots and pa.rticipa.tory approach - a research methodology that places emphasis
on the kind of infonnation that can form the basis for effective progranrne
planning and implementation.
The research methoOOlogy nquired is one that is based on etlmographic
methods. It relies on participant-observation in order to learn the
perspective of the people involved, their local institutions - formal and
infonnal - and how these fulfil or fail to fulfil their needs. The approach
is oontextual, in that it looks to the interrelationship of roles and
institutions and their meanin; in specific situational oontexts. Within the
frameMJrk of a basic-needs approach , any attanpt at planning for increased
productivity of w:>men requires that various needs be weighed and balanced, and
that analyses be holistic, looking to the implications of eoonomic and
political policies at the national and international levels for the local level.
Finally, the successful design of "participa.tory" approaches to project
design, training, and research, rests on knowing the oonstraints and potentials
of the local situation on v.unen's participation in the way of political,
eooromic, social and attitudinal factors.
Such a research strategy, one that entails analysis based on qualitative
material, rrade available through pa.rticipant-observation, promises not only
greater success in tenns of meeting planning and prograrnning objectives, but
entails in its very method a respect for the people involved.
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INTRODlCI'ION
The role of women in European p::>litical develo:pnent is detennined by tv.D
different processes of change:
(1) changes in v.Dmen's participation rates - their extent as well as their
rrode - which in turn are enbedded in national organization contexts - (2) the
ex-pansion of governmental tasks and the inclusion of new areas under public
control, a fact which also has affected non-governmental organizations. These
tv..D processes are of course related to each other, and roth - rrobilization
from below and incorp::>ration from arove - are essential for an analysis of
v.anen's future roles and p::>ssibilities in p::>litical and organizational life.
t-bdern welfare States have incorp::>rated an increasing number of tasks
and activities which fonnerly were regulated and handled e ither by the market
or by the family, in other VvDrds, in privately controlled settings (Baurrol
1965, Hemes 1982 a and b) .* The process of incorp::>ration of ma.rket-related
activities into the public realm has affected men's public v..Drld, while the
incorp::>ration of family-relatedactivities into the public realm has affected
v.anen's private and public v.Drlds. Eoth processes are closely related to
different types of organizational developnent. The tv..D transition processes
differ from one another in several ways and that fact helps to explain in
part v.Dmen's relative absence from p::>litical life as well as their
r:owerlessness in the p::>litical systen compared to men.

*

The rotes in parentheses refer to the bibliography.
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W::>men's traditional activities have been incorJ:X)rated into the rolitical
system later than men's, less completely than men's and under different
rolitical conditions fran men's. W::>rren's relative absence and rowerlessness
can only to a limited degree be related to their role as "latecnrners" into
the system. Other groups that have come late, for example \'.Drkers, have been
absorbed and represented relatively quickly. fure important is the fact
that the less complete absorption of the private \'.Drld of family-related
activities into the public realm has left w::>men with a double burden and a
dual life leading to the fact that \'.Dmen's lives are fragmented and basically
out of tune with the demands of public life as it is organized in rrost
countries. These factors are analysed in part I of this rerort (Weber et al.)
and are only referred to indirectly here. (See also Balbo 1980, 1982). ~bst
important for our topic is the fact that men have come into political life
via organizations which have aggregated and articulated their interests
nationally and collectively for them, as, for instance, labour unions. W::>rnen
have practically no institutional support fran these p:JWerful organizations
and their own organizations are rrost often not considered politically relevant.
Conversely, it can be said that the three factors mentioned have contributed
to the general politization of wanen which has been observed in the last decade.
W::Jrnen have not always cane into politics through the rrost traditional and
established channels and this fact will be discussed at some length below.
W::Jmen's historical absence fran politics and their rolitical rowerlessness as
well as the rotential for their rolitical future will be analysed here in
these organizational terms. This paper will explore three aspects of women's
representation and participation in voluntary non-governmental associations:
(1)
(2)
( 3)

the relevance of OOrJ:X)ratism for \'.Drnen' s representation in political
life,
political aspects of \'.Drnen 1 s role in voluntary, non-governmental
organizations and activities,
political aspects of the new wanen' s rrovement.

A short concluding section will relate these to each other.
Technical problems
A few ranarks on the technical problems in drawing up this research
report are in order. In order to describe \'.Dmen's role as citizens within
the European organizational contexts, tw::> types of literature and data \'.Duld
have been necessary: (1) Studies of how and to what extent interest
organizations and voluntary organizations are recognized within the State and
how this contact between organizations and central authorities including data
on the participation and representation of 'vVallen within this COrJ:X)rate system
of representation; (2) studies of and data on the considerable and growing
activities of voluntary associations, cornnunity action groups and self-help
groups on the local level and the important role of \'.Dmen within these partly
conventional, partly unconventional types of rolitical action and association.
A comprehensive search of the literature (including canputer-based searches
of several international data banks) and contact with several large European
data banks have rendered few results when it canes to comprehensive surveys
on this topic.
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This is not so surprising when it corres to studies of v.umen per se,
who have after all never before been of central interest to political
scientists. Vbmen's own pattern of organizing and rrobilization have not
been CDnsidered relevant by political scientists even though we know from
some studies that v.umen have indeed been active in many different types of
organizations, especially in Northern Europe. In rrost existing studies it
has not been a matter of research routine to divide data on individuals'
organizational membership and political participation in general by sex.
There are sane excellent studies on corpJratism as a political phenomenon.
I mention especially the volumes by Schmitter et al. (1979), Berger et al.
(1981) and Lehmbruch et al. (1982), but there have been no international
surveys on such central aspects of political developnent in Western Europe
as the increasing impJrtance of interest organizations, on the one hand, and
the increase in activities on the grass-root level, on the other hand.
Barnes and Kaase (1979) is an exception, but they have no data on individual
organizational affiliation which v.Duld have been important to describe the
parameters of political action. There have, of course, been exceptions
rrostly in terms of national, rronographic studies on citizens' activities ,
and my report is largely based on them. But information on the derrocratic
aspects of organizational life, especially taking into account v;omen's
influence on powerful organizations is practically non-existent. The
literature on corpJration is macro-oriented and largely ignores the inner
life of organizations, and even data on the nacro level are not yet so
ccrnplete that one can say precisely which organizations in each State are
reCDgnized as .colitical actors (Schmitter in Berger 1981, 296). Studies
of oon- conventional political action have, on the other hand, not analysed
the organizational setting within which many of these activities occur
(Barnes and Kaase, 1979). There are, however, case studies from some
countries to draw upon. Very few of these consider the role of v;omen within
the associations. This short paper presents thus, rather a framew::irk for
analyses on the basis of the existin<J literature and of limited factual
information and underlines the need for future research into this important
area of political life.
I.

THE RELEVANCE OF OORPORATISM FOR WJMEN' S REPRESENTATION

CorpJratism as a phenomenon describes and includes various forms of
interface and co-operation between interest organizations (especially
econanic) and central bureaucracies. Countries differ according to which
n:m-governmental organizations have access to the political system rrore or
less directly. The reason for scholars growing attention to corpJratist
patterns of State-society relationships is that these patterns compete with
rrore traditional, liberal patterns of darocratic, pluralist politics and
territorial representation (which are the subject of part II of this report
by La.vau and Sineaul). CorpJratism has taken on many different forms in
Western or SouthernEurope but its pattern is basically determined by those
organizations which exercise rrost r::ower in a particular country and by the
degree and arrount of governmental control over various policy areas. It is
thus both a m:xle of interest intermediation and a rrode of policy formation
(Lehrnbruch et al. 1982, Schmitter 1979, Olsen 1978, Berger et al. 1981,
Harrison 1980, Diarrant 1981). Despite national variations and differences
the pheoomenon is unified enough to make some general observations of its
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nature in terms of v-Dmen' s representation and w:Jmen' s interest.
we will present some regional and national variations.

After that,

From a r:ower perspective, it is :i.n'\p)rta.'1t to mention that this r:oliticaladministrative system, which oonsists of civil servants, organizational
leaders, bureaucrats and teclmical e>q::erts, defines an increasing part of the
"public interest" especially with regard to emnanic r:olicies, and that v.Dmen
are not arrong the "Mandarins of Western Europe" (f))gan 1975) . As a matter of
fact, organizations and professions have very clear gender profiles which
helps to explain in part v.Dmen's small chances of getting into the r:olitical
r:ower netw:Jrk. Powerful institutions rather than voters are the central
gatekeepers in the rrodern State system and have not been in focus in the same
manner as r:olitical parties in terms of their willingness to recruit women or
take up v.Drren's issues. Of all the channels of access to the r:olitical
decision-making centres the oorr:orative one is the least ":participative", the
m::>st hierarchical and oligarchical and the m::>st elitist (Harrison 1980, 187).
The relative absence of Y.Dmen from r:ositions of authority and r:ower is of
oourse related to their absence from those fora where candidates for office
get recruited. Their lack of institutional supr:ort is well known, while
mechanisns by which this happens vary from organization to organization and
fran country to oountry (Coser and Epstein 1981, Lovenduski and Hills 1981,
Hemes 1982 c). In part this has to do with 'M'.:XTlen's surordination and their
lack of forma.l qualifications, especially in oountrieswhere 'M)IDen 's general
educational level is low (e.g. Cyprus, Greece, Italy, Spain, Portugal) . In
part, it is also true that v.anen's typical professions (nursing and teaching)
are defined as "sani-professions" and thus not autonom::>us in relation to the
professions dominated by men. vbmen are thus often not in the "r:ool of
eligibles". But also those v.anen who meet forma.l criteria in terms of
seniority, educational characteristics and professional background find it
difficult to win the institutional supp:::>rt necessary for obtaining r:ositions
of r:ower. Fenale civil servants advance, for example, much m::>re slowly than
male civil servants and female managers rarely oome above the middlemanagement level. In some countries public recognition of this fact has led
to r:olicy measures to change the situation, especially in the Scandinavian
oountries and in Austria, where oorpxatism is rrost legitilrate (Hemes 1982 a,
Eduards and Halsaa 1982) •
If we l(X)k at the orgnizational map of Europe from a 'M)IDen's perspective,
the following general trends beoorne clear: (1) associations of employers and
trade unions which occupy "r:oints of far greater strategic imr:ortance for
rrost of the battles of industrial societies than those that any other interest
group can seize" (Berger 1981, , 13) usually have few v.Dmen msnbers, and
practically no v.Dmen in ther leadership. (2) Those organizations where v-Dmen
are in the majority neither threaten the central bureaucracies independence
or exercise any imr:ortant influence and oontrol. They have very few
representational rights in terms of access. (3) W:men and their organizations
are, in Claus Offe's terms, "r:olicy-takers" at the grass-roots levels.
Men
are represented through class organizations which have access to the r:olitical
"market" (Offe in Berger 1981, 138) • The very narrow representational base
of interest representation which oorr:oratism implies underlines and
strengthens p::::iwer inequalities between v.anen and men. In some oountries it
undoubtedly also increased class differences since business interests often
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prevail over unions interests. This has been shown to be the case in Germany
and France. Other writers such as Galbraith (1969), Harrison (1980), Diamant
(1981) p:>int out that a systan which gives access to some organizations and
lets them particij'.X'lte in the planning processes at prej'.X'lrliamentary stages
of p:>licy-input only underlines the weakness of other areas of p:>litical
cxmcems and social justice. Consuner-organizations, welfare claimants,
environmental and prorrotional groups are neglected (Harrison 1980) , a p:>int
which underlines Offe's thesis arout p:::iwerless "p:>licy-takers". Schmitter
speculates whether these unintegrated groups may come to threaten corp:>rate
stability in the future (Schmitter in Berger 1981, 322). Organized groups
have been described as the central source for the declining authority of
governments. We are here not concerned with their legitimacy but with their
effect on the distribution of p:>wer between women and men and their effect on
the inclusion of Y.Dmen's interests into the p:>litical agenda. W:lmen are
entering j'.X'lrty and electoral p:>litics precisely at the rroment when derocracy
is in crisis and the p:>licy-making process suffers from overload, inefficiency
and the threat of bankruptcy. Especially in those oountries where interest
organizations have great influence, ~en are excluded from an increasingly
imp:>rtant arena of p:>licy-making, since they have little or no p:iwer in
ecooomic-interest organizations. bQmen have even less p:iwer in and access to
the corp:>rate centres of decision-making than in the electoral channel . They
are absent from or vastly under-represented in the leadership of trade unions
and trade-union cartels, from employer organizations, from i.rnpJrtant
professional groupings, from high university IX>Sitions, and from planning
p:>sitions in the civil service.
These trends are clearly discernible in all European States and we will
here p:>int to regional arrl national examples. There are great variations
arrong countries as to specific institutionalization of corp:>rate structures
and their IX>Wer. Austria, the Netherlands and the five Nordic countries
where these are not as strongly centralized, interest organizations are
im[.ortant e.g. Germany, Great Britain, Italy. Austria has "J'.X'lraconstitutional"
elite cartels constituted into a systan of chambers on the national and
regional level. The five Nordic countries all have a large system of boards,
councils and corrrnittees as well as a systan of hearing through "reniss" which
involves all major affected interests. A similar systan yet without statutory
claim to consult exists in Germany. Also France has a system of arout 4,000
a::mnissions. France, the Netherlands, the EEC all have economic-social
councils of some p:iwer, while the same kind of l:xxlies in Italy, Luxenbourg and
the United Kingdom have rrore limited roles. All these bodies are involved in
socio-economic planning and therefore central in the p:>licy-making process.
Manbers of these bodies are selected and app::iinted j'.X'lrtly by virtue of their
leadership p:>sitions ·in interest organizations.
Trade unions are the nost irnp:>rtant rrembership organizations, while
business and employer organizations often are associations of other corp:irate
todies. Despite the fact that female manbership in trade unions has been
growing in all countries urrler consideration, women have a very difficult
tine getting into leadership p:isitions. In a survey conducted by the European
Trade Union Conference (ETUC) the trend was that the percentage of women in
decision-making bodies is lowest in._the central decision-making bodies and
highest on the shop floor. A certain minimal representation by women is often
assured by statutes reserving one or tv.D permanent places to v.Dmen. Alrrost
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all unions have special w:::>men's , corrmittees, family corrmittees or e::ruality
corrmittees, but only in some countries are the presidents or leaders for
these divisions autaratically assured a place on the executive committee.
The EK:U survey also showed that nost unions were satisfied with the machinery
set up to deal with the question of w:::men, while some felt that there should
be a sarewhat higher representation of w:::>men in leadership positions. The
only factor which assures a union female leadership is if the union is
corrprised only of v;omen and i f federations have an automatic rotation of
leadership am::mg member organizations. This is the case l:oth in Denmark and
Norway at the time. A plurality of unions in Europe have between 10 and 40
per cent w:xnen m:mbers and nost again have less than 10 per cent w:::>men in
their central decision-making b:xlies.
At the level which is important for corporate mediation, namely the
central one, there is hardly ever rrore than one w:::>man. In Great Britain
there has been an experiment with adding five new seats, reserved for w:::men,
to the central oonmittee of the Trade Union Congress; 44 per cent of British
v..anen employees are unionized and 15 unions have a female majority, yet only
1 in 30 trade union officials is a w:::>man. V\brnen are also underrepresented
in the leadership of w:::men-daninated unions. The National Union of Tailors
and Garment makers has 90 per cent w:::men in its membership and 30 per cent
w:::>rnen in its leadership. The National Union of Teachers has 70 per cent
'M'.:l!llen anong its members and 9 per cent anong its leadership (Hills in
Iovenduski and Hills, 1981, p.12). The Swedish ID and the Netherlands
Federation of Trade Unions have no w:::>men in their central leadership, the
German Federation has one w:::>rran, the Austrian Trade Union Federation has
three w:::>men arrong the 68 members of its central council. These small numbers
are important, given the ~er of trade unions in corporate decision-making.
Also in Italian unions which have not nearly as much power in the political
system, v.Drnen are under-represented in the central decision-making organ.
There are oo v.Dmen in central executive committees, but the general councils
of the CGIL and the CISL have 15 per cent and 3 per cent w:::>men, respectively .
Swiss unions have between 4 per cent and 14 per cent v.Dmen in their leadership.
French wanen make up 30 per cent of the unionized w:::>rkforce but there are
practically no w:::men in leadership positions and their representation
decreases from the l:ottom to the top, even in those unions where there are
many w:::irren. Lavau and Sineau relate this to the strongly anti-feuinist
tradition in French unions stemming from Prod.lion (Lavau and Sineau in
Iovenduski and Hills 1981, p.116) .
A survey by Professor Alice Cook, a veteran in the field, showed how
similar trends are in Sweden, Germany, Austria and Great Britain (see table 1).
Although information on other countries is rrore spotty, the pattern is the
same everywhere. As is to be expected there are alrrost no w:::>men on any
decision-making level in Greek, Spanish and Portuguese unions, and their
manbership is low. Fascist and military regimes have always been inimical to
v.Dmen and this tradition takes a very long time to eradicate. l'-bst unions
train their leaders in an extensive system of training courses . V\bmen
participate relatively frequentjy (25-30 per cent) in evening courses and
residential cxmrses of short duration (1 or 2 weeks). V\bmen •s attendance at
and selection of courses which last from 6 to 12 weeks is reduced drastically
(7-11 per cent v.anen). These are Swedish data presented by Alice Cook, but
there is little reason to believe that unions in other countries have rrore
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TABLE I
Percentage of w::>men in selected trade unions and trade-unions
officers 1974 or later in Austria, Federal Republic of
Gennany, Sweden, and United Kingdom
(Alice Cook, copyright)

Country

Federations W:Jrren
and unions rranbers

Austria

Unions:
Private
office
v.orkers
metal
v.orkers
Textile

Federal Federation
Republic
GDR
of Germany
Unions:
Chanicals

Delegates Members Fulllocal
Stewards
W:Jrks
Elected to Union Elected time
Councillors Officers Congresses Executive Staff

42

22

12

8

16

5

8

6

72

69

46

32

18.3

16

7

local 9.6
dist. 8.9
natl. 7.5

18.3

14.5

Metal
13.2
Textiles
54.3
Private
office
v.orkers
51
Independent
office w::irkers
(DAG)
34

8.5
47

55

12.8

8

local 11.6
dist. 11.2
natl. 7.2

8
10.5
14.2

23

12

21

10.9
0.7
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TABIB 1 (oontd) •

Country Federations W::lmen
Stewards
Local
Delegates Members
Fulland unions members W:>rks
Elected to Union Elected time
Councillors Officers Congresses Executive Staff
Sweden

FederationID

36

9

17.6

natl. 0-9
dist.17-20

9

Federation
TCO

31.6

50

19.3

Unions
Distributive
~rkers

Local Gve.
blue-oollar
metal
private
office
~rkers

local gvt.
white-oollar
United Federation
Kingdom TOC
Unions:
Engineering
AEM (excl.
TASS)
Whiteoollar TASS
General Gve.
Local Gvt.
NCPE
Local Gvt.
officers
NAfill

Netherlands
National
estimate
Source:

70

50

51

11

5

76
16

28

32
0.6

45
0

17
0

16

23

10

30

0

34

6

63.5
27.5

8

3

12

0

11

11

11

8

10

10

23

1.6

19.6

3

31
66

27

42.7

15.5

10.5

5-16

10

7

6
3

1

For all oountries except the Netherlands, Alice H. Cook "W:>men in
Trade Unions" • Paper prepared for the International Symposium on
W::xnen and Industrial Relations, International Institute of Labour
Studies, Vienna, Austria, 12-15 September, 1978: for the Netherlands,
Ronnie S. Rauner "Lab::>ur .Market Inequality and F.qual Errployment
Policy for Vbmen, a Cross National Comparison", paper prepared for
the CED), General Diagnosis for the High Level Conference on the
Einploym:nt of W:>rren. 1979. Table IV.
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extensive leadership training for v.anen. Cook also rep::>rts that "German and
Austrian unions have had OJnsiderable experience with special programues for
v..anen, particularly in the introductory courses". (Cook 1979). Italian union
w::imen have had the chance to attend university OJurses as part of a special
union agreement called "the 150 hours" and these have had great success (Balm
1981). However,
these OJurses have not been leadership oriented. Even
though trade unions have been 3ffected by the v.Dmen's rrovenent they still do
oot invest very much time and effort in OJntinued education for women which
OJuld contribute to their rrore active participation (See also Randzio-Plath
1978, 152 ff.) .
Vbmen are now mainly integrated into unions' decision making todies via
special w::imen's divisions. These serve to focus attention on w::>men's issues
and are p::>sitive and i.mp::>rtant for that reason. But many women who are
interested in union careers feel that this career path is detrimental to
them since "real" union work such as OJllective bargaining, is not part of
the wa:nen' s division's work. Union v.omen, like party women, are thus
confronted with a dilerrrna when planning strategies for the improvement of
....omen v.orkers. Neither path seems to lead toward female leadership in unions.
Sweden has abandoned v.omen's divisions and established family divisions which
deal with the need for shared roles between w:mien and men. This is a strategy ·
to be considered, since in all European countries time use studies and
surveys of v.Dnen's v.ork (Pross 1973) show that v.Dmen continue to do practically
all the housev.ork, that they are segregated into a few occupations, work in
small businesses, are olaced low in all hierarchies and earn less than men.
And, as Lavau and Sineau write in their assessment of trade union v.omen in
France: "Exploitation, beyond a certain level rarely favours consciousnessraising and vonen's participation in the trade unions rernains low." (In
lDvenduski and Hills 1981, p.116).
Unions are, however, mt the only (or even the nost imp::>rtant) participants
in cnrporate State-society relationships. Employers and management associations,
professional institutions and the civil service are at least as i.mp::>rtant.
There are sane variations arrong cnuntries as to the percentage of w::>men in
leading p::>sitions, but they are not great. In Great Britain, Ireland, Austria
and France one firrls that 'M)ffien have as much as 8 and 12 per cent of the
leading p::>sitions in certain sectors of the public service and the civil
serv.i ce (especially social services) while the percentage for Switzerland,
Portugal, Spain, Greece and West Germany are under 4 per cent roth in the
public and the private sector. Finnish \>.Olt\en have a special p::>sition in the
Nordic as well as the European cnntext. They have the highest economic status
when OJrnpared to men in their own cnuntry arrong European v.omen (Stewart and
Winther 1977) and they score highest when it .comes to v.omen in administrative,
managerial service and technical work (Eoulding 1976) • Swedish, Danish and
Norwegian v.anen have, like Finnish v.omen, achieved relatively much p::>litical
p::>wer (see section II by Lavau and Sineau) but they have very few p::>sitions
in rranagement (arout 2 per cent) and the top civil service (2-4 per cent). It
seems imp::>rtant to p::>int out that there is no linear relationship between
v.omen' s educational status and their ecooomic e::ruality.
There seems no
relationship either between p::>litical and economic leadership (Pross in
Epstein-COser, 1980). The only factor which seems certain is that a relatively
large public sector combined with a high educational standard for the
p::>pulation as a whole are p::isitively related to 'M)ffien's overall social and
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r:olitical status (Stewart and Winther 1977) • But there seem to be other
factors such as general attitudes towards authority a:>mbined with general
sex role attitudes which detennine whether v.Drnen will have leadership
opr:ortunities in certain sectors such as the r:olitical system or the higher
echelons in the administration of ea:>IX>m.ic enterprises and of higher
education. There is practically oo research in this area, although certain
attitudes have been crystallized in European surveys. France and Denmark
sean to be the tv.D a:>untries where one has the rrost egalitarian attitudes
when it a:>rnes to authority relations, while ooth warren and men in Italy and
Gennany have rrore trust in nale that in female leaders (Eurobarometer). When
it a:>mes to r:olitical authority v.Dmen and men in Luxeml:x:mrg, Belgium, the
Federal Republic and the Netherlarrls feel that r:olitics is a man's business .
Scandinavian and Austrian men have a certain distrust towards women in
ea:>nomic and managerial leadership r:ositions, but such attitudes become less
pronounced for men who have had female oosses themselves. Professor Helge
Pross rer:orts that in the early 1960s 94 per cent of German a:>rp'.)rate leaders
resr:onded in a survey that v.anen a:>uld not achieve the same results as they
themselves rould in their jobs. Yet a survey of Gennan men published by
Pross in 1978 showed that men v.Duld be willing to accept v.Dmen in r:ositions
of ea:>nomic leadership. But Gennan a:>ri:orations have by no means extended
their talent search to v.Dmen during these past decades.
Vbmen are nurrerous in union leadership a:>mpared to other areas relevant
for ea:>nomic decision-making such as in the leadership of large business
enterprises,business associations and leaders of public enterprises such as
railroads, teleo::mnunications etc., whether these are market-oriented or mt.
Practically none of these have v.Drnen in their executive corrnnittees. Vbmen
are not found in managerrent r:ositions, they have al:x:mt 3-5 per cent of middlemanagement JX)Si tions in France, Great Britain and Germany, much less in top
management~ Vbmen who are in business are directors of small a:>mpanies, they
have lower income than men, and they tend to be the daughters of businessmen.
Vbmen with business-school degrees and w::::roen with law degrees prefer the public
sector and the civil service even though they do not reach the top there either.
INSEAD (Institut Europeen d'Administration, Paris) did not accept v.Drnen
Until 1968. The Loncbn School of Business has amut the same record. The
imp:>rtant universities in France and Great Britain still deliver rrost
candidates to high blireaucratic and managerrent r:ositions . In Scandinavia no
rrore than amut 2 per cent of all top managers are w::xnen. We have no
infonnation on v.Drren in top ecooomic leadership r:ositions in Spain, Italy,
Portugal or Greece, but there is little reason to believe that the situation
v.Duld be different. There is however one imp:>rtant change in tenns of
recruitment: rrore w:xnen are attending business schools and there is a
generally rising interest in v.Dmen in management also in international
management associations.
The Gennan social scientist Helge Pross has some observations amut the
a:>ntrast between wanen's rates of representation and participation in ea:>nomic
and _political interest organizations and leadership r:ositions (Pross in
Epstein-COser 1981, p.215). She writes that social-darocratic regimes which
are the ones to have favoured vonen's advance and access to r:olitics favour
welfare rrore strongly than principles of philosoohic individualism and that' there
are neither equality norms in economic a:>ri:orations - where economic leaders
are recruited - nor public pressure for v.Dmen in ecooomic leadership r:ositions.
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I think that her observations are very relevant for all middle and northern
European oountries when she writes that "oollective action and class
solidarity ranked higher than ideas of individual rrobili ty and selfrealization. Thus ideas of equal opporttmity for all hunian beings regardless
of class, religion or sex were never very p::>pular. They have beoome so only
with the 1960s and 1970s but are as yet restricted to the sector of education.
I t may be a matter of time for the progranmes of equal opp::>rtunity to expand
to other sectors and finally to find a place in the economic si:tiere. Up to
rDW they have not done so." This sums up very well the general inpression
one gets when studying the p::>litical fight for ~en's rights in Europe vs.
the United States. In Europe one generally has opted for increased welfare
for ~n, especially in their roles as rrothers, l::oth errployed v.Dmen and
housewives, while the United States has focused much rrore on v.anen' s p::>wer
in economic terms. This a:>ntrast oomes out clearly especially in those
oountries where there have been social demcratic regimes such as Austria,
West Gernany, Holland, Great Britain and all the Nordic demcracies. There
is an interesting oorrment in one of the articles tracing the changes in the
recruitment of French and British ¥.Drnen at .business schobl s, namely that a
surprising percentage seems to have some oonnection with the United States
either through family ties or by having studied there (Whitley in EpsteinCoser '1981).
W:men are not quite as p::>werless in other occupational hierarchies, the
only exception being the Qmrch and the military. In a:>untries where these
two professions
have influence in p::>litics, such as the Mediterranean
ones (and in part even France), v.Dmen will have rrore difficulties in
attaining leadership fX>Sitions. But in the other oountries v.anen have reached
certain irrp::>rtarit top fX>Sitions in academia, in the rra.ss media and in the
judiciary. Nowhere do these percentages ever go beyond 4 per cent and in
rrost cotmtries and fX>Sition-types they hover around 2 per cent, but at least
the gates are oot closed oompletely. In this oonnection I will oot go into
the sociologically interesting question of 'W:)ffiffi1 as "tikens" or extrene
mioorities, nqr into the question of "the queen-bee-syndrome" which says that
w::>nen in extrE:':!'te mioority fX>Sitions will mt see it in their own interest to
favour other v..omen. (Streek et al. in Epstein-COser 1981, 157 ff.) • It seems
rrore relevant to IX>int out also that v.DJnen in the ¥.Drld of public and private
rra.nagE:':!'tent have begun to create networks of mutual supfX>rt, even though the
faninist rrovercent as a whole has IX>t addressed itself to this sf)here of
societal life in any European oountry.
In general there seens to be a very slow increase of ~n in economic
and professional leadership brought al::out niainly by public awareness of
w::>rnen' s issues·, even though economic hierarchies have been rrore protected by
claims to equality than other groups and professions. In international l::odies
such as the IID there has been a gradual increase of v.Dlt\eI1 delegates from
European countries from 7 per cent in 1970 to 12 per cent in 1977. Governments
(civil servants) , trade unions (officials) and employer-organizations (managers)
have sent al::out equally as many~ over the years, a fact which seems
surprising in the light of the other information we have. These IID numbers
are al::out the same as rates of representation in the OOrfX>rate l::odies of the
Nordic oountries, notably public l::oards, corcrnissions, etc . (see table 3) and
British ones, but ootably higher than for example Austrian rates of COrfX>rate
representation for ¥.Dmen. As we mentioned al::ove, Austria has the rrost
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legalized system of public chambers "Although v.anen represent 30 per cent of
all doctors, no \\Oman is represented in the doctor's i:olitical pressure group.
In the chambers of workers and anployees there are 5.7 per cent \\Omen, in the
chamber of oonvrerce there are none. Arrong };hannacists, the majority of whom
are female, v.A'.)ffien are 11.8 per cent of the professional organization".
(NoY.Otny in Epstein-COser 1981, p.151).
The public sector is the prototypical meeting place for professional,
economic and cx:msumer interests, all of which are backed by membership
organizations. This ~es them an irrp)rtant i:otential arena for increasing
the i:ower of \\Omen.
Since the control over this system of political and
ecoJX)rnic access lies with central bureaucracies and governments there exist
great opi:ortunities for granting v.iaren new forms of access here. In
countries where the public sector is large, where women are economically very
active, and have a rather high degree of education equality there are many
opi:ortunities for increasing women's i:olitical and economic control by
governmental decision (table 2) • The public sector in a variety of countries
is described here in terms of its share in national anployrnent. Because of
its occupational COITIFOSition the public sector is rrore i.P.lpJrtant for Y.Ornen's
anployment than it is for men's. Column 2 describes the degree of educational
equality in a number of countries, while column 3 shows the over-representation
of ¥.Drnen in professional and technical work (anployed usually in the public
sector).
TABLE 2
Size of public
sector (1)
Denmark
Sweden
Norway

33.3
34.5

FRG

UK

Netherlands
Belgium
France
Austria
Italy
Sources:

29.3
23 . 0
28.6
29.9
28.6
25.5
20.3
20 . 9

Educational
equality (2)
0.91
0.89
0.85
0.65
0. 66
0 . 21
0.09
0.23
0.21
1.15

WJmen's overrepresentation
in professional/technical
and related w::>rk (3)

- (no infonnation)
1.17
1.24
1.03
1.05
1.23
1.39
1.20
(no information)
1.52

Ministry of Labour, Copenhagen, 1982.
Labour Market and Labour Market Policies. Table A4.
(2) A. Stewart and D. Winther, "The Nature and Cause of Female
Suppression", Signs, spring 1977, Vol.2 No.3, p.547.
(3) Eline Haavio-Mannila, "Changes in the Life Pattern of Families
in Europe", Helsinki 1982, p . 15.
(l)
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In (X)ncluding this chapter on interest representation in the (X)rporate
system through organizations and institutions, it seems in order to de.scribe
the results of the Norwegian experirrent with a quota system. Norway is,
according to this author's knowledge, the only country which has instituted
a qu:>ta system for all national l:oards, councils and delegations by royal
resolution in the year 1973. The social de:rocratic Prime Minister at that
time , Tygve Batteli, initiated the resolution despite the fact that there
was no great feminist demand for this innJvation. This is another example
of the feminist neglect of econornic and public influence on the rrodern
State. The Norwegian system is relevant also because the other Scandinavian
countries are now discussing and instituting similar rules and because (as I
mentioned in the foregoing paragraph) the opµ:>rtunity for such implanentation
exists (at least in theory) in a great many European countries.
Norway ' s system of about 1,100 boards, councils, (X)rrmissions and
delegations had about 7 per cent w:imen in 1967, 11 per cent in 1973 and about
7 per cent v.anen in 1967, 11 per cent in 1973 and about 20 per cent in 1980
after the quota system had existed for seven years. The royal resolution
demanded that all organizations and institutions to be represented in a newly
apµ:>inted toard etc . should nominate one man and one VvDman to the apµ:>inting
ministry, which "WOuld then pick out suitable candidates . There were many
angry voices arrong union leaders, leaders in employer-organizations and
professional organizations claiming mainly that w:imen were not qualified .
The Ministry of Administration and Consumer Affairs was set up to implement
and administer the new rule and organizations had to prove that they had done
everything to find suitable w:imen arrong their members. A survey of the
newly apµ:>inted wanen,i\have about the same background in terms of education,
organizational rrembership and µ:>litical involvement as men. There existed
in other v.urds a "µ:>al " or "reservoir" of qualified VvDmen (Hemes and Voje
1980, Hemes 1982). Table 3 shows that wanen's corporate representation in
the Nordic oountries is probably higher than in rrost European bodies of the
same kind , even though we have no exact or comparable data for other countries .
In Great Britain wanen ' s representation on the toards of nationalized
industries and quasi-governmental agencies was 18 per cent; 1/3 of these were
apµ:>inted by the S(X)ttish office (Hills in L::lvenduski and Hills 1981 , p . 27) .
What makes the table interesting is the rather marked division of labour
between v.urren and men, where v.umen are (X)ncentrated in the performance
services and "rer;roduction" and have been able to oon:JUer some of the
management positions - though by no means the rrajority of these - in the area
of social reproduction . Men have a rronoµ:>l y on all productive tasks and
daninate managerial WJrk in production as well as reproduction.
This resembles
the pattern in rrost European countries (Haavio-Mannila ·
1982) . Since v.anen dominate the public sector and all service w:irk as v.urkers ,
it seems strategically J.mi:ortant also to increase w:)In€n 1 S managerial control
over those sectors. Otherwise Y.Unen will oontinue to have limited nobility
and leadership opµ:>rtunity in the future - both in the labour market and in
those organizations which are central in the µ:>litical administration of
these areas of the e(X)nomy. Discussions about qtntas in the (X)rporate system
has directed public attention to the problem of female leadership in all
areas of public life, not only the electoral system.

TABLE 3

Women's rrenbership in public councils, comnission, mards and delegations in the four Nordic countries
as appointed by each relevant ministry.
Percentage
FINIAND

ICEIAND

1982

1980
%

%

'IOTAL REPRESENTATION

9

'IDI'AL REPRESENTATION

7

&lucation

17.0

Health and Research

14.4

Prime Minister's Office

13.0

Social Service

12.5

Justice
Social services, Health

11.6

&lucation

12.5

11.4

Justice and Church

3.6

8.5

Industry

3.5

7.4
6.8

Finance

2.5

Prirre Minister's Office

2.4

Traffic

1.6

Finance

6.4
5.3

Cornnerce

Agriculture and Forestry
Traffic

2.6
1. 7

Agriculture
Forei gn Affairs

1.0
0.5

Def ence

0.0

Fishe rie s

0.0
0.0

Statistical Bureau

0.0

Interior
Foreign Affairs
Conmerce and Industry
WJrk aria Einployment

Source :

Hemes and Hanninnen, 1982.

•.o
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TABLE 3 (oontd)
SWEDEN

NORWAY**
1975
%

'IDI'AL REPRESENTATION
Justice
Consumer arrl Administration
Social Service
Church and F.Clucation
Prime Minister's Office
Finance
Vbrk and Interior
Foreign Affairs
Traffic
Environment
Commerce and Merchant
Marine
Defence
Industry
Agriculture
Fisheries
Oil and Energy (new dep) .

12.0
27.6
25.5
25.2
16.0
16.0
12.2
11.6
5.9
5.9
4.3

1981

1978

%

%

26.7
30.7

'IDI'AL REPRESENTATION
La.l:xmr market

00 INFORMATION
26.0
25.0
22.0
16.0
13.0
12.0
10.0
9.0
9.0

36.4
34.8
40.6
13.7
24.9
29.5
20.9
25.8

Social Service
F.Clucation
Comnerce
Justice

21.5

Industry

8.0

Agriculture
Defence

7.0
7.0

Comnunications
Eoonany

3.0
2.0

Civil
Interior
Finance

0.0
0.0
0.0

4.2
3.8
3.4
3.1
2.8

13.9
10.3
10.0
16.6
9.3

-

9.0

Foreign Affairs
Interior
Budget
Housing

** Tw::::> different years are given for Norway in order to illustrate the over-time effect of the quota system
implemented from January 1974.
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POLITICAL ASPECT'S OF ~ 'S ROLE
IN VOLUNTARY, NON-GOVERNMENI'AL
ORGANIZATIONS AND ACTIVITIES.

There seans to be agreement arrong scholars of very different background
and persuasion that the industrial revolution CX)St Western v.Dmen a great
deal of societal PJWer: (1) the division between private and public life
became rrore distinct and (2) public life became sectorized and developed into
hierarchies which excluded v.unen. Although Y.Dmen, especially v.urking-class
V>Dmen, have always "v.Drked" one can claim that there has been a qualitative
change in v.omen' s reentry into public life during the past decade. These
changes are especially imp:>rtant when it canes to v.Dmen's :pJwer in e(X)norniC
terrns and trade unions. However, v.Dmen' s lives were rot even in the ear1y
period of industrialization or later ones ever "private" in the sense that
v.Dmen were limited to their own households. From the middle of the
nineteenth century v.Dmen have built organizations which should ameliorate
some of the suffering crought aJ::x:mt by the industrial revolution. Mi.ddleclass and V>Drking-class wanen formed their own organizations, but their
tasks _were very similar. We have no single study on the history of \\Dmen' s
organizations, but CX)llections and anthologies are beginning to analyse
their V>Drk. Elise Boulding has surnnarized this history in her description
of w:::xnen's NCOs (Boulding 1977, p.213 ff.): "The \\Dmen of the West who lost
their pov,rer with industrialization re-entered the public spaces of society
toward the end of the last century. Middle-class and upper class v.Dmen
developed .new kinds of alliances as they finally came to understanding the
stripping process they had been through. By 1880 they were prepared to
bypass the nationalistic struggles of Europe and forge alternative structures
for the solution of what they already perceived to be global, rot national
problems, of social justice and human welfare. Although they had begun
nationally, in associations for peace, in anti-slavery organizations and
groups that dealt with the many faces of urban misery frcrn alcoholism to bad
housing, to destitution, to the inability of the :pJOr v.Drking rrothers to care
for their children, by the 1880s they were prepared to act internationally .••
In the International socialist rrovenent as elsewhere they stood for
decentralism, nonviolence and grass-roots activity on behalf of human welfare.
The phenomenon of the \\Qffien's NOOs stenned in part from the inability of
v.Dmen to get men to give priority to decentralism and non-violence, and in
part from the fact that men CX)uld not perceive Y.Dmen as individual human
beings in their own right, let alone as partners in major public enterprises."
This international developnent grew out of a.rich flora of nationally
based, voluntary Y-Drnen's organizations. I have elsewhere analysed
and surrmarized their history during the course of the past century and
described their evolution in relation to Y-Drnen's \\Drk (Hemes 1982 a).
I have termed this process in terms of the "transfonration from private
to public reproduction" and as the history of the professionalization and
t:elitization of traditional wcrnen's Y-Drk . The process has transformed v.Drnen's
dependence on their fathers and husbands into a dependence on the State as
clients and employees. One can distinguish several phases and aspects of this
process, none of them completed even in our day:
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(1) Women's organizations were humanitarian organizations and mutual selfhelp groups which aided v.cmen in their v.Drk with children, with the elderly
and with caring for the sick. Much of that v.Drk is now taken over by the
comnunity or the State, but by no means so cx:irnpletely that these organizations
have berorne superfloous.
(2) This developnent has made v.Drnen rrore dependent on the public sector and
the State rather than on their husbands or humanitarian institutions. V\brnen
have thus begun to organize and react to State interventions and direct their
derands at public authorities . This process of politization and spontaneous
organizing has changed the ;:olitical scene and increased unronventional and
non-institutionalized political behavior. W::>rnen are very active everywhere
in these types of political action (Barnes and Kaase 1980) •
(3) Increases in the tertiary sector of the economy which organize that part
of v.Drk life which to a great extent was executed by v.Drnen either in their
hornes or in their humanitarian organizations have led to an increase in ferrale
employment. W::>men transfer their comparative advantages in terms of skill,
experience and socialization to the paid labour market. The caring professions
became specialized and men begin to take over their hierarchical a:mtrol.
(4) The quality of life becomes a public concern in the same way as economic
well-being has beccrne its concern in the second stage of industrialization.
Values other than purely material ones such as environmental concerns appear
on the public agenda. Vbmen berome active also in this area.
This process of politization has affected individual v.Dmen as well as
change the character of v.omen' s organizations. They have berorne interest
organizations where before they were mainly ideal-humanitarian organizations.
Through their work in voluntary association, women have in fact been active
for over a century in rrost countries. They have created networks of mutual
support as well as of public care under the aegis of welfare organizations
which have been the object of male mirth and._yet been considered to be women's
proper sphere. This form of organizational separatism and separateness has
given \'.OineI1 the chance to use their organizational talents and political skills.
It has also quite conveniently kept them out of the mainstream of the political
power game and reduced cx:irnpetition there. The increasing professionalization
of all these formerly charitable activities has not led to any notable increase
in the mmrber of women with political power to cxmtrol these sectors of the
public sphere. The social and educational sectors are dominated by ferrale
labour but they are under male professional and political control. Humanitarian
organizations and other voluntary associations which provide important welfare
services are outside the organizational power structure in rrost cases. However,
we are in this section of our report not mainly interested in the power aspects
of organizations or their placerrent in the political power landscape. It is
rather their role in activating citizens which interests us here, their role
as agents of socialization.
Not all forms of participation lead to political power, as political
scientists discover now in their s tudies of political participation. Many
groups have power without ever participating and have what sorneterm "systemic
power". Offering to participate without getting rrore power for that reason
and their participation is therefore termed symbolic participation". fure
irtpJrtantly, there seems to be no longer that sharp line of demarcation between
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"normal" and "protest" r:;olitics as there was before. Groups have access to
different types of power and to different channels of political influence
(Alford and Friedland 1975) . It seems that the literature on voluntary
associations is slowly changing sorne of its basic hypothesis without ever
really having tested its old ones (Pestoff 1977) .
The rise and growth of voluntary associations and interest groups is
usually assumed to be a consequence of in::lustrialization and urbanization and
thus concerns men just as much or rrore than v..iornen. .Associations are seen as
the "creatures of mass political behaviour" as LaPalornbara has expressed it
(LaPalornbara 191 ) .
Delocratic theory has assumed that multiple group affiliations are the
cornerstone of stable derrocracy which channel citizens' political actions
into regularized behaviour patterns. In reality, we krr>w little about the
effects of overlapping menberships on fonral secondary groups such as political
parties or about the relationship between social and political pluralism
(Pestoff 1977). It is assumed in this theo:ry that social pluralism, i.e.
multiple association rrembership, will lead to political pluralism, i.e. crosscutting cleavages and loyalties and thus to political stability. They are, in
other wrds, considered to be the cornerstones of stable derrocracy, because
they regularize State-society relations. France is therefore always treated
as an exception because association menbership seens to contribute to unrest
rather than stability (Ehrmann in Alrrost 1974) • The occurrence of widespread
and repeated political and ·s ocial unrest in many European countries despite
the presence of and density of many different kinds of organizations leaves
these as sertions open to question, especially when it comes to the integration
0

f
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Looking at the European associational rna.p will, first of all, reveal many
"white spots", i.e. much that is unknown rather than known especially .with regard
to v..iorren. Secondly, it is clear that associational life is rrore varied and
frequent in Northern and Central Europe than in Southern Europe. Associational
activity is very lCM in the rural areas of Southern Europe where the Church is
is the only institution outside the inmediate family anyone will trust. Yet
fanners' organizations in France, Great Britain, Gernany and Scandinavia are
anong the rrost effective in Western Europe. WJrnen have no equal access to
fanners' associations. In Southern Europe the church has executed many of the
tasks which are the domain of non-affiliated or at least rrore independent
associations . In Italy, for example, non-associational groups like families
and local and regional notables are rrore imp::>rtant than fonnal associations
(Alrrond 1974, 76).
Also this affects women's activity rate. Thirdly, associational life
will vary acrording to a nation ' s heterogeneity or hom:::>geneity. Horrogeneous .
nations are rrore characterized by strong, centralized organizations with high
density as, for instance, trade unions in Great Britain and Scandinavia, but
we do not knJw how this variable affects female membership rates. According
to some theories.about women's conflict avoidance, one will expect women's
menbership to be lower in organizations which are in conflict or competition
with others and higher in organizations which have supporting tasks. We know
that women are traditionally menbers of humanitarian and conmunity organizations
and this may be one explanation of this fact. r.bre imp::>rtant as an explanation
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of this pheoomenon is probably the fact that Y.Dmen have extended their
traditional care-taking tasks to their organization tasks to their organization
choice.
Gender differences in the organization rrap are at least as pronounced as
any other according to the limited knowledge we have. Everywhere in Europe
\\Dmen are less often manbers of organizations than men in their country, they
are also manbers of fewer organizations and they are manbers of different
organizations. Yet ¥X:1Uen's organizational patterns are of course not only
influenced by gender but also by the national organizational tradition.
Britain and the Scandinavian countries are by far the rrost "organized"
societies, closely followed by Gennany and Austria, also with regard to Y.Dmen
Even in countries where Y.Dmen are relatively active and which have high
organizational membership rates, as, for example, the five Nordic countries,
Y.Dmen are twice as often as men without organizational manbership. In
Finland 44 per cent of all Y.Dmen and 31 per cent of all men are unorganized,
in Norway 37 per cent of all Y.Dmen and 19 per cent of . all men, in Sweden ll per
cent of all men and 29 per cent of all Y.Dmen, in Denmark 15 per cent of all men
and 43 per cent of all Y.Dmen. In France the organizational membership for the
whole p()pulation is 28 per cent; 83 per cent of all 'M)IDen and 60 per cent of
all men are not members of any organization (Donnes Sociale 1978, 320).
However, the Ministredes droits de la femne claims in its rewrt Les Femmes
en France that in 1982 57 per cent of French W'.)JTien belonged to at least one
organization, 32 per cent to educational, artistic and cultural ones, ll per
cent to mutual aid organizations. and 22 per cent to trade unions. They p()inted
out that these are mt necessarily pressure groups. One explanation might be
a different rrode of data collection which Y.Duld take in also small, local
groups without national netv.Drks. The contrast between these tv.D numbers 17 per cent organized '\.\Dffien according to the national statistics and 57 per
cent according to·special Y.Dmen's survey - is so important and interesting
that a future study on w::rnen's organizational patterns in Europe should take
account of this. Sirl'ilar findings rray be made in Italy which has been the
country with the rrost active Y.Dmen's rrovement in Europe but where official
statistics say that 16 per cent of all Italians are manbers of trade unions
and 20 per cent members of other voluntary organizations, mainly religious.
W::xnen have been very active in these, although the manbership in Catholic
Action for instance has been reduced drastically (Weber in Lovenduski and
Hills 1981) .
Organizational rrembership is usually also studied in terms of types of
organizations. There is no doubt in any European acrounts that trade unions
are by far the largest and rrost important organizations, as our analysis in
the foregoing chapter has shCMn. Other organization types are wlitical
parties, civic groups, leisure-time organizations, such as Sp()rt, social and
charitable organizations, religious organizations and Y.Dmen's organizations.
These. last three categories are often overlapping and fused and are clearly
the ones with the largest fenale membership. Men are usually rrore active in
swrts associations and sare types of civic groups. In many countries men's
clubs such as the Rotary Club are important social clubs which also create
professionally useful netv.Drks for men.
It is an open question whether Y.Dmen in all countries have chosen to Y.Drk
in separatist or~anizations or whether they found that it was easier than to
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attempt to gain recognition from men in m.U::ed organizations.
Observers and historians see these organizations in part as growing out
of \\Omen's desire to make societal oontributions in their own terms and in
part as \\Omen's attempts to "obtain recognition of \\Omen's rights so that
they may be integrated in society as full rrembers ... W::>men's organizations
represent the only area in which \\Dffien enjoy full t=OVJer. They have always
endeavoured to prepare \\Omen to assmne resrxmsibility . in public life. Their
role seems far from being ooncluded, although it is in the nature of things
that the political parties and the unions are taking over from them in certain
areas as far as many \\Drnen are ooncerned", writes Perle Bugnion on Swiss
\\Omen's organizations, but her statement still has global validity (in Labour
and Society, 1976, vol. 62). Women's dual organizational role has been there
since the 19th century, to \\Ork for \\Omen's rights, on the one hand, and to
make a oontribution to society on the other. These t\\D aims are and have been
at times oontradictory, but :mt nearly as much as some analysts and observers
claim. Even wornen's advocates, probably a majority of them and in all
oountries in the 19th century, accepted the idea of natural differences
between the sexes. They wanted to enrich society by giving women the right to
human developnent through education arrl by giving \\Dffien equal access to
decision-making fora: political and educational rights were rrore central than
rights in the paid labour market. In other words the r:;roblem of paid vs.
unpaid \\Omen's \\Ork was not as central in the beginning at least not for rniddleand upper-class \<.Dffien.
Philantropic voluntary associations have been at the oore of women's
unpaid \\Ork outside the family in all oountries and the bulk of YK:>men's
associational history centres around such work. Yet rrotives for this kind of
Y.Drk have varied across class lines and in different periods of history. There
is no doubt that their oontrol over their clients often was odious and arrcgant
and that terms such as the "deserving" and "undeserving" poor were deeply
stigmatizing. Yet the institutions built by YK:>men in all of Europe from Greece
to Italy, Germany, Austria, Great Britain and Norway wer e taken over by the
ooming welfare establishments. In Greece the first large association, The
Ladies' Society of the Friends of the Poor was formed in 1872. Many other
associations followed to perform socio-medical services and in times of war
patriotic ones. In Greece, where the services of the welfare state are not as
fully developed, private social work is still inlj;:ortant for the provision of
public goods today. In Italy the 19th century saw the creation of many women's
religious orders, dedicated to social work. A National Council of Italian
W::>rnen, to ooordinate such work, was established in 1900. Everywhere women
showed great financial arrl entrepreneurial inventiveness by creating social
institutions which later became public institutions or at least received public
support. Gennan, British, Greek and Italian women formed philanthropic
organizations which were identical in terms of the work they did. Working
class organizations existed side by side and attempted to create network arrong
w:>rkers. In rrost oountries there was an uneasy often hidden alliance between
w:>men's organizations (which had a different class base ) and workers' rrovernents.
The creation of welfare systems has not made volunteer MJrk superfluous i n any
known Western Country!
In rrost countries there exist today large oonfederations of v..Dmen's
organizations which have exis ted throughout thi s century, organizing prof essional,
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social service and \\Omen's rights organizations. These national umbrella
organizations often serve as member organizations' p::>litical voice and arm.
In many countries organizations are divided along religious lines.
In
Gerrrany the large German Women's Council founded in 1865 has 10 million
rrembers and includes also trade unions' and other organizations' \\Omen's
sections. This is also partly the case in Derunark. In Norway, as in many
countries with a strong socialist tradition, v.Drking-class \\Omen are menbers
of housewife and social service organizations attached to the conservative
National Council.
It 'Y.Duld be historically interesting and p::>litically important to study
these large organizations in terms of their rnanbership and their 'Y.Drk and
their p::>litical interests. They have long ceased to be as non-p::>litical
scientists will have them be. This came out very clearly at a European
Colloquium of Women's Organizations held in Bonn in May 1982 where some 40
organizations representing rrore than 30 million women met to discuss e:rual
opp::>rtunities for v.Dmen in all areas of life. (Women of Europe 26/1982, 73/87).
'J:\..o facts have changed \\Omen's role and relation to the State: rrost European
wmen are now in the larour market for a large part of their M:>rking life and
rrost European States are "welfare States" which organize those areas of life
through social p::>licy which formerly were organized through voluntary
associations' activities. Yet \\Omen continue to have resp::>nsibility for (if
not control) over those areas of life affected by social p::>licy decision-making.
What has happened is that 'Y.Drnen's organizations have become interest
organizations who are resp::>nsive to governments and other lxxiies in a much rrore
direct way than ever before. It is still unclear which alliances will be
formed and to what extent 'Y.Dmen's organizational coalitions will threaten
existing p::>litical coalitions. Yet it seems rather clear that ~n's
increased p::>litical activity l:oth in trade unions, in p::>litical parties and
also, last but not least, through their traditional 'Y.Dmen's organizations will
change the political landscape to some extent. What is also interesting in
terms of the subjects taken up at this international gathering in Bonn is
that 'Y.Dmen seem to agree across national l:oundaries as to which areas of
concern were central: "Struggles for equality in employment, reactions to
government measures and cuts affecting women, help to women who have been
victims of violence, efforts to change publlc opinion, reactions of unions and
political parties to the participation of \.\Dillen".
One can contrast this statement, which v.Duld find its parallels in all
national organizations, with very typical evaluations by central political
scientists as to the nature of these organizations. Such evaluations also
find their p.3rallels arrong male politicians and union leaders. One typical
study concludes a seven-nation survey. with these observations: "There are
organizations specially for Y.Drnen, but such organizations tend to be rather
oon-political. • . in all of the nations ... women are disadvantaged in
institutional and educational resources ... Institutional affiliation is
associated with increased p::>litical activity for l:::oth men and women ... In all
the nations men gain rrore in p::>litical activity through institutional
affiliation than do 'M'.Jll\en." Associational membership, they write, has less
pay-off for vx:imen than for men. They are thus triply disadvantaged (Verba,
Nie and Kim 1978, 246-251).
Such evaluations are of course true in terms of women's political
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FQwerlessness, but they also misrepresent v.omen's organizational activities
and misinterpret their attitudes. The fact is that "-Omen's organizations
are not nearly as non-FQlitical as t::0litically FQwerful individuals and
organizations will have them to be (see table 4). They organize paid and
unpaid Y.Drnen' s Y.Drk and create unorthodox ooalitions arrong women. They do
rot "fit" into the organizational landscape and are thus rrore difficult to
define. For these reasons, they have great difficulty in gaining FQlitical
legiti.m3.cy. But their perceived diffuseness must not distract from their
FQwer interests, which usually (though not always) cut across party FQlitical
interests on behalf of women. They attempt to influence public priorities
especially in regard to social FQlicy, they bring together, with feminist
organizations, new issues hitherto defined as "private" to the FQlitical
agenda, they influence public opinion, they define their own role as one of
"watchdog" vis-a-vis public institutions, and they sometimes succeed in
getting access and status in hearings in FQlitical fora. They are thus
rrore clearly defined and effective in presenting Y.Drnen's issues and views regardless of women's status in the labour market - than unions, professional
organizations and t::0litical parties where 'M'.)men's interests have little
chance of getting high on the list of priorities. They also give "-Omen the
opFQrtunity to Y.Drk in coalitions accross established lines of oonflict.
However, no acoount of 'M'.)rnen's organizations and Y.Drnen in organizations
Y.Duld be complete without saying something about their rrobilizing and
integrating FQtential for "-Omen. This is after all voluntary organizations'
major role from the social scientist's t::0int of view. As part I of this
reFQrt by Maria Weber et al.makes clear, European Y.Dmen's FQlitical
participation has undergone tremendous changes during the past decades. (Yet
there are still oonsiderable differences in participation which cannot be
explained by any other factor than sex ) . W::>men's membership rate in
FQlitical organizations and trade unions has increased, they have become
members of rrore organizations than they were twenty years ago, yet they have
not abandoned their separatist 'M'.)rnen's organizations. (SUch organizations
have, as we will see in the next chapter, even increased). What is rrost
interesting in terms of v.ornen 's participation patterns is their propensity to
protest behaviour. W::>men are clearly imp:::>rtant actors in the .i:n-the growing
oonstituency of radical FQlitical action. As a recent study shows " ... rrost,
especially arrong young women, direct action is a rrore FQpular idea than
oonventional fonns of FQlitical involvement" (Marsh and Kaase in Barnes and
Kaase 1979, llO) • What is imp:::>rtant is that this form of participation is not
anomic, but shows new forms of FQlitical versatility and oompetence. Yet issueoriented, short-term FQlitical actions are, as Norwegian and Danish studies
show, not carried out in a FQlitical vacuum (Hemes 1982 a, Olsen and Saetren
1980, Gundelach 1979). They are usually initiated, led and driven by .
FQlitically active members of associations, often on the local level.
I have shown in my own study of v.omen volunteers (with data based on the
Norwegian Pov.rer Study) that -.;..omen in general participated as often as men.
They participated rrost often in campaigns related to local issues, school
issues and women's issues, b:>th national and local. W::>men who 'M'.)rk part time
participated somewhat rrore often than -women who 'M'.)rked full time and much rrore
often than full-time housewives. Ivbst imp:::>rtant, v.omen who are members of
women's or~anizations (housewife's organizations - 8 per cent, social service
organizations -21 per cent, feminist organizations - 3 per cent membership

TABLE 4
The distribution of women's non-govenmiental organizations in selected European contries.
data from Boulding et al. 1976, 252 ff.

Country

Suffrage
granted

NUMBER AND TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
Religious
International
Professional
relations

Educational

Based on

Total
40

19
18

8
6

6
6

7
7

15
17
15

7
5
7

6
4

1948
1915

5
7

16
16

6
5

5
4

Sweden
Austria
Finland
Italy

1919
1919

7

14
16

4
4

14

4

6
5
4

31
30
29

7

11

5

28

Norway
Greece
Ireland
Spain

1913

6
4

14

5
4
6

23

United Kingdon
Germany

1928
1944
1919

7
7
7

Netherlands
Switzerland

1917
1960

Belgium
Germany

France

Luxernrourg

Turkey
Iceland
Portugal
Malta

1906
1945

5
7

4

37
35
33
33
32
32

29
25

5
3

11

5
4
4

13

2

3
3

4

10

2

3

19

1934

2

9

2

3

16

1915
1945

4

8
5
0
20

1
4
1
9

1
2
1
7

14
13
4
47

1952
1922
1931
1918

?

TOTAL NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONS

2
1
11

11

21

......
0

+:>
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according to a national r:npulation sample) participate consistently. rrore often
than v.omen who are not rrernbers of such organizations and wumen who are
members of various types of -women's organizations are manbers of one or rrore
additional organizations. Also this is less often the case for trade union
w:::>men. They are also rrore often members of r:nlitical parties (23 per cent)
than trade union w:men (18 per cent) and v.anen in general (14 per cent).
They had had public office 2.5 times as often as the average -women and have
been nominated for a r:nlitical r:nsition three times as often as the average
v.omen. Comparison with men is also striking:
These active -women get
nominated as often as the average man in the r::ooulation while men with the
same organizational back-ground as the active· ~men get nominated much rrore
often.
These data are rrost probably not representative for all of Europe.
Norwegian w::.men's organizations are large and their members active also by
Northern European standards. Yet there are certain important minters which
are also borne out by Barnes and Kaase (Political Action) with regard to the
Netherlands, Austria, Great Britain and Gernany: Vbmen and especially welleducated young vx:>men becane engaged in protest r:nlitics everywhere in Europe
in issues which are not absorbed by conventional r:nlitics. Unlike men, -women
do not go over into conventional r:nlitics. Political action groups are also
IJDst often in neighbourhoods and cities where Y.Dmen can combine tnlitical
\.\Drk, part-time paid vx:>rk and home resr:nnsibilities. Such issue-oriented
tnlitical activities are problem-solving rather than institution-building.
Yet it is clear that the existing voluntary associations are very important
in tenns of organizational infrastructure. Any future study of r:nlitical
actions in Europe should combine data about ad-hoc tnlitical activity with
participants organizational membership. I am certain that one Y.Duld find
patterns similar to the Norwegian ones. The issue areas which determine the
content of such tnlitical actions are also relevant . It is clear that areas
rot related to labour and economic issues predominate. Offe's "tnlicy-takers"
predaninate.
There is thus a certain contradiction in the fact that v.omen and their
organizations who often are defined as old-fashioned and non-r:nlitical should
be so active in non-traditional tnlitics. The reason lies partly in the fact
that rolitical parties have a rronor:nly on the terms "tnlitical" and partly
in the fact that Y.Dmen also, when they become active, define what they do as
"helping people", "solving problems" and "something must be done, somebody
had to do it" - rather than as acting tnli tically. The Norwegian Power Study
found systanatic differences as to why Y.Dmen and men join organizations and
as to the kind of organizations men and Y.Dmen joined. Yet when we look at
individuals' and organizations' activities we must define them as tnlitical.
Arrong Norwegian organization rrernbers v.umen (52 per cent) say rrore often than
men (37 per cent) that they join organizations for humanitarian reasons or
to gain contact with others (v.omen 41 per cent, men 29 per cent) . Men
(46 per cent) rrore often than Y.Dmen (29 per cent) say they join t o gain
material benefits. Given the profiles of those European organizations where
Y.Dmen predominate there is no reason to doubt that European Y.Dmen \\Duld
answer differently.
We do not have information about organizational membership accordi ng to
gender for European countries (other than the Nordic ones) • We do not know -
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therefore how polarized countries' organizational life is when it comes to
gender. It is very possible that there v..ould be some surprises in store.
As Constantina Safilios-Rothchild (1979) has shown, sex role socialization
patterns in selected society have little to do with governmental i:clicies.
Sweden and Norway are in m:my ways rrore sex-segregated societies than Greece
and France despite equality i:clicies. Once v..omen have received higher
education they can escape sex roles in some countries, in others they cannot.
Looking at the organizational qender profile of the Nordic countries one is
struck by the strong gender i;:Olarization in Norway and partly also in Sweden
compared to comparative equality in Finland. This same pattern is found
again in the labour market as well. According to OEX:::D and UN data, the
Netherlands, No.rway, Sweden and Belgium are the rrost sex-segregated societies,
while Finland, France, Germany and Italy are much less segregated. Yet it is
n:::>t certain that these data v..ould indicate the same for organizational
segregation or integration. In some countries education serves to break down
sex barriers, in others it does not, and these patterns have not been
researched in relation to economic and organizational-i:clitical equality .
Yet it seens quite clear that gender is not only an integrated part of
individual identity but also has a different meaning in different cultures.
It is therefore difficult to say how economic and educational develop-rent
and changes arrong European wanen will affect v..omen's status and integration
tendencies in the various countries. Do highly educated Greek v..omen enjoy
relative equality because of their status as exceptions or will rising
educational standards lead to the same kind of segregation in occupational
and organizational life as in Norway for instance? It is an interesting
pheoornenon that the earliest v..ornen graduates in many countries were in the
"hard" sciences, not the humanities as today.
M::>st questions about the i:clitical aspects of women 's role in voluntary
organizations are thus unanswered. One reason is lack of data. Yet another
reason lies in the great changes in v..ornen's lives. As this short chapter on
non-eoonomic voluntary organizations has attempted to show, such organizations
have played an imp:::>rtant part in women's unpaid v..orking lives in the past.
They have organized YX:>men's contribution to society at large in various ways.
They have thus created public gcx:xls of m:my kinds. Their politization is a
oonsequence of the rise of the welfare State which has taken over much of
that v..ork, and thus forced them to address themselves to political issues in
a rrore explicit way than before.
W:::>men's massive entry into the labour market has increased their
political participation but will it also give them as much time as before to
engage in voluntary associational activity of the sort v..omen used to perform?
Judging from various statements of organizational aims it seems very clear
that the leaders of these organizations welcome v..omen's increased educational
opi:crtunities and their entry into the labour market. . As data on v..omen' s
participation patterns show, they have become active i:clitically in different
patterns than expected and v.omen's organizations seem to play an imp:::>rtant
socializing part in this process . As table 5 shows, v.omen's organizations
have always had multiple aims and been poised between protest and supi:crt.
Protest seems to be stronger at this point in history as the next section
will show. What seems imp:::>rtant to point out is that this protest 's
potential and fighting spirit is by n:::> means confined to the members of
protest organizations but is shared by many others as well.

TABIB 5
Selected information about some voluntary non-governmental .,,".:men's organizations
Name of organization

Founded

International Council
of W::lmen (ICW)

1888
Washington

International Alliance
of W::lmen (IAW)

1904
Berlin

European Union W:xnen

1955

(EUW)

Associated Country
W::lmen of the W::lrld

1930

(A~)

St. Joan's International Alliance

1911

Soroptimist International Association
(ISIA)

1928

Aims

Membership

1. Bring together v.omen's organizations
fran all over the v.orld
2. Prorrote the welfare of roankird
3. W::lrk for the rerroval of disabilities
of all v.omen.
1. Prorrote all reforms as are necessary
to establish equality.
2. Urge v.omen to use their rights.
3. Take part in v.ork for international
understanding.
1. Cooperation between \olOITleI1 in civic
and political organizations.
2. Uphold Christian principles.
3. W::lrk for liberty and progress
4. Strengthen w:::irnen's political influence
in their own country and Europe.
5. Prarote understanding.
1. Prorrote international good will.
2. Raise the standards of rural -v.anen.
3. Be a voice of rural wurren in
international affairs
1. Ensure effective cooperation by men
and 'M)!l1eI1 within the church and state
thanks to the human advancement of
v.ornen and recognition of their rights.

National Councils
.of W::lmen in 65
rountries

All European
rountries

48 rountries

14 European
countries

1. Maintain high ethical standards in
business and professional life.
2. W::lrk for ht.mian rights
3. Advance the status of wanen
4. W::lrk for international understanding.

European
membership

National
sections
in 13
European
rountries

8 millidh in 76
rountries

10 national
sections.
Corresponding
rnEmbers in
24 countries
1,920 clubs in
48 countries

18 rountries
(housewives '
org.)

All European
countries

~

0
-..J
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III.

POLITICAL ASPEX::TS OF THE NEW ID.MEN'S MJ\TEMENT

We began · our assessment of European v.omen's integration into voluntary
organizations with the rrost formalized and p:JWerful of organizations, namely ,
ecx:>nornic-interest organizations. The next chapter analysed fonnally lineated,
non-economic voluntary associations. Political rroverrents do not operate in
a vacuum; their work is usually supported by a variety of organizations, often
coalitions of very disparate .organizations yet, rrovements as such are rrore
sprawling , less easily defined and certainly less easily concretized and
quantified . There are several reasons for including a chapter on the new
v.omen's rroverrent into a report on 'v.Dmen's potential for }X>litical participation
and representation. The rovenent has rrobilized many v.omen, it has influenced
the agendas of traditional v.omen's organizations and political parties, and it
has spawned innumerable small associations on the local and regional level
which are not usually fonnally organized into a national or international
netv.ork. That fact makes them rrore difficult to study, yet no less important
from a p::iwer and rrobilization perspective .
Alan Marsh and Max Kaase assess the impact of the new women's rroveroent
on European politics in the following manner: "The feminist rrovement is one of
a number of new political forces to emerge since the peace rrovement of the
1960s deronstrated, quite literally, that protest was a potent and even a
legitimate pathway towards political redress. As this realization has spread
out into the wider political cnrrrnunity - and (we have) shown that it has
spread out widely - so similar rrovements have fed upon it... What really
appears to have happened - what is really significant - is that what was
extremism in the 1960s is becoming the legitfuacy of the 1970s. In passing
from the vanguard to the masses, political protest has obviously been rrodified ,
toned-down. On the way, it has picked up increased connections with
oonventional politics. Even the cxmron safeguards to public order have been
retaired".
(Barnes and Kaase 1979, 134/135).
Also in terms of public opinion the 'M:lmen's rrovement has reached a very
high level of acceptance as table 6 shows. A majority of rren and v.Dmen in
Italy, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands , Austria and Germany think that
equality between the sexes is either very imfortant or imfortant. Nowhere do
rrore than 6 per cent say that it is not imfortant.
There are great similarities arrong the feminist rrovements in Europe
especially when it comes to the issues addressed and to rrodes of organization .
Yet there are of course also differences when it comes to the weight attached
to certain issues. Differences seem to a great extent to be related to the
national rrovements' attitudes to the authorities, their trust in the
authorities and thus their choice of coalition partners. Conversely,
governments differ greatly as to the extent they cooperate with the rrovements'
different organizations.
Feminism's major contribution to political life has been its success in
bringing new, hitherto taboo issues, to the agenda . Questions attached to
issues of sexuality and the control of sexuality have stood in focus alongside
with family issues such as divorce laws. Sorre of these issues such as abortion
and contraception have been central concerns in all countries and have had

TABLE 6
Opinions alx>ut the feminist rrovanent by country and sex .. Percentages October/Novanber 1977
Source: W:Jmen of Europe 3/1978
Belgium

Denrra.rk

Germa.ny

France

Ireland

Italy

Luxembourg

Netherlands

56

47

35

55

43

44

54

59

43

45

25
19

39
14

39
26

30
15

38
19

49
7

34
12

34
7

46

40

11

15

U.K.

Total

Men

Very high
and quite good
Rather p:x:>r and
very bad
D::m't know
Ybmen

I

Very high
and quite good
Rather p:x:>r
and very p:x:>r
J):)nt' know

Ranarks:

,....
0

55

52

41

57

47

46

66

62

42

47

19

35

28

34

37

45

33

45

36

26

13

31

11

16

9

15
19

9

13

17

There are several striking findings in this table. For example men' s relatively high sup)?Ort, with
the exception of Germany. German men and v;omen have the highest percentage of don't know answers
which seen to reflect great mutual uncertainty. The greatest within-country polarization between
women (who are r:;ositive) and men (who are negative) we find in the Benelux countries. British,
Italian and French wcmen and men are rx:ilarizedand balanced, suggesting that the issue IM:>men' s rights
represents the potential for a conflict dimension across gender lines.
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privatization and deregulation as carrron goals. Yet these issues have taken
very different fonns of institutionalization. Especially in Southern Europe,
in the Netherlands and in Germany, self-help centres were established in Rome,
Turin, Milan, Aosta, Palenro and Bologna. In Spain, they were established in
some ffi3.jor cities, in the Netherlands and Germ3.ny, self-help netWJrks are the
basic institutional fonn in large pa.rts of the rrovement . These centres
provide partly professional and partly alternative lay medical help in those
countries where the medical profession has not been willing to supp::>rt
feminist claims for self detennination. Al::ortion is still punished with
prison terms of 2 to 8 years in Portugal, while other countries have
liberalized their laws to varying degrees after feminist pressure. Another
issue has been domestic and other forms of violence against women such as
rape where it was felt that neither the police nor the legal enforcement
system as a whole have given enough institutional support to victims. Centres
for the victims of danestic and sexual violence have been established in Great
Britain, in Norway, in Denmark and in France. Building and organizing
alternative institutions has been one of the ffi3.jor ways in which feminists
have organized themselves in Europe after the first wave of consciousnessraising in groups was over in the- early seventies. Groups are usually
organized on the basis of volunteer work and can thus very well be compared
with the early fonns of volunteer work arrong women described in the foregoing
section. In sane countries, especially in Northern Europe, feminists have
received public support in the form of financial contributiorn for organizing
such centres. Yet hostility and distrust toward central authorities, toward
the church and the legal and medical professions are so strong in sorre
countries such as Italy, France, Spain and the Netherlands, that one prefers
to v.Drk independently and autonorrously.
Organizations inside the women's
rrovement in Central and Southern Europe regard the professions and p::>litical
authorities with great distrust. Building alternative institutions appears
to many in these countries the only realistic way of improving v.Dmen's welfare
and status in society. Many professional v.Dmen, such as doctors, lawyers,
teachers and nurses v.Drk in these institutions on a voluntary basis.
The situation is somewhat different in the Northern European states.
Three factors seem to be especially important: trust in the political system
is rrore highly developed, welfare and social policies affect v.Dmen's
standard of living positively, and wanen are rrore highly integrated into the
labour market. These countries' women's rroverrents have in addition to sexual
and family issues such as al::ortion and divorce, given e::rual weight to such
issues as equal opportunities in education and the labour market, public day
care and v.Dmen' s access to political p::>wer. They have in other words stronger
integrationist aims. This is true also for France where v.Dmen's educational
and professional status is relatively high. M:lvements in Northern Europe are
therefore rrore establishment-oriented and equality-oriented than in Southern
Europe. The rrost significant except to this is the rrovement in the
Netherlands where anti-authoritarianism is rrost strongly developed.
Germany is the country ·where the issue "wages for housev.Drk" has been
strongest while rrost other rrovenents (with the possible exception of some
British feminists) do not want to cement this aspect of women's roles. Yet
both separatists and integrationists have built alternative organizations open
only to w::>mento carry out their work on women's behalf. In nearly all countries
the focus has been on w::::rnen's family roles, not relations between the sexes,
both in regard to v.Dmen's control over their own sexuality and in regard to
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\\Clffiel1'S abilities to combine children and v.urk (Ergas 1981).

Authority relations between the sexes and other aspects of male-ferra.le
relationships have not been as important with the possible exception of those
w:::>rren who have atterrpted to integrate feminist demands into male dominated
organizations such as political parties, and labour unions.
Both separatists and integrationist strategies have several consequences
for w:::>men's political rrobilization via feminist organization. There is no
doubt that they consider their problems to be general rather than individual
ones. Yet feninist activism has been directed either at grass-root problemsolving in cornnunity action groups or at influencing public authorities
through deronstrations and confrontations. In rrost countries v.umen have used
tactics which favour confrontation and media attention until established fora
have "coopted" the issue. Cooption of issues rather than of individuals has
been a strategy. Often, hcwever, especially in Northern and Central Europe,
it has been "integrationist v.omen" who have taken up these issues in rrore
established fora and v.orked for their implanentation. This cooperation between
"rrovenent-v..omen" and "establishment-vx::rnen" has therefore been significant for
the integration of those issues raised by feminist organizations.
Collaboration has been a hallmark of all rrovements.
Yet there are, of course, as Yasmine Ergas has pointed out, differences
accnrding to political culture: "Factors enabling 'MJmen to penetrate into
the realm of conventional politics are directly tied to the dynamics of
political systems and specifically to the importance within them of new social
actors" (Ergas 1971, 254). Interestingly enough it is especially arrong Dutch
faninists that one fears the "subsidized revolution" where the State atterrpts
to create "emancipation netv.Drks". This fear has rot been as strong arrong
European 'MJmen's organizations of feninist and rrore traditional persuasion.
All have cooperated rrore or less with central and local authorities on single
issues . Alliances arrong both types 'MJmen's organizations have also been on
single issues, such as the fight against pornography and wife abuse, rather
than along permanent organizational lines . In Greece and France the
ministries for v.Dlllen's affairs have drawn in women of all political persuasions
to 'MJrk out agendas and plans.
Innumerable organizations of various sizes have thus been spawned by the
w:::>rnen's rrovenents across Europe. The largest rrost vital and rrost successful
rroverent is the Italian one. The rrost integrationist have been the northern
ones , especially in Scandinavia, where influencing practical politics has
been central on the agenda. Spanish and Portugal feminists have organized
into small groups som: of whom are separatist, some integrationist. The
French rrovarent has, like the British rrovement, split along class lines, with
w:::>rking class w:::>men and socialist w:::>rren cnncentrating around neighbourhood
self-help groups. These v.Drk in all areas of social policy. In France the
group Psychoanalyse et p?litique has defined itself as strongly separatist,
intellectual and non-marxist. There are many different types of groups in
France, cnmpared to the other countries, yet the great majority of them have
sprung out of single issues such as abortion and rape.
In conclusion, one can say that issues have been similar and centred
around issues of sexuality and violence, yet equality of opportunity has
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also been irnfortant in Northern Europe. In Scandinavia and partly in Great
Britain some groups, especially establishment-oriented ones, have also
de:nanded qu::>tas for v.Dmen in powerful, male-dominated institutions. The rrore
they v.Drk for Y.Drnen's inclusion in the political power structure, while rrost
separatist organizations v.x:>rk for the inclusion of issues rather than
individuals. Yet it is by no means possible to divide groups sharply along
these lines. Netv.Drk building has been one method of v.orking arrong
professional v.anen who feel isolated in male-dominated institutions. Yet this
v.x:>rk rrethod, which is highly developed in the United States, seems to have
caught on only in Great Britain. It is possible that such organizations will
develop once v.omen enter business life or economic power structures in
greater numbers; yet collectivist rather than individualist ideals am::>ng
European feninists make it seen highly unlikely that this method of v.orking
will spread widely in Europe.
IV.

CX>NCLUDING REMARKS

This general review has shown that v.ornen are not politically passive,
but are politically rrost active in those channels and arenas which
themselves are marginal in the system as a whole. This has to do with tv.u
related factors: many 1M'.)JT\en are interested in issues which often are
considered marginal in the political powergarne and which do not reach the
agendas of powerful organizations. Secondly, v.omen have a difficult time
winning office in competition with men.
Yet there exists a tenuous relationship between strongly centralized,
powerful organizations such as labour unions, politically marginal
organizations such as non-ecoromic, voluntary organizations , and active,
militant groups within the v.anen's rrovement. One can say quite definitely
that the flow of issues has been from the grass roots and up. Separatism is
a good political strategy for small, active groups who wish to change the
political agenda .
Success in terms of legislative reform and innovation
in the policy areas supported by f eninist groups has been considerable in
alrrost all countries.
Individual w::xren, on the other hand, have not yet had similar success,
except in those countries which have instituted "W:Jffien's policies including
the recruitrrent of individual v.anen. This is especially obvious in Northern
Europe where recruitrrent of v.Drren has been a central political issue. We
have few studies about the effects of recruitrrent, but American, Finnish and
Norwegian studies sho.v that v.omen who gain political office are considerably
rrore interested in v.Dmen's issues than rren, regardless of political persuasion .
It seans thus quite clear that the recruitrrent of v.omen is as irnfortant as the
absorption of issues and that the tv.D processes should go hand in hand.
Issues concerning ~en will for many years to come best be represented and
defended by v.aren themselves. Their absence from the leadership of powerful
organizations is thus a serious problem for all European derrocracies.
Vbrnen's active participation in other, non-powerful organizabions is an
indicator of the fact that there is a pool of fema.le leadership in many
voluntary associations which could easily be tapped.
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Paper 8

THE SITUATION IN KENYA

by L.E. Ngugi
L

Background information

The Republic of Kenya is located in East Africa on the Indian Ocean
seal:::oard; it is divided into alrrost t\\D equal halves by the e::iuator . It has
a total area of 582,646 sq. km. of which alx:>ut 13,396 sq. km. is water lakes
and the remaining 569,250 sq. km. is the land surface. Kenya is rordered by
Tanzania in the South, Uganda to the west, the Sudan and Ethiopia in the north
and Somalia in the east. Kenya is divided into eight administrative provinces
including Nairobi area (i.e. Coast, North-Eastern, Central, Rift Valley, Nyanza,
Western and Nairobi) .
Climatically the a::>untry is influenced by its pJsition on the equator and
its varied top::>graphy. The wind systems are a::>ntrolled by the large-scale
pressure systems of the western Indian Ocean and adjoining a::>ntinents, but
the climatic diversity characteristic of the country is largely a reflection of
the influence of its varied top::>graphy. From December to March the country is
generally under the dominance of the north-east rronsoon system and is
comparatively dry. From March to May the direction of the air mass flow
changes to an easterly p:::>sition on l:Dth sides of the equator and the incursion
of maritime air from the Indian Ocean brings heavy rains during this period. ·
During June, July and August the weather a::>nditions are rrore stable, leading
to rather dull and rold weather, especially over the highlands.
There are three main regions of heavy rainfall in Kenya. A relatively
wet belt extends along the Indian Ocean. A se(X)nd area of high rainfall
oovers Western Kenya, just east of Lake Victoria, linking this part of Kenya
with similarly located regions in the Uganda and Tanzania sides by the lake.
A third type of region receiving heavy rainfall ooincides with the main
rrountain ranges and highlands. Annual rainfall follows a strong seasonal
pattern.
The interrelationship between top::>graphy, location, climate, soils and
vegetation may be sl.l!Tffi3.rized in five broad CX)ntrasting regions: the coastal
region; the plateau lands; the semi-arid northern region; and the north-eastern
and southern Kenya region. These regions have different soils, vegetation,
animals and hlUTla!1 activities.
The diversity of p:::>pulation in Kenya is one of the rrost striking
characteristics. Ethnically the p:::>pulation is oredominantlyAfrican in
oomp:>sition, the total row estimated at alx:>ut 18 million. 1/ The national
p:::>pulation censuses have divided the African f.Opulation on a linguistic basis,
although the p:::>pulation is being rroulded into one nation, including others of
Asian and European origin. In cxmron with many African oountries, the
pJpulation lives in the rural areas and in three distinct pJpulation regions :
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in the west around Lake Victoria, on the central Kenya highlands and along
the coast. Elsewhere rural fOpulation concentrations emerge only where
higher altitude and rrore reliable ra.infall create favourable conditions for
hurran settlerrents. On the whole, only a.rout one third of the land area is
fOpulated. There is considerable variation in the degree of rural
concentration .in resfOnse to the vary.ing carrying capacity of the land.
The urban fOpulation, living in settlements of 2,000 or rrore, constitute
a.rout 10 per cent of the fOpulation. Many towns are small, rang.ing from 2 , 000
to 10,000 persons, but Nairobi and f.brnbasa have the bulk of urban concentration,
accounting for a.rout 70 per cent of the total urban fOpulation. The fOpulation
of Kenya is affected by three vital changes: the accelerating rate of growth
of the total fOpulation (now at 3.8 per cent), the increasing volume of
.internal migration, and urban growth.
The backl:xme of the Kenyan eoonomy is agricul tu.re. However, the country
is endowed with other natural resources which have made possible the
diversification .of the econany. These resources include forestry, water,
wildlife, fisheries and some minerals. The resource fX)tential is influenced
by the size of the country and other relevant geographical considerations.
For example, tv..D-thirds of Kenya's total area is arid or sani-arid, and much
of this has been classified as low-fX)tential or rangeland, which is only
suitable for pastoral activity or nothing at all. The pressure on exist.ing
resources, and on land resources in particular, is already be.ing felt and is
likely to increase. Competition for land in the future may put pressure on
the forest land as a fOtential area of expansion. Su.ch
developnent could
pose a danger to the water resources of the country and on the status of
wildlife resources, which, under some conditions , are closely tied to forest
resources.
Since its .independence in Decanber, 1963, Kenya has been forrnulat.ing
develoµnent fOlicies. The nature of the eoonomic problems confronting the
country, the objectives of developnent fOlicies and the measures required to
implement the policies were first ern.rrnerated in a sessional Paper No.10 of
1965 on "African Socialism and its Application to Plann.ing in Kenya. _Jj
Later detailed statements of economic policy were elarorated in the
Five-Year Develoµnent Plans. 3/ A comprehensive fOlicy to deal with the
economic developnent of the country had many facets to it, the significant
elements being:
(i)

clarification of the role of the public and private sector;

(ii)
(iii)

creation of machinery for planning and developnent;
creation of .infrastructure;

1/ "Population Projections for Kenya 1980-2000". Central Bureau of
Statistics, MEPD, Nairobi, March 1983.
2/ Government Printer, Nairobi, 1965.
3/ 1966-70, 1970-74, 1974-78. 1979-83 - Govt . Printer, Nairobi .
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(iv)

manp:>wer developnent;

(v)

self-help;
creation of a

(vi)
(vii)

fr~rk

of relations with other countries;

(viii)

income and wages p:ilicy;
developnent of new institutions to achieve p:>licy objectives;

(ix)

research and statistics.

Within the set-up described briefly al:::ove, Kenyan 'M'.)men were to be
.
integrated in the developrental activities. The structure of the economy arrl
size and significance of its various cornµJnents can best be illustrated
through the National Income. 4/ Each cornµJnent of the economy can be shown
in the product accounts as produced by the Central Bureau of Statistics
every year. This includes the following i tens every year:
Gross product
A.

Outside M::metary Eco:romy: ("Subsistence" sector)
Agriculture
Forestry
Fishing
Building and construction
Water
Ownership of dwellings

B.
1.

f'.bnetary Economy:
Enterprises and non-profit institutions
Agriculture
Forestry
Fishing
Mining and quarrying
Manufacturing and repair
Building and construction
Electricity and water
Transp:>rt, storage and conmunications
Wholesale and retail trade
Banking, insurance and real estate
Ownership of dwellings
Other services

4/ Central Bureau of Statistics, MEPD -(Yearly).
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2.

Private households (danestic services)

3.

General government:
Public administration
Defence
Education
Health
Agricultural services
Other services

2.

The perceived probleus and/or obstacles in attanpting to incorr:orate
WDrnen effectively in the National developnent process

(a) The vast majority of WDmen in Kenya, some 85 per cent of the total,
reside in rural areas where they make a major contribution to the rural
econcmy. Nearly all adult \\Ol1\eI1 engage in farming activities on their OM'l
small holdings and produce much of the food that their families consume.
RuralWDmen are also responsible for fetching water and firet-.00d, often at
great distances from their hemes, housekeeping, pre:paration of meals and
child care. In slightly less than one-fourth of all rural households, __!ii
the husband is either absent at \o.Drk elsewhere for long periods or deceased.
The fenales in such rural households also assume much of the WDrk usually
undertaken by men. Abigail Krystall 6/ writing about "Female-headed smallholdings" say~ that they tend to be poor small holdings. Differentials
between male-and-fanale-headed farms have been clouded by ambiguity in
definition and by failure to distinguish between farms headed by WDmen without
husbands and those headed by WDmen in the absence of their husbands. The
absence of husbands ·(through death, separation or divorce) denies the
smallholdings access to income from wage employment and confines them to offfann earnings from informal rural enterprises or casual labour. Thus, the
basic cause of poverty for smallholdings run by \M'.:rnen 'Who are currently
unmarried is the disadvantaged position of \VCffien in the labour market. This
disadvantage is comp'.)urrled by w::imen's traditionally lower levels of educational
attainment. The dual ernployrnent-educational disadvantage denies the smallholding not only incrE!Tlental income but also credit and technical support,
the preconditions for adoption of irrproved agricultural technologies and hence
for higher yields and greater fann income . , A small minority of rural WDmen, a
lower proportion than the corresponding male group, are employed in permanent
non-agricultural rural activities.
(b)
As already observed, VDmen in Kenya are predominantly responsible for
agricultural production in the rural areas, albeit in a subsistence rranner for
rrost of the v..anen. This is largely due to the relatively poor technology used
by the majority of the WDmen. The agricultural extension services should be
directing rrore attention to this imp::>rtant areas of production. However,
']_/ W:>men in Kenya.

CBS Ministry of Finance and Planning July, 1978 - pg. l.

6/ Unpublished report written for CBS, MEPD, Sept ., 1983.
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investigations have revealed that extension 'V.'Orkers are only interested in
successful fa.Ilners. Thus, the existing extension services generally benefit
the richer, nore progressive farner, and therefore do not facilitate economic
growth anong the rural women fanrers. Extension services have tended to
exclude v.anen or teach them things that do not enhance their skills in
agriculture. _Jj
(c)
It has been found out that the ma.jority of \\Omen in the rural areas,
sorre 70 per cent 8/ of them aged 15 years and alx:>ve, carmot read or write,
v.hich is twice the national figure on illiteracy for nales. In each age
oohort a higher prq::ortion of females than nales have not attended school .
However, sex differences in the educational system expand every year. The
trend has been for girls to nove gradually towards parity with toys in
primary school enrolment (see Table I) .
TABLE I
FEJ.1ALE

ENIDIMENT IN PRIMARY AND SEXDNDARY SCHOOLS

PRIMARY
YEAR

GIRI.S

1963

304,829
379,393
443,384

1965
1967
1969
1971
1973
1973
1977
1979
1981

S.EX:ONDARY
BOYS
586,724
662,753
689,795
762,827

519,470
644,491
881,007
709,904 l,025,ll3
1,319,654 1,561,501
1,387,429 1,584,800
1,744,500 1,953,000
1,919,125 2,095,220

GIRI.S

9,567
13,256
22,387
32,160
42,743
57,543
81,259
122,838
154,847
185,886

BOYS
20,553
34,720
66,392
83,086
97,979
ll7,614
145,306
197 ,472
223,463
278,835

Source: Annual School census, Ministry of Education.
The lower level of educational attainrrent of rural \\Omen partly acoounts
for the low female participation rates in activities other than farming. A
very small prop:>rt ion of rural \\Omen p:>ssess a full background of fornal education,
adequate enough to facilitate their participation in fornal wage employment.
7/ "The Role of African Vbnen in Rural Develoµnent, Research Priorities" A.O.
Pala, IDS, University of Nairobi, Discussion Paper No.203, June 1974.
8/ "Social Perspective" CBS Ministry of Finance and Planning, Arpil 1978.
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Illiteracy and inability to count are major obstacles to the later acquisition
of skills. According to the data obtained through IRA 1974/75, 9/ 65 per
cent of rural fatales aged between 20 and 29 years had never attended school,
as compared to only 34 per cent of males in a similar age group. This
prop:>rtion rises to 86 per cent for females aged 30 to 49 years, 'While the
prop:>rtion of males goes to only 54 per cent.
Provincial comparisons introduce further disparity. For instance, the
number of persons of mth sexes 'Who have never attended school is much higher
in the Coast Province than in any other Province.
Enrollrrent patterns suggest that men confronted with constraints of
limited opp:>rtunities or resources for primary schooling parents have generally
favoured the education of male children. This tendency to accord an earlier
or higher priority to the education of sons characterizes many other countries
as well. Preference for investment in schooling for mys may relate to the
patrilineal descent systens in mich inheritance passes through the male line
and in mich sons retain resp:>nsibility for their parents as they grow older,
mile daughters are incorp:>rated into their husbands I families• The perceived
link between education arrl arployment in an econanic system in 'Which males
have had better prospects for wage jobs in the formal sector may have provided
an additional economic consideration in educating .sons ahead of daughters.
Nevertheless, there is no reluctance to sending daughters to school in Kenya
as in sane other developing rountries. This is indicated by the rise in
fanale enrollment camie.nsurate with the increase in facilities for the
education for Y.OITen. Investrrents in education have enabled greater numbers of
children, fenale arrl male, to attend school.
(See Table I).
In contrast with the co-education character of primary education, nost
aided secondary schools are single-sex institutions. The distribution of
places in aided institutions, 'Which provide at a lower cost a higher quality
of schooling than unaided schools, influence education opp:>rtunities at this
stage. Males oonsistently have had an advantage in the distribution of aided
secondary schools. In 1968, for example, there were 143 aided secondary
schools ·for mys, 61 for girls and 28 mixed institutions. In 1982 the numbers
had risen to 297 maintained schools catering for males, 160 aided schools for
fEm3.les and 122 co-educational aided schools. M'.)reover a higher prop:>rtion of
girls in marding schools is noticeable as following figures indicate:

Eoys
Girls

1969

1982

20,638

44,826

10,416

43,743

Percentage rise
ll7%
320%

These figures are significant because marding schools usually charge
higher fees and therefore may be too expensive for rrost rural families to
afford.

9I Integrated rural Survey.

CBS. , Ministry of Finance and Planning.
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The recent rise in the prop::>rtion of females enrolled in secondary
schools has cane primarily through an increase in the numbers of females
attending unaided secondary schools. This places fenale students at a
disadvantage with regard to the quality of their schooling which in turn
p::itentially affects performance on examinations taken at the end of secondary
school that detennine entrance to higher education, career training prograrnnes,
and job placanent.
There are also some sex differences in the type of curricula stressed in
secondary schools . For example, none of the secondary, technical and vocational
schools admit as many female as male students. At the upper secondary school
level rrost of the places available to girls are in arts subjects whereas toys
have prop::irtionately greater access to schools offering courses in sciences and
mathematics. The arts bias in female seoondary schools results in a female
output frcm Form 6 predominantly in the arts at a time when career training
programnes and university requirements favour those with science and mathematic
specialisation.
The male/fenale differentials are not confined to the areas of education
and anployment alone. In a nutrition survey 10/ undertaken by the CBS to
measure the incidence of Protein Energy Malnutrition (PEM) arrong young Kenyan
children between the ages of 1 and 4, males generally appeared to enjoy a
healthier nutritional status than their female counterparts. To detennine the
degree of wasting and stunting in the children, three indices were used: Weight
for age (W-A) , Weight for height (W-H) , and Height for Age (H-A) • fure ferrales
than males had low values on the three indices, indicating differences in
wasting between sexes, favouring the male children.
This nutrition analysis is of imp::>rtance with respect to its implications
for Kenya's rural developnent programne needs to inoorp::>rate prospects for
improving the quality of rural v.omen's lives. This implies reducing their
v.Drkloads as well as increasing their productivity.
In Kenya, as in rrost non-industrialised societies , \\Dmen's pattern and
rates of participation in the latour force vary significantly in the rural and
urban sectors. In rural areas virtually all adult fanales contribute to the
household ecx:many. A higher prop::>rtion of rural v.anen than men are involved
in agricultural production. while, in oontrast, females are very underrepresented in wage-latour employment. Vbrnen's difficulties in finding jobs
in urban centres have resulted in higher rates of fanale unemployment and
p::issibly deferred many WJmen from migrating to urban areas with their husbands.
Data from IRA 1975-76 ll/ indicates that on small farms 85 per cent of the
female small farm p::>pulation over 17 years of age regularly WJrk on their
own holdings as compared with 54 per cent of males in the same group. 'Vbmen
make a major oontribution to agricultural production in Kenya. The ability
and willingness of YX:Xnen to provide sustained latour inputs into farming
enables men to seek wage employment in rural areas or in urban centres to
supplerrent the family income.

10/ 'Vbmen in Kenya - Central Bureau of Statistics.
ll/ Integrated Rural Survey

July, 1978 - p.19.
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In urban areas mrnen are urrlerrepresented in wage
v.omen have had cnnsistently low rates of participation
enplo:Yment although they accnunt for a slightly higher
family and self-€Illployed mrkers in the rrodern sector.

employment. Kenya
in rrodern-sector
proi:ortion of unpaid
12/

In rural areas, few mmen have opi:ortunities for wage errployment. IRS
1975-76 rei:orted that less than 5 per cent of the female small fann p:>pulation
· errployed in a wage job as oompared with al:out 29 per cent of males.
were also less likely to engage in trade or to be self-errployed in a
non-agricultural rural enterprise. (See table 2).
In urban areas, mmen are similarly underrepresented in wage employment.
Kenyan v.ornen have had cnnsistently low rates of participation in the rrodern
sector as indicated below.

12/ Armual lal:our enumeration Survey, CBS Min. of Finance and Planning.
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TABIB 3

WAGE EMPIDYMENI' BY OCOJPATIO~~/ AND SEX, 1981
MALES SEX

FEMALES

TOTAL

Architects, engineers and surveyors
Draughtsmen and engineering technicians

4,656

45

4,701

~, 796

24

3,820

fuctors, dentists, pharmacists and veterinarians
Nurses and other paramedical staff
Chemists, physicists, biolCXJists, zex:>lCXJists
and agronomists

1,406
4,691

223

1,629

il,180

15,871

3 ,132

426

3,558

Technicians in physical science and life sciences
Statisticians, mathanaticians, systen analysts
and eoonomists
Statistical officers, mathanatical technicians
and related technicians
Aircraft and ship officers

5,661

545

6,206

743

66

801

971

40

1 ,011

752
334

4

756

28

362

7,794

4, 728

12,522

83,308

32,319

115 ,627

833

247

1,080

2,321

611

2, 932

4,067
11,956
2 , 338

114
713
113

4,131
12,669
2,451

14 ,267

2,697

16 ,964

4,510
19,468

561
439

5,071
19,907

57,851

2,592

60,443

29,234

165

29,399

49,012

13,071

62,083

Lawyers and jurists
Teachers and lecturers with university degrees
Other teachers
Librarians, sociologists, journalists, curators
and related scientists
Ministers of religion and other social and
cultural "Y.Drkers
General managers and salaried directors
Middle-level executives and departmental heads
Qualified accounts and auditors
Acoounts assistants, cashiers, bank tellers,
took-keepers and bank clerks
Other professionally qualified personnel not
else.--ihere covered
Production supervisors and general foranen
Skilled "Y.Drkers
Drivers of transp:>rt material-handling and
earthrroving e:;Jillpnent
General clerks, typists and office ma.chine
operators

13/ Excluding casual enployees, unpa.id family "Y.Drkers and unpa.id directors.
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TABLE 2

WJrren's representation in the wage larour force:
Percentage Females

Year
1964
1966
1968
1970
1972
1974
1976
1978

17.9
13.8
12.7
15.1
13.3
13.0
16.2
17.4

1980
1982

17.6

47.9

Source Annual Latour Enumeration Survey.
WJmen account for a slightly higher proportion of unpaid family and
self-employed v.orkers in the rrodern sector. In 1975, of the unpaid family
v.orkers enumerated in the larour-force survey of the rrodern sector , 31 per
cent were females, rrost of whom were engaged in the agricultural and forestry
sector. W:xnen also constituted 22 per cent of the self-employed workers in
the rrodern sector. fust of than were operating enterprises related to the
wholesale and retail shops , restaurants and hotels. (see table 3) .
(f) With regard to family size, rrost Kenyan v..ornen give birth to at least one
child by the age of 24. The average number of children lx>m per wonan
(fertility) has now reached 8.1. 14/
The larqe size of an average Kenyan
family means that rrost w::irnen spendmuch of their adult lives in a continuous
cycle of pregnancies and prolonged lactation which often leave · them in a
µiysically weakened state. The high birth rate also results in a high
dependency ratio. The burden of the high dependency ratio is particularly
heavy on the female adult population who have to provide constant care for
the very young as well as to undertake much of the agricultural v..ork to feed
the family.
(g) Analysis of life-time fertility by age group and educational attainment
showsct:Jnsistent differences in family sizes, in the proportion of females who
have never ·lx>rne a child and in child rrortality rates. In the 1969 population
census the highest fertility was reported for v.ornen v.iho had completed between
one and four years of primary schooling. The apparent rise in births for
\\OineI1 with partial or completed prinary education nay be the result of a
14/

1979 Population census.
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variety of factors: fewer miscarriages and still-births arrong educated women
due to improved health and nutritional practices, less tendency for primary
educated w::xnen than unschooled females to observe traditional lactation taJ::oos
without the oounteracting influence of birth-oontrol practices adopted by
educated v..vmen and/or fOSsibly the rrore accurate ref()rting of births by v..omen
with some schooling. The general trend in all age groups is for the women
.
with exr;osure to secondary schooling to have fewer
births than women with
less education. Lower fertility rates characterize women with secondary
schooling in l:x:>th rural and urban environments.
3.

The major types of prograrrmes or activities that have been initiated or
planned

(i) As already fQinted out, Kenya ispredominantly an agricultural economy and
it is the v.Dll\en ' s cornnunit y which is la:rgely involved in agricultural activities
in the rural areas. To facilitate the involvement of women in national
developnent the Government set up the vbren' s Bureau in 1975, as a fullyfledged division in the Ministry of Culture and Social Services. The goal of
the Vbmen's Bureau is to uplift the lives of rural women and involve them in
develoµnent. The Bureau encourages w:::imen to fonn groups so that they can v.nrk
cornnunally and engage themselves in inoome-generating activities. In 1976,
there were 921 'M:rnen's groups with a membership of 23,236 women. In 1982 this
number rose to 11,125 groups with a membership of 1,867,121 v.anen. It is the
hope of the Bureau that fonnation of these groups will continue at a higher
pace and that rrore v.anen will cxxne forth for m:mbership enrollment. The
existing groups engage in income-generating activities such as bee-keeping,
fanning, goat-keeping, sheep-keeping, fOultry and handicrafts. Arrong the
several problems that have eme:rged in trying to inoorf()rate women in national
develoµnent is the lack of adEqUate funds, which has made it difficult for the
\.'bmen' s Bureau to reach rrore v.anen in the rural areas . Some v.nmen 's groups
have to be placed on the waiting list for a long time before they are given
financial assistance for the projects they wish to pursue.
(ii) Illiteracy is another major obstacle in involving v.nmen in national
develoµnent, as has already been described atove. At the same time, girls
nonrally drop out of school at an early age to get married. Over time,
therefore, the number of illiterate w::xnen has grown. For this reason women
have oontinued to enrol in adult literacy classes •. In 1982, out of a total
enrolment of 347,000 in the adult literacy classes, 273,000 were women. It
is hoped that rrore women will cane forth and benefit from the adult literacy
programnes.
(iii) Lack of o:rganizational skills and kn<:Mledge of elanentary acoounts and
book-keeping methods arrong leaders of the v.nmen's groups is also a major
oonstraint in integrating v.anen in developrent. Since v..anen ' s groups are
encouraged to engage in ina:me-generating activities, it becomes essential for
them to keep some financial records which are up-to-date and which can be
easily audited. Unfortunately, rrost of these groups do not keep proper
financial reoords due to lack of knowledge of elementary acoounts or bookkeeping methods. Krowledge of some organizational skills and techniques by
the group l eaders is also lacking and in some cases it becx:>mes difficult to
organize and manage the v..vmen's groups effectively. However, in resfOnse to
these drawbacks, the \.'bmen's Bureau has been organizing short training courses
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and seminars for v..Drnen group-leaders with a view to helping them to manage
and run the affairs of their groups ITDre efficiently. These training courses
and seminars have not been as many as the Bureau w::>uld want them to be, due
to financial constraints. In rrany cases the training courses and seminars
are organized with the help of donor agencies and it is hoped that these
agencies will provide rrore funds for this purrx:ise.
(iv) Accurate data on v.Dmen to facilitate detennination of current i;:osition,
needs and i;:otential of w::>mel1 in the cxmntry have not been readily available.
The W::>rnen's Bureau intend to corrmission research and surveys on w::>men's needs
and activities, especially in the rural areas. Establishment of a research
and rronitoring unit within the Bureau which YX:>uld be concerned with the
collection of data on w:xnen to facilitate planning has been prop::>sed. These
researches and surveys will be necessary in planning new strategies to
improve w::>rnen's activities in the country.
(v) The Bureau maintains liaison with non-governmental organizations such as
the National Council of Vhnen of Kenya (NCWK) , Maendeleo Ya Wanawake Organization
(MYWJ), the Professional and Business Vbmen of Kenya Association (KUWA). These
NGJs deal with all kinds of v.anen in Kenya, ranging from the illiterate w::>men
in the cities and towns. the professional or business w::>men in the cities and
towns, to the well-educated university v.aren. Through these l:x:>dies, the voice
of the Kenya w::xnan regarding her socio-economic or cultural plight is heard and
taken into consideration in national develop:nent planning. Continued and close
co-operation between the non-governrrental organizations and the W::>men's Bureau
is of pararrount ~rtance because the Bureau is charged with the resi;:onsibility
of ultimately m-ordinating all v.Dmen programnes with the long-term objective of
integrating w::>men from all over the country into the national develop-rent
process.
Through the integration of v.aren's groups some effort has been put into
certain national projects. An exarrple of this effort is the "Green Belt
M:>Vernent" which aims at soil conservation and creation of green areas around
the towns. Through this prograrnne, v.Dmen are irwolved in extensive soiloonservation activities ·in the country, including tree-planting to check soil
erosion and desertification. Through the supp::>rt of national leaders the
United Nations Environmental Programne (UNEP) and the National Environmental
and Human Settlement Secretariat (NEHSS) , the Green Belt rrovement could be
successful and bring about great economic benefits to the country.

I

I
I

(vi) Some of the non-agricultural projects encouraged by the Bureau include
shop-keeping, bakery projects and handicrafts. To encourage rrore v.Dmen to
participate in inoorre-generating activities, the following measures are thought
to be necessary:
(a)

To give assistance in project planning and management to w::>men groups
Such
assistance v.Duld ensure that income-generating projects once initiated by the
Y.Dmen's groups v.Duld continue to thrive and produce better benefits to the
groups.
by officers from government ministries or non-governmental organizations.

(b) Since the majority of the projects are profit-oriented, v.Dmen's
leaders should maintain proper financial accounts to facilitate auditing.
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Such financial accounts would also help in indicating profits or losses niade
during a particular period. The "YOnen's leaders, therefore, need to be
instructed and taught sane elementary l::ook-keeping and accounts.
(c) M)re financial assistance to v.Dmen's groups v.uuld help then
undertake these projects. In rrost cases, the v.umen's groups may have
cxmstructive ideas on what type of projects they v.Duld engage in within their
own rural environment, but the initial capital may not be forthcoming.
(d) Research and surveys should be carried out into the various aspects of
the v.urnen's oonrnunity to detennine their FOtential needs and aspirations.
This could help in alleviating the problems or constraints that affect the
WJinen 's. oorrmunity. The infonnation v.Duld also help reveal the proper strategy
to be adopted in integrating v.Drnen into the national developnent process.
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Paper 9

THE TRINIDAD AND 'IDBACD EXPERIENCE

by
Joaquin St.Cyr

I.

BACKGrolJND

Trinidad and Tobago is a small b-.D-island independent det0cratic republican
state \otlich lies at the southernrrost tip of the caribbean Archipelago, seven
miles off the north-west ooast of the South American sul:xxmtinent. The country
has a total land area of some 5,000 square kilanetres. Its population of one
million is multi-racial in corrq:osition of \otlich those of African descent form
about 43 per cent, and those of Irrlian descent 40 per cent; 14.2 per cent are
described as mixed. The rest comprise !Jersons of European, Chinese and Syrian/
Lebanese descent.
Despite being islanders, the country's people tend to be outward-looking
rather than insular in their attitudes. This is a conSB:Jllence of the country's
location and its history: its location at a nodal point on the routes between
N:>rth and South America; its history as a oolony, first of Spain, then of
Britain during whose rule French settlers were introduced, before becoming an
independent oountry in 1962.
The oountry's history has been daninated by colonialism, slavery and
indentureship. The plantation system, typical of the Caribbean, concentrated
on the production of a few export staples, mainly sugar, ooooa, citrus and
ooffee on the basis of rretropolitan capital, technology, entrepreneurship and
markets. The local contribution took the form of labour, initially slave labour
from Africa and later indentured labour from Asia.
The society has thus traditionally been characterized by a labouring
population comprising mainly African and Indians and a European-dominated elite
of plantations owners, administrators and rrerchants. This cleavage or pluralism
in the society extended into and dominated many facets of the social fabric.
The oosrropolitan nature of the population, the openness of the society,
and the historical experience of the oountry are reflected in oonsumer tastes,
artistic and cultural values and legal, educational, financial and political
institutions, the nature of \otlich have been strongly influenced by metropolitan
values.
In the post war period, unlike in many other caribbean territories, the
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petroleum industry assumed its dominant role, which by 1980 oontributed
nearly 50 per cent of the GDP at current prices.
Since national independence in 1962, attenpts have been made to diversify
and restructure the economic and social bases of the society. The broadening
of educational opportunities gave rise to increased social and occupational
nobility and reduced the gap left by a oolonial heritage which divided the
population along ethnic lines in competition for employment and political power.
The economy today is a mixed one. Its petroleum industry, though now in
decline, has enabled the per capita inoorre of Trinidad and Tobago to be one of
the highest in the third W)rld, being some US$ 5,000 in 1980, rising from sorre
$600 in 1970. Other social and economic indices of levels of living are very
favourable. The following social and economic indices are chosen at random:
(a)

Life expectancy rates at birth of 66 years;

(b)

Infant nortality rates. of 24.91in1977;

(c)

Average primary and secondary school enrolment rates at 100 and
70 per cent respectively;

(d)

Literacy rates of 94 per cent in 1970.

In 1980, there were a total of 216,341 licensed vehicles, a ratio of l
to 5 of the population. Virtually all households are supplied with electricity
and piped water.
Small size, ease of corrmunication between the rural hinterland and the
towns, occupational preferences for non-agricultural WJrk and the wide gap in
wage levels in the new high productivity occupations, mainly in mineral
processing, oorrmerce, government services, and the small manufacturing and
conrrercial sectors, have given rise to strong novanents of rural rooulation to
urban areas. In fact, over 50 per cent of the population is concentrated in the
ThD main conurbations of Port of Spain and San-Fernando, including the eastwest Corridor.
There is a widespread rejection of low-wage job openings in agriculture
which employs (39,600) 10 per cent of the lal:our f orce (387,900) but
contribut es TDt rrore than 3 per cent to the Gross National Product.
II .

POPUIATION STRUCI'URE

In 1980, 531,604 or 50.2 per cent of the population was ferrele. The
p::>pulation is a young one, 57 per cent of the µ:>pulation to be found in the
under 25 age group and 34 per cent in the under 15 group.
Females formed 50 per cent of the population in the 15 - 64 group but 55
per cent of the population in the over 65 age~roup, reflecting life
expectancy rates in 1970 of 68.11 for ferreles and 64.08 for males . Death rates
for males were highe r (7.05) than for far.ales (6.01).
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Two sigriificant factors emerge al::out the fOpulation structure vis-a-vis
attempts to ino:Jrp:>rate \'.lOITlel1 effectively in the national developnental
process. First is the large proportion of ferales (approximately 1 in 3) in
the 15 - 44 age groups who are heads of households. The female-headed
households ccrnprise many 'Wl1o lack re:;ular male support andmany whose "husbands"
are away seasonably. Many are single, widowed, divorced or abandoned, and the
sole support of families. Many are unsupported grandrrothers bringing up
grandchildren. Many female heads thus often lack skills, training and support
services needed to enable them to provide adequately for their families.

In short, the canplete absence of fathers in many homes and the visiting
·relationships of fathers in some unions must militate against the male sharing
equally and fairly in the disciplining and socializing of offspring. This is
rot the kind of independence v.anen want; this is burdensome and discriminatory
in its effects on women in tenns of permitting their meaningful integration in
eo:Jromic and o:Jrrmunity life.
This pheixxnenon has nonetheless given rise over the years to an
independence anong many Caribbean v.anen, which is unsurpassed elsewhere in the
world! in the management of their own ai£fairs and to the acceptance by the
male of their proven capabilities for equal participation in social, eoonomic
and political life.
A seoond not~rthy factor in the JX>pulation structure is the relatively
high illegitimacy rate typical of many Caribbean territories representing in
1977, 44 per cent of the total births. Arrong first illegitimate births 50 per cent occur in the 15 - 19 age group. Arrong first births as a whole
the majority (40. 7 percent occurred in the 15 - 19 age group, followed by
20 - 24 age group (40.47 per cent). HCMever, arrong total births the majority
(34.62 per cent) occurred in the 20 - 24 age group followed by the 25 - 29
age group (24%) .
III.

LEGAL STATUS

The 1976 Republic Constitution and associated legislation provide that
specific human rights and furrlamental freedoms shall exist in Trinidad and
Tobago without discrimination by reason of race, origin, custom, religion or
sex.
Daly, in 1975, ranarked that the legal JX>Sition
the extent that it was a shorter task to explore the
legal rights were less than those of men rather than
they did have. By ·l982, further reform was affected
discriminatory provisions".

of women had irrproved to
areas where women's
to examine M-lat rights
to "renove lingering

In Trinidad and Tobago men and women thus enjoy equality in law to a
great degree. 13oys and girls are equally entitled to compulsory schooling
between the ages of 6 and 12; men and v;omen are~lly eligible to vote and
to serve as jurors; single and married Women are equally capable as men of
aa::ruiring, holding and disJX>sing of property. The Matrirronial Proceedings
and Property Act was updated to enable a divorce to be obtained by virtue
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of 5 years separation, even though the resi;ondent did not consent.
In the Married Vbrrens' Property Ordinance, a si;ouse who contributes tQ
the improvanent. of an asset, either in rroney or rroney's Y.Drth, may gain an
enlarged interest in the property.
In 1976 legislation was introduced for the separate assessnent of the
incx:xne of married v.unen for tax purposes. Vbmen could pass their nationality
on to their own children and the Status of Children Act 1981 raroved the legal
disabilit,ies of children !:::om out of wedlock.
A few overt but relatively mirx:>r instances of legal discrimination
against ~en ranain. Under the Wages Councils' Ordinance, various wageregulation orders have been prohibited specifying minimun wage for various
types of jobs. It is ooticeable that the minimurn wage of a v.anan cx:x::>k in a
hotel, for instance, may be lower than her male counterpart.
Under the National Insurance Scheme, wives and children benefit ui;on the
death of a husband/father, yet when the~ (herself a contributor of the
scheme as an enployee on e:;rual terms with the nan) dies, her surviving husband
gets ho benefits, unless he is incapacitated, a fact which must be proven
rredically. A husband is entitled only to a funeral grant on the death of his
insured wife,.although many Y.Dmen today contribute financially to the upkeep
of the matrirronial hane. A similar anorraly exists with respect to the
administration of certain pension sche.nes, such as the widows' and orphans'
pension fund toward which only male civil servants contribute compulsorily.
I t is said that the law is only as good as the way in which it is
administered and is effective only to the extent that it ·is accepted by
society as a whole. In Trinidad and Tobago, as in many developing and developed
countries, it is recognized that, even when the law accords ·v.Drran
e:rual
protection, she may not kn:::>w her rights and still less know how to secure their
enforcement. For instance, despite amendments in the Divorce Law, the
petitioning wife is often at a substantive disadvantage, not being able to
afford the fees re::Jllired to retain a good lawyer.

As regards the legal situation in Trinidad and Tobago, the problem is not
so much the need to struggle to secure rights as it is to put rights enshrined
in law into effect. In this struggle a disproi;ortionate share of opi;ortunities
opening up to v.anen is mn by the rrore educated middle income groups
concentrated in urban areas. A similar situation is said to exist in the rest
of the Caribbean and Latin America. Often \\Unen are hampered by such factors
as ignorance, low incorre and lack of skills that accompany i;overty.
IV.

WJMEN IN THE LABOUR FORCE

In Trinidad and Tobago there are no general prohibitions on v.ornen mrking.
W:>men have the right to earn an income and to be paid for the v.ork they do.
Under the Wages Councils Ordinance in rrost areas the minimum wage is the same
for males and females. Equal pay for v.ork of e:;rual value is the nonn in l:::oth
the public service and in private-sector enterprises . Vbmen participate in
the National Insurance Scheme. A maternity benefit is payable to insured
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other benefits payable under the National Insurance Legislation are
the same for female as male employees and benefits are also payable to
cormon-law husbands and wives.

YOiren.

In addition, v..anen enjoy a degree of statutory protection - for instance,
shop owners are re::ruired to provide seating for female employees. Vbmen, with
certain exceptions, are prohibited from v..Drking at night. (This provision is
regarded as obsolete. )
In the 1980 Census the adult lal::our force conprised 349,300 persons of
which females fomed only 99,440 or 28 per cent. Females were better placed
in the urban cx:inurbations of Port of Spain (41 per cent) and San Fernando 34
per cent and showed very low participation rates in the rural countries;
(20 per cent) in St. Patrick, 19 per cent in Nariva Mayaro and 22 per cent
in Counties Caroni and Victoria.
The low participation rate of females in the "rural" areas must be
interpreted with a degree of caution since the nethodology of collecting
census data places emphasis on employment in the fo:rnal sector of the
economy, and does not take into account self-employment of females on familyowned ·farms or the economic and social contribution of ~en's activities in
the rural areas, such as in food production, marketing, housev.ork, handicraft
and other hone based economic activities.

An examination of the lal::our force by industrial group .reveals the
ma.jority of v.ornen (33 per cent) of the female lal::our force to be employed in
the "services" sector, with the majority of men employed in construction,
including electricity, gas and water. The second largest employer of female
lalx>ur was the "cornnerce" sector which employed 28 per cent of the female
lal::our force.
Vbnen are fairly well represented in the "professional and technical"
sector, forming 42 i;:er cent of the total population employed in that sector.
In the public services, including teaching, females represent 50 per cent
of overall employees, but 32 per cent of those in the administrative grade,
55 per cent arrong teachers and 14 per cent arrong manipulative staff.
I.

INCDME DISTRIBtJrION

In incare distribution, based on the 1970 Census data, YX)ffien are at a
disadvantage at all levels. Although there were 9, 397 females in the
professional and technical class, only 8,185 ferrales were in receipt of an
inccrne of over $3,000 per annum, suggesting that even the v..Dmen in this class
are to be found in the lower-paid strata of the sector.
Many rrore fanales than males (58 per cent) received incanes in the
lowest earnings category of under $500 per annum .
Conversely, at the highest income range of over $9,000 they represent
only 5 per cent of wage earners, in the next highest, $8,000 - $8,999 range
10 per cent and in the $7,999 range 12 per cent.
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VI. PERCEIVED PIDBLEMS AND/OR OBsrACLES IN ATI'EMPTS 'TO INmRPORATE
W'.)MEN EFFECI'IVELY IN THE NATIONAL DE\lEf.DPMENT PROCESS
Problems hindering \'.Dmen's full participa.tion may be seen from t\'.D main
perspectives. Firstly, fran the :r:oint of view of the level of social and
economic developnent of the society; secondly, from the :r:oint of view of the
historical and cultural factors which determine traditions, customs beliefs
and attitudes towards 'M'.)men which are entrenched and accepted over time. I n
this latter respect, the law may become a vehicle for change but usually
this is a slow process, as such attitudes and customs change slowly.
The level of economic developrent determines the quantum of resources
that can be allocated to the provision of social services which are im:r:ortant
determinants of 'M'.)men's status in a society, as follows:
(a)

levels of health and nutrition services and social infrastructural
facilities , such as wholesome fcx::xl and :r:otable water supplies ,
which contribute to the gcx::xl health of the family;

(b)

levels of education and training OFfOrtunities which will determine
the extent to which \'.Dillen could pa.rticipa.te in economic and
:r:olitical life by virtue of being ade'.1Uately prepa.red for the 'M'.)rld
of 'M'.)rk in an age of science and technology;

(c)

levels of welfare services , particularly those which play
substitutable roles for 'M'.)men - such as day care, nursery schools,
and meals outside the home, etc;

(d)

levels of housing and the availability of household amenities,
including the availability of appliances to reduce the burden of
hous~rk;

(e)

ad~te transp.'.)rt systems to enable easy rrobility between the
'M'.)rk and hane environment .

The second determinant lies in those existing social and cultural
practices which have their basis in the traditions , customs and bel iefs of the
society which in this pa.rt of the \'.Drld originate primarily from the systen of
slavery, colonialism and indentureship.
These t:v.D ingredients are distinguishable only for analytical pur:r:oses.
In practice they are not discrete forces but are inter-related and inter-w::>ven
in the very fabric of
society.
Education
School enrolment is said to represent the rrost imp:>rtant and far- reaching
el enent in the cultural transformation of girls. Boys and girls are equally
entitled by law to primary and secrnrlary education, the latter based on
performance in the corrnon entrance examination.
Factors based on gender do not appear to be significant in the enrolment
of children at primary and secondary l evels of education . Of those with
primary education in 1970, 'M'.)rrerl formed 49 per cent of the fOpulation, with
secondary, 51 per cent and with University, 28 per cent. Sixty three per
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cent (63%) of the p::>pulation with no education were far.ales, reflecting
perhaps past discrimination against far.ales in the education system.
In practice, there is a substantial difference in the participation
rate between the sexes in the craft/technical areas of education within the
secondary school systan - in that in the instance where toys and girls
attend the sarre schCDl and the same curriculum is open to all, girls tend to
select a limited number of subject areas for participation. In the instance
where girls attend all-female .schools, such as "assisted" secondary schools,
these schools follow the same curriculum in the academic subjects but unlike
their male counterparts give preference in their craft/technical curriculum
to such subjects as home economics and secretarial i::rogramnes . This
difference does not appear to be significant in the selection of academic
subjects.
At technical and vocational schools the difference in male/fE!lE.le
enrolments are significant, in that only 10 per cent were females in the
"technician" oourses and 41 per cent in the "craft" courses .
At University level in 1978/79, 45 per cent of the student enrolment
were fE!lE.le. Ibwever, when we look at enrolments by subject areas at
technical and vocational institutes and at University, we see that the
participation of \\aTlen is not evenly distributed arrong the subjects. For
instance, in the "craft" areas 'M'.:>rnen dominate the "fem nine" occupations of
dressmaking and design, and secretarial and related subjects . On the contrary ,
fanales participation in such areas as auto mechanics , electrical installation,
w:::x:xlv.ork and machine shop practice was negligible.
A similar pattern exists in youth c~s, an .imfortant institution for the
training of underprivileged youth. At toys' carrps students are taught welding,
carpentry, autornechanics, etc. ; at girls' carrps they are taught cooking and
catering, }:xx)kbirrling, beauty culture, carrrnercial subjects and garment
construction.
At University level undergraduate enrolments by subject areas in 1978/79
and earlier showed fenales dominating the faculties of arts arrl general studies,
whereas in the "hard sciences" v.ornen, as in technical institutes, were
urrlerrepresented.
Health
The availability of adequate health services, particularly maternity and
child welfare services, and a clean and orderly environment in which to live,
are imp:)rtant factors in enabling 'M'.:>men to play a full part in the society.
The general health of the p::ipulation of Trinidad and Tobago was described
in 1979 as being "satisfactory" in terms of rrortality and rrorbidity statistics .
Ibwever the former are weighted by the la:rge prop::irtion of the p::>pulation in
the under 15 age-group.
Health indices for fenales are generally rrore favourable than for males.
1977 rrortality statistics revealed that the 10 major causes of death are
similar to those fourrl in advanced countries such as, of the heart, malignant
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neoplasms and cerebro-vascular diseases. Overall the ferrale death rate is
45 per cent. Deaths arrong females are substantially lower than arrong males
in such areas as accidents, poisonings and violence and in diseases of the
digestive system. Apart from diseases peculiar to females such as malignant
neoplasm of the breast, females outnumbered males in rrorbidity statistics
only in a few diseases such as in non-toxic goitre and in diabetes mellitus.
Females are grossly out-numbered by males in such diseases as cirrhosis of
the liver.
It is estimated that over 75 per cent of births in 1979 took place in
G'.:>vernment hospitals and delivery units, although there is said to be some
over-crov..rling · in obstetric departnents as reflected in occupancy rates.
C.Orrmunity health care services have been receiving increased attention
and this will no doubt rebound on
improved health care of the female and
child population in particular. I t is estimated that through the public
sector, 90 per cent of school-age population and 50 per cent of pre-schoolers
are adEqUately irrmunized against small-pox, poliomyelitis, dipthteria,
pertussis, tetanus and tuberculos.
Over 98 per cent of the population over the age of one were immmized
against yellow fever following the 1979-80 outbreak of this disease.
Since 1979, ·80 per cent of expectant rrothers were reported to be receiving
adEqUate ante-natal care at government clinics and over 90 per cent of
deliveries in the country were done by doctors or trained midwives. However,
child welfare clinics are believed to serve only approximately 15 per cent of
the target population under the age of 5.
The family planning prograrrme saw a decline in the active caseload
between 1978 and 1982. lbwever, this is not necessarily indicative of a
decline in contraceptive use arrong the population since contraceptives are
available from privately run clinics and doctors in the private sector. The
birth rate per tmusand population has hovered between 24.5 to 24.9 between
1973 and 1977. Nonetheless, special attention needs to be paid in family
planning prograrrmes to reducing high adolescent fertility rates which are not
in the best interests of the advancement of v.Dmen.
Nutrition progranmes form a small but important part in the primary
health care system. It is estimated that approximately 10 per cent of
children below the age of 5 need serious nutrition intervention in their
diets. lbwever, only a limited progranme is available to this age group.
The School Nutrition programrre concentrates primarily on the needs of
school age children, some 10 per cent of whom currently receive a school
meal supplied by the Government free of charge.
In 1980/81 there was reported to be a significant improvement over the
previous 6 years in the anaemia status of v.Dfllel1 attending anti-natal clinics
for the first time.
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Welfare services
Females are equally eligible as males to receive non contributory old
age pensions and the means of a sp::mse is no longer taken into consideration
when considering an applicant's eligibility for assistance.
Public assistance is payable to destitute persons over the age of 18
years who are unable to earn a living by reason of illness or incapacity . A
fenale head of household is equally eligible for public assistance as a male.
However, when the whereabouts of a
husband or children's father is
known, a v.oman is not normally entitled to public assistance for dependent
children. She is expected to take out maintenance order againts an erring
father.
Taking account of the larger size of the female age group over 65 , some
79 per cent of the males and 81 per cent of the females receive non-contributory
pensions.
Fanales formed 55 per cent of social assistance recipients in 1978.
However, the fact that 64 per cent of adult recipients (but 50 per cent of child
recipients) of public assistance were females suggest that many rrore fernales
than male heads of. households occupy positions of absolute poverty in the
society. W:::>men. thus appear to be rrore vulnerable to the vagaries of ill
health and unemployment which place than on the margins of survival.
Day-care services
Not rrore than 4 per cent of. the age group 3 - 5 are estimated to attend
nursery schools subsidized by the State . Yet adequate day care and nurse ry
school prograrrmes are crucial to the active participation of the larour
force of v.Drren with small children who cannot afford household domestic help particularly of v.uren in the lCM-inoome groups who cannot
afford fees payable at well run privately operated facilities .
Special education
The picture for special education is of an adequate primary-school
education for the blind and physically handicapped and a severe shortage in
the provision of school places for the mentally retarded and deaf, many of
whom are unable to attend normal schools and are cared for at home without
adequate schcx:>l or oomnunity support.
Existing social and cultural practices
It is well known that despite reasonable levels of social and eoonomic
developnent, certain cultural factors militate against the equal participation
of v.Dmen in the society. Though there is thooretically equal opr:ortunity for
education for roth l::oys and girls and there is oo overt discrimination by
gender in the allocation of resources for education in the national budget, in
practice, the evidence does rot suggest that l::oth sexes are trained for and
encouraged to enter the sarre range of occupations in the same scale of eoooomic
and social value.
Role sterootyping oo doubt supported by social and cultural factors v.uuld
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appear to begin in school arrl in the home and tones at post-secondary levels
of education. This stereotyping w::mld sean to be supported and even desired
by the students and the country at large.
In Trinidad and Tobago the sexes have still.to a large degree accepted
roles imp:>sed by tradition which cause a disfroportionate number of females
to be concentrated in a limited number of occupatiorn such as secretaries,
which require lower levels of skill .and responsibility and therefore
remuneration. Neglect of their technical and vocational education in a large
variety of areas, particularly in areas where there is a shortage of skilled
V>Drkers - areas such as electronic technology, plumbing, ~rk and
instrument maintenance - leads to discrimination against vvomen in the wage
structure, even where equal pay for vvork of equal value is the norm.
At University level, v.anen dominate the arts and hunanities and shy away
from the "hard sciences" though there has been an increasing trend of females'
enrolment in medicine.
The question might also be posed as to whether
society is rrore
inclined to imp:>se a period of sexual latency on adolescent lx>ys than of girls,
which . relx>unds to the disadvantage of the latter in tenns of their education
and their active participation in the lalx>ur force, including training on the
job. I f this is so then family life education prograrrmes may do well to
stress the need in society ·
· for females to postpone reproduction by a few
years.
The poor showing of females in the lalx>ur force described alx>ve, despite
relative equality of opportunity in education, is attributable also to certain
cultural practices. Vibmen v..Duld seem to be attracted (or alternatively only
prepared acadanically and vocationally) for V>Drk in those sectors of the
economy where pay and other erroluments are lower or alternatively in jobs
requiring lower levels of skills which are therefore poorly paid.
It is also believed that salaries and other conditions of v..Drk tend to be
less favourable in industries dominated by v..Dmen, since v..Dmen are often cited
as being less aggressive and a::>mpetitive in the lalx>ur market even when equally
.qualified as men. It is said that for many V>Dmen, rroney ~ after it has covered
the basic necessities of life , does not become the measw:e of social status,
as it does for men. Instead, it is rrore often regarded as a means of improving
the standard of the home.
There also exist certain cultural barriers in the V>Drld of v..Drk. In
management, for instance, there is some pre judice against female "lx>sses".
Vibmen are said rot be respected at the decision-making levels of management.
There is a widespread belief that v..Dmen have to over-a::>mpensate in ability and
aptitudes to be placed on an equal footing with men in many job situations.
The attitude is cormon arrong men that women are sex syml:X)ls rather than equal
partners in the v..Drkplace.
There is the question of culturally irrq:osed sex roles, the traditional
role of housewife being described as "one sm3.ll step" to occupations like heme
helps, nursing, social Y.Drk and education where v..Dmen predominate.
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It is significant that w::imen represent 68 per cent of the population
which received m ina::>me or where income was not stated. There are many in
this group who may have v.orked as young \\Dmen but who when married found in
their husbands the security which their inoome guaranteed them prior to
warriage. Others have never entered the lal:our force in their lifetime.
It has been said that at age 17 women have all the potentialities but
between 25 and 30, the creation of a family may well be rrore appealing than
a job. Indeed, a oomparison of school attendance and lal:our force participation
(week's activity) arrong persons 14 - 19 years, by sex in COrmonwealth
Caribbean oountries in 1970, revealed a high fenale participation rate arrong
those attending school but a low rate arrong those in the lal:our force.
The obverse was true arrong males. In Trinidad and Tobago 46.3 per cent
of fenales were attending school, an:J. only 18.5 per cent participated in the
lal:our force, compared with 43.7 per cent of males attending school but 48.l
per cent in the lal:our force.

VII.

THE rnsrrnrrroNAL RErATIONSHIP BEIWEEN WJMEN 's
ISSUES AND NATIONAL DEVEI.DPMENT PLANNING

The projects undertaken in national developnent prograrrming are invariably
earrrarked for the population as a whole. Neither are activities involving
v.omen limited to specific sectors of the economy but usually appear as
integrated components in many diverse kinds of sectoral projects such as are
described al:ove. Very limited provision is made in the budget for progranrnes
undertaken in the exclusive service of v.omen.
The Gove:rnment of Trinidad and Tobago makes a SID:3.ll annual contribution to
certain United Nations agencies for the prorrotion of services for y;omen such as
the United Nations Voluntary Fund for W::>men's activities and the United Nations
Decade for Vbmen. The Goverrunent also meets the expenses of the secretariat
for the locally established cnunterpart of the United Nations Comnission on the
Status of W::>men. The establishment of this Comnission may be regarded as the
rrost explicit gesture on the Government's part in support of v..Drnen rights in
the society.
The Comnission oompri ses nineteen menbers (all v.ornen) who are divided into
six oornnittees to examine and report on specific subject areas. The rrost
recent report of the National Cornnission for 1980 was suhnitted to Cabinet in
1982 . It contained 20 reconrnendations on ways and means of improving the status
of v.omen in the oountry in the areas of welfare services, agriculture, handicraft
progranmes, music, drama., dance am the allied arts. A staff rrernber of the
Ministry of Latour, Social Security and Co-operatives is assigned part time to
the Cornnission as a Secretary/Manber. Funds are provided annually to meet the
expenses of the Cornnission. These are provided in a recurrent vote under the
oontrol of the Ministry of Latour, Social Security and Co-operatives. In 1982,
rrost of the Catmission's Budget was used to meet the cnst of printing and
publishing of a took on the Developing Legal Status of Vbmen in Trinidad and
Tobago.
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Expenditure so far for 1983 has been incurred to meet the costs of
nmning a Y.Orkshop at CARIRI on the processing and preservation of local
fruits. Participants were drawn primarily from Y.Ornen's groups throughout
the country. Experrliture was also incurred on a research project which is
being undertaken by CARIRI on the feasibility of making certain kinds of
local straw rrore pliable for use in the handicraft industry. In November/
December 1983 the Corrmission was instrumental in the organization of three
training progranmes for 75 self-employed business w:::imen on the "Essentials
of Srrall Business Management" in different parts of the country .
VIII.

MAJOR TYPES OF PRX;AAMMES THAT HAVE BEEN INITIATED
CJI'HER THAN THOSE PIDVIDED BY NATIONAL DEVEI.DPMENI' .

PLANS.
Major types of progranmes on activities towards the advancement of Y.Omen
other than those provided in national developnent plans have been undertaken
primarily by Church-affiliated organizations and other non-goverrunent ,
i;:hilanthropic, social welfare and other comnunity service organizations.
These different l:::odies organize their activities on a piece-meal basis.
They operate a wide mix of activities, including vocational training
progranmes for leisure, recreation and profit; corrrnunity education prog:ramnes;
residential progranmes for w:::irking W)IDen; day-care and nursery-school
prograrrrnes for pre-schoolers, family life education prograrmnes and programnes
to prorrote leadership skills, civic awareness and r:olitical consciousness arrong
Y.Ornen.
One of the long established groups, the Housewives' Association , rray be
described as a consumer pressure group and has been very successful, for
instance, in improving the terms and conditions of employrrent of household
domestic Y.Orkers who are rrostly -women.
There are some four hostels/homes run by church-affiliated organizations
which offer subsidized housing for Y.Orking girls with low incomes. There is
one home for unmarried teenage rrothers in need of care and protection.
(This home received a substantial ad hoc capital grant from the Government) •
There are also a large number of day-care facilities which offer subsidized
day care and nursery-school facilities for rrothers with low incomes. Again,
many of these are run by church-affiliated organizations.
IX.

PIDEOSALS FDR ACTION

Continued research and national dialogue utilizing the full range of
well kn:Jwn mechanisms-seminars, the rrass media, social surveys , publications
etc. - to sensitize the r:opulation on the many issues that affect the
integration of women in develoµnent with a view to rerroving, over a period of
ti.Ire , those factors which are recognized as playing constraining roles. Some
of these issues are indicated hereunder. The female r:opulation should play
an integral role in this exercise to ensure that, as the ultimate beneficiaries ,
their sentiments are reflected in whatever reforms are forthcnming: -
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(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

The need for all lingering discriminatory provisions in law against
v.omen to be rerroved;
the need for all data-gathering agencies to disaggregate information
by gender, particularly that relating to the beneficiaries of a wide
range of services provided by the State to the p::>pulation at large;
the need for a review of the curricula of all education and training
institutions, particularly at the secondary and p::ist-secondary levels
of education, and including non-fornal education, with a view to
encnuraging the greater participation of v..amen in a wider variety of
areas outside of the traditional ones. At the non-formal level of
education there is a need to supplement training in home-making
skills, with training geared to provide opp::>rtunities for participation
in viable incnme-generating activities;
the need for the developnent of public-awareness programmes aimed at
encnuraging 'M'.)men to enter the labour force in a wide variety of
areas and at all levels of management. In this cnnnection, women
should be encnuraged to operate their own business enterprises;
the need for improved levels of health and housing services and
other social amenities in the home, including services in obstetrics,
gynaecology and maternity and child welfare. In this connection,
rrore dynamic family life education programnes should be pursued, aimed
at reducing the number of teenage rrothers and the high illegitimacy
rate of the p::>pulation;
The programne should also aim to cultivate anong men a rrore healthy
attitude towards v.Dmen as their equal partners in home-making and,
mere feasible, as bread-winners. Fathers should therefore be
encnuraged to participate rrore actively in the chores of home-making
and in the socialization of children;
the need for a wider range of psychiatric, family cnunselling and
other social services aimed at forestalling family problems and
buttressing individuals and families at risk before they break down
cnrrpletely. This will involve the provision of rrore cnrrprehensive
social services such as family-counselling, places of safety,
supplementary nutrition progranmes, particularly for the under five
age group; rrore supp::irt services for the physically and mentally
handicapped children and adults; and a proper information netv.ork on
vvhat social services are available to citizens.

A rrore canprehensive netv.ork of subsidized day-care facilities should be
provided in which the greater involvEment of business organizations in the
provision of suitable day-care facilities for employees with small children
should be encnuraged.
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by

Samiha Sidhom Peterson
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St. Olaf College, ~rthfield, MN 55057
INI'RODUCTION .
Systematic study of national developrent grew rapidly during the forties
and fifties with interest in all the social sciences. This paper will briefly
explore the theoretical explanations presented by bt.Q social science disciplines;
sociology and economics. These bt.Q disciplines were selected because of their
influence on the study of development. An underlying question throughout the
paper will be "HCM have those explanations which have often influenced policy
addressed waren's lives in the 'underdeveloped' v..Drld?" The second part of the
paper will explore arrl canpare how western feminists and feminists frcm
developing countries have explained development and its :impact on 'WC!l'en's lives.
This paper will then try to identify the :implications of these four explanatory
perspectives for wanen's lives in the context of development.
I .

ECONJMICS

Within econanics a dozen or more subfields reflect the interest in the
study of developing oountries, e.g. economic history (Rostow, 1960,
Gerschenkron, 1962), international trade (Chenergy 1965, Levin 1960), national
incare accounting, statistics and econorretrics (Deane 1953, Samuels 1963,
Aldeman and M::>rris 1967), and agricultural economics (De Wilde et al.1968,
M=..llor et al.1968; Dalton p.30).
Review of the literature indicates that there
are bt.Q overriding explanatory rrodels - theories - in economics: nee-classical
theory and neo-Marxist theory.
1.
Neo-classical theories. Saretirres referred to as orthodox econc:rnics.
The basic idea in this paradigm is that in order to solve social problems such
as unernployrrent, poverty, and achieve a respectable status as nodern nations,
poor countries needed developrnent which could be rreasured by GNP. Economic
growth .!/ was thus equated with developrnent. This solution could be accelerated
with the help of trade, aid and/or private capital fran countries already
developed (Seers 1979,: 25.).
Inequality and exploitation are taken as given, and in fact inequality was
considered necessary to generate savings and provide incentives, and it was
perceived that eventually it will be eliminated when sufficient growth takes
place.
1/ Economic growth variables are per capita inc::are, savings or surplus or
investable capital, rate of investrrent, productivity in agriculture,
rronetized sector, availability of credit, developrnent of financial
institutions, skills, literacy rates, economic performance of the labour
force, and constant innovations in science and technology (Vanna p.51).
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When growth was not as fast as predicted it was attributed to obstacles
such as econanic nationalism. 'Ihe analysis of specific rigidities, lags or
characteristics of the structure which hindered developing countries and their
econanic adjustrrent was the focus of what was saretiires called a "structuralist
approach". This approach started in the fifties by writers such as Paul
Rosentein-Rcxian,· and has been identified as a separate explanatory rrodel by
Chenery. The specific structural factors identified for the analysis have
differed at various ti.Ires. For exarrple, during the fifties and sixties the
focus was on "the failure of equilibrating rrechanisms of the price system to
produce steady growth or desirable distribution of incorre". M:>re recently,
the focus has been on the "limited ability of econcrnics to absorb the growing
labour force, the 'M'.)rsening of the incare distribution 'in several developing
countries, and the disruption to 'M'.)rld trade caused by the increased oil and
fuel prices". (Chenery, 1975: 10) •
Two additional assumptions of this perspective contribute to our
understanding of neo-classical theory: a) econanics consists of a number of
sinple yet J,X:Merful theorems which have.universal validity (Hirschman, 1980:
3) , and b) if individuals and carpetitive firms are left to seek their own
private gain, the "invisible hand" of the market will guide them to the rrost
advantageous choices, which rreans that the material welfare of the society will
be maximized (Barrett, 1981: 437-38).

Even though this perspective still exists arrong sorre economists it started
losing credibility during the sixties, especially in the context of econcrnic
develoµnent. Serre of the major criticisms hurled against it are that: a) the
analysis of the econanic system took the social and political systems as a
given or a constant; b) sorre of the major economists e.g. Everett Hagen,
Benjamin Higgins, Gerald M=ier, Charles Kindleberger, Henry Burton and
Theodore M:>rgan (seers, 1979: 33) had an ethnocentric approach to United States
international involverrent and are .perceived as lacking sensitivity to explanations
of the econany, policy and culture of the less developed countries in the context
of their goals, institutions, values and character; c) an inadequate perspective
on Marxism (Seers, 1979: 32-48); d) a focus on the rronetized sector of the
econcmy, thus overlooking waren's contributions and role in develoµnent
(Boulding: 34-42); and e) failure of the trick.le-down effect of developnent
(Adelman, 1975: 306).
2.
Neo-Marxist theories. Adherents of this perspective are of the opinion
that developnent econanics had not gone far enough in its analysis of the
predicarrent of poor countries and that only total change in the socio-economic
structure 'M'.)Uld make a difference. '!hey perceive develoµnent policies as
having resulted in the creation of new forms of exploitation and dependency.
T'M'.) major propositions characterize this perspective: "a) exploitation of
'unequal exchange' is the essential, pennanent feature of the relations between
the underdeveloped 'periphery' and the capitalist 'centre'; and b) as a result
of this process of exploitation, the political econanic structure of the
peripheral countries is very different fran anything ever experienced by the
centre, and their developnent cannot possibly follow the sarre path - for
exarrple, it has been argued that they cannot have a successful industrialization
experience under capitalist auspices" (Hirschman, 1980; 4).

Neo-marxists raised sare serious issues particularly in the area of
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excessive foreign control and unequal incorre distribution (Hirschman 1980: 19).
This perspective will be discussed in rrore detail in the cx:mtext of sociological
nee-Marxist theories.
I I.

SOCIOLOGY

'&D major explanations of developrent in sociology are: rrodernization
theories and nee-Marxist theories.

1.
M:xlernization theories. DanielLerner's THE PASSING OF TRADITIONAL
SOCIEI'Y in 1958 was one of the earliest attempts to establish an agenda of
a sociology of developrent. In that book which specifically focuses on the
Middle East, Lerner uses western modernization as a m:x:lel of global applicability.
Traditionally, sociological studies focused on the West as a standard of
reference to which nee-Western societies are carpared . Eisenstadt sumnarizes
this perspective when he writes:
"Historically, m:x:lernization is the process of change towards those
types of social, econanic and political systems. that have developed
in western Europe and North Anerica from the seventeenth century to
the nineteenth ·century and have then spread to other European countries
artd in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries to the South American ,
Asian and African countries ••• " (Eisenstadt, 1966: 1).
r-bdernization theories derronstrated that they can be categorized in the
context of the level of analysis using concepts as the criteria which
determines whether they are on the social structural level , the cultural or
the personality level (Seers 1979: 78; Abrahams 1980: 30-107). M:xlernization
for sociologists therefore implied an evolutionary perspective which explained
the stages of change through which all societies pass. Change was progressive,
gradual, inevitable and linear from tradition to rrodernity (Abrahams 1980: 4;
Kadt and Williams 1976: 1).
M:xlernization theory in sociology has a close affinity with economics
because the two disciplines often overlap when they attempt to explain
developrent. Thus Abraham, for example , identifies two types of rrodernization
theory: econanic rrodernization which focuses on economic grCMt.h and social
m:x:lernization which involves "change in the systematic attributes, institutional
patterns and status roles in the social structure of developing society".
(Abrahams 1980: 7).
Sociologists have developed various rrodels for the study of modernization.
They vary in their emphasis and reflect the perrreating interest arrong the
various scholars. The following list represents that interest: General
rrodernization theories (Levy 1966; Etzioni 1971), mature rrodern society analysis
(Bell 1973; Lipset 1967; Bensman and Vidich 1971), mass culture and mass
society (Rosenberg 1957), Kornhauser 1959), corrmunications theory (Pye 1963;
Lerner 1958), 'cosrropolitan and local' (~rton 1957), rrodernizing nations
(Eisenstadt 1966; Sr!Elser 1966), the intellectuals (Shils 1961), stratification
(Lipset and Bendix 1960), religion (Bellah 1964), family (Goode 1970), and
population: the theory of derrcgraphic transition (Davis 1957; Varrra:37-48).
Many of these theories have used one or rrore of the follaving for evaluating
rrodernity: a) Rationality, b) individualism, c) secularism, d) the application
of scientific principles for advancing technology as well as personal goals
and e) equality (Varrra, 1980: 7-12).
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Rather than go into the details of these theories we will at this stage
identify the rrethodological and conceptual shortcanings of m:Xlernization
theory, thus clarifying the basis for the developrent of an alternative
paradigm: the nee-Marxist paradigm.
The major criticisms therefore are: a) m:Xlernization as a concept is
defined as ooth an end in itself and a rreans to an end and is equated with
such concepts as industrialization and urbanization, thus causing scrneconfusion;
b) there is a tendency to select a single correlate as the prirre m::::>ver of
m:Xlernization; c) researchers have influenced their explanations by their
ethnocentric .perspective; d) there is a tendency to use an historical bias
which defines rrodernization in tenns of the contemrx:>rary western experience;
e) the theories have a deceptive analysis of underdeveloped societies as
persistent, harogenous cultural systems; f) the theories assurre that
underdeveloped societies resist change because they perceive it to be
disruptive; g) theorists have the belief that changing institutions invariably
has a rx>sitive function in traditional societies; h) the theories asstnne that
m::::>dernity is the sum total of a set of qualities that are easily rreasured and
quantified; i) the theories assurre that a:mtact with the West and the changing
values will eventually percolate through the different layers and reach into
the realm of the social system i.e. a trickle-dCMn effect; j) the theories
assurre that econanic backwardness is the result of the social and cultural
traditions which need to be obliterated (Abrahams 1980: 176-204); k) the
theories represent a false analysis of linear evolution in INhich underdeveloped
countries represent the "original state" of developed countries (Seers 1979:
83-84); and 1) it neglects VJCITen as a significant part of the rx>pulation, and
when included their lives are presented by researchers who use assumptions
which are influenced by the prevailing stereotypes about middle-class warren in
industrial societies (Papnek 1978: 1508).
2.
Neo-1'1arxist theories. A sociology of 1 underdeveloprent 1 errerged in
oprx>sition to the sociology of m:Xlernization. It started with the writings of
Andre Gunder Frank in 1967 and was inspired by rx>litical economy/economic
history of the third world. Radical sociologists who focused on an analysis
of the third world centred on the theories of exploitation and oppression
(Seers 1979: 83).
Aidan Foster-Carter in an article entitled 'Nee-Marxist approach to
develop-cent and underdeveloprent' discusses the origins of the nee-Marxist
school, as well as its distinctive characteristics. This new approach shifts
the focus fran the multiplicity of structural characteristics of less developed
countries to the international context of relationships between societies and
the links of people in the p::ior countries with others in the industrialized
nations.
The distinctive features of neo-1'1arxism include: a) criticism of
m:Xlernization theories as 1 00urgeois 1 theories with a Western ideology which
serves western rx>licy and econanic interests. b) An insistence on treating
the world as a totality, with 'developing' and 'developed' worlds as
interrelated and integrated. c) A focus on the historical analysis of societies
which are presently underdeveloped - thus providing the rx>int that underdeveloprent
was created by developed countries . d) A critique of the peaceful and evolutionary
nature of developrent theories and a belief that massive errpirical evidence
suprx>rts revolutionary change. d) The belief that class analysis is important.
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Nee-Marxists have identified four major classes in underdeveloped countries:
the l::x::>urgeoisie, the proletariat, 'non-working' class, and peasantry and
canpared origins, characteristics, roles and potential with those of their
equivalents in developing countries. f) Neo-Marxists differentiate themselves
fran traditional Marxism as individuals who use concepts for explanation of
inductive data rather than individuals who adhere to the dogma of Marxism,
deducing fran it what the vx:>rld 'must be' like (Aidan Foster-carter 1974: 84).
By way of surrrnary, nee-Marxism criticized traditional developnent
theories and focused on: a) class analysis in which the exploited classes
are perceived as necessary participants in the process of developnent and b)
the new structure of dependency between developing and developed countries
(Kadt and Williams 194: 7).
Neo-Marxism has also been criticized as a non-carprehensive explanation
of developnent with class and dependency analysis as non-inclusive for an
understanding of the process of developnent (Kadt and Williams 1974: 8).
This critique indicates that sociologists are still interested in
understanding other aspects of developrent besides class and dependency,
e.g. education is not condemned for its similarity to capitalist institutions
but the focus shifts to social functions of schools, occupational systems,
incentives and opportunities, teaching and testing (Kadt and Williams 1974: 9).
The question at this stage of analysis is: What are the implications of
econanic and sociological analysis for waren's lives in developing countries?
The brief analysis and critique of the various theories in sociology and
ea:manics highlights the follo.ving points: a) An ethnocentric bias of the
researchers and policy planners whose analysis of the underdeveloped world
anitted addressing waren's lives in a significant way. This is specifically
reflected in the ~disciplines which we considered - econanics and sociology,
and this anission reflects what is occurring in the discipline as a whole
(Barrett, 1981: 437-445; Epstein, 1981: 485-498; Am:!rican sociological
Association, 1980) • b) PDth traditional econanic theory and sociological
nod.els adhered t6 an approach for developnent. Therefore the assumption seems
to be that eventually v.unen and children would benefit fran this process.
c) Econcmics and sociology VJere concerned with developnent and change fran
above - national macro level - focusing on impersonal problems such as capital
formation, foreign trade, urbanization, rrodernization. Traditionally only
anthropologists, agricultural ·econanists and rural sociologists studied
developnent from below, i.e. on the micro level and from the perspective of
participants, in this case fran the perspective of warren (Dalton, : 30; Smith,
1979: 135-187).
III.

FEMINIST ANALYSIS OF VDMEN AND DEVELOPMENI'

Before proceeding to the analysis of feminist ideas about warren's role
in the context of developrent, we will briefly review and define the assumptions
and goals of that approach. There are three basic assumptions: a) feminist
theory assurres that men and waren have different experiences, i.e. the world
is not the sane for men and wcrren; b) it assurres that waren's oppression is
not a subset of sane other social relationship, but that it is a constellation
of social problems which have to be understood for itself rather than as a
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subset of class or srne other structure; and c) it also assumes that oppression
of waren is part of the way the structure of the world is organized (Flax, 1978:
20-21).
In the context of these asst.nnptions, the goals of feminist theory are:
a) to understand the pc:Mer differential between rren and waren; b) to understand
\>.Drren's oppression, and ho,., to change that oppression; and c) to overcorre
oppression (Flax, 1978: 20-21; MacKinnon, 1982; Winter , 1977; Sacks, 1976).
A.

Western feminist analysis
After Boserup's pioneering work in 1970, a deluge of research by Western
feminists addressed developrent and wanen's lives. The follo,.,ing issues
represent the western critique hurled at developt¥:nt research and policies:
a ) An ethnocentric image of warren - Western researchers were usually men
who were influenced by a culture which defined waren ' s primary place and role
in the horre. (This image is graphically depicted by Betty Friedan in her book
The Feminine Mystique). With that frarre of mind, then, they ignored the
reality of waren's lives in the underdeveloped countries - lives which were
usua lly located in both the public sphere of the rural areas and in the private
sphere of their hares. The resulting policies reflected this bias and focused
on industrialization. The glorification of m;)therhocxi in industrialized
societies has also helped define a develop-rent policy for the third world that
erects barriers to paid work for worren and ignored rural developt¥:nt. (Buvinic,
1985: 15; Rogers, 1980; Boulding, 1980: 5-6 ; Tinker , 1976: 66; Papenek , 1980:
1580).
Another aspect of ethnocentrism with regard to warren 's roles is reflected
in the tenure system. As subsistence societies m;)Ved towards cash-crop
societies, European colonial rulers felt uncanfortable with the customary
land-tenure system - in which waren both farrred and had rights to the l and and often converted land to private o,.,nership without any understanding of the
local traditions. Thus they failed to recognize w::xren's rights to land and
vested the o,.,nership in rren (Tinker, 1976: 68-69).
b) Ethnocentrism on a national level - develoµnent m;)dels represent a
"-we-they" rrentalit y, which is criticized as caning fran unifonred and
patronizing individuals (McConnack, 1981: 19). Nisbet suggests that it reflects
nineteenth century evolutionary doctrines with their ethnocentric bias (1971:
95-114).
On another level, the asSt.nnption that the stages of progress are the sarre
for all societies overlooks the diversity of settings within which \>.Dmen like
rren live their o,.,n lives. Even within the smallest national unit there are
divisions of caste, class, ethnici ty and religion, all of which shape the
distinctive structures within the specific society (Black, 1981: 226; Hamnond
and JablON, 1973) .

Also, developt¥:nt was often perceived as a function of ho,., such factors
as capital fonnation and technological skills interact. Since these were
usually Western criteria, they were considered as part of a process of
Westernization. Thus economic and social conditions of developing areas are
a::mpared to those of the West and grc:Mth is rreasured by the degree of likeness
(Lindsay, 1980: 33) .
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Finally, Tinker considers the concept of linear develop-rent (towards
the Western rrodel) as a new or rrodern ideology and she considers the rise
and fall of nations as a rrore accurate description of history (1976: 67).
c) The invisible world of wcrnen - conventional research and statistics
and the theoretical concepts that feed them are biased in the direction of
excluding a good portion of the activities in which waren are involved; thus,
it takes no account of waren's productive labour in the world of "the kitchen,
the kitchen garden, and the nursery" (Boulding, 1980: 35; Black, 1981: 267;
Mullings, 1976: 28).
W::nen are also invisible in census data and ernplo:yrrent surveys which do
not account for their roles in agricultural work, own-account work or the
marginal jobs in the industrial sector (Tinker, 1976: 73; &::>ulding, 1980: 34).
d) "Double-shifts" as an outccme of traditional develop-rent theories
and policies - develop-rent has implied for many waten a situation in which

their full-tine paid labour has been added to the continuing responsibility
for horremaking and child care (Black, 1981: 266-7; Buvinic, Lycette and
McGreevey, 1983). Buvinic considers wcrnen's double shift as a contributing
factor ·towards waren's poverty (1983: 3).
e) Economic marginalization of v.aren - Ester Epserup in 1970 was the
first western researcher who suggested that the process of develop-rent
frequently led to econanic marginalization of warren. The analysis of
marginalization has continued for both the rural and urban contexts. As
societies rroved from subsistence to cash economies, w:men continued to do
rrost of the work, with little access to the cash crops which were considered
rren' s work. Traditional develop-rent policies are considered to have widened
the gap between waren's and rren's earning pcwer (Tinker, 1976: 66-69; Blumberg,
1981: 32-56; Newman, 1981: 120-138). This marginalization was also attributed
to an educational system which was biased in favour of rren, leaving waren at a
disadvantage in the markets, and with few options in the city (Tinker, 70-72).
f) Inequality as a given - in her analysis of develop-rent theories
.r-teornack concludes that all develoµtent theories accept the continuing
e'.lllality between the sexes in both attitudes and social structures and she
points out that even the newest notions about develop-rent with equity fail to
consider equity for waten (1981: 15-31).
Essays in Buvinic's book waten and poverty in the third world indicate
that waren are indeed the second sex in the third world: "they are less
educated than rren, have fewer occupational options, and earn less when they
work". (Buvinic, 1983: 3).
g) M::>dernizing patriarchy - in her article entitled ''Warren and Economic
Change in Africa", Mullins criticizes develop-rent theory for its rrodernization
of patriarchy. ·i'o her, patriarchy has Th'o manifestations : 1 . expressive
patriarchy which is reflected in rape, machisrro concept, symbolic mysogyny in
the arts, and 2. instrurrental patriarchy which is reflected in 'job
discrimination, differential access to education, health, legal services and
political office.' This rrodern fonn of patriarchy is perceived as being
legitimized through scientific studies of the brain, of psychological
differences and personality develop-rent rather than traditional values or
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holy texts (1976: 28-29).
h) Trickle-dCMn approach to developnent - this concept
earlier, and the critique is hurled at developnent theories
that capital and technological transfer will filter dCMn to
developing societies and that eventually women will benefit
(Buvinic, 1983: 23-24).

has been addressed
again for assuming
the poor in
from this process

i) Biased concepts - concepts dealing with wanen's lives such as
productive labour, sexual division of labour and family, are used by developnent
theorists without a critique of their implicit biases i.e. their ideological
biases. The end result is that the issues beccme obscure rather than
clarified (Beneria, 1980: 2).
The above critique by western feminists and nn.ich of the ongoing research
coincides with the basic assumptions of feminist theory which were identified
at the beginning of this section. Research by western feminists is focusing on
waten's lives and the problems which contribute to their sulx:>rdinate position.
Review of the literature also indicates that there are three major models
developed by Western feminists as possible recamendations addressing 'WCITEn's
roles: 1. the individual model, 2. the integration model, and 3. the
redefinition model.
1. The individualistic model. In 1970 Ester Boserup, an econanist,
presented the first canprehensive overview of YX:>men's .role in the developnent
process. In her lxx>k entitled w:men's role in econanic developnent, Boserup
emphasized gender as a basic factor in the division of labour accross countries
and regions; provided sare explanations for and analyzed a variety of factors
behind these differences; started the process of identifying the negative
effects of colonialism and capitalism for VJC!Tlen's lives in subsistence
econanies, euphasized that subsistence activities usually anitted in the
statistics of production and inccme are largely wuren's -work; and derronstrated
how the division of labour in certain systems influenced waren's participation
in non-agricultural activities (Beneria and Sen, 1981: 279-281). However, her
policy reccrmendations reflect one of the basic assumptions of nee-classical
econanics: the assumptions of individualism where the i) individual shapes the
institutions and ii) the individual characteristics are significant only as
they affect consumption patterns of productivity (Barrett, 1981 : 437). Her
recamendation emphasized education as the major mechanism by which
modernization T.NOuld be beneficial to 'WCITEn. This recc:rcrrendation attempts to
alter the characteristics of wanen rather than those of the system of capital
accumulation (Beneria and Sen, 1981: 298). Therefore, "individual choices
made in a canpetitive, free-enterprise marketplace are the means of achieving
the highest level of material -well-being for society as a whole" (Barrett,
1981: 437) .
2. The integrative model. The waren' s rrovement during the 60s and early
70s highlighted the neglected social and econanic role of worren. National
goverrurents thus became increasingly aware of this omission through the debates
of the United Nations. It was ·in these United Nations debates which led to the
designation of 1975 as International w::m=n's Year. In June and July of that
year the World conference of International wanen's Year was held in Mexico City.
Arrong its actions was the inauguration of a United Nations Decade for women,
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1975-1985 (Boulding, 1980: 7; Beneria, 1982: xi). One of the stated goals
and objectives of that Decade was "the full integration of women in the total
develop-rent effort" (Boulding, 1980: 30; Boserup, 1975: 8). A working statement
for wa:ren's role in develop-rent was written by Boserup entitled Integration of
W:mm in Develop-rent: Why, When and HON (1975) • In her proposals for action
Boserup identifies the need for a "deliberate effort to enable vxxren everywhere
to make a rrore productive and less exhausting contribution to develop-rent" .
She then addresses specific areas such as legislative and administrative
rreasures, creating prograrnnes for waren which will help attack the problem fran
several sides simultaneously e.g . provide better educational and training
programres, provide rural progranmes with specific focus on skills, and try
to influence the opinions of people through the mass rredia (Boserup, 1975:
33-38) .
'Ihe focus on integration for wa:ren was part of the general theme for
integration in development (Sussman, 1976; Kahane, 1982) • It leads to
different develop-rent prograrmes for wa:ren e.g. rural development prograrnnes
(United Nations, 1975).
The integrative rrodel has some basic problems associated with it: a) it
assurres that "wcm=n•s work" prior to develop-rent prograrrrres was introduced
as an activitywhich was not necessarily integrated in their conmunities and
not necessarily significant or important for develop-rent (Tinker and Bramsen,
1976). It also reflects ideological biases about warren's work which undervalue
the traditional contributions of warren in the danestic sphere and subsistence
econanies (Beneria, 1982: xx). b) Quite often in response to the growing
demands for w:xnen's integration into develop-rent, agencies created marginal
"warren's projects" with a strong darestic science bent. These prograrnnes,
according to Rogers (1980), often turned out to be .irrpractical, tine-consuming,
poorly organized, and increased the marginalization of v.iaren lx>th within
develop-rent institutions and at all l evels of the third world social hierarchies.
c) Integration often led to the "double shift" or "double role" for warren which
.irrplies that prograrmes did not· necessarily provide the supportive institutions
for the new roles. Thus waren in poor econanies faced new pressures because of
their double role in the hare and the job market (Buvinic, Lycette and
McGreevey, 1983).
3. The redefinition m:xiel. Disenchant.rrent with the traditional develoµrent
m:xiels in the behavioural sciences, the individualistic or integrationist m:xiel,
the perpetuation of inequality, the double shift, the increased receptivity
to warren's issues and the changing paradigms in western feminism'!:._/ l ed to a
situation in which western feministswerecalling for a redefinition of
2/

western feminism since the 60s has developed alternative paradigms which
reflect different attitudes tCMards wa:ren's work e.g. Betty Friedan's book
The Feminine Mystique reflects a critique of wa:ren's l ives as hane-makers,
and she perceives that integration of warren in the world of work and
providing them with educational opportunities would provide them with the
solution to the "problem that has no narre". Friedan's book led to what
was called the liberal feminist perspective which, in Arrerican society for
exarrple , was reflected in the activities of the National Organization for
waren (IDW) • The seoond stage of liberal feminism is represented in such
works as Jessie Bernard's The Female world (New York: The Free Press, 1981)
in which she looks at waren's lives as a culture and a world with its
different and important experiences and contributions to society, and
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developrent which w:Juld include w:Jrnen, and in which WJiren have an input. Sane
of the irrportant issues to be included in the redefinition are:
a) Developnent with equity - a rethinking of the process and priorities
for change implies a rethinking of the goals for developrrent where developrrent
with equity would not only be on an international level but would be on a
national level, inclusive of wc:men (Black, 1981: Signs, Winter) • Developrrent
with equity also implies that wanen have an input in the policies and decision
making because their shared experiences have produced viewp::iints which are
relevant to the problems the notion of develop-rent is supposed to address
(Black, 1981: 268; Boulding, 1980: 57). Thus, the new perspectives of
developrrent would include perceptions frc:rn the "rottcm-up" rather than the
traditional approach which was from the "top-down".
b) Affinnative action - the new definition should include recommendations
to redistribute access to the imp:>rtant areas and opportunities such as
education, occupational choice, rrobility, and participation in decision making
(Black, 1981: 8; Mullings, 1976: 27).

c) Involverrent in the econanic sector - the new policies and definitions
of developrrent need to disregard poverty problems and focus on property and
the marginalization of worren in the larger economy and the loss of control
over the means of production (Mccornack: 24) •
d) conceptual bias - the new definitions need to address the conceptual
biases of the disciplines, and redefine, for example, the concept of economic
activity so that it includes not only tasks directly related to corrnrodity
production, but also tasks that contribute to human welfare e.g. activities
which include dorrestic w:Jrk and subsistence agricultural work (Beneria, 1982:
xvii).
By way of·surrrnary, the perspectives of Western feminists with regards to
and develoµrent reflected the asslUTiptions and goals of Western feminist
theory, an awareness of the limitations of the conceptua l frameworks and the
influence of the personal biases of the researchers. The rrodels for including
wc:men in develoµrent have on the other hand changed from r ecorrmendations which
focused on changing the traits of \<.Unen, to "integration" to a redefinition of
the concept of develoµrent.
~n

B.

Third-WJrld feminist perspectives
"Wc:men and develoµrent is an issue of survival - while feminism is an
issue of recognition of "WCKTen as human beings" (Isabel Nieves, The Exchange
Report, 1980: 13).
The alx>ve statement is an irrportant differentiation developed by Isabel
Nieves frcrn Guatemala. One of the first problems encountered in trying to
delineate the ideas of feminists frcm the "underdeveloped" countries is the
absence of great arrounts of systematic data alx>ut their lives, from their
perspective. 'l'wo of the rrost helpful resources.in this analysis have been
The Exchange Report, 1980 and Perdita Huston's book Thi rd WJrld Wc:men Speak
Out. A few other resources have been used in the analysis of this section
and yet the recurring question is: Hew can we generalize on the basis of this
limited material on all wanen in the "underdeveloped" i.-.Drld? Being aware of
this limitation this section will attempt to identify the general categories
or ideas presented by w:xren fran developing countries with the hope that this
gap in knowledge will spur further research and eventually further understanding
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of the relevant issues.
'IWo recent quotes reflect the perspectives of VK>Iren in the underdeveloped
regarding WCl"!en's roles and developrent.
"In ~xico the issue of integrating warren in developrent seerred clear.
~ after five years, I'm not so certain as I was (because) as far as
I am conterned there are very few 'developed' rountries. • • Do warren
want to be integrated into 'patriarchal developrrent?' The goal of
feminist developrrent strategy ~uld be. . . to allow v..aren to make decisions
and to shape the societies in which they live" ••• (Peggy Antrobus,
Jamaica, quoted in Fonnn 80, 16 July 1980).
"The question is not waren's integration in developrrent, as v.:orren are
active agents in the developrent process. What is irrportant is the
consideration of roncrete ways in which warren are participating in
developrrent. That is a redefinition in the new context of a new type
of developrrent (the basis of a new international econanic order - of
the rrodalities of waren's participation: in what and haw they participate."
(Developrrent Issue Paper for the 1980s: 6).

~rld

These quotes reflect the change in perceptions fran an integrationist
rrodel to one which needs to redefine developrent. Before discussing these
rrodels fran the perspective of third-\-.Drld VK>Iren, the paper will identify
the critique of develoµrent theories and policies which third--vx::irld feminists
have pointed out , and then nove on to an analysis of sare of their basic
concerns.
The critique of traditional developrent theories and policies has focused
on the follo,.ving points which will be briefly identified:
(a) Traditional policies and definitions have resulted in an oppressive
doubl e burden for waren (the traditional roles and the new ones which implied
incare generating roles).
(b) Developrrent policies have different effects on rren and wcrren, and
these were sorretirres hannful to waren: (i) training has often been only for
nen: (ii)when prograrrrres in rural areas were introduced, they were for small
rural lando,.vners and they neglected the landless who were often waren; (iii)
planning prograrrrres excluding waren because they often reflected the biased
perceptions of rren' s and waren' s roles.
(c) Traditional definitions of developrent are fran the top with the hope
that their benefit v.uuld trickle down to warren.
(d) Develoµrent programres had different influences on the different
classes in society e.g. middle-class rren and waren benefited the rrost, while
the rural and poor - especially worren - benefited the least.
(e) A basic problem of developrrent theories and policies is that they
reflected biases of researchers and planners.
(f) Another problem of developrrent theories and planners is that the only
solutions considered are those based on rational scientific data without
necessarily paying much attention to the solutions presented by the recipients
of developrrent. Thus developers quite often conceptualized a prograrrrre and
pushed it through.
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In discussing the two models presented by third-world \'X)ll€n we will
analyze the integrationist model fran the perspective of needs defined by
"WCJTen in developing countries and the suggested solutions for resolving some
of the identified needs of waren. The redefinition mxlel will focus on
concepts or variables which third-world war.en would like to have included in
a new definition for develoµrent.
1. The integrationist model. With the 1975 Conference on warren, the
integrationist rrodel was adopted by many feminists fran developing countries.
The Exchange Report, which was written after the Cof)enhagen Meetings in 1980,
still reflected the prevalence of that approach tc:Mards develoµrent. An
analysis of the literature dealing with t,~e integration of waren in develoµrent
reflects the follo.ving needs which were identified by waren in "underdeveloped"
countries:
(a) water - the necessity of having accessible supply especially for rural
waren.
(b) technology - the need for a technology which would facilitate the
daily tasks and chores of waren. A rn.unber of these technologies have been
identified in the United Nations Develoµrent Issue Paper for the 1980s and
incl ude: lo.v-cost technologies for lifting water, safe storage facilities for
storing food and water, energy-efficient stoves, aid for food preservation,
grain mills, an:1 inexpensive carts and wheelbarravs (1980: 12).
(c) education - a need for an educational system which would facilitate
the active participation of w:::rren in society, and which would increase their
understanding of their legal rights.
(d) incare-generation - the need to have access to opportunities which
would assist in the creation of furrls which would help in ~ting the daily
needs of waren.
(e) poverty - the necessity to address this problem as one of the rrost
imrediate problems. This problem is considered as one which deprives waren
of the basic necessities - food, clothing and shelter (Huston, 1979: 37).
(f) research - the need for waren fran the developing countries to define
their concerns and participate in re(X)rding and docurrenting them.
(g) specific programres - the need for programres which would help waren
because they have been set back by traditional developrent policies.
(h) sex discrimination - the need to address this aspect which is prevalent
in the context of job discrimination, lower salaries, exploitation of female
workers, and the lack of prorrotion for waren (Huston, 1979: 137).
(i) health and nutrition - although there have been health related advances,
this aspect continues to be a concern for women in developing countries. Family
planning programres are still considered necessary for wanen's lives (Huston,
1979: 142-144).
(j) involvement and participation in developrent (Levy, 1981: 106).
(k) energy resources - the need for fuel resources which would assist
w::xren in providing for their family's daily needs e.g. considering the impact
of deforestation programres on v.icrren's access to fuel.
These specific needs -were identified by third-world feminists as necessary
aspects to be considered in the context of integration. They do not r eflect a call
for a restructuring of the develoµrent process or the society. This rrodel of
including waren in what 'is already taking place' is also reflected in the
suggestions of sare third-world feminists that specific structures need to be
developed to assist waren's participation in develoµnent and help address the
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aforerrentioned needs. Sane of the suggested structures include: (a) structures
to help waren cope with
roles as producers. (b) W::rnen's Bureaus and private
organizations which would: collect and analyze data, disseminate data, refer
people to the proper agency or organization,
be a catalyst for the actions
of other agencies or organizations, rronitor the prograrmes of governrrent
agencies, seek out and listen to waren, keep in touch with international
agencies, and work closely with governnent and planning agencies. : (c)
International networks which would increase the impact of waren in leadership
roles in the "underdeveloped" world and YX:>uld create a situation in which they
are partners in the process of develop-rent rather than third-world recipients
of develop-rent.
2. A redefinition of develop-rent. Sane feminists frcrn developing countries
are reccmrending that a new concept of develop-rent is needed, and they are
reccmrending that it include the following cmponents:
a) Participation of all waren and rren in the process of develop-rent.
This aspect implies that: (i) it would be inclusive of all classes; (ii) that
it be non exploitive; (iii) that it bring warren workers into unions; (iv) that
it provide education for girls and wcmen without tracking them into stereotyped
careers; (v) that it provide choices for waren; (vi) tjlat it ackncwledge the
roles of waren as producers and reproducers; and (vii) that it would include
new perceptions of wcmen as active participants rather than passive ones in the
process of planning.
b) F.quity and efficiency: the new definition should incorporate the
idea of equity which means waren deserve the same rights and opportunities as
mm, and efficiency which rreans that to speed up the process of developrent
~n have to be brought in as a htnnan resource.
c) A redefinition of developrent which considers worren's participation
in context of a "new international econanic order". (United Nations Developrent
Issue Paper for the 1980s).
IV.

IMPLICATION OF THE ANALYSIS FOR AN UNDERSTANDING OF
v.x:MEN AND DEVELOPMENI'

1. Both econanics and sociology have changed their theoretical rrodels
which explained developnent. These changes represent a shift fran using
Western society (GNP or social institutions and culture) as the ideal of change
to Nee-Marxist rrodels (both as an ideology and explanatory concepts) , to a
situation in which econanists are searching for rrore inclusive rrodels, and
sociologists are searching for more canprehensive data about the social phenan20a
fran
various countries. This brief review of these disciplines suggests a
need for rrore interdisciplinary research and dialogue to assist in the definition
of develoµrent.
2. Feminists whether they were Western or fran underdeveloped countries
have changed their expectations for waren in developrent from an integrationist
perspective to one which calls for a redefinition of develop-rent in which ~
are active participants.
3. Both eoonomics and sociology have overlooked the analysis of 'WOrnen's
lives in the context of their theories. These anissions were characteristic
of the behavioural sciences and other disciplines as well. The implication of
this anission is that who experienced the impact of develop-rent often experienced
it. in a negative way, and the unique experiences of warren were not taken into
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consideration when generalizations were developed.
4. Critiques of econanics and sociological theories and critiques by
feminists reflect sare specific concerns and weaknesses of traditional
developredt theories. The major weaknesses ·relevant to WJrnen's
lives v.iere: a) An ethnocentric bias of research and policies with regards to
VJOmen' s lives, and third-v..or ld cormtries. b) Policies and planning reflected
a 'top down' approach rather than a 'bottan-up' approach, thus the perspectives
and concerns of the recipients, especially wcnen, were not considered. c) The
failure of trickle-down policies. d) Non-critical uses of conceptual frarre works
and theoretical models.
5. Both Western feminists and feminists fran the rmderdeveloped 'M)rld are
calling for a redefinition of developrent as a concept - a redefinition which
is inclusive of the classes; a redefinition which does not overlook the roles
of ~n as prcx'iucers and reprcx'iucers; and one in which 'WCiren have an active
role in a new international econcrnic order. This may imply multiple models of
developrent which may reflect the variety of social structures and cultures.
6•
of wcmen
and data
of waren

Little is kOClWl1 about YOnen' s lives and vx::rren' s 'M)rk fran the perspective
in underdeveloped countries. This suggests a great need for research
which 'M)Uld assist in rmderstanding the needs, the concerns and lives
in these countries.
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Paper 11
THE INOORPORATION OF WJMEN

IN'lD DEVEIDPMENT PLANNING

Some Yugoslav Experiences
by
Dr. Danijel Pucko

I.

1.

POSING THE PROBLEM AND OBSTACLES IN A'ITEMPTS TO SOLVE IT

Evolution of views

The question of the role and status of 'M)!Tlen has already been an issue
discussed at the local, national and international levels for a long time.
At the beginning of the seventies, a conviction dominated that it is an issue
of the position of w:xnen in socio-eoonomic developnent, and not only a legal
issue or an issue of personal and civil rights of v.Dmen. This evolution of
views was stimulated by the dynamics of the actual position of v.Dmen, men and
children in socio-eoonomic develoµnent. The "International Strategy for the
Seoond Develoµnent Decade" (1979-1980) adopted by the United Nations, already
ernl::x:xhed such a oonceptual view (see 4 , p. 4) . _l/
The United Nations World Conference of the International Women's Year in
Mexioo City in 1975 added a new important aspect to the understanding of the
'Whole issue. It oonceived the problErn "as a global international issue, as
one of the strategic questions of developnent, as a question that has to be
dealt with the purpose of achieving develoµnent objectives and as a strong
neans of rrobilization of the entire hurtBn potential in the struggle for
material and social progress and also as an indicator of develoµnent" (12, p.10).
Such an integrative approach to the problErn has readily been pursued by
the ron-aligned oountries since the Mexico Conference. Therefore, the question
of wanen's integration in formulating national develoµnent strategies , laws and
regulations, employment policy, educational policy health programmes, social
welfare services, strategies of agriculture developrent, technology transfers,
transfo:rma.tion of family structures, housing oonstruction, urganization, etc .•
is row taken as a precondition for progressive social changes in nearly every
developing and specifically non-aligned country. These countries are attempting
to incorporate v.Dmen nore intensively into their political system, into the
struggle for peace and their own economic independence and self-reliance as well
as into the struggle for a new international economic order.

1 I

References in parentheses are to the bibliography.
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2.

Yugoslav views and rrovernents

The socio-economic develoµrent of socialist Yugoslavia could be divided
into tw:J ma.in phases. The first is represented by administrative socialism in
Yugoslavia, copying a Soviet example. Already during the period of
reconstruction of the country in May 1946, the Parliament passed the Law on
the Federal Ecommic Plan and State Planning Bodies which opened the door for
the central planning system.
In 1947, the first five-year plan for Yugoslavia was prepared and adopted.
During the implementation of this plan, Yuguslav leaders were becoming rrore
and rrore convinced, especially based on practical experiences, that it was
necessary to change the State rronopoly over the means of production (i.e. their
State ownership) , into one type of rronopoly which v.Duld neither be in the hands
of the state apparatus nor in the hands of private owner's, but in the hands of
the society as a whole. Thus social ownership was torn as "a system of
relations arrong people, and mt a relation between man and things; it is a
system of relation which is not a rronopoly of any single entity in society, nor
of the State, nor of the w:Jrk collectivity, nor of individual v.vrkers. Property
is jointly owned by all who v.vrk, and consequently it is the property of each
individual v.vrking man to the extent to which it gives him the right to w:Jrk
using socially-owned resources, together with all other inalienable rights that
derive from the basic right to v.vrk. They also include the right to appropriate
resources for personal and collective consumption, according to the v.vrk
perfonned, on equal and fair terms with other v.vrkers." (See 11. p.22).
Social ownership of the means of production requires, instead of State
managernent, the v.vrkers' self-rnanagerrent in economic matters and social selfmanagernent in social matters. This type of management is the form in which the
w:Jrker has the opportunity to manage and decide on the means, conditions and
fruits of his latour. He controls the income which was created. by his v.vrk
participation. By passing the Law on the Managernent of Enterprises by W::>rkers'
Collectives in 1950, the way was open for building socialist self-management in
Yugoslavia.
It meant that in such conditions, v.vrkers' collectives gradually took over
the rnanagernent of public enterprises (and the public sector in Yugoslav economy
creates over 80 per cent of the Q-W). The v.vrkers' councils were elected. as
the highest self-management organs in public enterprises. They began to
oompletely own the assets of individual enterprises as well as the whole income
created in a public enterprise. In such a system a special way of v.vrkers'
remuneration. according to w:Jrk had to be introduced, which means that the level
of personal income of a v.Drker is dependent on the incorre which was created in
a specific public enterprise in a certain period of time (a rronth, three rronths,
etc.)
These socioeconomic solutions required that the society used some sort of
a combination of a market mechanism and a mechanism of social planning in
solving basic economic problems. During the fifties and the sixties the market
economy was strengthened in Yugoslavia on the basis of v.vrkers' self-rnanagement.
During the seventies, Yugoslavia was looking for such mechanisms in its economic
system which v.vuld protect against possible develoµrents of technocratis,
bu.reaucratism, private sharing on surplus value without appropriate v.vrk done
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and against other unacceptable tendencies in the developnent of socialist
self-management relations. The totality of the mechanisms which were developed
in the middle of seventies forms the so-called ecxmomic system of associated
labour.
Public enterprises are divided in principle into basic organizations of
associated labour.
The latter are a part of an enterprise which manages its
own assets (the v.orkers' collective does it directly or through selected organs),
which disposes freely of its achieved accumulation, which has its own plans,
its own managernent organs, etc. Basic organizations of associated labour
amalgamate into a "V-X)rk organizations because of irrplementing comron interests.
M::>re w:irk organizations can form tCX]ether a camp::>site organization of associated
labour and different associations at still higher levels.
A market mechanism plays an irrportant role in the economic systern. hbrk
organizations establish interlinkages arrong themselves, rrostly through the
market . Prices are established freely in principle, though there is a form
of social control over prices. The organs of the sociopolitical comnunities
are allowed to adopt measures of direct price control only exceptionally when
the stability of the economy is seriously endangered. Otherwise, the Federation
is allowed to establish, in oo-operation with the republics and tw:i provinces,
special° ways of price-fixing for agricultural products and different kinds of
food iterns which are of special social interest. The budget system of the
Yugoslav Federation is based on tariffs, fees, excise tax and significantly
or direct contributions by each republic. Instead of the previous social flll1ds ,
there are self-managing conrnunities of interest in the system.
Investments are mainly self-financed by organizations of associated labour
(individually or in the form of joint ventures). An irrportant financial source
is still to be found in invesbnent credits by corrrnercial banks; but the latter
are managed by the associated labour which gets also a share in the income
created by a bank. Foreign trade is carried out oy public enterprises (i.e.
w:irking organizations). It is not a State rronopoly.
On such socioeconomic relations (a planning COITlfOnent of the system will
be described later) the whole political systern is built. In cornrmmal
assemblies there are delegates of organizations of associated labour (as well
as of co-operatives and private producers) , of local corrmunities and of sociopolitical organizations. In republic assemblies one can find the same structure
but instead of delegates of local corrmunities there are delegates of corrmunes.
In the Federal Assembly there are tw:i chambers only, i .e. a federal chamber and
a chamber of republics and provinces.
Socialist Yugloslavia has, parallel with the developnent of its socioeconomic system, accumulated rich experiences on the role and contribution of
w::>men in its developnent. The National Liberation War (1941-1945) could succeed
solely because of extremely derrocratic relationships arrong people including
roth v.Dmen and men, who fought tCX]ether en masse against the fascist occupiers
and for their rights. The system of socialist self-management has grown out of
that struggle and it is based on direct decision-JTBking by each v.Drker, man or
;.,oman, under the conditions of social ownership of the means of production.
The social system of Yugoslavia is founded on the constitutional principle that
men's or v.Dmen's w::>rk is the sole basis for appropriating the product of social
labour and for managing social resources.
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growth in Yugoslavia in the period 1948-1981 was 4.9 per cent . Vbmen achieved
a 5. 6 per cent average rate (in the social sector 5. 7 per cent) . The share of
v.Dmen employed increased from 28.9 per cent in 1947 to 36.1 per cent in 1981
within the total employment figure (see 7, p. 56) . Of course the share of women
within the total number of employed differs from one republic or autonorrous
province to another, ranging from 44 per cent in Slovenia to 20 per cent in
Kosovo. These differences are nainly due to differences in the level of
ecoromic developrent, the structure of the economy, the level of education of
v.Dmen and the rate of natural r:opulation growth.
The socio-economic develoµnent of the country required an intensive
rrovement of people from underdeveloped rural areas and from private agricultural
house-holds to the non-agricultural social sectors. This fact meant for
everyb:Xiy, for \\OJ1'\en as well as for men, the attainment of a new social status the status of a v.Drker with socially owned means of production, i.e. a direct
producer and self-manager. This was of particular significance for WDmen (see
5, p.24).
The Yugoslav legislation has provided all the classic forms of protection
for \\Dmen \\Drkers (EqUal pay for EqUal work, protection at \\Drk, prohibition of
night shifts for WDmen, protection with respect to child-bearing, etc. )
At the same time profound changes were carried out in the rural areas with
regard the status of v.Dmen . They are consequences of an agrarian reform ,
rrovement towards establishing co-operatives, the formation of social agricultural
estates and the developnent of co-operation on the basis of the pooling of the
lal::our and resources of individual farmers or co-operatives, etc.
Significant progress has been made in the field of education, health care ,
social welfare services and child care. Yugoslavia is coming close to
providing elementary education to all female children and 35 per cent of the
total enrolment at secondary schools and universities are fatales . High-school
diplonas are held by 55 per cent of the feimle \\Drk force, degrees for t\\D
year colleges by 40 per cent, university degrees by 30 per cent. Maternity
care has been greatly improved. Some 80 per cent of all births are medically
assisted . Maternity leave has been extended from 105 to 180 or 210 days.
Children are receiving various forms of social child care . Greater attention
is being paid to extended and all -day classes in prinary schools . Some progress
has been made in relieving families and households of some of their functions,
by providing hot meals in public enterprises, schools and other institutions,
and 01 opening rrore creches and kirdergartens.
In 1979 , 46 per cent of the delegates for socio political corrmunities
elected by organizations of associated lal::our were \\Dmen (see 7 , p . 31) . _]j
2/ See Annex I where a scheme of the political system of socialist selfmanagerrent in Yugoslavia is given. Organizations of associated lal::our are
those economic and non-economic organizations which carry out activities
with socially-owned means of production and which are organized on a
self-management basis.
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Acrording to the available evidence, the rates of participation of WJmenv.orkers, in the fonn of direct decision-making at enterprise level, are fairly
high and are similar to those of men WJrkers. However, in self-management
rodies in enterprises, there are fewer women. The share of v.omen in IM'.)rkers'
rouncils and as delegates to the conmunal assemblies is between 25 and 30 per
cent. Women axnprise only between 10 and 15 per cent of the higher delegation
structures (i.e. assemblies of republics and the Federation). Statistical
evidence indicatE6 thatWJrnen are also significantly underrepresented in the
managerial organs (their share is less than 10 per cent, but has been increasing
during the last tlM'.) decades) (see also 5,, p.70-71).
In spite of all these i.mpJrtant achievements there is still
unsatisfactory participation of IM'.)men in the socioeconomic life of the country.
The same ronstitutional principles, legislation and norms are differently
implemented because of different levels of developnent, eronomic structure, and
arove all, cultural customs and traditions. As far as the employment of v.ornen
is roncerned, there are problems similar to those of other rountries: low level
of skills arrong anployed v.ornen, lack of rrobility, roncentration of the fema.le
labJur-force in certain economic branches and in non-economic activities, relics
of patriarchical fonn of families, especially in back.ward rural areas, too low
a degree of socialization of certain traditional household functions and family
duties, the unsolved question of the burdens and cost of biological reproduction
which have still not been treated completely as a comp:>site part of the social
reproduction cost which has .to be rorne by
society as a whole.
Pis eronomic growth does not ensure progressive social changes by itself,
as it does not necessarily imply a just distribution of the national income to
the benefit of hurran masses, and because it could even increase social
disparities and antagonisms, the process of improving the status of IM'.)men in a
society is not automatic. For these reasons,
conscious social action is
needed, i.e. developnent planning, which v.ould also incorporate all the aspects
of 1M'.)rnen's issues".
11

By developnent planning,
complex planning at all levels (international,
national, regional, local, enterprise) is meant. Enterprise planning is
mentioned here deliberatelybecause field studies in Yugoslavia have shown
that the changing patterns of employment and the involvement of WJinen in active
productive IM'.)rk had created major structural and attitudinal changes. These have
led to transformation of the traditional concept and type of family and family
relationship, as well as household, and the position of children (see 12, p.
19-20) . Especially public enterprises could be considered as an important
factor for rrobilizing all natural and human resources of the country by
stimulating active participation of IM'.)rking people in solving business and
other social problems.
It should be also added that "with self-management", the sphere of social
life which was fonnerly considered as rrore or less private, family matters or
the affairs of State measures and laws, becomes an integral part of unique
social developnent. The IM'.:>rking man and citizen contributes to it directly
through his v.ork and self-rnanagerrent, decision-making or the results of his
V<Drk; he participates in the socialization of the care for his living conditions
and especially for children" (see 13, p.16-17).
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II .

1.

THE INSTITUTIONAL RELA.TIONSHIP BEI'WEEN WJMEN' S
ISSUES AND NATIONAL DEVEIDPMENT PLANNING

Sorre recent issues on developnent planning

If we consider developrent planning as a necessary instrument for achieving
rrore effective socioecoromic developrent, which takes into account the question
of
appropriate rrobilization of all the potential of a country, including the
need for socialization of many matters which previously have been relegated to
the spehere of "v.Dmen's affairs", we could define develoµnent planning as
activity-of- conscious co-ordination of ideas and human efforts directed at the
future , over a l onger period of tirre, in order to achieve specified objectives
by the overall socio-economic environrrent . In this sense, it is also a
conscious process of determining specified socio-economic objectives, goals and
tasks which will be implemented in the planning period.
Developrent planning at the national level is a fairly complex process .
It has to deal with all fields of human life and with all soci al and economic
activities. Developnent is here tmderstood as a complex question including
developnent of human life. Its goals and main elements, in our case, are
improvements of the living conditions of all categories of the population
(including VJCl!Tlel1) , an increase of the active and e:rual participation of all in
the develoµnent process (particularly through the sphere of v-Drk, i.e. production)
an improvement in the participation of all people in the distribution of the
national incorre and in other non-material benefits and values, as are human
equality , freedom and dignity, as well as a prorrotion of the participation of all
people in the decision-making process concerning developnent.
Such a concept of social developnent and of developnent planning assumes
that different agents are interacting in the formulation and implementation of
a country's economic and social policies as well as in the many different
methods of planning used . The details of planning - the degree of aggregation,
centralization, quantification, fonnal ity, authority, accountability, etc. vary in different socio-economic systems, in different social spheres, but the
essenti al objectives of planning are the same.
Beside problans on the international scene, it could be said that the
inter-linkages between national planning and enterprise planning are arro~g the
rrost crucial issues today in the field of developnent planning theory. However ,
less i.rnpJrtant is the issue of v.Drkers' and citizens' participation in the
planning process.
The International Seminar on Popular Participation organized by the United
Nations Department of Technical Co-operation for Developnent, in 1982, again
stressed the need for researching possibilities of developing the participatory
planning systems in all countries and at all levels (see 6, p.l and 8. p.4).
In general , such planning systems are understood to mean the involvement of
people in contributing to
developrent efforts , sharing equitably in
benefits derived therefrom and in decision-making in respect of setting goals ,
formulating policies and strategies and implementing economic and social
developnent prograrrmes.

-
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Yugoslav
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developnent planning

In the evolution of socialist self-management, the developnent planning
system has of necessity undergone a number of changes . After the central
planning period (1947-52) , a system of global balances or basic proportions
was adopted (1953-1956) • This system introduced a new way of directing the
economy by fixing global proportions of
future economic develoµnent. In
the second half of the fifties, the planning system was transfonned into a
socialist indicative planning system, which was practised until the middle of
the seventies. During that period, the role of market mechanisms in the
Yugoslav economy was increasing and national planning was reduced to a rrore
informative and orienting role.
In 1974, a new Constitution was enacted; the Law on Associated Lal::our and
the Law on the Foundati9ns of the System of Scci.al Planning and the Social
plan of Yugoslavia were passed. Sccialist self-management was established as
a unified socio-political, economic and constitutional system by those legal
acts. The system of associated labour bec_:ran to be introduced within the
country. One of the i_mp::)rtant characteristics of that socio-economic system
is a system of self- management social planning.
How does Yugoslav developrent planning, in the self-management social
planning system, ensure the participation of 'M:lrkers and citizens? In
Yugoslav society, where the means of production are in social ownership, the
enterprises are managed by 'M:lrkers. Such self-managing enterprises 3/ are
autonorrous econcmic units which decide by themselves on the main questions of
their operations and develoµnent.
This system of centralized
planning is not adequate. The appropriate planning system should be based on
some sort of synthesis of market economy and national planning. In the
socialist self-management socio-economic system all social and economic units
have the right to plan their WJrk and developnent. Therefore, in such a system,
each enterprise, each insurance company, each local conmunity, each comnune,
each republic and of oourse the society as a whole, prepares its own plans.
In the processes of planning, WJrkers, both men and \\Omen, are the basic
factor, oot the State, as
ls the case in centralized planning systems. Plans
at all levels are being prepared at the same time (parallel) . Sccial ownership
of the production
makes
it possible to establish closed linkages between
planning processes and plans at different levels in the system.
Planning in a self-managing enterprise is one of the starting points in
the whole process of self-management social planning in the society, but it
cannot be successful without a global analysis of previous economic rrovements
and a realistic forecast of future economic possibilities. Only if we have in
our hands such a study about past and future develoµnents in economy and society
(in aggregate and for each econcmic branch, for each field of social services ,
region, local comnunity and enterprise) are we in a position to plan relatively
successfully at all levels. Social organs, equipped with global analysis and
global forecasts, should establish realistic global develoµnental planning
goals and global concepts of economic developnent in society.

3/

They are known as organizations of associated labour in the system.

-
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Having all this information in their hands, local corrmunities and selfmanaging enterprises start to prepare their own plans. Some plans are also
prepared by several enterprises together. In the systen, there are many
activities which have to be planned partly by an organization of associated
labour , in accordance , of course, with the planning in local corrmunit(ies) and
in self-nanaging corrrnunities of interest. 4/ Such.activities are related to
allocation of incane, employment problems-,-environrnent protection and use ,
Y.Drk and living conditions of the employed in the organization, apartrrent
construction, residential environment, social services, recreation,
conmunications, transp::>rt facilities, socio-economic relations in the region
and some others.
If conditions for socio-economic develoµnent of a village or a smaller
region where a self-managing enterprise operates are determined by social
infrastructure, i . e. by the quality of institutions and mechanisms in a village
or a smaller region which includes transp::>rt facilities, energy system,
educational facilities, residential conditions, evironment for recreation,
shopping facilities, cultural and health services, child care and
all other services which are offered to the w6rkers
and citizens of a particular region, then the complex planning in a selfmanaging enterprise has to co-ordinate its planning objectives with the
planning objectives of a local comnunity and self-managing conmunities of
interest as well as communes. On the other hand, it becomes clear that the
parallelpreparation of develoµnent plans in self-managing enterprises , in local
comnunities, in self-managing comnunities of interest and in cornnunes is
needed .
The admiriistrative organ for planning located at republic and federal
level then has a duty to aggregate the essential indicators out of all
prepared plans of self-managing enterprises, self-managing comnunities of
interest, local comnunities and cornnunes. Such aggregation is carried out on
the basis of a special questionnaire. The aggregation of basic indicators of
all the plans makes it p::>ssible to evaluate the aggregate according to its
congruency with social planning goals and global concepts of developnent. I t
becomes clear to everyone that, in this phase of self-rnanagement social planning,
there are differences between social goals and concepts of developnent and
results of aggregation of all planning units.
Inconsistencies thus detected require the elaboration of variants to
overcome or reduce them. Through a derrocratic discussion in which all concerned
(including Y.Dmen) co-operate, we try to agree up::>n how to correct drafts of
plans so that the inconsistencies are rerroved. This process of derrocratic
discussion ends with the acceptance of social compacts or/and self-rnanagement
agreement (one or rrore) . These compacts or self-management agreements are like
contracts : all the institutions which have freely signed them, take over some
of the tasks and have the obligation to fulfil those tasks in the planning
period . They will, therefore, include those tasks in their own final plan.
4/ Self-managing ccnmunities of interest are associations formed by 'M'.:>rking
people directly or through their self-managing organizations and comnunities ,
with a view to satisfying their person and collective needs. Their aim is to
link the interests of those who render specific public services with the
interest of those who use such services and who are prepared to finance them
collectively.

-
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From the a.l::ove explanation it should be clear that a self-management
social plan (national plan) is not a simple sum of lower-level plans, but it is
a result of an interaction between the national level and republican, regional,
local and enterprise levels in the scx::iety, as well as the result of an
interaction between different social units. In such a planning process the
co-ordination and integration of interests of all factors in the process is
secured in advance.
After signing all the necessary social compacts and self-management
agreerrents, the administrative planning institution can develop a pro:[X)sal for
a national plan, with all the socio-economic :[X)licy measures which will
additionally take care of plan implementation. Such a pro:[X)sal is then accepted
by the Assembly and later has to follow the phase of plan implementation and plan
implementation control.
Self-managing enterprises, self-managing cornnunities of interest , local
corrmunities, corrmunes and republics prepare their final plans autonorrously
while taking into account the obligations which they have taken over when they
signed social compacts or self-managerrent agreements.
It could be said that such a system is OJnsistent with developed, selfmanagement relationships in society. Its advantages lie in stimulating
enterprises ' initiative and creativity as well as their behaviour, in accordance
with economic principles . In comparison with the indicative system of planning ,
it could be nnre effective because in self-management social planning, firm
obligations for fulfilrrent of the specific parts of the national plan are
established on the basis of scx::ial compacts and self-management agreements.
The organization of the planning process within each social unit could secure
full V>Drkers ' or citizens' participation in preparing a plan. That means that
the ' system enables peopl e to fully take into account the principle of
participatory planning.
On the other hand, the system of self-management social planning is
relatively corrplex and difficult to implement fully. The process of planning,
which is medium- range oriented , is also rather lengthy .
3.

The incor}X?ration of v..Dmen into the Yugoslav planning processes

WJmen take part in the planning process as self-managers, as citizens in
local comnunities , as delegates in self- management organs in enterprises and
as del egates in organs of assemblies of self-managing comnunities of interest
and of different socio-:[X)litical conrnunities (i.e. communes, republics and the
Federation) . In such a manner, associated la.l::our and v.Dmen within it influence
through the delegational system and through different forms of amalgamation on
a territorial, branch or reproductional basis as well as through other different
channels and interactions (for exarrple through socio-:[X)litical organizations) on
processes, relationships and changes in the society.
As a result of such a developnent planning process, the federal social
plans of Yugoslavia are adopted for five- year periods. They do not explicitly
incor:[X)rate "v..Drnen issues", but they fix different planning tasks, annng others
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also those regarding darographic and employrrent trends, 5/ develoµnents in
education, culture, health, social child care, housing construction, catering
for v.Drkers and children, v.Drkers 1 transp::irtation, sp::irts and recreation, etc .
Similar planning tasks are included in develoµnent plans lower socio-economic
levels (republics, cities, comnunes) and of local conmunities, conmunities of
interest and public enterprises. As the level is lower, the planning tasks in
its development plan are fixed in rrore details .
The implerrentation of the Yugoslav developnent planning has produced an
average growth rate of the gross national product of 5.9 per cent in the
period 1947- 1981 and the achievements which were stated in the first part of
this paper (see also 7, p.13-14) .
III.

THE MAJOR TYPES OF PRXRAMMES AND ACTIVITIES INITIATED ourSIDE
THE DEVEIDPMENT PLANNING PR:X:ESS

Outside the developnent planning system, which is the basic instrurrent for
the prorrotion of v.Dmen 1 s incorp::iration in the socio-economic developnent of
Yugoslavia , there are many other important activities which contribute to the
process of implementing equal conditions for 'NOrk and life of women and men in
society. We are not able to mention all of them in this short paper . Let
us state only the rrost i.mp)rtant activities and progranmes at the federal level :
1.

The Yugoslav .Federal Assembly adopted in March 1978 the resolution
on . "The Main Lines of Social Action to Prorrote the Socio-Economic
Status and Role of Vb.men in the Socialist Self-Managing Society"
(see 9) . The resolution stressed the obligations of all those
involved in developnent planning to take into account the relevant
social objectives connected with the status and role of women . It
defined the necessity to develop adequate irrlicators which 'MJuld be
used by all planning units in the system when planning not only
economic develoµnent , but especially living conditions and social
services. It fixed many tasks for the federal Government regarding
those problems and made certain reconrnendations to the Permanent
Conference of Cities, to the Economic Chamber of Yugoslavia and to
the Alliance of Self-Managing Interest Corrmunities and other selfrnanaging organizations and conmunities. The resolution could be
considered as a national strategy in the field of the prorrotion the
socio-economic status and role of 'MJmen in our country .

2.

The resolutions of the 12th Congress of the League of Comnunists of
Yugoslavia, which was held in 1982 , laid down inter alia the main
directions for the p::ilitical struggle and activities regarding the
prorrotion of the role and status of w::>men in society.

5/ The Social plan of Yugoslavia for the period 1981-1985 (see Official
of SPRJ 17/1981) explicitly mentions women solely in connection
with the objective to increase the share of \\Dmen in total employment to
38 per cent up to the year 1985.

~Gazette
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3.

The Yugoslav Federal Assembly adopted in July 1983 the Long- range
Programne of Economic Stabilization. It prescribes many tasks for
social organizations related to t.he stabilization of Yugoslav
economy and also for the prorrotion of the role and status of 'M:>men
in the society. Its corrq;xment parts, "Policy for the develoµnent of
social services as a factor of economic stabilization" , "Long-range
prograrrrne of economic stabilization in housing and corrmunal economy" ,
"Long-range welfare policy, and "Employment and enployment policy"
are relevant in this regard.

4.

The permanent functioning of the Conference for the social activity
of 'M:>men within the Socialist Alliance of WJrking People of
Yugoslavia 6/ is another very i.mp'.:>rtant device by which the question
of the role-and status of~ is constantly present in the social
life of Yugoslavia.

5.

The Yugoslav Lal:our Union is deeply engaged in the political struggle
for pronoting the p:>sition of v..crnen -v.urkers in socio- economic
developnent .

6.

Certain research institutions are pennanently doing research on "the
'M:>men's issue" in Yugoslavia. In the last year, these efforts were
integrated within a national research project "Public enterprises in
Developing Countries" which includes, as a very significant part, a
sub-project "Vbmen as a Factor of Developnent and the Role of Public
Enterprises in Developing Countries". This sub-project integrates
about 15 current and new studies on the role and position of 'M:>men in
the system and the practice of socialist self-wanagernent.
Independently of these research t3sks, some others are also carried
out by different research and university institutions in Yugoslavia .
Many other sub-projects, within the mentioned national research
project, include the problem of 'M:>men as a factor of developnent .

6/ A special v..Dmen's organization was fanned in 1942 - the Anti-fascist Front
of Vbmen. I t rapidly expanded. Relyjng on i.he aspirations and the social
force of w::imen, it fought against enemies as well as against backwardness,
illiteracy, superstition and prejudices of all kinds in the underdeveloped
countries. In the years after the country's reconstruction, required by
the consequences of the war, and under t...11e effect of T.MJrkers' selfITBnagement, it was increasingly felt that the political 'M:>rk of T.MJmen,
through a special organization, rne..ant duplication of their v.ork as selfmanagers and members of the Popular Fro::l.t (i.e. overall political
organization). Therefore, it became obvious that the frame'M)rk of the
V.Drren' s organization was too narrow. In cx:mseguence, separate societies
were created {"Friends of children and youth" and others). All these
societies have an imp::>rtant role in the socialist Alliance of 'M:>rking
people, where they take part in making rolitical decisions in sections for
different areas of social life. The Confere.'lce for the Social Activity of
Vklrnen was finally torn in 1961 out of those activities. The Conferences no
longer have individual manbership, but include representatives of various
social organizations, government departments, emnomic organizations, etc.
{see rrore in 13, p.76-85).
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The alin of the national research project is also to comnunicate its
research findings to socio-political organizations and other social
and State organs which are responsible for all social activities
and actions connected with the improvement of the position of women
in the society.
IV.

1

PIDPOSAI.S FDR ACTION ·

In view of the critical i.Jnrortance of developnent planning as an
instrument for nore effective incorporation of ~ in building progressive
social changes, it seems necessary to initiate a comprehensive international
research project aimed at developnent planning systems and techniques adopted
at each separate level to ensure the participation of v.omen in
planning
processes. The interrelationship between develop:nent planning processes at
different levels and ways and means of improving planning strategies and
processes should be examined from the viewpoint of women as a factor of
develop:nent. The research interest should be concentrated on the scope and
interlinkages between international and national planning processes, between
national and public enterprise planning processes, between national and local
planning processes, on ways and means of ensuring v.omen's participation in
pl anning at all levels (researching them separately from the aspect of
anployed and unemployed \<.Dillen) and on all aspects of the role of public
enterprises in improving the position of WJmen in socio-economic developnent .
At least tv.o parallel streams of activity could be suggested; firstly,
the undertaking of in-depth country studies by national teams; secondly , the
holding of a netv.ork of regional WJrkshops with a view to examining develop:nent
planning practices on a regional basis.
Further work in the direction of improving a statistical indicator system
is also needed . I t could enable those involved in developnent planning to
analyze issues of VJ011en's role and status in individual countries and in the
international scene in nore details. The work done recently in this field
within the Statistical Office of the United Nations, Oepartment of International
Economic and Social Affairs and INSTRAW (see 1,2 and 3) is promising in this
respect . It should stllnulate appropriate action within individual national
statistics.
It is certainly useful to continue research work, already under -v_;ay, in
a number of countries. By this we mean to continue those r esearch endeavours
which de.al with the question of the new international economic order ,
derographic trends, health care, educational systems and policies , the technology
linplications for the position of v.omen, problems of a nore rapid industrialization ,
housing problens, social services, child care, socialization, biological
reproduction and household functions, policentric develoµnent, the developnent of
handicraft and small industries, the employment policies, etc .
These activities could build up the insights needed for an active prorrotion
of awareness of the relevance and utility of v.omen's incorporation into
developnent planning. This is a necessary condition for initiating new
international and national prograrrrnes and activities in the field of the
advancement of \<.Dillen as a factor of socio-economic developnent.
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A SCHEME OF THE POLITICAL SYSTEM OF SOCIALIST SELF-MANAGEMENT
IN YUGOSLAVIA - 1978-1980
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ANNEX II
List of selected institutions dealing with the topic of the Seminar (INSTRAW,
Dec. 1983) in Yugoslavia
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Institute for Developing Countries, Zagreb, 8. maja 82
Institute for International Policy and Eoooomy, Belgrade, Makedonska 25
Research Centre for Co-operation with Developing Countries, Ljubljana,
Kardeljeva Ploscad 1
Institute for Sociological and Political-Legal Research, Skopje
Institute for Welfare Policy, Belgrade
Faculty of Eoonomics, Subotica
Faculty of Philosophy, Pristina
Institute for Sociology, Ljubljana

9.
10.

Faculty of Sociology, Political Sciences and Jounalism, Ljubljana
Institute for Social Research of the University of Zagreb

11.

Yugoslav Center for Theory and Practice of Self-Management Edvard Kardelj,
Ljubljana, Kardeljeva ploscad 1
Faculty of Economics B. Kidrica, Ljubljana, Kardeljeva ploscad 17
Faculty of Eoonomics, Skopje
Faculty of Economics, Beograd
Eoonomic Institute, Zagreb
Economic Institute, Sarajevo
Economic Institute, Pristina

12 .
13.
14.
15 .
16.
17 .

Recomnendation:

As the Yugoslav Center for Theory and Practice of Self-Management Edvard
Kardelj, Ljubljana is the co-ordinating institution regarding the research
WJrk in the field of Y.Dmen as a factor develoµnent in Yugoslavia, we recomnend
contact with it first of all. The person resronsible there is Dr. Dirnitar
Mircev.
In Yugoslavia, the address for International Center for Public Enterprises
in Developing Countries is: Ljubljana, Titova 104. It is a joint institution of
33 developing countries and also deals with the topic of the seminar .

NJI'E:
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ANNEX III
Selected Yugoslav bibliography on questions relevant to the Seminar.
ALlliCIC Mira: Law and the status of v.ornen in Yugoslavia (in English) , Law and
the Status of WJmen in international SyrnpJsiurn, Columbia Human Rights
Law Review, Columbia University School of Law, 1977, pp.345-371
OOH Katja: The W:>rnen as i:olitical v.orkers (in Slovene), Institut za
sociologijo in filozofijo, Ljubljana 1972
BREKIC Jovo: Planning of trained personnel and their training in organizations
of associated lalx)Ur (in Serbocroation), Eknomski institut, Zagreb, 1973,
pp. 162.
BURIC Olivera: A new type of incanplete family. The one whose providers have
gone to WJrk abroad (in Serl::ocroation) , Socijalizarn, 1973, Vol. 2,
pp.245-271
BURIC Olivera: W::>men's Position in the System of Social Power in Yugoslavia
(in Serbocroation), Sociologija, 5. n., pp. 61-67
CDNI'EMPORARY Problems, related to the prorrotion of the status of W:>men (in
French), Savezna konferencija SRNJ, Beograd 1976
CERNE France: The i:osition and the role of enterprise planning in the social
planning system (in Serbocroation), Ekonomist, 1965, No.5, pp. 328-263
CDBELJIC Dusan: Planning of the national economy (in Serl::ocroation) , Rad,
Beograd, 1978
CDLAN'JVIC B., JOVAN)VIC R., ZAKONJSEK J.: Planning in the service of the
developnent and bases of the Yugoslav system of planning, International
seminar 74, International Center for Public Enterprises in Developing
Countries (in English), Ljubljana, 1974.
FIRST Ruza: W:>men between Y.Drk and family (in French) Institut za drustvena
istrazivanja, Sveucilista u Zabrebu, Zagreb, 1975
IKIC Desanka: Women in associated labour (in English), Oslotodjenje, Sarajevo,
1976
JOVIC Borislav: State trends and dynamic economic growth: draft of the social
plan of Yugoslavia for the period 1971-1975 (in English) Review of
international affairs, 1971, No.519, pp. 1-3
KARDEIJ Edvard: About the system of self-rranagement planning (in slovene) ,
Drzavna zalozba Slovent j e, Lj ubljana, 1977, pp.157
LANG Rikard (editor): Social Planning and expanded reproduction (a synthesis
of the macro research project 2nd phase: Economic system SFRJ (in
Serbocroa tion), Ekonomski
Institut, Zagreb, 1976, 465 pp.
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IANG R., SEKULIC M., VOJNIC D.: Frame elements and ideological - theoretical

fundaments for the developnent of a self-managing social system of
planning and of extended social reproduction (in Serrocroation) , Ekonomski
pregled, 1976, No.1-3
MEDENICA Vuko: A Survey of the major results achieved in the irrplementation of
Yugoslavia's 1966-1970 social developnent plan (in English), Yugoslav
Survey, 1968, No.4, pp.27-46
MESARIC Milan: The Planning of economic developnent (in Serrocroation) ,
Informator, Zagreb, 1967, pp.256
MESARIC Milan, RAJKOVIC Belimir, et. a: Problems of further developnent of
Social Planning in Yugoslavia (in Serrocroation), Eknomski Institut,
Zagreb, 1970, pp. 169
MIRCEV Dimitar: The Role of Public Enterprises in the Advancement of WJmen in
Yugoslavia, ICPE r-bnograph Series, No.11, International Center for Public
Enterprises in Developing Countries, Ljubljana 1983, pp.125
NIKEI'IC Radoslav: Planning economic management in Y.Drk organizations based on
planning analyses (in Serrocroation), Savrernena administracija, Beograd,
1971, pp.343
NOVAK Mijo and VIK'IDR Franc: Planning in the Y.Drk organization (in Serrocroation), Informator, Zagreb, 1973, pp.282
PEI'RIC Ivo: Planning on the level of the region and conmune with a special view
on the planning in an enterprise (in English), International Seminar '74;
International Center for Public Enterprises in Developing Countries,
Ljubljana, 1974, pp.19
PERIC Zivojin: The System and methodology of the social plan in SR Serbia (in
Serrocroation), Ekonomska misao, 1971, No.2, pp.122-125
PERIC Zivojin: Planning and the business policy of enterprises (in Serrocroation) ,
Savremena administracija, Beograd, 1971, pp.378
PELIC Vera: Features and Problems of the Female Larour Force in Yugoslavia (in
Serrocroation), Institut za ekonornska istrazivanj a , Beograd, 1969
PUCKO Danijel: Planning in organizations of associated larour and other planning
factors (in Serrocroation), Ekonomist, 1981, No.3 , pp.338- 347
PUCKO Danijel: Planning in Yugoslav social enterprises (in English), ~bnograph ,
International Center for Public Enterprises in ·Developing Countries,
Ljubljana, 1982
RESOLUI'ION of the Fundamental Trends of Social Activity in the prorrotion of the
socio-economic r:osition and role of w:Jmen in a self-managing socialist
society (in English) , Belgrade, 1978
SIIDI'KOVIC Jakov: Planning in the self-management system (in Serrocroation) ,
Informatior, Zagreb, 1966, pp.240
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SIIm'KOVIC Jacov: On conceptual and methodological fundamentals and the
concept of the Yugoslav social plan 1971 - 1975 (in Serl::ocroation) ,
Ekonomist, 1970, No.2-3, pp.293-303
SPRINGER B.: Yugoslav v.orren, in Iglitzin L.B. and Ross R. (eds.) Vbmen in the
Vbrld. A comparative study, Oxford , 1976
srANJVNIK Janez: Planning through the market (in English)
January 1962

I

Foreign Affairs,

Sl'OJANJVIC Radmila: Planning in the self-managing Society (in Serlx>croation) .
Savremena administracija , Beograd, 1976
srAJNER Rikard: Social Planning in the context of the market economy and
self-managerrent (in Serl::ocroation), Direktor, 1969, No.12, pp.13- 20
STAJNER Rikard: The system of planning (in English), Yugoslav Survey , 1971 ,
No.l pp.15-30
'IDOOROVIC Jovan: Planning in enterprises within a systan of social planning
(in Serlx>croation), Ekonomica Peduzeco , 1968, No . 8- 9, pp. 549- 551
'IDMIC Zora: Factor of Socio-economic developnent, Case studies (in English),
Yugoslav Conference for Social activity, Belgrade, 1980
'IDMSIC Vida : Vbmen in the Development of Socialist self-management in Yugoslavia
(in English) , Jugoslovanski pregled, 1980
'IDMSIC Vida: The Comm.mist Party of Yugoslavia in its Struggle for the
Errancipation of WJmen (in Slovene) , Komunist , Ljubljana, 1978
'IDMSIC Vida: The Role and the Vbrk of Comnunists in Local Corrrnunities (in
English), Komunist Ljubljana , 1977
'IDMSIC Vida: The Vbmen, Family, Society (in Slovene), Kornunist, Ljubljana, 1978
'IDMSIC Vida: A selection of articles and speeches on the status of v.omen and
family planning (in English), s. 1., FPCY, 1975
THE SCCIAL Position of Vbmen and the Development of the family in a Socialist
Self-Managing Society (in French and English, Komunist , Ljubljana, 1979
THE ROLE of Vbmen as Producers and as Social and Self-Iv'..anaged Subjects Basi c
Research Results (in Macedonian) . Institut za Socioloska i politicko
pravna istrazivanja, Skopje, 1982
VAJS &lita: The Action for Social Progress - the Role of Hl.lITlfillitarian
Organizations and Other Activating Forces of Social Policy and Welfare in
Yugoslav Society, Yugoslav Conference on Social Welfare (in English),
Belgrade, 1982
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Paper 12

THE IN<X>RPORATION OF W).MEN
INID DEVEIDPMENI' PIANNING IN JORDAN

By

Anal A. Sabbagh

THE INCORPORATION OF WJMEN INID DEVEIDPMENT PIANNING IN JORDAN
I . INTRODCCTION

In the early sixties, Jordan recognized the need to accelerate
rrodernization and growth by undertaking long-range planning to use available
scarce resources in such a way as to maximize their contribution towards
obtaining the country's over-all econanic and social objectives . Developnent
planning began in 1962. That era was characterized by the broadening of the
economic infrastructure to enable the implementation of developnent projects
geared towards increasing the productive capacity of the country . Political
factors in the area disrupted early develoµnent plans. The same political
influences also affected the dem:>graphic and economic factors that are
instrumental to developrent planning.
II. FACTORS AFFFCT'ING DEVEIDPMENT PLANNING IN JORDAN
1.

Political factors

Jordan faced vast problems arising out of the events of 1948 which
resulted in the Israeli occupation of the rrajor part of Palestine. The effects
of this and the war of 1967 can be surmarized as follows:
(a) The creation of sizeable migratory waves in 1948, 1967 and a limited
temporary wave during 1975-76 from Lebanon.
(b) The disturbance of the internal social balance as witnessed by crov..ded
refugee carrps.
(c) The increase in the cost of social planning and v..ork which was met by increased financial and rronetary constraints.
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(d) The interruption of economic, social and political stability, and the
subsequent unl;>alanced trends in inrorre and wealth distribution.
(e) The difficulty, except during intermittent lulls, of formulating lon9-range social developnent plans. All social action was an ad hoc reaction to
unforeseen contingencies.
( f) The continous change in social, derrographic and population parameters
which compounded the difficulties encountered by rational and social scherratic
action.

2.

I?errographic factors

The Near East region is considered to be a dynamic migration area. There
is manr-ower migration to and from the area, migration within countries of the
area, and also internal migration from rural to urban areas.
Jordan, rrore than its neighbours, has had to cope not only with migration
but also with other derrographic phenomena. Jordan's population has been
growing fairly rapidly in the last three decades, increasing from 1.2 million
in 1950 to over 3 million. The population growth rate is estimated at 3. 8
per cent per annum. This is the result of a very high fertility rate of 50
per thousand and a crude death rate of about 12 per thousand.
Population statistics of the East Bank reveal a number of striking
derrographic, economic and social characteristics: 51 per cent of the population
are in the age group 15 years or below; the labour force constitutes
approximately 20 per cent of the population; and about 61 per cent of the
population live in urban areas, the remaining 39 per cent in rural comnunities.
The latest labour force statistics reveal tha 10.3 per cent are engaged
in the agricultural sector, 23 per cent in the industrial and construction
sectors and the remainder in the services sector.
Like rrost developing countries, Jordan suffers from social and technical
dualism. In the early fifties, rrore than 60 per cent of the total population
lived in villages and srra.11 towns of less than 25 thousand inhabitants. In
contrast, the Arman proper area now hosts rrore than 49 per cent of the urban
population. In tenns of develoµrent, the agricultural sector used to
contribute 35 per cent in 1961; now its share has diminished to less than 10.3
per cent.
In contrast, the share of services sector increased from 44 to 67 per
cent.
These shifts are indicators of the continual migration from rural to urban
areas. Such migration is rrotivated by a m.:nnber of notable factors arrong which
are:
(a) Income differentials: the disparity of income levels between rural and
urban areas.
(b) Service differences: huge differences in services and utilities between
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rural and urban areas primarily due to the concentration of income-generating
firms in the cities.
(c) Education: much emphasis is placed on education and the rrain universities
are located in cities. The Governrrent is the prirrary employer of university
graduates; rrost government jobs are heavily concentrated in cities and the
capital.
III.

REVIEW OF DEVEIDPMENT PI.ANs--1-/

Throughout its national developnent planning, Jordan has equally emphasized
the developnent of the quality of manpower and its proper utilization. Efforts
have been channelled to raise the skills and professional qualifications of the
!X)pulation through education, training, and in-service orientations, as well as
to improve the living standards through the building of infrastructure,
institutions and welfare services.
In brief, the major structural deficiencies that characterize the economic
and social life of Jordan's !X)pulation stern largely from conditions of a
rapidly growing jX)pulation, rapid urbanization trends, limited natural and
capital resources , influx ofhundreds of thousands of refugees and displaced
persons as a result of the wars in 1948 and 1967 , insufficiency of agricultural
production, a chronic and increasing trade deficit, and dependence on foreign
financial assistance in supjX)rt of the government budget.
Chronologically , the formal developnent plans of Jordan are :
1.

The Five-Year Plan (1962-67) and Seven-Year Plan (1964-70).

2. The Three-Year Developnent Plan (1973-75) which was the first plan after
the occupation of the West Bank. Its objective was to revitalize the eoonClTI'J
and restore its developnent rromenturn.
3. The Five-Year Developnent Plan (1976-80) which was rrore comprehensive than
the previous one . The economy of the country during the period of this plan
achieved a growth rate of 11 per cent. This was the first plan to take into
consideration the imp::>rtance of the role of 'M'.)ffi€!1 in developnent. One of the
strategies in that plan stated:
"The necessity for developing social v..Drk on the basis of a new
concept aiming at reorganizing society ; firstly, by derrographically
extending effective participation to all sectors . Secondly, by
increasing v.omen's role in productive economic v.ork to a significant
extent . • . and orient v.omen' s training in a manner which serves to
broaden their participation in the la.l:::our force ."

1/

All the National Develor::ment Plans mentioned in this chapter are published
by the National Planning Council.

-
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4.
The Five-Year Plan for Economic and Social Developnent (1981-85) . This
plan is expected to shift strategy from a project oriented to an integrated
regional approach . The following section will be devoted to a rrore detailed
review of this plan.
N.

THE CURRENT DEVEI.DPMENT PIAN

(1981-85)
In its atteropt to continue its developnent efforts in the 1980s , the
following objectives have been set forth in the Developrent Plan of 1981- 85;
The individual has been the focal concern of Jordan's

dev~lopnent

plans .

Planning has been directed at rendering services to the individual and
the society as a whole . This has called for full participation by all
segrrents of the population in the developnent process . As such,
developnent has relied on a system based on free enterprise and individual
initiatives . •. .
The main objectives of developnent are:

ca~

I
I

To increase real per capita income.

2.

To expand public services in various regions.

3.

To reduce inter-personal disparities in income .

4.

To reduce regional disparities and achieve a better distribution of
population.

5.

To expand educational and training programnes and raise ferrale
participation in the labour force.

6.

To increase popular participation in the developnent process .

The elements of the developnent strategy to achieve the above objectives
be surrmarized as follows:

l.

Meeting basic human needs in various regions of the Kingdom on a rrore
e:JUitable basis w::>uld require decentralization of plan formulation and
implanentation so that needs can be determined and provided for at the
local goverrunent level. In addition, greater emphasis will have to be placed
on developing rural areas inhabited by low income groups and i.mproving the
living conditions of slum-dwellers.

2.

Ensuring a rrore equitable distribution of income calls for the adoption of
appropriate fiscal p::>licies. In addition, it w::>uld require importing
appropriate skills to low-income groups, fixing minimum wage levels,
widening coverage of social security and raising labour force
participation rates so as to increase family incomes.

I
\

l.
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3.

Comprehensive developrent requires active participation of the individual
in economic and p:>litical activities as well as the developnent of social
Y.Drk . The awareness of the individual can be developed through the mass
media and the educational system, as well as by expanding the activities
of voluntary societies, vocational institutions and the co-operative
rrovement.

4.

Manr:ower develoµnent w::iuld involve upqrading the educational and training
systans with emphasis on vocational and technical training. Greater
attention will have to be paid to improving the quality of life and
individual capabilities, particularly of the country ' s youth. In
addition, increased participation of Y.Dmen in the labour force will have
to be encouraged.

5.

The country's darographic situation calls for a constant appraisal of
p:>pulation trends and p:>litics to turn the p:>pulation increase into an
acti ve instrunent for developrrent . Efforts should be made to improve
family welfare and expand the services of maternity and child-health
centres to include conmunity health and family-planning services.

Within this broad frameY.Drk, there is a noticeable emphasis on upqrading
Y.Dmen' s skills and encouragenent of Y.Dmen to participate in the lalxmr force.
An elaborate institutional f ramev.Drk has been set up specifically to plan and
implement V-Dmen's progranmes according to the aims and strategies of the Five
Year Plan.
V.

INSTITUTIONAL FRAME'WJRK

In 1977, the first Department of W::lmen was established in Jordan as a
recorrmendation that stemned from the "Second SyrnfOsium on Manp::iwer
Develoµnent: The Role of the Jordanian W::lmen" , held in April of 1976. Arrong
its various duties the departrrent was entrusted with direct participation in
preparing for the Jordanian Develoµnent Plan and for specifying the role that
the Department w::iuld take in irnplenenting the projects related to it in the
Plan. By 1980, the Department was transferred from the Ministry of Labour
to the Ministry of Social Developrrent where its institutional relation to
other J::.odies started taking shape.
First, a Higher Steering Corrmittee was established with the task of
setting forth the p:>licies related to family we lfare and v-x:>men. This
Corrmittee consists of rrembers from J::.oth the private and public sectors , men
and Y.Dmen who have been noted for their contributions or are YDrking in
fields of relevance to the WJrk of the Corrmittee. The Higher Steering
Corrmittee is chaired by the Minister of Social Developrrent , who rep::irts
directly to the Prime Minister.
The Director of the Department of W::lmen, who is a .member of the Higher
Steering Corrmittee, chairs a Co-ordination and Follow-up Cornnittee which is
COlT1PJSed of representatives of the various governmental organizations that
deal with WJmen. This corrmittee co-ordinates the WJrk between the various
public establishments and acts as the governmental arm of the Department of
W::lmen.
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The General Federation of Jordanian Women is the private ann of the
Department of Women. The federation represents various 'M)ffien 's private
organizations from all over the country. Its aims are to develop skills and
abilities of Jordanian 'M)men in various fields to increase their active
participation in the country's social, economic and political developnent.
The Federation and the Department of WomEn at the Ministry of Social
Developnent 'M)rk in close co-ordination in formulating and implementing
prograrnnes.
VI.

W)MEN Is PR)GRAMMES

Within the past eight years there has been a strong impetus in designing
and implementing projects for the integration of 'M)men into developnent.
Both the public and private voluntary sectors are involved. Progranrnes range
from raising the public's level of awareness regarding the role of 'M)men at
the national level, to small pilot projects to train 'M)men in the maintenance
of electric equipnent and other skills that 'M)uld increase 'M)men's income or
help them become better housewives.
At the legislative level, tv..D very important steps have been taken in
favour of 'M)men:
1.
2.

The new Municipal Law, ratified in 1982, gave 'M)ffien the right to vote
and run for municipal or village council elections.
The draft Lah::mr Law, which will be ratified soon, increases maternal
leave and gives various other incentives to encourage 'M)men to join the
labour force, such as . .stipulating that any establishment employing
twenty or rrore "M'.:lID2l1 should have a day-care centre for children.

Jordan has already ratified various IID Conventions, rrost important of
which are implanenting the principl e of equal remuneration for 'M)rk of equal
value, as well as other conventions that call for establishing and prorroting
policies to prorrote equality of opportunity and treatment in respect of
employment and occupation in order to eliminate any discrimination.
t-bre research has been conducted on w::imen recently and a socio-economic
data base on 'M)men has been established at the Deparbnent of Statistics.
Realizing that 'M)men still lack certain skills to be able to reach higher
level . . : of employment, various training courses were designed to upgrade w::irnen's
skills such as in management, evaluation and project planning . In the field
of education, the Five-Year Developnent Plan includes projects for new vocational
centres for females. At the university level, the trend during the last three
years have been very encouraging; rrore than 50 per cent of those entering
classes at the national universities are females. Women are increasingly
entering professional schools. Since the rate of female illiterates is nearly
double that of Jordanian males, the Ministry of Education has focused rrore
attention on giving literacy classes and adult education to females.
Until recently, little attention has been given to 'M)merl in agriculture,
food production and rural developnent. The current developnent plan included
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such projects especially focused to highlight the participation of women in
the national economy . The projects aim at improving the skills of women and
at making their tasks easier with new technological innovations.
The role of the mass media in sensitizing public opinion to the imt:ortance
of the integration of women in developnent, has been very imt:ortant. Several
national 'IV and radio progranmes have been devoted to proITDting this notion
and to making the public aware of the new developnent prograrrmes for women.
Women's non-governmental organizations have also been active in
irnplanenting programmes not included in the developnent plan. Their projects
may include various corrponents such as income-generation, adult education,
family planning centres and revolving fW1ds .
VII.

EVALUATION

The developrent plans of Jordan have, to a large extent, succeeded in
achieving their aims. Yet, certain drawbacks, especially related to v..Dmen's
programnes , still exist. One of those drawbacks is the rate of illiteracy
arrong v.omen , 'Which though decreasing, is not keeping pace with the decrease
of illiteracy aITDng men. The derographic characteristics of Jordan , especially
the high birth rate, limit many worren from becoming ITDre active participants in
the developnent process. Planning for w:::>men ' s progranmes has at certain times
been spontanoous without depending on any assessment of needs so as to make the
project content nore meaningful to w:Jmen.
Certain projects were not planned with the participation of the target
groups; thus , sorretimes a project is not implenented fully because the initial
planning has failed to take into account certain characteristics of the
beneficiaries , the location or the local resources.
These drawbacks might be due to the short lapse of time in which nore
Emphasis has been given to women . The last eight years have been an
experimental period and by the time the next developrent plan is prepared,
those past experiences will be taken into account to produce a ITDre
cnrrprehensive plan for worren .
M::mitoring and evaluation are not aITDng the strong i:oints in w:::>men 's
projects. However, this is expected , since w:::>men are gradually learning to
take charge of such progranmes and those skills will be developed in time.
T<M:> other drawbacks in the general developrent planning of Jordan have
affected w:Jmen diversely, namely : the uneven distribution of developnent in
b::lth senses , the social and economic and the distorted spatial structure of
Jordanian developnent, the focus being on tw:::> major urban areas. However,
with ITDre errphasis now being given to regional planning , this disparity will
gradually be overcome.
VIII.

PIDPOSALS FOR ACTION

Incorporating v.orren into developnent planning in Jordan has involved
various steps during the past decade. Although these steps were small and
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scattered at the beginning, the time is now ripe to achieve total incorporation,
since the past years were just a process of setting the stage to reach this
i;::oint. Further steps towards total incorporation include:
1.

Training
rrore projects are being designed for YX)men and as rrore v.umen are
lx:coming resi;::onsible for planning and irrplementing those projects , it has
become -imperative that rrore v.Drnen receive training in project planning ,
rronitoring and evaluation . Participatory research has not yet been tried
in Jordan , and training YX)men project- planners in this skill YX)uld add
rrore realistic dimensions to women's projects as well as enrich Jordanian
social research in general with this new technique .
As

2.

Strengthening data collection
Although Jordan has a strong data-collecting system, it is obvious that
data on key social itens lag far behind economic data . Various surveys
(household, agricultural, mani;::ower) have been used to give estimates of
some social indicators, yet the niain quantitative base re::ruired for
further diagnosis and analysis is, in general , lacking.

3.

Cross-p?pulation analysis
In order to determine the participation of v.Dmen in developnent , data
oollected should be further analysed in terms of sex and other categories ,
if need be. Not only v.Duld differentials in pa.rticipation be identified,
but rrore insight v.uuld be gained on why these differentials exist and how
they can be reduced .

4.

Developnent of rronitoring system
To corrplerrent the data collection and analysis, a rronitoring systan
should be established. The system should not necessarily be an elaborate
one as long as the basic functions of collecting , evaluation and
disseminating inforniation are operative.
A rudimentary form of such a system already exists in the Department of
W:>men , but such an endeavour re::ruires co-ordination with several other
governmental departments and its institutional framev.Drk should allow
for rrore flexibility, since it is important to have the information on
hand before it becomes outdated, as is the case in rrost census and large
survey data.

5.

Developnent of special instruments to measure v.Dmen's economic participation
So far, labour force surveys have yielded figures of women 's participation
as employees or owners of business. Unpaid v..Drk, household work and v.Drk
in this infernal sector have not been considered. By developing rrore
sensitive instruments of measurement much rrore inforniation about
economically active women will be gathered which w:::>uld help not only in
giving a better measurement of worren's oontribution to the national economy
but also in planning new programnes for v..omen.
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Paper 13
hDMEN AND DEVEIDP.MENI' PLANNING:
AN AFRICAN RF.GIONAL PERSPECTIVE
Contribution of the
African Training and Research Centre for 1ilbmen (ATRCW)
(Cabinet of the Executive Secretary) of the Economic
Commission for Africa
I.

THE PERCEIVED PIDBLEMS AND/OR OBSTACLES IN ATI'EMPTS TO INCORPORATE
WJMEN EFFECTIVELY IN THE NATIONAL DEVEIDPMENT PROCESS

The issue of the relationship of w:::>men in developing countries to the
planning process is perhaps the rrost i.mp::)rtant one v..iomen in these countries
face. The standard approach is to talk arout the integration of v..iomen in the
developnent process. But , as we know, w:::>rnen are already full participants in
all processes of soci al change. They feel the full impact of social and
economic change. Yet , they have been excluded from the developnent process
in a political and technical sense - they have not participated in the
decisions that affect l::oth sexes. Where w:::>men must be integrated in
developnent is in developnent planning. _!/
Virtually all member States of the Economic Comnission for Africa engage
in national planning, developing long- term plans devised or cleared by central
planning agencies. One of the major obstacles to incorporating v.omen in the
develoµnent process is the difficulty of planning for v.omen, given the
structures of national planning. M:>st national planning is done on a sector
basis: health, education, trade, etc. Each sector has its own rrajor cx:mcerns,
and the concerns of v.omen transcend many, if not all , sectors for which
planning is undertaken. However, in rrost countries there has been no focal
point to see that the concerns of v.omen are reflected in national developnent
plans. This is probably the greatest obstacle to incorporating v.omen in the
developnent process in the African region, and the concern to which the
Economic Corrmission for Africa has directed its progranmes which are t o
benefit v..iomen.
Secondly, the concerns of v.omen are frequently omitted from the next
stage in the planning process which follows the drawing up and approval of
long-term develoµnent plans - that is the writing of projects that will
fulfil the goals and targets set out in the developnent plans. Again , these
are usually done on a sectoral basis, with no sector having specific

1/ An excellent discussion of this concept can be found in Hanna Papanek,
"Developnent Planning for Vibrnen , " in Vibmen and National Developnent,
(University of Chicago Press: 1977). pp. 14- 21.
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resp:msibility for seeing that WJmen are included, and then generally passed
to a central projects agency for approval. As with the developnent plans ,
there is usually no group in charge of ensuring that the concerns of women
have been addressed.
Within the project selection process there are sometimes other .technical
obstacles that may result in the rejection of projects that will benefit WJmen.
If the criterion for choosing projects is strictly on a cost- benefit ·approachthat is , if projects are selected for their likelihood of immediate returns
and corrmercial profitability, many projects that could assist wanen might be
rejected because their success might not be irrrnediate or obvious . In this
case , it is hoped that planning agencies might CDnsider such projects on the
basis of an impact approach , which deals with social goals and priorities . 2/
Efficiency is still incoI"p)rated, as in classic project selection criteria--;
while at the same time measuring the contribution to the achievement of social
goals.
In addition, given those situations where an institutional mechanism for
addressing the concerns of women in develoµnent exists, frequently these
institutions suffer from a lack of adequate data for planning. The general
situation is well known. Even if there are good census data in the country ,
frequently the way in which the data have been collected and categories
defined hide the women from the planners . The data generally available on
economically-active p:ipulations frequently exclude the productive activities
of r,.,anen, etc. In other cases, where adequate data may exist , those in charge
of addressing WJmen's concerns either may not have access to the data or may
not be trained in the utilization and interpretation of statistical data.
In passing, it should be added that the lack of adequate data for
planning is not unique to the situation of wmen in Africa, but reflects the
general situation of developing CDuntries where virtually every sector is
handicapped in its planning by incomplete , inadeauate, inaccurate or discrepant
data. The lack of adequate data on WJmen should not be used as an excuse tor
rot including women's needs in the planning process . There are many
instances where planning can take place, even with inadequate data . For
example , in the 1960s, Somalia's national statistical data were regarded as
highly inade:JUate and unreliable, lacking even the rrost basic indicators .
Yet, planners still found tt p:issible to formulate a valid developnent plan .1./
The generality of the situation , however, does not rarove the problem. When
countries seek to improve their statist ics for planning, the question of
priorities must be addressed . Again, because there may be no focal p:iint for
wcrnen ' s concerns in the planning mechanism (to which the central statistical
office is usually attached institutionally) , priority may not be given to data
reflecting the situation and contributions of 'M'.)Tilen: scarce planning resources
might be directed to the preparation of national accounts estimates , for
example.
2/ For rrore on the impact approach , see A.G. Papandreou, The Irnoact Aoproach
to Project Selection, Praeger Publishers, (New York , 1973).
3/ Albert Waterston , Developnent Planning: Lessons of Experience (John Hopkins
Press , 1965), pp.185-186. This same textbook has a chapter entitled ,
"Planning with inadequate data."
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So far , the obstacles to the effective inclusion of w:>men in the national
develoµnent process discussed have been institutional. In the case of
institutional obstacles, it is assumed that the will to better the situation
of w:>men exists. In many cases it is central to national policy. The problem
is then to design or redesign
structures so that policy has a focal point
in the planning process. However, other cases must also be described , where
there are legal or attitudinal constraints to national policy to integrate
YOTten in developnent. In such cases , action must start at an earlier point .
The legal and attitudinal constraints must be identified and action taken to
address them. At times these attitudinal barriers are in the minds of
developnent planners. When this is the case , the consequences for w::>men are
particularly weighty. For example, all governments are o::mcerned with
designing an adequate enployment policy. However , if w:>men are conceived of
only as dependants of men, they will not be included in anployment planning,
particularly under the universal situation of mass unemployment in developing
countries . Few oountries realize the number of wcmen who support families and
the need to plan for their lal:our force participation. In other cases, income
distribution patterns within the family are not realized . The male may be the
nominal head of the family, but the income he earns is not equitably distributed
to v..anen and children, for food and education, for instance. This is another
clear case of the need for viewing v..anen as potential inoome-earners . Thus,
while planners oontinue to view ~en as dependants , their attitudes will not
take direct account of the need to include WJmen in planning efforts. Therefore ,
changes in attitudes, particularly arrong planners themselves, must precede any
hop::d-for changes ·in national policy. Only then can adequate planning for \\Dmen
be institutionalized.
Even given the best of situations where w:>men are effectively included in
the national developnent planning process , there can be problems in addressing
their needs effectively. This is the case of the segregated approach - where
perhaps there is a Ministry of Women's Affairs - and they have been given the
mandate to design and sul::mit w:>men's projects, but they have no mandate for
seeing that v..anen are included in all major developnent projects . The obvious
result is that w:>men's needs w:>uld generally be addressed by small-scale and
piecemeal projects , difficult to replicate and generalize, rather than by
inclusion of v;crnen in major developnent projects being undertaken by the
oountry.
II •

THE INSTITUI'IONAL REI.ATIONSHIP BEIWEEN vlJMEN ' S
ISSUES AND NATIONAL DEVEIDPMENT PLANNING

From what has been said al:ove, it is obvious that for effective planning
for wanen to take place, there must be an institutional relationship between
IM'.:lmen's issues and national developnent planning . This is a necessity that
was early realized by the Economic Comission for Africa through its African
Training and Research Centre for Women (ATRCW) established in 1975.
The rnandate of the African Training and Research Centre for Women, upon
its establishment , was to carry out the directives relating to the integration
of African t,..Q\\en in develoµnent. For rrore than a decade regional meetings had
been held at which these rea:mnendations were made. Central to the founding
of the ATRCi"i' and to defining its goals was the Regional Conference on Education,
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Vocational Training and Work Op]?'.)rtunities for Girls and Women in African
Countries held in Rabat, M::>rocco in 1971. It outlined the type of machinery
that needed to l::ie set up in African countries and in the region as a 'Whole,
i f \.',Dmen were to l::ie fully integrated into the developnent process. They
called for the establishment of a tripartite structure as follows:
a. National Corrmissions on Women and Develoµrent - consisting of
leading men and v..anen 'Who YJOuld make J?'.)licy recomnendations and
actions pro]?'.)sals;
b. W::lmen's Bureaux or Permanent Secretariats of National Conmissions,
to undertake research, formulate projects and programmes, and, in
general, to assure YJOrnen's integration in all sectors of economic
and social developnent;
c.

An Africa Regional Standing Comnittee, to co-ordinate the w:>rk of
the National Corrmissions, advise ECA's W::lmen's Programue, and
liaise with international and regional organizations, especially
the All African W::lmen's Conference.

In order to guide and facilitate the task of setting up such structures,
the ATRCJ<l was to be set up in the United Nations Regional Comnission for
Africa.
From descriptions of these structures, it is clear that the women at
these meetings were concerned precisely with the developnent planning
process and the institutional relationship to it of women's issues. The
functions of the national conrnissions included data gathering and project
and programme planning to benefit v.Dmen and to secure their integration into
all sectors of national developnent. The members of the commissions were to
be multisectoral in their qualifications and experience, and to include men
as well as w:>men. The basic function of the Commission was tq act as an
advisory body to the Government in question, pro]?'.)sing pol-icies for the
advancement of wcmen. Thus it was to assist in setting government J?'.)licy
on wcmen. The aim of the Bureau was to w:>rk toward the participation of
women in national developnent as an integral part of developnent planning,
programning and implanentation. In their concern for the location of the
bureau, the delegates showed their prescience of the importance of
institutional planning structures for v.Drr.en and developnent: the v-Dmen's
bureau, along with the national comnission, was to· be located within the
goverrrrnent structure, at a level and in an area 'Where it YJOuld be rrost likely
to influence decisions and progranmes that affect the participation of v.Dmen
in all sectors of the developnent process in their country.
Each Government was to determine the rrost appropriate Department or
Ministry for the location of its bureau, taking into account the feasibility
of interdepartmental co-operation in issues 'Which affected the participation
of v.Dmen in developnent. Wherever it was placed, the im]?'.)rtance was
urrlerlined that the W:>rnen's Bureau be given the mandate and voice on matters
affecting v.Dmen and their participation in the overall developnental
programnes of their country.
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III.

MAJOR TYPES OF PROQW.MES OR ACTIVITIES THAT
HAVE BEEN INITIATED, OTHER THAN THOSE PROVIDED
BY NATIONAL DEVEI.DPMENI' PLANS

Since its creation in 1975 , the African Training and Research Centre
for Vbmen has tried to assist member States of the ECX)namic Cortmission for
Africa (n:YN numbering 50) in impl ementing the arove resolutions and , rrore
general ly, to ensure the inclusion of v..crnen ' s needs in develoµnent planning,
in a number of ways.
Major efforts towards these goals have been made by ATRO\l ' s programne
for the enCX)uragement and strengthening of "machineries" for the integrat.ion
of 'M'.)rnen in develoµnent . A 'M'.)rd must be said on why the term 'machineries' i s
being used over the corrmissions and bureau terminologies used previously.
Early in its deali ngs with member States , the Centre realized that it did
not want to dictate to member States the particular form a national machinery
should take . .Many varieties were possible. In reoognition of this pluralism,
the term machineries came to be substituted for the rrore restrictive
CX)rrmissions and bureaux.
The first task of this programne was to assist in establishing the
machineries that 'M'.)uld take on the tasks outlined in chapter II . Infonnation
seminars were held in rrore than 20 CX)untries of the Africa region to bring
togerher all interested parties in establishing a national machinery in that
country. The curriculum always stressed knowledge of the national planning
process and the multi-sectoral approach to \\Dffien ' s i ssues. By 1983 all but
t'M'.) or three CX)untries of the region had national machineries for the
integration of 'M'.)men in developnent.
The Centre took on the task of setting up the subregional and regional
machineries for the integration of 'M'.)men in develoµnent , which are unique to
the African region , to bring v..anen ' s needs to the attent ion of the Subr egional
Councils of Ministers and Regional Conferences of Ministers of ECX)nomic
Planning, the t:odies which direct the wor k pl an of the United Nations
ECX)nomic Corrmission for Africa . At the subregional level (there are five
subregions in Africa) the national machineries for 'M'.)men meet every t'M'.)
years to establish a 'M'.)rk programne on behalf of the priority needs of women
in the subregion, which cannot be met at the
national level and for which international assistance is requested . Every
year since the founding of the subregional CX)rmUttees i n 1978- 79 (the
Subregional Corrmittee on the Integration of Vbmen in Developnent for the
North African Subregion was , singularly, founded in 1980) . . me Subr egional
Corrmittees have been represented at the meetings of the Council of Minist ers
for that subregion. Thei r CX)ncerns have been inCX)rporated into the 'M'.)rk
progranmes for the subregions , and into the report of the respective
Councils which are transmitted to the annual Conference of Ministers of
ECX)oomic Planning, the directive l:ody of ECA. In addition , the ATRCW has
aided in the establishment of the African Regional Co-ordinating Cornnittee
on Vbmen and Developrent , (pr eviously r eferred to in chapter II arove as
the African Standing Cornnittee on the Role of Vbmen in Develoµnent) which is
represented at the annual ECA meetings of the Conference of Ministers . This
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has proven an effective structure for bringing v.x)men's ooncerns to the
forefront of subregional and regional planning and p::>licy bodies. And, as
noted earlier, these structures are unique to the African Region. j_/
There was a unique stock-taking meeting on the situation of National
Machineries for the Integration of Women in Developnent, in the for:m of a
Regional Seninar held in Addis Ababa in November 1982 and attended by
representatives of national machineries from 46 oountries of the subregion.
From the recorrmendations of this seminar it is clear that the national
m:i.chineries recognize their vital role in the planning process, with the
need to be oonstantly serving as watchdogs for the interests of ~ in
eoonomic and social developnent.
The Seminar reoomnended inter alia:
1.

That governments should take appropriate steps so that at the
highest levels of decision-making, in particular in national
planning bodies, v.x)men's needs are included in their priority
prograrrmes and strategies for develoµnent.

2.

That in their planning efforts, governm=nts not only include
projects for WJmen but they should also include v.x)men in all
developnent projects, using national human and financial resources
wherever p::>ssible for the .implementation of both.

3.

That governments and national machineries should ensure that
national statistical services oollect accurate data on all aspects
of WJmen's economic activities, especially including those of p::x:>r
tMJrnen. That national machineries should undertake research on
\<i0fnen s needs before drafting action programnes, and should
strengthen their research capacities.
1

In addition to its v..Drk in establishing structures which were charged
with including v.x)men's ooncerns in developnent planning, another central
programne of the Centre has been to engage in training in developnent
planning . This has taken place through three vehicles: (1) a series of
training v.x)rkshops on project design, and .implementation, and (2) the
founding of the Vbmen and Developnent Planning: an African perspective oourse
at the East and Southern Africa Management Institute in Arusha, Tanzania, and
(3) the Subregional Seminar on Utilization of Research by National Machineries
for the Integration of 'Vbmen in Developnent.
Training
Since 1978, the Centre has held a series of v.x)rkshops (now nunbering
ten, with others in the preparation stages), on project planning. These
WJrkshops,whichhave been directed at rren and women from various government
ministries and agencies with programnes affecting women, as well as from
non-governmental organizations, have included an expose of the national
developnent planning process, usually by a senior government official in the
planning ministry, and have stressed the necessity of designing intersectoral
programnes for v.x)men, and the necessity of the inclusion of WJmen in all
developnent planning. These v.x)rkshops have usually been tv.x) to three weeks
in length and include practical applications so that the participants should
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emerge able to design projects themselves as well as make critiques of
existing projects with respect to their impact on we.men.
The W:Jmen and Developnent Planning course which has been
institutionalized at the Eastern and Southern African Management and Training
Institute since 1980 has been a unique initiative of the African Training and
Research Centre for Women as well. It is our belief that it is the first
such course of its kind. As the Director of the Course has been invited to
present a paper at this meeting, the present discussion will cx:mfine itself
to a very brief outline of the aims of the course.
The objectives of the training prCXJramne are:
(a)

To strengthen the::iretical and practical skills of participants in
prCXJramne management , i:olicy analysis, project planning ,
implementation and evaluation;

(b)

To facilitate the int egration of a concern for 'M'.)men in national
and regional planning at the highest i:olicy levels and enhance
v..omen ' s contributions to and benefits from the development process .

The course places great anphasis on the participant's understanding the
developnent planrri.ng process. It is desired that an EqUal number of men and
WJmen participate in the oourse , with the aim of developing a cadre of senior
officials conversantwith the issues of the involvement of 'wDIDen in developnent
and with the rEqUisite management and project planning skills for effective
formulation and implementation of i:olicy and prCXJrarnne.
The Subregional Seminar on the Utilization of Research by National
Machineries for the Integration of W:>men in Developnent, which was held in
Harare, Zi.mba.l:Me from 5-16 July 1982 for representatives of national
machineries for the integration of IM'Jmen in develoµnent, aimed at the issue
of the need for adEqUate data on v.onen in developnent as the basis for proper
planning and i:olicy. Leaders of national machineries were sensitized to the
need for establishing r esearch units in their machineries that oould tap the
national data base for statisti cs related to v..omen and development , as well
as to advocate the oollection of better data on the topic as an essential
tool for planning for w::>men. The absolute importance of research, based on
data oollection as a tool for planning and making p:>licy , underlay the
course. Participants were very resi:onsive tot11e oresentations . The
Subregional Seminar was held for participants from the East and Southern Africa
subregion. I t is hoped that the seminar can be repeated for other subregions.
Equally important, several of the machineries represented have advanced in
their preparations to strengthen their data gathering and using capacities on
behalf of 'M'.)men and developnent planning in their oountries.
Infonnation and data--gathering
In the area of information and gathering, the Centre has also produced
an in-depth study on \VO!llen and the developnent planning process in one
oountry - Malawi, under the title: W:>men, Planning and Policy in Malawi.
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Since the study is a fairly unique one on the relation between vx:imen
and the planning process in one O)untry, its outlines will be presented here
in some detail. To begin, it pJstulates that to understand the predicament
of W)men, men ' s attitudes towards w::::men must be taken into acO)unt. The
study examines the participation of 'M)ffien in the planning and pJlicy making
process. I t finds that, within the former civil service planning machinery,
-w:>men's participation has been negligible. It notes that there are senior
-w:>men in some ministries who are in a pJSition to influence pJlicies there.
Vbmen's participation in various representative institutions at various levels
is analyzed.
An in-depth analysis is made of ten major planning documents with validity
for the country. In these, very few references are made to \\C>men, and these
few are usually O)ncerned with home eO)nomics and health. There seems to be
little or oo awareness of the need to O)nsider the impact of all develoµnent
planning on \\C>men. In practice, however, the study finds that the situation
is not quite as bleak as O)uld be O)ncluded from the documents. Several
ministries have taken initiatives to deal with \\C>men's issues in progressive
and irmovative ways. However, special note is made of those departments and
ministries who do not have any pJlicies relating to \\C>men.

The study O)ncludes with detailed reO)rrrnendations: to heighten
O)nsciousness abut v.Dmen throughout Government; to broaden and strenqthen
information base on which IX>licies towards \\C>men can be determined; to
increase V>Dmen's participation at all levels of IX>licy making and planning;
to expand the rather narrow view many officials still have of the role of
v.Dmen in society; to prorrote sensitivity towards 'M)ffien at the level of contact
between Governmentand the public; and to create structures and procedures
which will eventually .ensure that \\C>men and v.Dmen's issues become rrore fully
and advantageously integrated into the planning process. The study is unique
for its successful integration of both macro and micro-economic analysis of
the situation of v.Dmen and the planning process. I t is hoped that the study
will have an impact on the O)ncerned government officials in Malawi.
I n the area of legal and attitudinal barriers to developnent, the Centre
has undertaken a series of studies on the legal situation of women in
countries of the region. To date, these have been published on Ethiopia,
Tanzania, t--bzambique and t-brocO). Studies from Ghana and Zaire are being
published , while additional studies are under way in Burundi, Cameroon and
Rwanda. At the conclusion of these nine studies, the Centre plans to hold a
regional seminar to present their conclusions and recorrmendations to member
States. In addition, the Centre has published (in a bilingual edition) a
study entitled Vbmen and the Mass Media in Africa: Case Studies of Sierra
Leone, the Niger and Egypt, Emphasizing attitudes towards WDmen as they are
fX)rtrayed in the media.
The Centre has also undertaken a number of other activities in the area
of inforrna.tion and data-gathering for planning on w::>men. With the co-operation
of the national planning authorities, the Centre has engaged national
consultants to study the situation and needs of -w:>men in the following countries
of the region: Corroros, Djibouti, Ethiopia and Uganda. In the case of Ethiopia,
the study was requested by the Central Planning Supreme Council to assist in
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ecx:mornic situations of the oountry, including that of an area where a large
scale develoµnent project is in the planning stages, to see how w::>men can be
full participants from the beginning - rather than later having to study the
:i:ossible negative impact of the project on WJmen in that area of the oountry.
This was done as a result of the influence of the publication, The Nerow Case.5/
The Nerow Case was written to show how inattention to WDmen's roles at the
design stage of projects has had a negative impact on w::>men and how, with a
short period of research and observation at the crucial design stage, the
outrome oould have been radically different. Underlying this is the basic
:i:oint that guidelines for the analysis of impact on w::>men should not be
cx:mfined, as is usually the case, to "w::>men's projects" but to all projects of
which express their goals in terms of production gains and distribution of
benefits to a given :i:opulation.

N.

PROPOSALS FDR ACTION

In the rourse of this paper, some pro:i:osals have already been made - with
special reference to those of the Regional Seminar on National Machineries
November, 1982) and the Vibmen, Planning and Policy in Malawi paper. Rather
than repeat those here, a few basic principles for change in· develoµnent
planning will now be elal:orated .
(a) t-bre persons need to be trained to be oonscious of the real situation
of w::>men in relation to develoµnent planning . The principles elal:orated by
Dixon , Palmer, Papanek and Roqers (see bibliography for full references) are
inlp:)rtant elements for such a curriculum. For the African region, an
i.InpJrtant action for the ATRCW w::>uld be to extend the reach of the training
for 'M)men and develoµnent planning oourse presently based at ES.AMI. I t now
takes English speaking participants from the East and Southern Africa
subregions. The courseneeds to be extended to other subregions and to be
accessible to French , Arabic and Portuguese-speaking participants as well.
Its goal is vital - create greater consciousness of w::>men on the part of men
and WJrnen at the top level of planning.
(b) The time has come (and, indeed , passed) for an end to a segregated
approach to planning for 'V.Dmen. 6/ Planning for 'M)men canrx:it be limited to a
5/ The Nerow Case: Case Studies of Large-Scale Develoµnent Projects on Vibmen:
A Series for Planners, by Ingrid Palmer (The Population Council, New York,
1979).
6/ A very interesting discussion of the phenomenon appears in the chapter,
"The new segregation (of w::>men) in developnent projects," in Barbara Roqers,
The Domestication of Women: Discrimination in Developing Societies, (London,
1981), pp. 79-120. The situation she describes is that whereby planners
feel that they have addressed 'M)men's issues by adding (usually tacking it
on as an afterthought) a "'M)men 's project" tailored to the generally- ·
prevailing ronception of their social role . Thus, in a major agricultural
develoµnent schane funded by UNDP in M.adagascar where VX)I11€n do a great deal
of agricultural 'M)rk, an embroidery project for 'M)rnen was added to address
the 'M)men elenent.
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social welfare approach, nor should the machineries for 'VX)rnen be placed within
Ministries of Social Welfare . This applies to assessing the impact of projects
on 'VX)rnen as well. It can not be limited to those projects which have a
perceived "'VX)men's angle." All projects must be examined for their impact on
w:::>rnen. The sector of which w:::>rnen are a part is human resource developnent.
Their centrality to all human resource planning must beoome a reality of
planning.
(c) The national machinery for the integration of VJOrnen in developnent must
be involved in the developnent process. I t is the rrost logical mechanism
for ensuring that v..anen i n developnent is oonsidered part of all developnent
planning . A highly recornnended starting- point for the oolla}x)ration of the
national machinery with the central planning l::ody is their joint undertaking
of an assessment of the situation and needs of 'VX)men in their oountry, as is
row being done by several oountries in the Africa region. This oolla}x)ration,
however, must be institutionalized.
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Paper 14

THE INCDRPORATION OF WJMEN INI'O DEVEIDPMENT PLANNING: SOME
PROBLil1S AND OBSTACLES AND SOME SOiillIONS BEING SOUGHI' BY
THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION

prepared by the
International La.b::>ur Office

Abstract
This paper begins by highlighting sane of the problems and obstacles
perceived in attenpts to incorporate WJrnen rrore effectively into national
and international developnent processes which were emphasized in Copenhagen
three years ago . It then goes on to derronstrate the current awareness within
the IID of these issues and to identify some of the major types of programnes
and activities of the International La.b::>ur Office, in particular improved
documentation, initiated specifically to attenpt to solve these problems and
to overcome these obstacles.
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I.

INI'IDDUCI'ION: THE COPENHAGEN PRCGRAMME OF ACTION: SOME EMPIDYMENT
ISSUES RELEVANT TO DEVEIDP.MENT PLANNING

The Progranme of Action for the Second Half of the United Nations Decade
for W:>men, adopted by the W:>rld Conference of the United Nations Decade for
W::imen in Copenhagen 1980, had equality, develor;rnent and peace as the objectives.
At the same time it enphasized as one subtheme and significant cxxnp:ment of
developrent - employment. The programne also gave high priority to improving
the oonditions of the rrost disadvantaged Y.Drnen, including the rural and urban

r:oor.

In attempting to put the roots of inequality of wumen and men into a
historical perspective, the progranme contended that one of the basic factors
causing the unequal share of v.Dmen in developrent related to the divisions of
lal:Dur between the sexes in different cultures, in which there are tendencies
to restrict w::::imen to the domestic sphere and to burden them unduly with
domestic Y.Drk and the consequent inequalities in activities, resources and
power outside the dOllestic sphere. Attention was called to institutional
inequalities in the status of v.Drren and men and to discrimination on the
grounds of sex, l::oth within and outside the domestic domain. Attention was
called ·to the lack of reoognition of v.Dmen's actual and potential oontributions
to eoonomic activity - the oontribution of people estimated to perform nearly
tv.D-thirds of all v.orking hours, who in return are oonsidered to receive only
one-tenth of the v.orld inoome, while claiming ownership of less than one per
cent of the v.orld's property.
In reviewing the progress achieved during the first half of the decade,
it was noted that, while the integration of Y.Dmen into developnent has been
formally accepted by rrost governrrents as a desirable planning objective, many
oountries having made a significant effort to set up institutional mechanisms
to prorrote this aim, and while mainly male planners and decision-makers have
beoorne rrore sensitized to w:::imen's needs and problems, yet lack of resources,
or lack of allocation of existing resources have proved a stumbling block, as
has the ooncentration upon welfare activities by w:::imen's bureaux etc. The
conclusion thus was that the questions of prorrotion of equality, elimination
of discrimination and sharing of responsibilities between the .sexes have not
yet been integrated everywhere into policy planning and implementation, by
either national governments or international organizations. In spite of the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against W:>men
adopted by the General Assenbly of the United Nations in Decenber 1979, which
was itself an important achievement of the UN Decade for W:>men, being ratified
by rrore than 20 States and brought into effect in the oourse of 1980. Indeed ,
a serious finding was that in many countries w:::irnen have not been integrated
into national developnent plans and that where special progranmes have existed
they have failed for the rrost part to achieve signififcant results, owing to
their narrow focus on sterrotyped sex roles which have further served to
increase segregation based upon sex.
Attention was also called to the ominous point that the global economic
crisis has aggravated employment problems in recent years and has had extensive
effects upon the wage levels of l::oth v..anen and men w:::irkers. The problem is
exacerbated for 1M:)ffieT1 who find jobs in selected industries such as textiles,
clothing and electronics where they have become a reservoir of cheap lal:Dur.
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At the same time in rural sectors the lack of access to land, credit and
financialand technological resources has VvDrsened the impact of rapid
displacerrents in the employment activities of VvDmen.
Even in the countries where significant increases in general wage
employment were attained, v.Drren were observed to have failed to share equally
in this increase with rren. Thus, v..omen are seen to constitute a substantial
and growing proportion of the under611ployed sector of rrany populations.
Priority areas for action:inequalities, documentation and segregation
Arrong the priority areas for action pertaining to v.Dmen's VvDrk and
developnent listed in the progranme of action are: (a) the fact that special
measures should be taken to ratify and implement in national legislation the
relevant o:mventions arrl reoorrrnendations of the IID o:::mcerning the rights of
w:xnen \'.Orkers with respect to access to equal employment opportunities, equal
pay for \'.Ork of equal value, \'.Orking conditions, job security and maternity
protection. (b) Another priority area for action mentioned was the
improvement of statistics relating to \'.Omen and developnent, in particular
the enmuragerrent of statistical operations and practices that are free from
sex- based stereotypes and appropriate research methodologies that Y.Duld have
relevance to the participation of v.Drnen in developnent and equality between
the sexes and assistance to countries in the developnent of surveys (including
batteries of questions of special relevance to the participation of women in
developnent) .
Arrong the important measurement problems stressed was the fact
that the unpaid VvDrk in the household and in agricultural tasks which Y.Dmen
and men perform should be recognized and reflected in official statistical
data collection.

Thus, arrong the resolutions adopted in Copenhagen was that on the
gathering of data concerning Y.Drnen through census questionnaires. It noted
the difficulty in appraising the situations in their countries regarding
\'.Omen because of the lack of adequate statistics. W:>men were treated as
forming part of family units and data did not exist in many cases to evaluate
their position with regard to training, employment, etc. It was therefore
decided to suggest to governments and co-operating inte rnational agencies to
review and revise the fonns and questionnaries they used so as to provide
separate data on Y.Drnen. Concern was also expressed that attention should be
paid to industries in which the overwhelming majority of employees are female
and to look at the possibilities of new technological patterns l eading to
change.
In sUITTnary, arrong the 611ployment and developnent related priority issues
mentioned are:
1.

Inequalities, male bias and discrimination in the spheres of v.Drk outside
the home and within the domestic dorrain;

2.

The lack of adequate documentation of ~men's productive activities and
the lack of the requisite data base for planning and policy design;

3.

A segregation of developnent prograrrrnes and institutions , with those for
v.Dmen being rrore welfare than production and resource control oriented
.and hence of limited value or success.

-
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- all the above being linked to sterotyped perceptions of 'M)men's roles.
These issues have not only been the focus of attention and discussion in
many arenas but they are, as we shall see, the spurs for a m.nnber of
significant endeavours within the IID.
II.

IID CDNCERN

As we shall see, the problems and obstacles highlighted above have long
been a concern of the IID and are issues of current debate and action. One
of the aims of the IID since its foundation in 1919 has been to draw attention
to the economic and social roles of women and to help them to play their
roles in economic developrent to the full, on an equal footing with their
male peers , through standard-setting, studies and research, educational
activities and technical co-operation. Before going on to describe what some
of these activities entail at the present tirre and what is being planned for
the near future, we shall briefly l ook at sane of the 1983 reports emanating
from the Office which shCM that these issues, especially the concern to
accurately record v..Dmen's v..Drk activities so as to provide a rrore adequate
basis for developnent plans, feature prominently in debates and publications
it has· sponsored and produced. The first tv..D issues concern inequalities
encountered by 'M)CTlen in industrial and rural contexts .

(a) Inequalities.
Industrialization: the i;:osition and problems of v..Dmen
In a report of recent trends and issues in industrialized countries and
resultant impacts in the social and labour fields, attention is paid to the
social position of v..Dmen as v..Drkers and their vulnerability. It points out
that the International Develoµrent Strategy for the Third United Nations
Developnent Decade specifically gives consideration to \\Omen in industrialization
by stressing in paragraph 77 that "industrialization policies should have as
one of their aims productive anployment generation and the integration and
equal participation of \\Omen in industrial developnent program:nes". 1/ I t
also recornnended implementation of the measures to improve the s t atus of v..Dmen
contained in the Vbrld Plan of Action (Mexiro, 1975) and in the Programne of
Action (Copenhagen, 1980) • The latter in its review of the progress achievE!Q
had pointed to a number of effects of industrialization in developing countries
which had adversely affected ~n as well as identifying a number of problans
faced by \\Omen which had not been resolved by the type of industrialization
taking place .
Arrong the problems the report highlights are the facts that improvement
in educational opportunities for WJmen in higher and middle socio-economic

strata has not been followed by a parallel increase in levels of employment,
even in those developing countries with relatively high rates of
industrialization.
1/

IID . Social aspects of industrialization . Re)J'.)rt VII . International
Labour Conference, 6Sth Session (Geneva, IID. 1963.)
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There is evidence of increasing m.rrnbers of 'M'.)Inen being forced into
unemployment in the industrialized market economies because of the economic
recession or being displaced from the formal sector of the economy to the
peripheral employment market and in developing countries to the informal
sectors of subsistence agriculture, handicrafts, etc. A recent study has
drawn attention to the effects of new technologies on 'M'.)Inen's employment in
the office occupations in industrialized countries. 2/ Other studies have
investigated employment and living conditions of
working in rural
industries in Aden countries. 3/

worren

In stating the tx>licy on these issues it is anphasized that the IID will
be increasingly concerned with the impact of industrialization and technical

and scientific progress on v.anen in toth urban and rural areas and o:::msequently
the implications for developnent planning in the light of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, which provided that "everyone has the right to
Y.Ork, to free choice of errployment, to just and favourable conditions of
Y.Ork and to protection against unemployment".
Rural lal:our markets: women's disadvantages
Recently sumning up the position with regard to Y.Dinen in rural lal:our
markets, the IID has concluded that gender discrimination is endemic. 4/
This finding applies to employment, level of wages and subsequent risk-of
firing. Rural lal:our processes result in v.anen in households with few
entitlements beyond their lal:our getting even lower incomes than would be
suggested by their low ownership of entitlanents .
fureover, the report emphasized that too often local and national
policies directed at rural areas make the household their target without
considering their differentiated impact on the various household members .
The nain thrust of policy, it was argued, should be to rerrove the
barriers to participation in non-domestic activities by w::>men, whether female
heads or members of an "average household". Anong the rrain barriers
perceived are male domination of property rights and marketing toard payments
and the ideological extension of Y.Omen's reproductive role into social norms
which direct female lal::our into domestic activity and segregate men and Y.Omen
outside the household. The former inhibit Y.Omen' s access to credit and
therefore their capacity to generate income. Innovations in credit delivery
systems or co-operative organization may overcome some of these problans .
2/ D.Werneke, ~1icroelectronics and office jobs: The impact of the chip on
v..Dmen's employment (~eva, !ID. 1983).
3/ Z. Bhatt~r, The economic role and status of wonen in the beedi i ndustry in
Allahabad (Saarbrucken-Fort Laudereale , Breitenbach Publishers , 1981 .
4/ IID. Rural lal:our rnerkets and enplovment policies: Issues relating to
lal:our utilization, remunderation and the position of w::>men , Advisory
Comnittee on Rural Develoµnent , Tenth Session , Geneva, 22 November to 1
December 1983 (Geneva , IID. 1983; ACRD X/1983/III).
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(b)

Data on- v.ork
Statistics

It is recognized within as well as outside the IID that currently
available statistics from the developing v.orld on female latour force
participation are inaccurate, grossly underreporting female latour force
activity in many of these (X)untries. As reviewed in recent papers, there
are believed to be several reasons for this underreporting of female latour
force participation. ~
First, the internationally accepted definition of latour force
participation and its interpretation is often thought to be the cause .
According to the HD, latour force activity is defined as follows:
All persons of either sex who furnish the supply of latour for the
production of economic goods and services as defined by the United
Nations system of national ac(X)unts and balances. (Recorrrnendations
of the Thirteenth Conference of Lab::>ur Statisticians, 1982).
Acrording to these systems (of national inrome accounts) , the
production of economic goods and services should include all
production and processing of primary products whether for the market,
for barter or for own consumption. (HD, 1982).
Obviously, market-oriented activities related to wage or salary employment
and/or enterprises are latour force activities; so should be activities
oriented to self-(X)nsumption such as subsistence agriculture, home ronstruction
and improvement, milking animals and processing food for family use. Yet,
national practi~es vary so greatly l:oth with respect to national income
statistics and latour force definitions as to cause great variability in the
measurerrent of the female latour force l:oth across countries and across time
within particular countries.
One possible explanation for anomalies is that there is a straight-forward
sex bias in l:oth the international definition and in its interpretation at the
national level. It has been argued that there is a systematic exclusion from
the latour force and national inrome of activities typically performed by
v.omen (men) alrrost as if latour force/non-latour force distinctions were drawn
up with prior infonnation on the sexual division of latour - and despite the
fact that in large parts of the developing world the distinction between
economic/latour force activities and non-economic/non-latour force activities
are somewhat arbitrary. The fact is that rrost of the third v.orld - especially
arrong the poor - virtually all adults (as well as their children) make
significant contributions to meeting families' basic needs.

5/ See R. Anker, Female latour force
ici tion: Conce tual and measurement
difficulties, Paper prepared for HD UNITAR Seminar on Women, Work and
Derographic Issues, Tashkent, USSR, ll-19 October, 1983 from which the
following text is culled, which refers to R. Anker, Female latour force
activity in developing countries: A critique of current data cx:>llection
techniques (Geneva, IID, 1983; mimeographed World Employrrent Progranme
research v.orking paper) .
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A second factor believed to be irrq:::ortant in causing female lal:xmr force
data to be unrealistically low is that WJmen tend to be only ma.rginally
involved in the data collection, as survey designers, interviewers and
resµ:mdents . As a result, the preconceived notion of '.\Dmen as "housewives" ,
which men are CDnsidered nore likely to hold than WJmen, is believed to
affect how survey questionnaires are designed, how survey questions are
actually -asked by intervi~wers, as well as how resr.ondents reply to these
questions. Although there is little statistical evidence to indicate the
degree to which male interviewers, male res:i:ondents and male survey designers
bias labour force statistics, it has been contended that both the
internationally accepted definition of labour force participation and its
application in national censuses and labour force surveys are ma.de WJrse by
the relatively small input of w:::imen in the data CDllection process.
A third factor believed to be irrq:::ortant is that labour force questions
and questionnaires tend to be inappropriately worded and CDnstructed
for obtaining accurate information for w::rnen, frequently beginning with a
fairly simple question (which usually can be reduced to one key v.Drd or
phrase such as "v.Drk", "job", "ma.in activity", "seCDndary activity",
"economic activity" , "pay or profit") in order to divide the ]X)pulation into
tv.D groups: (1) eCDnomically active and (2) "economically" inactive. (Note
that unemployment is ignored in this discussion) . The simplicity of these
questions is crucial in producing the relatively jX)Or labour force data for
women that are CDllected. It is not reasonable to expect resr.ondents to
provide accurate information about what is essentially an ambiguous concept
(especially for subsistence type activities) where the questions they are
being asked are so simple. Under these circumstances, it is hardly surprising
that sterotypes such as the "non-v.Drking" "housewife" frequently predominate.
A recent Nigerian study CDrrmission in the IID illustrates the continuing
0imensions of this problem and their :i:otential inhibiting effect u:i:on planning .~/
(c) Expert meeting on enployment
At a recent discussion of High Level Experts on Employment Problems
CDnvened by the Director-General of the IID to meet with staff of the W::lrld
Employment Programne and review the present state of employment in the v.Drld
and advise on the sCDpe of the future v.Drk plan, CDnsiderable attention was
paid to the situations and needs of v.Dmen v.Drkers.7/
This discussion was set
by the Director-General within a global CDntext of-rising and massive
unemployment in industrialized CDuntries and ma.ssive labour underutilisation
in the third world, a period of instability and recession in which the fabric
of the international system is being strained to its limits. I t was also put
within an Office CDntext of the W::lrld Employment Progranme, launched in 1969
as a res:i:onse to the employment and develoµnent problem5 of the third v.Drld,
6/ See R. Pitting, Documentation of v..umen's work in Nigeria: Problems and
solutions (Geneva, IID, 1982; mimeographed W::lrld Employment Progranme
research v.Drking paper; restricted) .
7/ See Re:i=ort of the Discussion of the Informal Meeting of High Level Experts
on Employment Problems. IID Geneva, September 1983.
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and rrore productive employrrent and the alleviation of p::>verty at the very
centre of develoµrent thinking.
The gist of the discussion concerning "'-Drnen's employment was that any
overall attack on the global problems of p::>verty and unemployment cannot be
successful without adequate measures to improve the status and conditions of
w:imen, especially given the increasingly recogni zed facts that arrong p::>or
families a high prop::>rtion of household income is generated by v..Dmen's r:oorly
remunerated v..Drk and the fact that female-headed households are fairly corrnon
and increasing arrong the r:oor.
Sexually blind pvlicies
The rep::>rt of their discussions noted that recent research and
documentation have illuminated the ma.jar economic part played by r:oor v..Drnen
and the ineffectiveness of "sexually blind r:olicies" aimed only at household
heads. They again reiterated the need for developing systems of rneasurerrent
which adequately reflect VvDrnen's overall economic contributions, emphasizing
the hindrance of the stereotypical ideas of "'-Drnen' s roles - "One of the rrost
pervasive obstacles to p::>or Y.Ornen's participation lies in the corrnon
misperception of wcrnen ' s roles as being dependent , secondary, dorrestic ,
non-productive and centred on reproduction. This creates a major obstacle
to reaching and supp::>rting Y.Omen as producers: this they are but they remain
less productive than if they were not deprived of access to good land , credit,
improved technologies , extension services and relevant education and training"
(p. 29).

Economic dem?graphic interactions
The important and far- reaching interactive links between ¥.Dmen's roles
as Y.Orkers and rrothers and the p::>tential impacts of employment on fertility
and vice versa were noted , also the need for family planning progranrnes to be
integrated within a frarne-.Drk of effective developnent p::>licies , which arrongst
other issues produce an improvement in the social and economic rewards of
Y.Ornen.
It was thus stated that in devising developrent p::>licies and anti-pJVerty
prograrrmes i t is important to understand how they are likely to affect "'-Drnen
in their several rol es and to wake sure that their impact on \\Omen has been
carefully thought through before the p::>licies are implemented.
Programne impacts
The warning was sounded that care must be taken to see that special
prcx3-ranrnes for Y.Ornen do not in fact lead quite unintentionally to a
deterioration of their situation. It was admitted that still too little is
krnwn alx:>ut the p::>licies and programnes that are rrost likely to have a p::>sitive
impact ur:on Y.Omen ' s p::>sitions thus underlining the need to study experiences
to date . Certainly it is clear that beneficial p::>licies with lasting irnpact
include those developing or extending a legal frarneY.Ork equality for "'-Dmen
with rren and the channelling of resources specifically to Y.Oinen Y.Orkers and to
their organizations.
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Female participation and control
As the discussions ultimately highlighted, however, it is crucial for
v.Drnen to have a greater influence in decision-making processes which control
the distribution of \\Drk, resources, income and expenditure. Poor \\Dmen's
· problems have been overloooked partly because of their lack of voice in
decision-making, so that encouragerrent of enhanced \\Drnen's participation in
decision-making through separate \\Dmen's organizations or through full
participation in organizations for \\Qrren and men was emphasized to be an
:i_rrp:)rtant prerequisite for balanced develoµnent and equitable social change.

Having derronstrated the conterrq;:orary awareness of the problems outlined
we will now turn to an account, albeit selective, of IID activities meant to
assist in solving them.
III.

1.

IID: PLANS, .MEETINGS, MECHANISMS AND

STANDARD~/

Plans and meetings
The IID Medium-Term Plan

During the last t\\D years, serious efforts have been made to better
integrate a \\Drnen's dimension" in all areas of major concern to the IID as
reflected in its Medium-Term Plan (1982-87). The Plan spells out in some
detail IID's contribution to the second half of the United Nations Decade for
W:Jmen (1981-85) . The main aim of IID activities for \\Dmen workers as foreseen
in the Medium-Term Plan is to bring about a better understanding of discrimination
against 'M:lmen in employment and its harmful effects on economic and social
develoµnent; to prorrote equality of treatment between rren and v.umen; and to
help 'M:lmen to become an integral part of the \\Drld of v.urk. These long-term
objectives have been reflected in the prograrrme elements earlier as well as in
this biennium. The basic assumption of the IID Plan is that progress towards
EqUality depends largely on a broader understanding of the nature and size of
discrimination that exists against 'M:lmen in the labour market and the \\Drkplace .
It also underlines the means of action to eliminate discrimination and acquire
EqUality of rights, responsibilities and opportunities for the participation of
\\Drren in develorment , both as beneficiaries and active agents in its ?rocesses.
11

The Medium-Term Plan provides for comprehensive programnes in IID subjectareas, pilot projects and case studies for comparative analysis on employment
and training of v.umen in rural areas of developing countries, special schemes
for \\Dmen's needs, participation of v.umen in trade unions and disaggregation
of statistics between men and \\Dmen by economic sector/industry/occupation. It
includes a preliminary analysis of the wage differentials between men and v.umen
in selected occupations and examines the practical aspects of the principle of
EqUality of remuneration. The implementation of introduction of existing and
new IID standards is also a significant part of the Plan.
8/ This section mainly comprises relevant extracts from IID and v.umen v.urkers:
Activities in 1982-83, Prepared by the Office of W:Jmen W:Jrkers Questions
(Geneva, IID, 1983).
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The highlights of the biennium (1982-83)
The rrost significant element of this biennium which needs to be
underlined is that 11\\Ctl\en v.orkers" has become one of the six global-themes of
IID activities.9/ In this perspective, rrost activities undertaken in favour
of v.orking v.ornen-since the last meeting of the UN Corrmission on the Status of
Vbmen focus on reseach findings on various aspects of inequality in the lal:our
market linked to the socio-economic realities in various countries and the
status and position of 'M:>men in economy and society. The policies, programmes
and projects examined in this document attempt to provide a sumnary view of
approaches being developed by the IID in designing its activities to create
better awareness of equality of opportunity and equality of treatment between
rren and v.omen. A review of this biennium also indicates that various
initiatives undertaken by the ILO after the adoption in 1975 of the Declaration
on Equality of Opportunity and Treatment for Vbmen Vbrkers and the Resolution
concerning a Plan of Action with a View to Prorroting Equality of Opportunity
and Treatment for V\bmen Vbrkers have now matured in various ways which could
form the basis of an ILO policy framev.ork at the end of the UN Decade for
Vbmen in 1985.
The discussion on "social aspects of industrialization" during the 69th
Session of the International Latour Conference resulted in broader conclusions
for Vbmen as industrial 'M:>rkers by giving the IID new terms of reference for
studying in depth the conditions of v.ork and life of v.omen in industry traditional and rrodern - in which they are the preponderant majority. These
proposals will bring enpirical evidence on the specificity of v-.omen 'M:>rkers'
problems in various irrlustries including textiles and clothing, food products
and drinks, leather and footwear and the plantation sector. Various articles
dealing with some aspects of v.omen v.orkers' problems have been published in
the International Latour Review 10/ and the Social and Latour Bulletin. 11/
International

Latour Conference (1983) : subject areas on v.orking v.omen

At its 69th Session, although v.omen workers' questions were not directly
on the agenda, the International Latour Conference nevertheless touched upon
this subject in various ways. In one agenda iten on "social aspects of
industrialization" there was a concrete discussion at the comnittee level on
the processes of industrialization and their influence on v.omen's v.ork.
Similarly, v.omen v.orkers' questions were also mentioned in the Director-

9/ The other five theres are: rural develoµnent, technology, energy, urban
informal sector and international migration.
10/ For example, see Souad Khodja, "Vbmen's v.ork as reveiewed in present day
Algerian society" (II..R, Vol.121, No.4, July-Aug., 1982); Chantal Paoli,
Vbmen 'M:>rkers and maternity: Some examples from Western Europe"(ILR, Vol.
121, No.l, Jan.-Feb., 1982); Maria de los Angeles Jinenez Butragueno
"Protective legislation and equal opportunity and treatment for v.omen in
Spain" (ILR, Vol.121, No.2, Ma.r.-April. 1982): Tarnako Nakanishi,"Equality
or protection? Protective legislation for v.omen in Japan" (ILR, Vol.122,
No.5, Sept.-oct., 1983).
11/ For a comprehensive list on prorrotion of Equality of op:r:ortunity and
treatment", see ILO, Social and Latour Bulletin Index (1982).
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General's Rep:::>rt, 12/ the rep:::>rt on employment p:::>licy, the rep:::>rt of the
Conmittee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Reoomnendations and
the Comnittee on Apartheid. These rep:::>rtssrnrnarize IID's efforts since the
last session and reflect p:::>licies of rrernber States in fa\Our of 'MJmen 'MJrkers.
A part of the Director-General's Rep:::>rt describes ILO activities to
prorrote better v..Drking and living oonditions for 'MJmen, especially in the
sections dealing with hunan rights and international lal::Dur standards, the
W::irld Employment Programne, training arrl PIACT (the International Programne
for the Improvement of Working Conditions and Environment). This Rep:::>rt
devotes special sections to "v..Dmen v..Drkers" and "equal rights". These sections
sumrrarize activities during 1982, present statistical tables on ·employment
and unemployment of 'MJmen in selected developed and developing oountries
1976-80, and analyze legislative provisions adopted in the various countries
on rraternity protection. It also contains a questionnaire addressed to all
Chief Technical Advisers requesting informa.tion on the relevance of their
projects for v..Dmen 'MJrkers and information activities in co-operation with the
United Nations on a series of 'MJrking papers.
Results and conclusions of regional conferences and techical rreetings
1.

Regional conferences and meetings

The specific problems of v..Drking 'MJmen, their access to enployment, their
training p:::>ssibilities and their general conditions of 'MJrk and life have also
been discussed at various IID Regional Conferences arrl meetings. What follows
is a S\..Jim'ary of the salient features of these conferences.
Sixth African Regional Conference
(Tunis, October 1983)
W::lmen v..Drkers' problerns in Africa were examined at this Conference. A
chapter of Rep:::>rt
on "Conditions of 'MJrk and the 'MJrking environment"
reviews v..Dmen's participation in economic activity in the rrodern and informal
sectors.
Asian Advisory Comnittee
(Geneva, NovEnlber 1983)
The 18th Session of the Asian Advisory Comnittee examined prop:::>sals for
the Tenth Asian Regional Conference planned for early 1986, which includes an
i tern on the "employment of v..Dmen" .
Regional High-Level Consultation on Women vbrkers
Bangkok, 26-29 January 1983)
The ma.in objective of this consultation was to provide an opp:::>rtunity
for the senior officials from the countries of the Asian region v..Drking in .. ·
various mechanisms dealing with 'MJmen's questions to exchange ideas and
12/

IID, Rep:::>rt of the Director-General, International Labour Conference,
69th Session, Geneva , 1983.
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proposals in order to strengthen their national infrastructures. The
consultation analyzed the new concepts and ideas on the economic contribution
of IM:lffien and considered new project proposals to plan a systematic approach
towards eliminating discriminatory practices in Employment and training of
\\Omen to aim at improving the qual
of life of w:irking women both in rural
and urban areas.
The need for the establishment of a governmental focal point or "special
national mechanism" to implement prograrrrnes for w:imen in the developnent
process has been recognized by rrost govenunents in the region as a desirable
objective. These mechanisms vary and oorrnally include rronitoring and supervision
policies , prograrnnes and projects, training schenes and assistance to women's
organizations. The i.mp:lct of national machineries dealing with women's w:irkers'
problens cannot be easily analyzed at this stage, but it is becoming evident
that their existence is helping towards sensitizing policy-makers and
legislators on w:imen's economic and legal rights.
Some of the main conclusions of this consultation which attempted to
identify the type of activities that could be followed by governments ,
enployers' and v.orkers' organizations are:
- that the governments should include special reference to women in
developnent plans, programnes and policies;
- that indicators be developed to measure the special problems of
w:imen in Asian coootries;
- that there should be a separate administrative unit in departments/
ministries of labour to deal with w:imen workers' questions;
- that special attention should be given to training w:imen in formal and
non-fonnal skills with enphasis on ui::grading existing skills and
teaching n::>n-traditional occupations;
- that special national tripartite advisory bodies should be encouraged
to examine women wrkers' problems; and
- that the equality of labour inspectorates should be improved and the
number increased in order to ensure proper implementation of labour
legislation.
With regard to the prorrotion of equal oprortunities for v.Dmen w:irkers,
the consultation proposed reviewing of the IID standard-setting activities,
conducting research data collection and analysis, improving women 's access
to jobs and skills and assisting in the dissemination and exchange of
infonnation within the region.
Policy-conclusions for future action (1984-85)
IID activities: After the Governing Body Session in May 1983. the IID
had the opi::ortunity of considering in greater detail with various technical
departments the future activities for v.orking women . One of the rrost
significant conclusions of the IID directorate at this meeting was to
strengthen a broader frarne<.-.Drk of IID prograrrrnes for w:imen. In adopting a
series of policy conclusions for future action, the IID reaffirmed, inter-alia ,
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that interaction of ideas arrong relevant technical units dealing with v-.Dmen
w:::>rkers questions be strengthened further, in particular by regular discussions
on priority areas which will <X)ntinue to be of importance to ILO fOlicy
framev..Drk. It was also suggested that subsequent to the Conference discussion
on "equal opp-Jrtunities arrl equal treatment for men and v-.Dmen" in 1985, there
may be a PJSsibility to consider new international laJ::our standards specifically
relevant to v-.Drking v..ornen in the present decade. On tecnnical <X)Qperation
activities, it was suggested that "all technical units are resfOnsible, through
the chief of department <X)ncerned, for ensuring that problems peculiar to w:::>men
w:::>rkers are addressed in research projects and project planning documents
prepared for the purfOse of technical <X)Qperation". The present ILO procedures
for project design call for identification of the "target groups" in project
planning; it was felt that a series of evaluations might be undertaken focusing
on specific fields of activities such as training arrl dissemination of
information. There might also be the PJSSibility of wider consultation with
experts from various disciplines and countries on the problems of v-.Dmen w:::>rkers.
A systematic netw:::>rk of regional advisers to integrate ILO-wide activities
after 1985 will also be planned.
In <X)nsidering future national p-Jlicies and programnes for v-.Drking WDmen,
and taking into account the necessity to increase OpfOrtunities of employment
for WDmen in all regions, the 1985 ILO activities WDuld attenpt to cover three
main comp-Jnents which will have qualitatively changed the economic and social
p-Jsition of v.anen in society during the present decade (1975-85). First, by
the mid-1980s (ac<X)rding to ILO official estimates) there will be a large
number of new WDmen entrants intothe laJ::our market everywhere in the WDrld,
the majority of whom will seek employment in the services sector - the number
will be approximately 100 million. 13/
While some ILO research studies have examined the economic causes of this
major change, there is, as yet, only fragmentary evidence of the social causes
of the totality of this phenomenon. Se<X)ndly, the fact that the age span of
w:::>men in the labour market has enlarged to include not only those who are in
their early twenties, but also those in their early thirties (both the 20-25
and 25-35 age groups) signifies that fewer and fewer v-.Dmen interrupt their
WDrking life UPJn marriage or when they have their first child. The projections
show that w:::>men's income WDuld not be canplEmentary or supplementary, but
essential for the welfare of the household. Finally, w:::>men seem to <X)ntinue to
encounter a spectrum of discrimination from the p-Jint of entry (such as seeking
jobs, recruitment practices, prorrotion) to the p-Jint of exit (retirement age,
social security, unemployment benefits) in the laJ::our market. The discriminatory
practices recently rep-Jrted in many countries show that "w:::>men 's dimension" is not
only linked to reconciling w:::>rk and family resp-Jnsibilities, but is seriously
influenced by international e<X)nomic trends affecting national e<X)nomic and
social structures.14/ While the aJ::ove elements provide the direction of future
13/ For recent trends in employment and unemployment of w:::>men in developing and
developed countries, see ILO, W::>men at w:::>rk 1/1982, and 2/1982.
14/ UN/CEDAW, Convention on the Elimination of All forms of Discrimination
against W::>men, Initial Rei:x>rts of States Parties. New York, Aug. 1983
(doc. CFDPJ/V/C/5. Add.1-13, 12 Nov. 1982).
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IID activities, selected studies, prograrrmes and projects which are continuing
and/or planned for the end of the UN Decade for V\brnen are sumnarized below.
The agenda for the 1985 session of the International Lalour Conference
The IID Coveming Body, during its Novenber 1983 Session, decided to
place the item "Equal opp::>rtunities and e:::rual treatment for rren and w:::mien" on
the agenda of the 1985 Session of the International I..alx>ur Conference. The
Conference, to be held before the Third v.brld Conference in Nairobi , 'M:luld
have three main objectives: (a) to evaluate the progress achieved and the
problems encountered in respect of v.anen and 'M:lrk at the national , regional
and international level; (b) to review and appraise national p::>licies and
l egislation adopted by rnanber countries to implement the 1975 Declaration and
r esolutions adopted by the IID and the changes that might have occurred in
the economic , social and p::>litical situation of 'M:lmen wurkers; and (c) to take
stock of IID p::>licies, prograrrrnes and projects since 1975 in order to select
priority issues and formulate new approaches for future action in the 'M:>rld of
'M:lrk of v..anen.
The reports prepared for the 1985 Session of the Conference, as well as
its inclusions, would be brought to the attention of the Third v.brld Conference
on vbnen in Nairobi.
Bearing in mind the broader perspective of structural change, the ILO will
continue to elaborate concrete policy measures, legislative action and
administrative efforts taking into account the role of 'M:lrnen in the preparation
and implementation of developnent plans, p::>licies and prograrrmes reflecting the
actual economic and social contribution of 'M:lrnen at the national, international
and regional levels.
To accord e:::rual opportunities and equal treatment for men and \\Drnen in
all aspects of employment including e:::rual pay, training , industrial relations,
protective legislation including maternity benefits and social security , what
concrete steps need to be taken at various levels within a country? What
specific measures have been taken at the national level on e:::ruality policies
or "p::>sitive action" to prorrote employment opp::>rtunities (wherever introduced)
within the frarnev.iork of developnent priorities? What type of national
prograrrmes and schemes should be initiated or reintroduced to strengthen \\Drnen ' s
existing skills and facilitate the aCXJUisition of higher skills in nontraditional, scientific and technical jobs? How does structural change affect
\\Drren's jobs especially where new technologies are concerned? What type of
measures should be undertaken to enhance \\Dmen's participation at all levels
including representation in industrial rranagement p::>sitions, trade unions and
greater involvement in 'M:lrkers' education schemes and entrepreneurial training?
In reviewing IID action relating to standards, research and technical
co-operation, the major aspects of v..Drnen's wurk that need to be taken into
account are :
Nature of research and data collection that needs to be undertaken to
improve - conditions of v..Drk and life of v.anen in industries in which
their numbers are larger, including textiles, clothing, food and drinks,
leather and fCXJtwear, electronics and plantations;
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Translation of existing research findings on v.Dmen's V-Drk in rural areas
into p::>licy action to enhance their participation in rural organizations;
Prorrotion of greater awareness of the "social partners" at national
regional and international levels to ensure equality of opp::>rtunity and
treatment covering employment-related question in the laJ:our market, such
as access to jobs, training, remuneration, and in social security,
maternity and other benefits;
Type of technical co-operation needed in aa::ruisition and upgrading of
skills of v.ornen to enable them to have better access to non-traditional,
technical, professional and managerial jobs; and
Specific impact of technological change in the traditional and nodern
sector on v.Dmen 's jobs.
Inter-agency consultation and collaJ:oration:
Employment-related activities
Since the main objective of the Third Ybrld Conference at Nairobi in 1985
is to "review and appraise the achievements of the Decade" (General Assembly
resolution 35/136, the !ID will participate to implement the three goals of
the Decade: equality, developnent and peace, and the three sub-themes of
education, health and employrrent. Under the sub-theme "employrrent", on which
the IID is the lead agency, special emphasis will be given to anployrrentrelated problems connected with the status of v.omen in a global frarnev.Drk. In
its contribution, the !ID will attanpt to analyse the economic and social
developnent at a global level for a better understanding of the important
contribution that v.Dmen's V-Drk makes to the prosperity and advancement of
society. This will also evaluate the basic trends in v.Dmen's employment and
unernployrrent taking into acoount, in particular, the impact of scientific and
techrnlogical progress on w::>men's employment and the quantitative and qualitative
changes which have taken place on v.Dmen V-Drkers' questions during this decade.
Significant change in the division of lal:our and constraints that affect their
traditional and non-traditionalw:>rk including the fact that they suffer from
direct and indirect discrimination in jobs and wages and generally at the
w::>rkplace will also be underlined.
2.

Office for Vbmen Vbrkers' Questions

The Office for Vbmen Vbrkers' Questions established in April 1976
continues to function as the "focal p::>int" and co-ordinating unit of all
activities concerning ernployrrent related activities of v.Dmen J:oth inside and
outside the IID. Its main functions are to develop and co-ordinate research
and statistics, plan programnes and projects and undertake p::>licy action and
other measures to enhance the awareness of the problems of v.omen w::>rkers. All
technical units are rest=0nsible, through the chief of department concerned,
for ensuring that problems peculiar to v..omen v.Drkers are addressed in research
projects and project planning documents prepared for the purp::>se of technical
en-operation. It also plays a significant role in disseminating research
results and infonnation on all aspects of v.Dmen and v.Drk dealing with their
integration in the v.Drkforce. Since 1977 this Office has published an IID news
bulletin ~bmen at Vbrk (English and French twice a year This, the only news
bulletin of its type in the UN system, exclusively devoted to y;omen v..orkers'
problems, provides economic and social information from various countries. In
particular it analyzes: trends in national plans, p::>licies and legislation;
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employment, wages and conditions of v.ork jobs and skills (range of WJrk and
job option); combining v.ork with family responsibilities; participation in
decision-making within the undertaking, in trade unions, at national and
international levels; and surrrnarizes recent developnents in inter-governmental
and non-governmental organizations. Within the IID, this Office is assigned
the responsibility of acting as a catalyst and rrotivator of all activities
concerning Y.'O!Tlen v..Drkers.
The Office has published various v..Drking papers on different aspects of
Y.'O!Tlen's v..Drk by region and a survey on legislation relating to maternity
protection in 128 countries. In addition to briefings and bibliographies, it
disseninates information on technical co-operation projects and synthesis of
IID activities on v..Drking v.xxnen. 15/
3.

IID standards: their impact on v..Drking ¥X:Jmen

Under the IID Constitution, menber States are obliged to report regularly
on the measures taken to give effect to the Conventions they have ratified.
In addition, States are required to report, as requested by the Governing
Body, on the extent to which law and practice in their countries give effect
to the .provisions on an unratified Convention or of a Recomnendation. On the
basis of the information provided by governments, and often, by enployer and
v..Drker organizations, the Conmittee of Experts on the Application of Conventions
and Recomnendations carries out a technical examination on the degree of
compliance between IID instruments and the national practice of the particular
cx:mntry. The results of this examination are published in a report to the
Conference every year and are the basis of the ¥X:Jrk of the tripartite Cornnittee
on the Application of Conventions and Recorrrnendations, which is set up at the
International Lal:our Conference each year.
It should be mentioned that the report of the Conmittee of Experts includes
information, not only on cases of non-compliance but also seeks to highlight
the ways in which some countries have taken JX>Sitive action to secure conformity
with the various instrunents . Apart from assistance accorded to member States
by the supervisory bodies of the Organization, the IID attempts to advise
goverrunents, employers' and WJrkers' organizations on the measures which could
be taken, inter alia, to irnplerrent equal errployment policies and eliminate
discriminatory employment practices by undertaking direct contact missions,
by holding seninars and training courses and by providing infernal written
advice on the interpretation of IID instrurrents.
Indications of the impact of sc:xre of those Conventions on the law and
practice of ratifying States are available f rorn the annual reports of the
Cornnittee of Experts. It is evident that some IID instruments have had rrore
direct influence than others in general. The same applies to IID standards
relating to v..Drking v.Dmen. A few examples may be cited on this point.
The IID Convention on Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) No.111
of 1958 (which deals with discrimination on the basis of race, colour, sex,
15/ For details, see List of JTlajor IlD instn:unents .and documents concerning
v..Dmen \.\Qrkers (IID/W.1/1982). Recent examples of documents include
Pirectory of governmental bodies dealing with women ~rkers' quest ions
(IID/W.4/1973/Rev.l) and List of extra-budgetary financed projects in favour
of \.\Qmen (on-going and in the pipeline (IID/ W.6/ 1983/ Rev.l).
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:celigion, political opuuon, national extraction or social origin with regard
to access to employment and to particular occupations and tenns and conditions
of e:nployment) and the Equal Remuneration Convention No.100 of 1951 for men
and W)men for "w::irk of equal value" have been regarded as tw::> instruments in
the area of human rights and, consequently, the Organisation has taken
particular measures to encourage their ratifications and implementation by
member States.
In addition to Convention No.100 and Convention No.111 referred to above
and their supplanent~ Recornnendations, there are a number of other
instruments relevant to the elimination of discrimination and the prorrotion
of e::iuality of opportunity and treatment for w::imen. For example, Convention
No.156 and Recarrnendation No.165 of 1981 concerning w::irkers with family
responsibilities; and Conventions No.3 (1919) and 103 (1952) on maternity
protection. Several other instruments contain clauses banning discrimination
on various grounds including sex, for example, Convention No.82 on Social
Policy (Non-Metropolitan Territories) 1947; Convention No.117 on Social Policy
(Basic A:iJns and Standards), 1962; Convention and Recornnendation No.122 on
Employment Policy, 1964 and Convention No.142 on Human Resources Developnent,
1975.
4.

Technical co-operation activities

During 1982-83, several technical co-operation projects aimed generally
at improving the w::irking and living conditions of urban and rural w::imen in
developing countries and pronoting their participation in the developnent
process of the· country have been implemented by the IIO in co-operation with
other funding organizations or institutions.
The great bulk of IID activities falls within four major fields:
vocational training, rural enployment, developnent of co-operatives and
assistance to liberation rrovements.
There seems to be some evidence that the volume of technical co-operation
activities directed towards w::imen w::irkers increased during the course of the
last tw::i years. By the end of September 1983, there were 52 projects 16/
which were either directly geared to their needs or had a "w::imen ' s cornp:::ment"
in them.
1.

Rural employment

Tw::> technical co-operation projects which aim to stimulate the
participation of rural women in develoµnent and enable them to evolve an
appropriate organizational base to increase their access to employment and
their self-reliance began in 1980-81. 17/ These projects are striving to

16/ Of these, five were interregional, 30 in Africa, 13 in Asia and the Pacific,
and four in Latin America.
17/ M.A. Savane. Evaluation des projects J;X)ur les fanrnes rurales au Senegal
(Geneve, BIT. 1983). Geresita de Barbiere, Josefina Aranda, Cella
Falornir, Rodo Lopez, Patricia M:>rrero, Natasha M:>lina, I.as unidades
agricola-industriales para la rnujer campesina: Dos estudios de caso: Charo ,
Michoacan y Viesca Coahuila.
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make a contribution towards the struggle against i:overty of rural warren in
developing countries.
There is an increasing atte.rrpt in !LO employment policy related work on
rural latour markets to take into account the differentiation of rural
households in relation to production, transformation and consumption and to
take into account the variations in status by age and sex of household
llEillbers. 18/ There is even an attempt to consider the effects of diverse
marriage payment systans (bridewealth and dowry) and to relate these to
patterns and opi:ortunities for errployment.

An up-to-date account of ILO rural developnent activities since 1979
has recently been presented to the Advisory Cornnittee on Rural Developnent
noting in Chapter IX all the special activities for women including activities
to improve employment and incnme generating opi:ortunities and training.19/
(See the bibliography supplement of publications relevant especially noS:
5, 6, 12, 16, 17, 18, 25, 28, 29, 31, 33, etc.).
2•

Vocational training

The overall objective of !LO activities in this field is to integrate
into the mainstream training systems and prograrrrnes and to prort0te
special rreasures to increase w::xren's participation in training for a wider
range of occupations and for a higher level of skills and resi:onsibility.

w:>IUen

The IID progranme is also aiming at creating awareness and i:ositive
attitudes towards training and employment of v..Drren anong men and 'M)men in
positions where they are able to influence social change: vocational
information and guidance; and the use of the mass media. Training programnes
~rise pre-training activities involving assessment of training needs and
ecoromic activities, market surveys, data collection, ITOtivational campaigns,
vocational inforination, etc., training through a variety of rreans such as the
establishment of production groups, ensuring access to credit, market outlets·,
raw materials, tools and equipnent, provision of extension services to ensure
that training results in improved inmmes and conditions for women.
3.

Develoµrent of co-operatives

The principal objective of this aspect of IID programre is the developnent
and pronotion of co-operative societies as effective popular self-help
institutions contributing to national developnent efforts. It is especially
intended to proIIDte the active participation of the weaker groups of society,
in particular warren, in the organization and management of their own
institutions. Three projects in this area had the sarre basic objective: to
develop w::men's handicrafts.
18/ IID, Pronotion of employment and incomes for the rural poor, including
rural VK>:rren, through non-farm activities, Ad~iso:ry Corrmittee on Rural
Developnent, Tenth Session, Geneva 22 Nov. to 1 Dec . 1983 (ACRD X/ 1983/II).
19/ IID. Review of IID rural developnent activities since 1979. Adviso:ry
Comnittee on Rural Developnent, Tenth Session, Geneva, 22 November to
1 December (Geneva, IID. 1983; ACRD X/1983/I) •
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Vbiren in human resource planning

Within the scope of the p:>pulation, human resources and developnent
planning activities of the IID ' s Population and I.al::x:mr Policies Programne, a
number of country technical co-operation projects are under way which have
relevance to female lal::our supply and denographic issues such as fertility
and rnigration.2.0 /
5.

Impact of technical co-operation activities

A study on the impact of technical co-operation p.ctivities on v.anen was
undertaken in o:>mpliance with the reo::xrmendation included in the Programne of
Action adopted by the W:>rld Conference of the UN Decade for W:>men (Copenhagen,
July 1980) to the effect that all organizations of the UN system should" ...
review existing and prop:>sed plans and projects ••• with the aim of integrating
the issues of concern to Y.Drren in all progranmes and projects in order to
improve the status of women". It is in this general fr~rk and in view
of the Director-General's expressed concern that the "v.anen's dirrension"
should be duly taken into account in IIO's own activities in the future, that
a questionnaire on the impact of technical co-operation activities on Y.Dmen
was issued to all II.O Regional Offices to collect fran Experts in the field
information on all on-going projects in their respective regions. The replies
to the questionnaire have been analyzed in a document 21/ which examines the
impact of technical co-operation activities on the situation of v.umen by
regions, sectors of activity and size of projects. The study shows that IID
assistance in the form of technical co-operation projects is small and bears
no relation to the actual needs in the countries. Often experimental, the
projects seek to denonstrate concretely that alternative and nore effective
means to combat rural p:>verty and prat0te enployrrent are p:>ssible and lie
within the means of developing countries. On the basis of these small and
experimental projects the II.O seeks to multiply their derronstrative impact
through studies~ v.orkshops and seminars. Similarly, the IID is active in
praroting the cross-fertilization of ideas or experiences arrong developing
countries with a view to enhancing sensitization of government officials,
trade unions, planners, administrators and project managers. This approach
has proven quite effective in pronoting the participatory approach to rural
developrent especially as regards the organization of }XX>r rural v.anen as a
prerequisite for collective developnent initiatives.
A range of II.O plans and activities have now been reviewed which seek
to solve some of the problems and to overcome sane of the obstacles
encountered hindering incorp:>ration of v.umen into developnent planning. In
the final section IV the focus is the studies carried out and comnissioned
by the IID which are neant to help improve the data bases for developnent
planning. The first set are studies concerned with the pronotion of sexual
equality in a number of areas. The second set are concerned with
20/ See Population, human resources and developnent planning activities of
the II.O Population and Lal::x::>ur Policies Prograrrme (Geneva, II.O. 1983).
21/ Impact sur les fE!'llres des activites de <XX>peration technique (Geneva,
no, 1983) (II.O/w. 7/1983) •
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docunentation and some current attempts to .improve measunment techniques
and concepts.
IV.

Il.O: STUDIFS 'ID HELP IMPOOVE DATA BASES FOR EQUALITY DEVEI.DPMENT

PLANNING.

1.

.Enployment, discrimination and prorrotion of equality: the
study on 'lt.Dmen 'lt.Drkers

Il.O

global

As part of the research undertaken by the Il.O for the preparation of
its contribution to the 1985 World Conference in Nairobi, a global study on
v.urnen '!t.Drkers: "Employment patterns, discrimination and prorrotion of equality"
was initiated by the Office for Women Vbrkers' Questions. Based on data on
the situation of 'lt.Drking 'lt.Dmen within different sectors and regions, it will
highlight national trends on economic and legal rights of 'lt.Dmen 'lt.Drkers of
crucial irrp:>rtance to r:olicy-makers, legislators and the public at large.

The rer:ort 'lt.Duld take account of the differences in the way the problems
of inequality present themselves according to the categories of 'lt.Dmen concerned
(rural, migrant, refugee, etc.) Within the frarne-.urk of the principle of
equality between men and v.anen, the study will cover various laws for
protection of 'lt.Diteil 'V.Drkers in selected CX)'t.rr1tries to provide a frame'lt.Drk for
examining and analyzing relevant II.O standards. Its aim is to obtain a general
overview of the r:osition of \\Orren at the legislative level and to make a
comparative analysis of recent changes in this area: in addition to maternity
benefits covered in a global survey rrentioned earlier.
Irrproved social security rights for 'lt.Drnen
This study involves a corrparative survey of national legislation which
indicates recent improvenents concerning social security rights of 'lt.Drking
nothers, single-parent families, divorced and widowed ~, homemakers, etc.
The study will be based on an Il.O research project and will bring factual
information oompiled in a survey which could become a reference for r:olicymakers and the public at large.
Employment opJX?rtunities for rural

\\Omen

through organization

This project has been extended until 1984 in three countries of the
Indian sul:xxmtinent, namely, Bangladesh, India and Pakistan . It incorr:orates
the lessons and experience gained earlier as regards participation and
organization of rural .....anen. Another research project to be initiated in
1984 will attempt to documant the irrpact of changes in the land-tenure system
on w::>men as agricultural and fcx:Xl producers. The research will investigate
the relationship of ~ and land in Africa in view of the critical food
situation faced by the region as a whole. The results obtained from this
investigation will help to contribute towan:ls the designing of rrore appropriate
r:olicie s and projects.
W::mien heads of households
Under this project, to be initiated in 1984, investigation will be
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undertaken on self-employment scherres in four Asian OJuntries, namely,
Bangladesh, India, Nepal and Pakistan.
A study has already been carried out for the IID on f ernale-headed or
supported households 22/ which calls attention to the need to inOJrporate
such w:::men, their situation and needs into econanic developnent policies and
programres. The study also calls attention to the relevant data collection
and analysis r0:1Uired. An important point this study reiterates is the
potential ill effects upon policy formulation and programne design of false
asstmtptions al:out sex roles. Thus misperceptions of the roles of males as
heads of households and their resp:msibility for domestic groups is linked to their
being consistently treated as the appropriate avenues for receipt of extension
services, credit, land and agricultural training. etc. However, available
global data analyzed indicate that asmany as 30 per cent of rural households
in some OJuntries do not have male heads.
An unfortunate outOJme is, for instance, that the co-operative rrovement
in different countries has often failed to involve Y.Drren because they are not
recognized as farm producers, managers and heads of households where they
actually fulfil these functions. t-breover, such v.anen's CX>Operative groups
as do ·exist may lack training, management and marketing skills and not meet
local credit re::rW-rements for anything other than SllE.ll loans. In some
OJtmtries such groups are not legally registered or recognized by governrrents
because they do not meet certain criteria and do not have adequate access to
extension services.

Developnent of OJ-operatives
In the framE!Y.Drk of its efforts to prorrote the active participation of
the weaker groups of society in the organization and management of their own
institutions, the IID is carrying out a stud.y on the role and involverrent of
\.'.Dmen in OJ-operative progranmes. The study, which will be finalized in 1984 ,
is based partly on replies to a questionnaire sent out to member States and
partly on IID activities in that field. It will review the state of
developnent of ~·s OJ-operatives in developing countries and analyze the
socio-econanic irnp3.ct of OJ-operative rroverrents on the developnent process
of the countries involved. This study will OJnsider the level of .....orren' s
participation, the obstacles and results obtained in this endeavour, taking
into OJnsideration the point of view of the partic{pants of the co-operatives
themselves. It will also assess the achievements and difficulties encountered
in the implanentation of technical co-operation activities in order to acquire
a better understanding of the real obstacles to the participation of v.anen in
oo-operatives. The purpose of this analysis is to elal:orate a strategy of
action on 'V.Dit\eI1 and OJ-operatives in order to exchange experience and
infonnation from various OJuntries in a proposed seminar or Y.Drkshop.
Vbrld survey on the role of

~

in developnent

The survey is planned to be a multi-sectoral and inter-disciplinary
survey analyzing Y.Dmen's role in relation to key developnent issues as
envisaged in the U.N. resolution (No.36/74 of 4 December 1981). The IID took
part in the preparation of the survey, giving due attention to the problems
and requirements of Y.Dmen in every region and to the contribution of Y.Dmen in
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the achievenent of goals of self-reliance and to economic and technical
co-operation arrong developing countries.
Sex segregation in urban lal:our markets
A number of snall-scale studies have been cornnissioned in urban lal:our
rrarkets of the developing mrld which are seeking to document the processes
leading to the segregation of women and men in the mrk place. Data is being
collected from employees and employers and the conmunity, national and
familial contexts of the mrkers are being taken into consideration including
such issues as governrrent i;olicies on fanale anployrrent, equality in w:>rk and
benefits such as maternity leave.
At the same time, the apparent effects of
fertility, family size and domestic resi;onsibilities are being considered and
the impacts of differential access to education and training. Cultural norms
and traditional social practices are seen to be influential.23/
Technological change and the corrlition of rural w:>men
A CO!tp3.rative study has been undertaken in three African cotmtries on
technological change, basic needs and the conditions of rural mrnen. Tasks
traditionally performed by rural wcrren were analyzed and assessed in selected
areas as well as the traditional methods of w:>rk and places of a:ruipnent used.
The goal of the project was to identify and assess improved tools and
a:ruipnent which could be used to improve the welfare of the v.ornen in the
selected comnunities and how these ne.v tools could be produced and
disseminated. 24/
Arrong the recornnendations of the project were the fact that technologies
for rural w:>men's progranmes should be integrated in nature and should be
closely linked with or form part of rural developnent progranmes within
countries and muld need to be linked to training, credit supply, rrarketing
outlets and rural energy prograrrrnes. This comparative study is being followed
up by a technical en-operation project in one of the countries studied.
2.

J):)curnentation

In its capacity as a major international institution putting together
and disseninating statistics on YOnen's employrrent, the IID is very much
ooncemed to assist in the process of improving the ways in which such
statistics are collected and used especially since these activities are
basic to the task of developnent planning. Several activities in this
regard include the mrk of the Thirteenth International Conference of Latour
Statistics, the joint ILO/INSTRAW collal:orative project on global analysis
of mrnen 's economic activities and the conceptual and measurement issues
23/ See, for example, Sex inequality in an African urban lal:our market: The
case of Accra-Tana. E. Date-Bah (Geneva. IID. 1982: W'.:>rld Employment
Prograrrrne research w:>rking paper; mimeographed) .
24/ See E. Date-Bah. Y. Stevens and V. Ventura Dias. Technological change
the oondition of rural mmen. Surrrna.ry Rei;ort and Reconmendations (Geneva,
IID . Technology and Employrrent Progranrne, Decenber 1982).
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currently being confronted in some of the v..Drk of the Population and La.l::our
Policies Branch. 25/
INSTRAW/IID collal::oration
An "Expert Group Meeting on Statistics and Indicators on the Situation
of W::>men" was organized jointly by INSTRAW and the United Nations Statistical
Office in New York from ll to 15 April 1983. As a follow-up to this meeting
a joint IID/INSTRAW project will be launched for the preparation of tm
publications, one on ''V-bnen's Participation in the Eoonomic Activity of the
W::>rld" (1975-1985) and the other "Vbrranpower II" which v..Duld be an updated
version of "W:>manpower (The W:>rld's ferale lal::our force in 1975 and the
outlook for 2000) ".
..

Cases studies of WJmen's multiple roles and statu&
The bulk of data gathered and analyzed as a basis for planning and
execution of developnent prograrrmes are survey data such as employment
statistics and darographic data, etc. In view of the growing disillusionment
with such data and the recognition by scholars from other disciplines of
the value of anthropological methods and findings, there has been increasing
reference and recourse to small-scale, in-depth, detailed enquiries in which
individual domestic groups, neighlx>ur:hoods or small corrmunities are studied
which are seen as telling much al::out planning requirements and change processes
which the survey can seldom achieve. The idea is spreading arrong those who
fonnerly dealt only in number from censuses and surveys that knowledge al::out
daily social interactions and role expectations and activities in different
culture areas ·and socio-economic categories, gained by a variety of methods,
are essential for the design of sound policies and relevant action prograrrmes.
Some of the methodological issues have recently been spelt out in IID
publications. 26/ and a conceptual framev.urk outlined for rrore detailed
study of mmen'S roles and how they may be changing. 27/

25/ R. Anker. Research on mmen' s roles and derrographic change: Survey
questiormaires for households, mmen , men and conmunities with background
explanations (Geneva, IID, 1980). For a detailed description of the labour
force methods test being conducted in F.gypt and India see R. Anker (1983) •
Effect on reported levels of fenale labour force participation in
developing oountries of questionnaire design, sex of interviewer and
sex/proxy status of respondent: Description of a methodological field
experiment (Geneva. I1D: mimeographed W:>rld Employment Programne research
v..Drking paper). L. Goldschmidt-Clerrront, Unpaid mrk in the household
(Geneva, IID. 1982).
26/ R. Anker, M. Buvinic and N. Youssef (eds) • W:>men' s roles and population
trends in the Third W:>rld (London, Croom Helm. 1982)
27 I c. Oppong. A synopsis of seven roles of mmen: Some oonceptual and
methodol ogical issues for the study of derrographic change (Geneva, IID:
mimeographed W::>rld Employment Prograrrme research mrking paper) •
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A number of detailed studies of v.anen's roles, their 'M'.)rk, ccmnunity
participation, m:rtl:lerhood and domestic and kin roles have been produced,
mich are all helping to shed rrore light on factors affecting 'M'.)men's
econanic activities including oontexts in which v.anen in need are abused, 28/
the implications of plantation systems for 'M'.)rrten v.urkers, 29/ the inpacts of
socialist state policies on urban WJmen's factory 'M'.)rk, 307the effects of
male oriented techrnlogical developnents on v..anen's v.urk and well being 31/
and the interaction between the productive and reproductive activities of
craftv.Drren. 32/ Such studies not only illuminate causes and oonsequences of
inequalities-rn 'M'.)rking life but also docurrent the kinds of 'M'.)rk 'M'.)men do and
show in mat oontexts developnent plans or unplanned developnents lead to
improvarents in 'M'.)men's 'M'.)rking life or have a deleterious effect.
V.

SPECIAL POLICY MEASURES

Finally, arrong the special policy measures called for to involve 'M'.)men
in active economic activity and in the process of developnent are the following:
To carry out policies of eoonornic and social developnent that will ensure
full anployment for w::imen and men; and provide equal access in anployment
opportunities by breaking down any barriers to their equality in seeking
and retaining jobs;
To initiate, alter or rrodify legislation to provide "for equal pay for
'M'.)rk of equal value" and to rronitor ooncrete action for its enforcement
and implementation;
To urrlertake special measures for training, retraining and uwrading
'MJmen's skills including on-the-job technical and scientific training
0 f 'M'.)Il'el1 i
To establish an econornic and social infrastructure for 'M'.)men to enable
than to participate in economic activity by introducing social facilities
for family responsibilities; creating oonditions to implement IID standards
on maternity protection and to develop child-care programnes and projects.
Women, W::>rk
28/ P. Phongpaichit. From peasant girls to Bangkok masseuses.
and Developnent Series no.2 (Geneva. IID. 1982) •
29/ R. Kurian. W::men 'MJrkers in the Sri Lanka plantation sector. Women, Work
and Developnent Series No.5 (Geneva, IID. 1982).
30/ M. M:>lyneux. State J:X?licies and the position of 'M'.)men 'M'.)rkers in the
People's Derocratic Republic of Yan 1967-77. Women, W::>rk and Develoµrent
Series no.3 (Geneva, IID. 1982).
31/ L. Gulati. Women in fishing villages on the Kerala Coast: Dern.?graphic and
socio-economic i.rrpacts of a fisheries developrent project (Geneva, IID.
1983; mimeographed World Einployment Prograrrme research 'M'.)rking paper) •
32/ P. Lynch and H. Fahmy. CraftSw::>men in Kerdassa, F,gypt: Household production
(Geneva, IID. 1983; mimeographed W:::>rld Employment Progranme research 'M'.)rking
paper).
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INQ)RPORATIOO OF vo.1EN IN1'0 DE.VEIDPMENI' PLANNING
prepared by the
Iatin American Institute for Economic
and Social Planning (ILPES)
INrRODUCTION
ILPES, a United Nations institution specializing in the area of planning
for the region of Latin America and the Caribbean, has in recent years had to
tackle the thane of incorp'.)ration of w:::xnen into develoµnent planning.
ILPES has carried out this activity through its different functions. In
research, it has made progress in the theory and methodology of social planning,
paying special attention to the insertion of the question of w:imen into social
planning. It has trained government officials from the region, in International
Social Planning Courses which dealt with how the objective of increasing the
participation of w:imen in developnent activities should be achieved. Finally,
in the technical assistance activities provided by it to several countries of
the area, ILPES also considered the topic under study.
In this paper, ILPES presents some ideas stenming from the activiti es
described, which are part of the Institute's evaluation of this topic. It
hopes in this way to contribute to the discussions which will take place at the
Seminar organized by INSTRAW, whose reconmendations and conclusions will surely
enrich the general future activities and specific action the Institute will
carry out to attain the objective of incorp::>rating w:imen into develoµnent
planning activities.
I.

THE SI'IUATION OF vn.1EN: PERCEPI'ION OF THE PROBLEM

An analysis of the situation of Y.Dmen should start with the recognition
that there are basic biological differences between men and v.Dmel1. Because of
this, w:imen devote a substantial portion of their physical and psychological
energy, during their adult lives, to ensuring the reproduction of the species.
Apart from that, the physical and intellectual capacities of roth sexes are
similar.
However, the dominant cultural node! assigns different and unequally
validated social roles to men and w::irnen, and spreads male and fema.le stereotypes,
which are introduced to individuals during their primary socialization phase
within the family, and subsequently reinforced through school and the
cornnunications media. Therefore' roth men and w:imen tend to consider the
perfonnance of those roles as "natural" and feel them to be "appropriate".
On the basis of this dominant cultural model, societies are structured
that are of a "patriachal" form, in which Y.Dmen are in a subordinate position
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with respect to men.
This perception of the problem which enphasized the cultural origin or
basis of female subordination, should be rrore extensively documented because
the explanatory causes are usually sought in the economy, and especially in
the fact that w::imen have been assigned the responsibility of perfonning
domestic v.ork, wich is under-valued lal:our, to the point that it is not even
oomputed as an "activity" in national statistics. Therefore, wumen who are
housewives make up part of the economically inactive population, despite the
fact that their wurk day may in many cases be very long and exhausting. On
this basis, it is argued that if society validated domestic wurk adequately,
female subordination v.ould disappear, and w::imen v.ould be given recognition
for their contribution to the functioning of the ecoromic system, through
their performance of that Y.Drk. As a result, there v.Duld be no subordination.
Without denying the potential .llnpJrtance of "making socially invisible
wurk visible" - as one author has stated - it should be stressed that the
fundamental reason for feTiale social subordination - in our view - is not the
existence of domestic lal::our and the fact that socially the performance of
that lal:our has been assigned to v.aren. Ideal situations rould be imagined
in which that fonn of mrk muld rot exist, because of public services such
as day-care centres, dining halls and laundries), provided by the State or by
private enterprises. Even in that case it could not be stated that a change
v..ould necessarily occur in relations between the sexes.
One conse-:ruence of the al:ove is particularly .llnpJrtant for planning.
It is .llnpJrtant to .llnpJve the conditions under which domestic v..ork is carried
out. The introduction of technologies to shorten the "time necessary to
per fonn the v.ork and the provision of adequate services of sanitation, sewage,
drinking water, etc. to facilitate it v.Duld contribute positively to making
the situation of the mrren perfonning it rrore tolerable. Similarly, it is
.llnpJrtant to prorrote action aimed at separating the automatic identification
of dornestic lal:our with v.Drnen's v.Drk in which some developed countries have
made much progress. An improvement in v.omen's v.orking oonditions is necessary,
but not sufficient, condition for changing the relations between the sexes.
Even incorporating v.omen into rammerated v.ork, although it may be positive if
carried out in a situation of equality of opportunities with rnen (with regard
to wages, responsibilities and prorrotion possibilities), does not solve the
problem. This is because a change in economic conditions does not necessarily
alter female subordination, which has a cultural basis. For the same reason,
policies aimed at improving the situation of v.omen should include all the
action seen until row, but should be acccmpanied by efforts to alter male and
female sterotypes and ultimately alter the dominant male-supremacist culture.
II.

REIATIONSHIP BEIWEEN NATIONAL PLANNING AND VDf.1EN 'S ISSUES

The fact that female subordination has a cultural basis raises special
difficulties for planning. There is not doubt that those 'V.Drking in this area
have a variety of suitable instruments available to detennine problems of an
economic, and even social nature . But it is much rrore difficult for them to
meet the situations which have a cultural basis. Therefore, planners lack the
appropriate tools and the necessary experience.
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no longer be conceived only as a nonnative process which takes shape in the
elal::oration of a b:Xlk-plan. This obsolete conception is being replaced by
others which see planning as an effort to orient the actors' behaviour towards
the achievement of certain goals. To do so we must go beyond the economically
oriented perspective, since it is obvious that no behaviour is "purely
economic", but that it is influenced by factors of a sociocultural nature .
This leads to the fact that planners must make efforts to reorient their
discipline for the puri;ose not only of inco:q:orating the topic of w::lrnen, as
has been seen, but also generally to obtain results rrore in keeping with their
aim, in all their fields of operation.
Specifically, it should be acknowledged that matters which relate to the
changing of dominant cultural norms have a different timing from that of the
other problEIDS which rrore traditional planning usually confronts. The latter
cornronly distinguishes between the short, medium and long term, but the
situation of female sulx>rdination is a cultural problen of a secular origin which
it is not i;;ossible to alter in the "time periods" usually available to
planners.
This statement is not meant to discourage, but rather to underline the
irnfortance that the goal selected be realistic, and that it should be understcx:xl
that action airred at altering such deep and established cultural behaviour
requires veryprolonged periods of maturation, which may encompass several
generations. Only in this way can the frustration stemling from the failure of
overly ambitious aspirations be avoided. It should be acknowledged that it is
not easy to effect "structural changes in the relations between the sexes".
Such an objective has to be broken down, as already noted, into very specific
goals, and one should be prepared for the fact that the reconrnended actions
will only change the prevailing situation extremely slowly.
Another i;;oint which should be mentioned in relation to v..omen and planning
is that changing or continuing the situation of v..omen depends on several
circumstances, arrong which the planning and i;;olicies implemented are only one
element. There are actions and processes which are not linked to those
i;;olicies and which individual and collective social agents carry out because
they are rrotivated by their own interests. They can have an impact equal to
or greater than the i;;olicies designed to supi;;ort the inco:q:oration of w::lrnen
and can even act against those i;;olicies.
Similarly, there are activities prorroted by non-governmental institutions
which atteropt to influence the situation of 1MJ1ne.n and which, because of their
very non-governmental nature, are not considered in the plans.
Furthenrore, governmental i;;olicies and actions which pursue other aims
influence the situation on ~, either i;;ositively or by producing littleforeseen adverse effects.
Thus, this new-style planning should account for the large number of
social actors involved and the fact that they act in defence of their own
interests and with perspectives that may be different from those used by the
planners and decision-makers so that the final result is a combination of all
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those actions arrong which planning activity is only one, and perhaps not the
rrost imp::>rtant.
This makes it necessary for planning to envisage the topic of the
incorporation of wmen into developnent from a global perspective, in the
sense of understanding that each and every one of the policies and actions
they carry out has an impact on the social relations between men and wmen
and therefore affects the situation of J:oth sexes.
In this respect, specific action aimed at wmen or groups of WJmen is
only a p:i.rtial aspect of the relationship between planning and the
incorporation of W)IU€n. It is ultimately necessary to make a "reading of
each and every one of the policies being planned, obviously including econani.c
and social p::>licies, from the perspective of incorporating \\Omen into
develo:pnent.
The al:ove stresses the imp::>rtanc::e of pinpointing the role assigned to
WJmen ans subjects of planning, in diagnJstic studies and in specific
rolicies and actions. It is obvious that, in a certain sense, wmen have
always been the subjects of planning processes, since the activities
stemning from those processes are aimed at people in general. However,
planning activities tend not to include the specific nature of wmen "subjects"
and the social relations which they have with men, within the family unit.
Therefore, the incorporation of the objective of "p:trticip:i.tion of wmen" into
planning activities involves not only the carrying out of a set of activities
aimed at wmen, but also an analysis of the ways in which each of the policies
and actions implarented affect the social relationship which intersects with
other forms of inequality existing in society. Therefore, policies aimed at
altering those fonns of inequality wuld affect that social relationship in
some way. At the sane time, since WJrren maintain social relations with men,
it is obvious that any social policy which affects the latter will also have
repercussions on the former, and vice-versa .
The integration of ~n into developnent and into planning should not be
conceiyed as one rrore problem to add to the existing ones, but as a renewed
focus which will enrich those already in progress, making possible rrore
adequate diagnoses and, therefore, rrore effective rolicy designs.
However, the problern of wmen has not been treated this way. Policies
aimed at the advancement of wmen have been characterized by their lack of
insertion into planning activities and by their isolation, erratic nature and
marginality. They have lacked adequate linkage with national plans and
adaptation between the objectives pursued and the actions proposed to attain
them. In rnany cases, too, it rnay be acknowledged that they were not very
feasible, either operatively, institutionally or financially.
The rrost usual approaches to be found in those policies on WJmen have
been the follo.ving:
a) the first adopts the human resources perspective, considers that \\Omen
have been under-utilized as a human resource and recomrends the carrying out
of some sectoral actions, such as female incorporation into the job rnarket,
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reduction of the time needed to carry out tasks oonnected with reproduction
and access to formal education in those cases 'Where there is still a
substantial difference between the male and fanale rates;
b) Another approach is that oonnected with p:ipulation, for 'Which v.anen
are fundamental agents in the irnple:nentation of birth oontrol programnes. It
is supp:ised that the decrease in darographic growth rates will involve a
decrease in the number of children per w::>man, 'Which will also reduce the time
w::>men devote to the reproduction of the species and have the effect of
providing each 'W:)lllaI1 with a larger prop:irtion of her life in 'Which to carry
out other tasks, making p:issible a different type of insertion into society;
c) There is also an approach based on rrodernization 'Which is affecting
the countries of the region continues, the situation of w::>men will improve.
In this oonnection, it w::>uld be sufficient for planning to base itself on the
prarotion of eoonomic growth and social nodernization for it to be acting
p:isitively on the situation of ~, since it w::>uld be helping to break up
the patriarchal fonns inherent in traditional society.
Although an approach has just been outlined to understanding the way in
'Which .the problen of \\OITlen is inoorp:irated into developrent planning activities
based on an analysis of the existing public p:ilicies as a group and the way in
'Which they affect the social relationship between the sexes, there is no doubt
that p:ilicies and activities do exist 'Which are specifically oriented towards
altering that social relationship. They may oonsider ~ globally, or as
social agents expressing themselves in different areas of social life, or as
individual consumers of goods and services, or as those 'Who are resp:insible
for and carry out domestic w::>rk, or as a lalx>ur force inoorp:irated into
remunerative activities, or as a group 'Whose endowment of human capital must be
increased through educational and health p:ilicies, etc.
In these cases it is indispensable that there sh9uld be a suitable
definition of the subjects of the p:ilicies and/si:>ecific nature of the situations
in 'Which they find themselves, since if this is lacking, it may prove to be
impossible to identify real needs, and a gap may occur between the goals
pursued and actions prop:ised.
In this respect, it is erroneous to oonsider w::>rren in the abstract as a
focal group of p:ilicies. Without disregarding the ilrq;x)rtance of measures for
affecting the situation of w:JirteI1 in general, 'Which are reflected, for example,
in the changing of legal nonns, especially those of family law, it should be
µJinted out that planning activities must make distinctions between different
life situations,· in 'Which the situation of w::>men can be radically different.
A global presentation of the problen tends to sirnplify its elements and
show reality as being unifonn, 'When it is not so. The fact that relations
between the sexes are based on culture makes p:issible the existence of
specific subcultures in 'Which the relationship between men and 'W:'.)men varies.
It is also importantto analyze p:ilicies for eliminating or reducing inequality
between the sexes in order to gauge the impact they may have on the situation
of v.anerl in different social strata. What is good in sorre cases may not be
good in others.
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All of the atove inplies a criticism of considering "....anen" as a focal
i:oint for i:olicies. Fifty per cent or nore of the i:opulation of each country
is involved; obviously the size of the group goes against the very concept
of focal-group.
III.

PROPOSAL FDR ACTION

The foregoing discussion may serve as a basis for some proi:osals which
ILPES is making as suggestions to this meeting on the incori:oration of v.omen
into developuent planning activities. As noted in the Introduction, they
stem from the experience gained by the Institute in carrying out its
activities in the region of I.atin Arrerica and the Caribbean and are of a
tentative nat~e, since it is hoped that they will be analyzed and inproved
through the exchange of ideas which will be fostered by the Seminar.
General perspective. The incori:oration of ~ is not one nore problem
adding to the already-numerous
problems confronting planners in the region,
one which, therefore, requires specific PJlicies and actions. It is a new
"reading" of the set of ecoro:nic and social PJlicies in order to interpret
the way in which they affect social relations between the sexes, in some
contexts.
For the same reason , any. p'.)licy, economic or social, affects the situation
of W::>rren, PJSitively or negatively, and must be analyzed before being put into
practice, in order to attenpt to accentuate the PJSitive aspects concerning
the inprovement of v.omen's situation and minimize those which could be negative.
There are many "v..aren's situations" in each society. 'What is right for
the advancerent of same of them rnay be wrong in other cases. Therefore, the
analysis of the policies must be broken down by class or social stratum, urban
or rural situation, and according to other dimensions which might influence
the type of social relations between the sexes prevailing in each country or
zone under consideration.
The subordination of w:xnen has a cultural basis which originated in
distant times. As a result, it is not easy to change it in short time spans.
In this respect, the planner should bear in mind that the final objective of
inoori:orating v.ornen in a situation of equality with rren, may be attained only
in the very long tenn. For the sarre reason, action. currently being encouraged
may rot produce the results expected i f the latter are too optimistic.
It is necessary to disseminate, arrong planners, rren and v.omen, this new
perspective of attenpting to evaluate all the i:olicies according to the
impact they produce on the situation of WJmen, because it is not custanarily
found in ministries and planning offices. There should be an avoidance of
reverse "sexism" in terrling to think that only v.anen can understand v.omen's
situations. Destroying dominant stereotypes will bring atout the "liberation"
not only of v.omen, but also of men.
Diagn:?ses. . Many of the defects which have been noted in the pJlicies
inplemented to date have been due to the lack of good diagnoses on the causes
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of class situations and the sociocultural contexts to which they apply.
There has even been a lack of knowledge of the w::>rking and living conditions
of the Y.aren who were supposedly to be reached by those policies. In many
cases, the focal group is not even clearly defined: it is not known with
certainty which w::>men one is trying to benefit with the proposed policies.
A breakdown into specific situations w::>uld make it possible to effect nore
precise diagnoses and prepare policies rrore suited to the objective of
attaining the equality of w::>rnen. In this line of ideas, we shall suggest
some elements to be kept in mind by planners when carrying out their diagnoses.
Conceptual framew::>rk. In fomrulating the diagnosis and designing the
policies, account must be taken of the level and style of developuent adopted,
the existing social division of w::>rk, including that based on sex, the
different class situation under which w:irnen live, the features of the
domestic units arrl the different survival strategies for satisfying the basic
needs of the family units in each class situation, the organization of w::>rk
within the domestic units, the sociocultural aspects and the prevailing sexual
stereotypes.
The way in which v.anen are to be included as subjects of policies.
W::>rren may be seen in different ways in planning activities. On the one
hand, they are consumers of goods and services for their own maintenance and
reproduction. They are also responsible for and the performers of domestic
w::>rk. They are in charge of activities fundamental to the reproduction of
the species and the care of children. They also act as a remunerated w::>rk force
on many occasions. In many cases, under the pretext of carrying out an
integrated and CX)ffi})rehensive approach, they are rnentioned abstractly, without
specifying the situation which is being taken into account, for detecting
causes and proposing suitable actions.

Inclusion of perceived needs and real possibilities of being the subjects
of the p:?licies. There are often difficulties in developing certain progranmes
because account has not been taken of the perception of their own situation on
the part of w::>rnen 'Wi1o are to beo::rne the subjects of the progranmes aimed at
increasing their participation in developuent. They see their insertion into
society and the family as "natural" and as a result do not consider a change
possible. In other cases, although the w::>rren involved are rrore advanced in the
interpretation of their own situation, the programne may be designed in such a
way that there are no real possibilities for them to participate in it. For
exarrple, the schedules according to which certain activities will be perfonned
may clash with other action relating to their domestic or remunerated w::>rk,
M"lich the Y.DJnen cannot avoid.
Consideration of the cultural stereotypes of the participants. As noted
above, there are preconceptions, incorporated during the early socialization
process, which unconsciously determine people's attitudes and their perception
of facts, which tends to be partial and biased. These preconceptions are held
by the w::>rren M"lo will be the subjects of the programne and also by the men with
M"lcrn they maintain social relations, as well as by the planners themselves and
the adopters of policy decisions. If the presence of such stereotypes is not
taken into account, the programne will surely not function.

Indicators utilized. Progranmes aimed at the prorrotion of W)ID€.!1 are
ultinately seeking to increase YX:>men's participation in developnent activities.
For this reason, the indicators used to evaluate the progress made have the
limitations and problans inherent in any indicator of participation. They
are difficult to interpret, ambigu:ms and may lead to errors. Thus· it is
that legislative progress - although very important - does not guarantee that
w::men have attained a situation of equality in the country in question. I t
is cormon to find countries having advanced legislation with regard to the
patria potestas and other areas of family law, in which the real situation of
v.anen does not greatly differ from that of \\Dffien in other oountries which are
rot so advanced in the legislative sphere. This is of oourse not meant to
detract from the value of progress which might be made in that area, but it
does mean that legislative progress does rot prove to be an inoontrovertible
indicator of the advancement of w:::mien.
In aoother line of ideas, it should also be pointed out that statistical
infonnation often proves to be of little trustv.Drthiness and validity. In
other cases, the appropriate data systematization which v.Duld be necessary
to carry out ade:ruate diagnosis is not even available.
Public policies. Acoording to the arrount of political will supporting the
actions aimed at obtaining v.Drnen's inoorporation, the public policies designed
to attain those actions may be of different scopes:
a) Minimum scope. They place their hopes in improving the situation of
wanen; therefore, although they attempt to do nothing in the line of producing
or accelerating the changes, they will also tend to avoid actions which may
hinder that process, which, it is thought, will lead to an improvanent in
women's status.
Although the rrodernization approach is open to several criticisms, there
is no doubt that the situation of v.Drnen is strongly influenced by the degree
of develoµnent attained by each oountry. Because of changes in basic features,
especially the importance aCXJUired by the breakdown of the peasant structure
and the transfer of the population to the urban centres, the situation of v.Dmen
has taken on radically different individual features, which must be lx>rne in
mind in the adoption of policies airned at the advancement of v.Drnen and their
inoorporation into the developnent process.
A certain degree of developnent - measured, for example, acoording to the
per capita product - may exist, yet acoording to different rrodalities. They
also influence the situation of women oonsiderably. The features involved are
of the cultural, social and political type, and are usually left out of the
rrost comron planning approaches, which are concerned with stimulating growth
of the product and tend to forget or pay less attention to those aspects.
b) Maximum scope: They seek to fundamentally alter the social relations
between the sexes existing at a given rroment in a certain country . They aim
at structural transformations.
c) Intenrediate soope: They prorrote expansion of the social opportunities
of v.Drren and foster a change in the consideration of their role, to which end
they seek to detennine the impact of policies in progress on the situation of
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in order to reinforce their r:ositive aspects and attenuate their negative
aspects .

Since the third type appears to be the rrost viable, under the conditions
currently prevailing in the region, it will be necessary to analyze the way in
v.hich the female corrp::ment may be inoorporated into the r:olicies currently in
progress, with special oonsideration for economic r:olicies, and inte::rrated
multi-sectoral r:olicies.
Strategic lines: three may be suggested:
a) Review the eoonc:mic, multisectoral and social sectoral r:olicies to
determine how they oonsider v.omen and make the necessary adjustment;
b) Establish top priority objectives for specific groups, such as groups
in extrene r:overty situations;
c) Relieve the situation of v.omen through an improvement in the living
oonditions of the darestic units.
The priority groups should be w:::.rnerl belonging to r:oor sectors, toth
rural.and urban, since~ belonging to the domestic units of the small
producer and the rural wage-earner are those v.ho show the lowest indexes of
participation in nearly all fields and whose living situation is specially
impaired. Special attention should be given to Indian v.unen. 'W:)men from the
infomal urban sector, although they show better access to certain indispensable
basic services, also indicate depressed situations.
W::lnen heads of household are another group to which special oonsideration
should be given. Although they exist in all social strata, their incidence is
higher and their oonsequences rrore serious in the rural sectors and the r:oor
urban sectors. In these cases, there is obviously a "double \\Drk day" since
the same Y.Dman has to do the domestic \\Drk and perform some type of remunerated
anplo:yment or provide herself with access to the market to obtain the goods
and services necessary to meet the needs of the family group.

Sectoral plans should also set priorities in keeping with the rrost
advantageous ways of fulfilling the objective of improving the situation of
w:xnen and inoorporating them into developnent.
A general recx::mnendation oould be giving preference to using the ordinary
programnes offered at the sectoral level and not to try to implement specific
progranrnes aimed at v.omen. Those ordinary prograrrmes, however, should be
re-evaluated for the purr:ose of stimulating the r:ositive aspects they might
have for inoorporating w:xnen and attenuating the negative ones.
I t has been stated that the problen of fenale sutordination is cultural;
therefore, an attanpt should be made to change the dominant culture, v.hich has
been one of the r:olicies rrost lacking until rc;w. Male and female stereotypes
should be altered, and text rooks, television series and advertising should be
revised. Only by changing those cultural norms can we really grant v.anen aJual
opr:ortunities.
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Paper 16

INI'EGRATION OF VD.MEN INTO THE INDUSTRIAL
PI.ANNING AND DEVEIDPMENT PROCESS

prepared by
the secretariat of UNIOO

Social prejudices and attitudinal barriers towards w::xnen in industrial
developnent and anployment exist throughout the mrld, in particular in
developing countries . Econanic and cultural concepts tie mmen to the confines
of the home, and they are seldom included in the planning of industrial
developnent and formulation of policies on employment, wages and education.
The full involverrent of v.anen in industrial developnent v.ould ensure not only
the effective utilization of all available lal:our but also an irnprovenent in
the quality of life of l::oth sexes with a consequential sharing of
responsibilities arrl benefits.
In 1975, the Seoond General Conference of UNIOO adopted the Lima
Declaration and Plan of Action on Industrial Developnent and Co-operation
v.hich stated inter alia the need for the full integration of ~ in social
and eocnomic activities and, in particular, the industrialization process, on
the basis of equal rights. 1/ This was subsequently restated in the r esolution
on integration of wanen in"""develo~t adopted in May 1975 at the Ninth Session
of the Industrial Developrent Board 2/ v.hich requested the Executive Director
of UNIOO to give necessary attentionto the integration of mmen into the
process of industrialization and particularly with regard to:

I
I
I

I

1/
2/

(a)

The .imp::>rtance of securing for v.anen, regardless of their marital
status , the same opportunities as are available to men for gainful
employment, and the .imp::>rtance of the economic independence derived
from such E'Iq)loyment for the proootion of the status of v.omen in
society;

(b)

Ensuring the fullest possible use of available human resources by
inoorporating women into training activities linked to industrial
developnent at all levels and for all professional specializati ons
from management to shop floor;

PI/38, 1975
ID/B/RES. 44 (IX)

I

1975
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(c)

Equal remuneration with men and e:JUality of treatment, in res:1?ect of
w::irk of equal value, _for v.omen in industry;

(d)

The pronotion in rural areas of the processing of agricultural
products and mmufacturing industries, particularly small-scale
industries, which will provide regular employment for w::imen in such
areas.

As a follow-up to these resolutions, a meeting on the Role of Vbmen in
Industrialization in Developing C.Ountries was organized by UNIOO in Vienna f rorn
6 to 10 November 1978 3/. Its main puq:ose was to review the experiences of
developing oountries onthis subject .a nd to establish guidelines for an action
progranme at national local levels and a programne of assistance to developing
oountries to be carried out by UNIOO and other international organizations
ooncemed.

In 1981, UNIOO organized in Sofia, in oo-operation with the Government
of Bulgaria, a Saninar on the Role of W:::lrnen in the Developnent of Industrial
Branches Traditionally Eirploying Female Lal:our 4/. Its puq:ose was to study
nore closely those specific sectors arrl types o~industry which seerred to be
employing nostly female lab::>ur, analyse the reasons for the female
concentration, identify existing problems and make proposals for strategies
leading to an improvement of the states of w::::rnen in these sectors.
Based on the conclusions of these tw::> meetings and on studies prepared by
UNIOO, this paper will present the situation of ~ in the industrial
develoµnent and planning process and will indicate sane recorrrnendations for a
programne of action aimed at improving the situation. The paper will conclude
with a description of a regional training progranrne organized by UNIOO to
improve the capacities of ~ in developing industrial strategies and policies
which will increase the integration of w::imen in the industrial develoµnent
process arrl in the planning and prorrotion of industrial projects.
I.

THE SITUATION OF WJMEN IN THE INDUSTRIAL PLANNING AND
DEVEIDPMENT PRXESS

Data on the participation of WJ!llen in the industrial lab::>ur force in
developing oountries are scarce, and few developing countries developed
specific statistics on the employment of vunen. ILO has oollected recent
statistics showing the participation of males and fenales in the industrial
sector of the following oountries:

..lf

ID/251, 1981.

4/ ID/W3. 351/9, 1981.
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Country

Year

Sri Lanka
Kuwait
Korea, Republic of
Indonesia
Bahrain
Venezuela
El Salvador
Barbados

(1980-81).
(1980)
(1981)
(1978)
(1981)
(1981)
(1980)
(1981)

Males

Females

380,763
40,226
1,750,000

191,284
721
1,121,000

1,935,531
ll,ll2
539,163
144,ll5
6,800

1,920,029
275
190,218
103,506
10,000

Source: Year Book of I..al:our Statistics, HD, Geneva, 1982.
The following is a sumnary of the wain issues related to the integration
of women in the industrialization process:
(1) The employment of v.anen in the developing countries is confined to unskilled
and sani-skilled jobs in certain types of industry:
(i)

(ii)

Industries ewanating from sectors in which v.orren have inforwally
aCXJUired the necessary skills in domestic production and which, in
general , are related to the basic needs of the family, i.e.
food-processing, textiles, gannent and other light industries. It is
v.orth rrentioning that in this type of industries the introduction of
new technologies is progressively displacing v.omen from their jobs
without the creation of alternative v.ork. The expansion and
rrodemization of this group of industries has not been accompanied by
a corresponding increase of employment opportunities for w::irnen.
Soire export manufacturing industries
have been set up in sorre
developing countries by foreign companies, especially transnational
COrJX)rations, utilizing cheap, female la}::X)ur. They recruit w::irnen
because they are the rrost easily exploited in industries such as
electronics, textiles and food-processing.

(2) The evaluation of \\Dlren' s v.ork for the determination of wages generally
tends to depress the value of female la}::X)ur and to give v.ornen grades lower than
men. This situation is particularly aggravated in industrial branches with a
heavy female la}::X)ur comp:ment. The low levels of wages for women w::irkers have
a tendency to depress wage levels in the industry for all \.\Drkers, and also
affect general conditions of v.ork.
(3) I..al:our laws protecting v.omen v.orkers or conferring special privileges on
them, and their enforcercent, sometimes have an adverse effect on employment
opportunities for v.aueI1 because etiployers are reluctant to irrplement those
laws and privileges, especially under conditions of abundant la}::X)ur.
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(4) The large majority of mmen do not have ad~te education or technical
and vocational training. This reduces their bargaining p::Mer and limits
their op!X)rtunities for advancenent and adaptation to new tec!:Jnology. W::>men
are rarely given op!X)rtunities to take up supervisory and managerial !X)Sitions.
This is a result of l::oth inad~te education and training and of prejudices
against mmen.
(5) Traditional and cultural attitudes and values prevail at all levels government, enterprise and family - thus constituting a major obstacle to a
nore active role for mmen in industry.
(6) The lack of social services such as child-care facilities, public
catering, connrunity services and others, restricts viomen's participation in
employment and creates problems in the retention of their jobs and career
developrent.
(7) There is a lack of organization and effective participation of mmen in
trade unions; as a result, mmen suffer from job insecurity, poor conditions
of mrk and low wages.
(8) There is a lack of women's involvenent at all decision-!l'aking levels of
formulation of. industrialization strategies and .plans as well as in develoµnent
and execution of specific industrial develoµnent projects, with the result that
project ideas developed by mmen for their own benefit often never reach the
decision level and that industrialization plans with adverse effects on mmen
may easily be approved and implemented.
(9) The lack of information on investnent op!X)rtunities and of available
finance have limited !X)Ssibilities for mmen to initiate industrial projects.
To giveanore concrete picture of the situation, a description will be
given of a study published by UNIOO in 1983 entitled "W::>men in the Developrent
of Textile and Processing Industries" 5/ It contains preliminary case studies
and its objectives were to assess existing !X)licies, attitudes and practices
that prorrote or inhibit f anale participation in the textile and food-processing
industries as well as to identify and assess those areas of activity where
w:xren have made a major contribution or could increase their contribution
significantly. The case studies were also aimed at evaluating the impact of
existing and new techn:)logies on that contribution, and to identify the socioeconomic factors affecting l::oth the demand and supply of fenale l al::our. Finally,
the studies were to be action-oriented, outlaying l::oth short-term and long-term
!X)licy measures that could augment mmen's contribution to sectoral growth and,
wherever !X)Ssible, providing concepts and recorrmendations for specific prograrrrnes.

According to the case studies on textile industries in Colombia, Indonesia
and the United Republic of Tanzania, wanen form the predominant part (60-90 per

cent) of the lal::our force in the clothing industry. The pro!X)rtion of mmen
in the textile industry is generally lower than in the clothing industry. The
rrore techn:)logically advanced and capital intensive the production process is,
and the rrore training
·required, the smaller the number of w:imen employed.
Relatively few v.orren are found in high status/high pay occupational categories;
5/

UNIIX)/IS.

391,

1983.

-
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they work shorter hours, even on a full-time basis, and rarely qualify for
extra payrrents and premia.
In SOnE developing oountries, the textile irrlustry has become capitalintensive, does not any longer absorb a high degree of female labour, and
therefore no longer plays the revolutionary role it played in the early days
of industrialization in the oontext of female anployment. On the other hand,
the rrore the clothing sector industrializes, the larger the number of women
ernployed. Ibwever, though exparrling in developing oountries, output in these
~ industries as a whole, is growing at a slower rate than output in the
manufacturing sector.
As the pilot studies in Colombia, Indonisia and Tanzania indicate, the
textile and clothing industries are of cardinal irrq;ortance for the employment
of women in many oountries and great potential exists for expanding and
making such ernployment rrore renunerative. The assumption that in a number
of oountries the textile and clothing industries are no longer catalysts of
industrial developnent cannot be generalized, and it should not be permitted
to joopardize the urgent need to ameliorate the present and future position
of v.omen in these industries.

The case studies proved that a najor constraint on the increased employment
of v.Drnen are the traditional views and cultural bias against w::>men w::>rking
outside home. Experience and training were mentioned in all oountries studies
as the rrost irrq;ortant prer0:1Uisite for hiring rrore women and, even rrore so, for
upgrading their position.
Surveys · on the food-processing industry were oonducted in Sierra Leone
and Thailand. The fcxxl-processing and beverage sector does not employ \\Dillen
to the same predominant degree as the textile and clothing irrlustries; in
Sierra Leone, w::>men represent 11.5 per cent of the w::>rk force, in Thailand
42 per cent.
In Sierra Leone, apart from the lack of education and training facilities
for girls and women, guidance on available errployment opportunities is lacking.
The reluctance of some employers in large enterprises to take female
apprentices and employees can be expected to disappear in the future, once
women fOSSess the basic educational requirements. For woiren workers in Thailand,
the main problem is not that of taking up ernployment in the manufacturing, food
processing or any other sector, but of irrproving their occupational status,
wages and working oonditions.
II.

m~x:O~ATIONS

FOR A PROGRAMME OF ACTION 'ID
IMPROVE THE IMPACT OF INDUSTRIALIZATION OF

WJMEN
The following recorrrnendations could assist Governments of developing
oountries in fonnulating strategies, policies, plans and progranmes to increase
the benefits of irrlustrialization on w::>men:
(1) While planning ecooomic developrent, national authorities should take
specific ootice of w:imen as an integral part of the eoonomic system, with
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particular emphasis on industrialization, and adopt policies so that:
(i)

(ii)

In economies which are in the initial process of industrial
develop:nent, vxxren are gradually included in all branches of
industry ab initio, without "crowding into a limited number of
branches;
In economies which are already in the process of industrialization
and are passing from one level of technology to another, w:::>men do

rot get displaced but are retained in the same branches or are
redeployed in branches that may not be traditionally "female";
(iii)

In econanies at rrore advanced stages of industrialization, a proper
"mix" of fenale and male larour is established, eliminating undue
concentrations of v.aneI1 in certain branches, and thus facilitating
their entry into non-traditional activities;

(2) In the identification of national priority industries - small,
medium - and large-scale - Governrrents should examine their present criteria
to select projects that will improve their living conditions, taking into
account technology, product design and marketing organization. Industries
oriented to household larour-saving devices that w:::>uld increase ~·s free
time and facilitate their entry into the job market, should be given high
priority.
(3) Measures should be taken to ensure equal access by
forms and levels of education and training, particularly:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

WJll1el1

to all

To eliminate illiteracy arrong w:::>rren;
To provide adequate fonnal education, including
training in occupational skills which can be used
l:oth in self-employrrent and wage-employment;

To provide vocational training in all fields,
especially those areas which traditionally do
rot enploy w:::>men;
To provide training arrl retraining to ensure upgrading of
skills, including technical and managerial skills, to facilitate
w:::>men's adaptation to changed technical and technological
rrodernized methods of production;
To provide appropriate vocational and career guidance so as to

direct ~ towards productive and permanent industrial
employrrent.
(4) Priority should be given to the building up of the socio-economic
infrastructure, including health, sanitation, housing and conmunication, to
improve the quality of life for w::xnen and, hence, their potential for effective
econanic contribution.
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(5) Special errq:::hasis should be placed on industrial projects in the
:rural areas, preferably utilizing local raw rnaterials, to provide year-round
employrrent opi;x:>rtunities and ensure continuation of existing :rural activities
for Y.Cmen living in those areas.
(6) In accordance with national and local conditions, the setting-up
of organizations such as co-operatives should be prorroted to enable VJOmen to
continue, or undertake viable, gainful industrial employment including selfemployment.
(7)
Policy and legislative rreasures should be adopted and implerrented
to ensure the improvement of VJOrking conditions for w::imen, including safety
and hygiene regulations, welfare airenities and rnaternity leave. Efforts
should be rnade to ensure that undue application of such protective measures
do not produce counter-effects on w::imen's employrrent opi;x:>rtunities.

(i)

(ii)

Legislation should be enacted to ensure that ~
are rot discriminated against in employment and,
where legislation already exists, it should be
effectively enforced;
The placement of w::imel1 in industries· should be
regularly rronitored to ensure that positions due
to them are not denied because of prejudices,
particularly in lal:x:>ur-surplus situations.

(8) G::>vernrrents should control and regulate the i;x:>licies and practices
of transnational oorporations, especially these employing VJOmen VJOrkers, and
should rectify any discriminatory or exploitative practices.
(9) National authorities should consciously prorrote attitudinal
chances to give ~n access to rranagerial i;x:>sitions in the production hierarchy,
without confining them to the lowest categories of VJOrkers. This rnay be done
by involving v.iorkers, trade unions, and other social organizations in the
rranaganent.
(10) W:men's participation in trade unions should be enrouraged by making
them rrore aware of their rights in order to increase their bargaining i;x:>wer
in industry.
(11) A strong netVJOrk of supi;x:>rtive services such as child-care facilities
should be :(egarded as the resi;x:>nsibility of national G::>vernrnents, and childcare centres should be established to help VJOrking rrothers and enoourage others
to undertake employment.
(12) Credit facilities and rrarketing facilities should be made accessible
to VJOmen to enoourage their entrepreneurship.
(13) G::>vernments should adopt and ensure the effective enforcement of
national and international instrurrents to guarantee an equitable status for
\\Onel1 in employment.
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(14) Goverrurents should strenthen their efforts to eliminate all forms
of discrimination in the traditional society, which have prevented Y.Drnen from
participating as an active element in production, especially in industry.
(15) Governments should create or strengthen special assistance units
for Y.Drren industrialists and entrepreneurs, particularly in small- and rrediurilscale industries. Such units would assist ~ in the selection of technology
appropriate to local conditions and in the preparation of projects for loan
applications. The units should also urrlertake continuing studies of measures
designed to improve productivity and working conditions.
(16) (i) At the national level, 'M'.)!lleI1 should be 'associated with the
decisions at all stages of formUlation, planning and implementation of
industries, including designing, planning of pre-investment and operations at
all levels:
(a)

Executive, including public service;

(b)

Judicial, including in::lustrial tribunals and quasi-judicial l:xxlies;

(c)

Legislative;

(d)

Industrial roards and b:>ards of directors of state-owned enterprises.

(ii) At the local level, warren should be encouraged to participate
in local councils and appropriate municipal b:>ards;
(iii) At the enterprise level, Y.Dmen should be encouraged to
participate in plarming, decision-making and rranagement in industrial
enterprises, chambers of a::mnerce and industry, professional l:xxlies and unions.
Where there are no unions, \<Orerl should participate in unionization.
(17) For proper industrial planning, datashould be extracted on the
actual contribution of wcmen in the industrialization process.
III.

UNilX) REGIONAL w:>RKSOOPS ON THE PARTICIPATION OF WJMEN IN
THE INDUSTRIAL PI.ANNlliG AND DEVELOPMENT P:IDCESS

In 1982, umoo organized in OUagadougaou, Upper Volta, a first regional
Seminar on the participation of women in the industrial planning and
developnent process far women of the Sahelian countries (<Jape
Verde, Chad, Gambia, Mali, .Mauritania, Niger, Senegal and Upper Volta) •
A secon::l seminar was organized in 1983 in Luanda, Angola for the African
Portuguese speaking countries (Angola, Cape Verde, Guinea Bissau, M:nambique
and Sao Tcrne and Principe) •
Other similar seminars are planned for 1984 in Sri Lanka for the Asian
countries and in Trinidad and Tobago for the Caribbean Countries.
The overall objective of these seminars is to increase the benefits of
the industrialization process for the role and conditions of ~ and to
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reach the complete integration of w::xnen into the industrial planning and
developnent process. M:>re specifically, the imnediate objectives are:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

To upgrade the capacities of the participants in developing
industrial strategies, r::olicies, plans and projects which will
increase the participation of '\\Orren in the industrialization process.
exchange experiences on the .impactof industrial developnent on
the conditions of WOJ't'Y:n;

'fu

To formulate proIX>sals for appropriate IX>licies and programnes
which will increase the participation of '\<.011'€n in industrial
develofinent and improve the impact of industrialization on the
conditions of w:men.

The seminars include lectures and discussions in small '\<.Drking groups on
the following topics:
(i)

Impact of industrial developnent on the socio-economic conditions of
v.anen;

(ii)

(iii)

Role and conditions of

~

in the industrial sector;

Fonnulation of strategies and IX>licies to increase the benefits of
industrialization for '\\Orren and, in particular:
(a)

Identification of industrial sectors and programnes which will
worren with regard to enployment and living
conchtions;

be of benefit to

(b)

Legislative measures to protect and improve the conditions of
female enployirent;

(c)

Training programne to upgrade the entrepreneurial and rranagerial
capacities of warren;

(d)

Developnent of technologies suitable to v.anen;

(e)

Easier access to credit facilities;

(f)

Assistance to '\<.011'€n on preparation and implarentation of industrial
projects.

(iv)

Preparation of specific industrial programnes and projects which will
improve the conditions of WJ!l'€Il, in particular in rural areas;

(v)

Integration of "W:Jiren in the industrial planning and decision-naking
process: role of M:>men in national, regional and local administration;
role of ~·s organizations.
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Paper 17

INOORPORATION OF t\OMEN INI'O DEVEIDPMENT PLANNING: PERU
By

Blanca Figueroa G.
Asociacion Peru-Mujer

Background data
location:

West Coast of South America

Area:
Population:

1,285,215.6 Km .

Rate of Population

2

17,005,210 (National Census 1981).
areas.

65 per cent live in urban

Alrrost 3 per cent per year.

Growth:

Average
fecundity:
Races:
History:

6.4 children per \'.Ut\en; children desired, 2.8.

Infant rrortality:

"mestizo", black, oriental and white.
In the YN Century: Inca Enpire
From YNI Century to 1821: Spain's Colony
From 1821 to the present: Republic
Based on exportation of raw materials and agriculture.
sun ("sol"). (US$ 1 = S/2,270 soles. Rate of exchange:
November 25 1983) .
Spanish, quechua, aymara, and various languages spoken in
the Amazon jungle.
Average 101 to 114 per thousand live-born; in the capital
city 82 per thousand, in Acomayo (Cuzco) 300 per thousand.

Life expectancy:

Average 56 years.

Caloric
intake:

Average 1,900 calories (FAO report).

Ecoocmy:
CUrrency:
Languages:
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I.

1.

SOCIOECOIDMIC DETERMINANTS

F.ducation

The National Census of 1981 found that the total p'.)pulation of 5 years
of age and rrore that does mt know how to read was 3,051,830; of these 36.4
per cent were men and 63.4 per cent were w.::rnen.
Whatever the setting - urban or rural - and whatever the age group,
w.::rnen illiterates outnumber men. In sane rural areas illiteracy am:mg adult
\'.Ul\en is alnost universal.
While the overall illiteracy rate has dropped
mtably over the last decades (it was 58 per cent in 1940) , there is reason
to believe that, in terms of absolute numbers, the problen has renained
stationary in the fenale fX>pulation of impoverished rural zones. Illiterate
rrothers are reproducing illiterate daughters.
Why should this be so? Why is the formal education systen not effectively
reaching rural vonen and girls with minimal reading and writing skills? The
issue is rot lack of schcx>ls. Rural school children nay mt have benches to
sit on, but there is roan on the floor. Nor is the issue really one of
parental attitudes that define girls as less able or less in need of schoolirig.
Basic schooling thought to be important for all. Parents do not, however,
have high expectations for their daughters. They give a:>nscious priority to
their sons, whom they feel will, with greater probability, be able to lift the
family out of p'.)verty by beooming a ticket a:>llector on a rural bus line, then
p'.)Ssibly qus driver; by becx::rning an itinerant peddlar; or, with luck and a
well-placed Sp'.)nsor, by becaning a factory worker or clerk in one of the
provincial capitals. Rural parents are aware that a girl's city god-parents
can not be realistically expected to do rrore for her than place her in
domestic service.
The education that is offered to rural children has little direct
relevance to their present or future lives. Peasant w.::rnen of the Andes play
an important role in agricultural production and daninate many of the skills
necessary for preparing the soil, planting and caring for crops, storing
processing and rrarketing the product. Young girls are likely as young mys
to be found pasturing the family's srrall herd of domestic animals, yet the
schools texts and the school teachers operate under traditional Western
patriarchal assumptions of ...a:nen's roles as restricted to the home and family.
In rural areas, men are rrore than twice as likely as w.::rnen to have
oompleted primary school; and rrore than twice as likely as wanen to have
a:xnpleted sea:>ndary school. The differentials are not as great in Lima as
other urban areas but it is useful to keep in mind what is the level of
educational attainment of poor urban ~. A typical educational profile for
a shanty, or squatter amnunity in Lima might be that disa:>vered in a 1978
investigation of child care needs. 1/ Some 16 per cent of the women were
1/ Anderson, Jeannine; Figueroa, Banca; and Marinez, Ana. Child Care in
Urban and Rural Peru. Washington D.C. overseas F.ducation Fund. 1981.
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illiterate; 42 per cent were functional illiterates with only one to three
years of primary school; approxi.rnately one-third had rompleted their primary
school education; and 11 per cent had at least begun serondary school.
It is interesting to examine the other extreme of educational attainment
to estimate ~·s access to the professions and specialized training . In
Peru, there is a sprinkling of ~ in all the professions: medicine , law,
architecture, engineering, economics, accounting, social science, the arts.
Sane professions are the alrrost exclusive domain of vx:>roen; social ~'.Drk,
nursing. This is a typical pattern for Western societies. Peru departs
f ran the usual pattern in the high prof()rtion of men to be found arrong primary
and secorrlary school teachers. Some areas of the country with large rural
fOpulations have rrore male than fanale primary teachers. There are signs
that, as rrore ariployment opfOrtunities open up for rural men, teaching will
increasingly become identified as a ·~ s profession'.
1

The statistics that reflect ~·s access to university and technical
training should be interpreted with this fact in mind: v.Dmen are not evenly
distributed over all the specialities. Overall, 30 per cent of matriculated
university students are wanen. In the field of education , they account for
46 per ·cent of the total enrolment in science prograrrmes 31 per cent of the
total; in medicine (nursing, obstetrics, and phamacology included) they
oomprise 30 per cent of total students; in the humanities, w:xnen ccrnprise 26
per cent and in engineering and architecture, 6 per cent of the total.
In terms of numbers there were, acoording to the latest official figures
(1973), 45,865 \\Omen enrolled in Peru's approxi.rnately thirty universities and
professional schools, in contrast to 104,570 men. !:._/
The following table shows the educational level of the fOpulation of 15
years of age and rrore taking into account the sex factor. 3/
&l.ucational level
Any education
Pre-school and incomplete primary
Complete primary
Inccrnplete secondary
Complete secondary
Higher education, non-university
Higher education, university
Percentage total
Total

Men

9.2
26.5
18.8
19.6
13.8
3.5
8.6
100.0%
4,714,149

Women
23.3
24.9
16.4
15.0
11.9
3.5
5.0
100.0%
4,889,001

2/ Anderson, Jeanine and Figueroa, Blanca. W:>men in Peru. Change, International
Ref()rts: Women and Society. Printed by Calvert's North Star Press. London 1981.
3/ ~ntero, Cannen. Ser fObre y ser rnujer. Auto-educaci6n No.6, Revista de
&l.ucaci6n Popular. Year III, No.6. Lima, April-June 1983.
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2.

Employment

"In the period 1940-1961 the PJpulation grew by 59.6 per cent; the
Eoonxni.cally Active Population (EAP) grew by only 44.6 per cent. In this
period, the total PJpulation grew 1.27 times faster than the Eoonanically
Active Population. This tendency has oontinued in the period 1961-1972 in an
accentuated fonn because total PJpulation growth was 1.46 times faster than
the E.A.P. 4/
In the National Census of 1981 we observe that the \4.Drking PJpulation of
6 years of age and nore shows the following percentages by sex. 5/
Men
5.8%
16 . 8%
5.2%

Blue Collar Worker: Public
Private
Social property
finns
White-oollar \4.Drkers: Public
Private
Social property
finns
Self-employed \4.Drkers
Employer/o.-mer
Unremunerated \4.Drkers
Ibme \'.Drker
Not specified

Women
1.6%
5.0%
1.83%

10.0%
7.70%

17.0%
10.7%

0.8%
44.7%
1.2%
3.9%
0.8%
2.5%

0.8%
29.5%
0.6%
13.1%
13.5%
6.38%

With respect to the sector in which the female ~rkers are employed, the
National Census of 1981 informs us of the following:
Agriculture
Manufacturing
Service sector (cornnerce, services,
home ~rkers, etc.)
Not specified

23%
11%
53.7%
11%

In the same 1981 Census we see that the salary difference by sex at the
national level is S/.60,000 for men and S/.49,000 sols for \'.Utlen. The
2_/ Situaci6n de la mujer en el trabajo, No.2.

y Cambia".

Quilca 431. 1983.

Pronoci6n Cultural "Creatividad
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difference is rrore pronounced at the level of Lima: the average is S/.148,333
for men and S/ .84,457 for vanen. In tenns of medians (50%) we find that men
earn S/ . 123,904 and waren earn S/.62,576.
In relation to unemployment, the Census reports the following for males and
females in the Department of Lima:

Unemployment in Lima

Men

Total unemployment
Under-employrrent
Einployrrent

5.4%
27.75%
72.9%

At the national level, in July 1981, the
cent for men (147,421), and 39.9 per cent for
of .Metropolitan Lima, hidden unemployment can
to 1980 through the Household Surveys carried
Einployment of the Ministry of Lalxmr:

Men

Wcrnen

76

77

44.5%
55.5%

41.6%
58.4%

ll.2%
37.8%
51.0%

unemployment rate was 60.1 per
women (98.195). At the level
be observed in the years 1976
out by the General Office of

78
35.0%
65.0%

79
34.4%
65.6%

80
30.9%
69.15%

Even in the rrost favourable employment market mich the country has to
offer - the city of Lima - waren are to be found alrrost exclusively in three
kinds of employment: services (mainly danestic service) , corrmerce (street and
market vending), and factory .....urk. Their WJrk is clearly carried on in mat
has been analysed as the 'informal sector'. They are essentially selfemployed or independent v.orkers not oovered by minimum wage laws, oost-ofliving related salary readjustments, social security, or stability of
employment laws.
It is i.mpJrtant to note that v.umen's employment in industry has been
falling proportionally over the past years.: Their educational disadvantage
is increasingly oosting than opportunities in the industrial sector, with
its ever-rising r0:IUiranents for skilled lal:our. Furtherrrore, protectionist
legislation (child-care services in v.ork centres mich employ rrore than 20
WJiren, no night .....urk for v.umen or minors, no assignrrents classifed as
dangerous), mile mt effectively enforced, discourages the hiring of WJrneil.
The types of occupation in mich waren predaninate - especially danestic
service - are, of course, those mich are characterized by the lowest pay.
With educational level held oonstant, v.umen's earnings are approximately half
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those of men •..§./ With· primary school education, the ratio in favour of men
is 13:6. With
secondary education, the ratio is 15:10. Arrong collegeeducated men and \'OT\eil, the ratio is 25 :16. For men, the differential
between having a high school and having some university education brings the
greatest return in tent1S of increased income: 59 per cent rrore. For ~n,
it is the difference between primary and secondary school \Vhich brings the
greatest return: a 99 per cent inprove:nent in median incane for those ~n
who have achieved rrore than a primary education.
It is imp::>ssible to talk al:out salary differentials in the agrarian
sector, \Vhere family enterprises are the rule. Here it is \'.UT\en's participation
in the productive process which is drastically undervalued. While Census
figures estimate that fewer than 10 per cent of rural 'Y.Dmen are economically
active in agriculture, field studies by Cannen Diana Deere and Pilar Campana
find 60 per cent or IIDre to be full-time employed in the ~rking of small
fanns. Often they are sole managers of the fanns. Their husbands and older
sons are forced to migrate in search of salaried ~rk in construction, mining,
or street vending in the cities. Even with their husbands present, rrost rural
~n are responsible for marketing whatever produce is to be sold and for
managing the family dispensary. WJrnen separate seed grain fran \Vhat is to be
consumed or sold; they make or share in decisions as to what shall be invested
in insecticides and fertilizers.
Rural v.omen's productive activities are throughly mixed with their
danestic responsibilities. They care for guinea pigs and hens at the hanestead
and sell eggs or slaughter the anine.ls for family rituals·or for sale as need
arises. They exchanJe a few kilogramnes of potatoes to replenish their supply
of matches and kerosene. They (or their children) herd sheep and alpacas and
process the wool b::>th for manufacturing the family's clothes and blankets and
for weaving shawls and ponchos for sale. They are alIIDst always to be seen
with their hands occupied in spinni.mg wool.
3.

Health

The cultural Pronotion Center "Creatividad y Cambio" in its Bulletin on
Health offer the following statistics: _7 I
1)
2)

~rtality

rate: 12.1 per 1,000
Each day 12 persons die fran tubercolosis.
Maternal-infant IIDrtality: 40 per 10,000 live-b::>rn
Maternal health services cover only
20 per cent of rrothers.
120 children under 1 year of age die per 1,000 live-b::>rn.
The principal causes of infant rrortality are parasitical and
infectious diseases (62.6 per cent).

6/ Flores Medina, Rosa. CaracterJ:sticas de la maro de obra fanenina en Lima
Metropolitana; Anfilisis de las diferencias salariales. Separately edited
by Peru-Mujer in mimeograph. Lima 1981.
7/ Bulletin "Alternativas", No.11. La Salud. Pronoci6n Cultural "Creatividad
y Cambio". Jr. Quilca 431. Lima 1983.
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3)

Nutrition: Protein-caloric malnutrition affects 44.5 per cent
of the J;Opulation.

4)

Environmental sanitation: Only 33 per cent of the J;Opulation has
J;Otable water; only 27 percent of the
J;Opulation has a sewer system.

Access to health services in Peru is highly conditioned ooth by
geographical location and by social stratification. Earlier we alluded to
the extreme concentration of health specialists in Lima.
The same situation
is true regarding maternal-infant health services, despite an official J;Olicy
of attention to pregnant v.onen and new oorns on a free and universal basis.
The budget, facilities, and personnel assigned to carry out this objective are
simply inadequate.
t-bst Peruvian \>.Clllen give birth without having seen a doctor or obtetrician
during their pregnancy, and rrost Peruvian babies are oorn with a midwife in
attendance. There have been some useful efforts to equip traditional rural
midwives with scissors and sterilizers and basic training for non-routine
childbirths. The high rates of infant rrortality and relatively high incidence
of maternal death in childbirth might be attributed rrore to malnutrition than
to any iitmediate cause. Pregnant wanen continue their work in the fields, in
the household, the market, as danestics. Poor wanen in the large cities must
squeeze into the jarnned buses that evacuate the working J;Opulation from the
heart of the city to its outlying shanty bedroom oonmunities, whatever their
condition. MJst families carux>t afford an enriched diet for a pregnant female
rrenber, oor are there incxmtroversible cultural beliefs which would imfose
this obligation on than. There are, in fact, beliefs which reduce wanen:
consumption of ~ nutritious foods during pregnancy.
The fre::ruency of complications in childbirth is also partly the result
of the youth of the nothers. Some Peruvian wanen of near 15 years of age
have already oomt their first child. Many of these are young girls who
migrate from the countryside into domestic service in the cities, and who are
easily exploited by the patron or the teenage son of the patron. Their
children are oom in abandonment and even disgrace. In the jungle region,
cultural patterns favour early unions for girls. In the Andes, the ecoocrnic
conpJ..ementary of the sexes encourages early marriage.
Beside ·nutritional deficiencies, the rrost serious health problem faced
by Peruvian Y.Drnen is indisputably that of controlling and spacing births.

The Vbrld Fertility Survey carried out in Peru as in several other countries
of the Y.Drld in 1978, found that 80 per cent of all Y.Dmen say they have nore
children than they desired to have.
The incidence of arortion is believed to be extremely high. Since
arortion is a crirre in Peru, accurate statistics are not available . The
complication of/or death caused by arortion are registered and are very
fre::ruent. Middle-class/and upper-class Y.Dmen pay dearly for semi-clandestine
arortions perfonned in the offices of private doctors. Poor Y.Dmen put their
faith in herbs, pills, shots, various brews and infusions, and when these fail,
resort to cheap arortionists under unsanitary conditions.
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The Peruvian government, caught between the pressures of a pc:Merful
Catholic church and recngnition of its own inability to provide services to a
rapidly grcwing fOpulation, has wavered oontinuously in its fOlicies with
respect to birth oontrol. Gynaecologists and obstetricians on private salaries
openly enoourage birth oontrol, but they charge very high fees for their
services. An IUD with a private doctor oould oost around US$30. Infonna.tion
al:out family planning is rarely available to marginal people and services are
generally not very good.
The major factor which precludes wanen fran the benefits of health
services is their exclusion from the fonna.l job market. This is so because
nost services are distributed through the social security system and nost
w::mten, self-employed or housewives, are mt eligible. Recently wives and
new-torn children of w:>rkers have been brought under coverage. This ooverage
is mt very effective, however, since the capacity of all the major social
security clinics and hospitals is absurdly over-extended. In any case, these
facilities are located too far away from the neightourhood for them to receive
much use by the families of manual w:>rkers. They are located within reach of
middle-class, white-oollar w:>rkers, who are, furthe.rnore, those best able to
deal with the cx:mplicated forms and bureaucratic labyrinths involved in making
use of their services.
What, then, can a p::>0r v.unen expect to receive from a public health fOSt?
She can expect to wait between 1 and 3 hours before she is seen by the doctor;
she can expect a brief, a::>rrpetent examination; and she can expect a written
prescription whereby she can purchase generic drugs at a 'social medicine'
distribution point. She will have to be very lucky, however, to find her
prescription in stock. Certain products (durgs for tuberculosis patients,
fonnula milk for babies) disappear from the shelves within hours of delivery.
The demand is far greater than can be met, and families who caru10t afford
Iilannacy, brand-name prices, simply go without.
4.

Services

Ernugh has been said to make it clear that w::::xnen's access to all manner
of social services is very limited - except for those few rrost privileged.
For the great majority, mt torn to great wealth, the chances of a:xnpleting a
secondary level education are very slim; the chances of safely delivering a
healthy baby and raising it to school age free of malnutrition and disease are
slight. The changes of finding stable i,..urk are minimal and the chances that
their v.Drk be fairly remunerated alnost nil.
Some types of services especially relevant to \\UT\en are alnost completely
lacking in Peru. Cl1ild care is available at a high price to middle-class,
white-oollar Y.Drkers. Only a very few IX>Or neightourhoods or factories toast
minimally equipped daycare centres. Cl1aritable operations are dependent upon
donations of food by international agencies to rreet their oosts. Wanen who
Y.Drk with their children are those who suffer rrost from the shortage of public
transportation. They may extend their hours away from home simply to avoid
rush hours. Cases of infants crushed to death on crowded buses are not
unkrXJwn and, in any case, a rrother with children does not have the same
opportunity of riding half-way to the door as does a man.
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Irrationalities in the distribution of food, cooking fuel, and essential
household itans especially affect ~ as chief purchasers for their
families. The periodic shortages of basic food itans force v.anen to be
constantly alert for markets or stores that might have part of what they need
rrorrentarily in stock. Even middle-class \\Qffien do this constant recol'm)itring
of potential supply points. W'.:lmen are red-tape experts in Peru. They are
usually the family representative for breaucratic affairs: paying taxes,
matriculating children in school, and locating the necessary forms to solve
the next problem.
ibnen in charge of children and staying- in general closer to home, are
especial!y affected by the lack of recreational services. They must choose
between keeping a child pent up in a tw::>-room inner city apartment or sending
him out to play in the street. In the outlying squatter settlements they
watch children whose only entertainment is sifting through sand for l:ottle
caps and who crawl. between heaps of garbage. Even the .poorest urban
neighl:ourhoods usually l:oast an asphalted soccer field, as rural villages
clear a level plot for Sunday soccer matches between their men's team and the
neighl:ouring village. But, wcrnen do rot play soccer. Migrants from the
countryside to the barren desert hills of the coastal cities speak with
oostalgia of the wild flowers and greenery they have left behind.
Wc:men are impeded frcrn using sane services by their lack of information
and low educational level. They are unaware of some health services
technically available to than,,, for exarrple. They are impeded from using
others because of their high cost: legal services, for example. Free female
lal:our, for poor_ families, keeps to a minimum the family's expenditures on
food and clothes. ibnen invest hours in cleaning tiny stomes and chaff out
of beans wheat, and rice; they shell peas and clean fish and grind spices in
small rrortars. They buy l:ones or tripe at the market and cook cheap, nutritious
soups. They repair clothe·s until they will rot sustain another patch. They
spend time searching for the cheapest school unifonns, payable in the greatest
number of installments. They trade old basins and buy second-hand toys and
shoes. They walk long distancesto firrl a spool of thread at a slightly lower
price.
What do w:>men do to canpensate for the lack of social services? What
'survival strategies' do they fall back on when the State or fonnal institutions
fail to provide the essential conditions for maintenance of the family? M:>st
v.anen are active participants in informal netw::>rks of family, neighl:ours, and
friends, according to the anthropologist Marianne Schmink. Members of these
netw::>rks exchange the infonnation, goods, and services necessary - in the case
of the rrost fortunate - for a measure of social rrobility. A w::::rnan who faces
the urgent need of leaving her children while she rushes to pay the water bill
searches am:mg the meTibers of her informal netw::>rk for another v.onan that can
care for then. Informal netw::>rks compensate for the irregularity of income.
A v.aoon whose husband is tanporarily employed in a construction gang , for
example, makes a loan to a neighl:our whose husband is temp::>rarily out of V>Drk.
When in the following rronth the tables are turned, the neighl:our returns the
favour. W'.:lmen locate jobs for husbands and other family members in the
information they pick up from other ~n in their informal netv..Drks. Their
intense relationships with female friends and relatives compensate ~ for

- zst their frequently troubled relationships with their male compai1eros .
II.
1.

INSTITUTIONAL

FRAMEW)RK

Public institutions

It is necessary to refer to tv.o governmental institutions which, although
ro longer in existence, show the concern of the Peruvian government, at a
certain period, for the situation of v.anen.
During the revolutionary government of Juan Velasco Alvarado, in 1972,
the General Law of Education was promulgated. Article 11 of the Law requires
that educational progranmes be oriented to improving the status of 'M'.)!Uen. In
February 1973, by SuprE!lle Decreee No . 16-72-ED, the By-Laws for Improving the
Status of Vbmen were adopted. Arrong their stipulations was one which
indicated that "educational activities which are directed to improving the
status of v.omen by any of the various sectors of government must oonforrn to
an overall rolicy and will be oo-ordinated by the Permanent Comnission for
the Co-ordination of Educational Action, for which purrose the Camri.ssion will
constitute a special Technical Cornnittee". Thus was aYI'REM (Technical
Comnittee for Improving the Status of Vbren) established. Members of the
Comnittee were drawn fran representatives of the Ministries of Health, Lal:our,
Education, Transrortation and Comnunications. Also members were representatives
of SINAM)S (an organization resronsible for social rrobilization activities) ,
the Peruvian National Comnission for Co-operation with UNESCD, as well as other
representatives designated by the Permanent Comnission for Co-ordination.
One year after the creation of COTREM, the government, aware that the
United Nations would nove to recornnend the creation of mechanisms for ensuring
the improvarent of the situation of 'WCillen in the various oountries of the
\\Qrld, decided to create an organism whose soope \\Duld go beyond that of
CDTREM and which: could effectively stimulate the participation and developnent
of Peruvian \<.Omen at the national level. Thus, it was that in Decenber 1974,
by Decree Law No. 21045, the National Comnission on Peruvian W:::rnen (CDNAMUP)
was established; CDNAMUP was organized as an autolX)IOC)us entity which reported
directly to the President's office .
The Comnission's objectives are to:
(a)

Fo:rmuJ_ate and suhnit rea:xrrnendations to the President of the Nation
and at the national level in relation to issues ooncerning w::irnen, in
oonoordance with the National Developnent Plan;

(b)

Prorose to the national government the legal provisions which are
required for ireeting the objectives assigned to the Commission for
extending the rights of v.unen;

(c)

Stimulate, guide, and organize congresses, forums, seminars,
other events related to the objectives of the Comnission;

(d)

Co-ordinate the activities of all \\Dtren' s organizations in Peru,

and
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prorroting their participation in the economic, social, and cultural
developnent of Peru;
(e)

Be vigilant in the elimination of all discriminatory treabnent which
might compromise the rights and dignity of vx:irnen;

(f)

ProPJSe to the national Government the persons who will represent
the Corrmi.ssion before international organizations, and in
conferences, forums, seminars, and other events which require its
official presence; and

(g)

Contribute to the improvement of friendly relations ·arrong the
peoples of the Y.Drld, co-operation arrong nation States, and the
strengthening of peace. §_/

The president of the mNAMUP should have been the wife of the national
president. Ms. Consuelo de Velasco declined the office and the resPJnsibility
was assured by Ms. Marita Cavassa de Valdes.
In 1975, under the direction of
Ms. Valdes, OONAMUP drew up the proPJSals which were presented on behalf of
the Peruvian govenirrent in the conferences organized for the International
WJmen's Year in Mexico (by the United Nations) and in East Berlin (by the
socialist bloc countries). The PJSition of Peru in these conferences was a
rrost progressive one. On the theoretical level, in these and other projects
under-taken by the OONAMUP, Peru showed a broadly progressive stance in its
PJlicies towards wanen. In practice, however, the proPJsals of mNAMUP were
never carried out. On August 29, 1975, General Velasco was dePJsed by General
f>brales Bermudez, and the "secor:rl phase" of the military government began.
During 1976 the activities of CX>TREM declined. Gradually, changes were
introduced within the Ministry of Education which minimized its PJSSibilities
for action.
The Comnission was legally annulled in 1982 under the new
General Education Law. OONAMUP, on the other hand, went through a process
of gradual disbanding during 1976, with the specialists assigned to it ordered
one by one to return to their original institutions. OONAMUP was later
transferred to SINAMJS, and finally, in 1977, it was officially dissolved.
The years went by, and on May 25, 1983, under the government of Fernando
Belaunde Terry, Supreme Decree No. 016-83-JUS was promulgated, according to
which the Office of Vbmen was established as a consulting organ to the General
Deparb'nent of Justice of the Ministry of Justice.
Named as director of this Office was Ms. Nita Garnio de Barrenechea.
a personal interview (Novenber 1983) Ms. Barrenechea indicated that the
functions of the Office of W'.:>men are to:
(a)
(b)

In

Protect the oonstitutional rights of w:::rnen
Formulate, proPJse, and co-ordinate J;Dlicies and action for the
prarotion of "WOUen.

8/ Diagn.5stioo social jurfdioo de la Mujer en el Peru. Centro de Estudios de
Poblaci6n y Desarrollo (C.E.P.D.). Printed in Talleres of ITAL PERU S.A.
Lina 1979.
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(c)

Execute and pronote studies and research in relation to the situation
and status of W)ffien in Peru, and disseminate such infonnation, as
well as sistematizing pertinent legislation.

(d)

Elal::orate and carry out, where appropriate, pilot projects related to
the situation and status of w:>men in acoordarice with oonstitutional
stipulations.

(e)

Stimulate the promulgation of legal and nonnative instruments
directed at achieving the integral developnent of v.anen.

(f)

Express opinions on issues ooncerning the situation and oondition
of w::imen in Peru.

(g)

Disseminate and inform regarding the rights and values of v.anen as a
means of projecting a true image of v..anen as persons, nothers,
v.urkers, and members of the comnunity.

(h)

Other objectives as may be designated by the General Director of
Justice and the Minister's office.

Ms . Barrenechea informed us that the Office of Women is currently at a
stage of organization and implementation and that, for this reason , it will
only begin to carry out actions towards fulfilling the functions it has been
assigned as of 1984.
Three other entities exist which, although indirectly, ooncern themselves
with the situation of v.unen. All three also belong to the justice sector of
the government.
(a)

National Cornnission on Minors and the Family. This is the policymaking organ for social welfare programs directed .at minors and
the family in Peru. The President of the Conmission is the Minister
of Justice, v-Drking in direct co-ordination with the Ministers of
Health , F.ducation, and Lal:x:mr, with INABIF, the private sector
(professional associations of doctors, lawyers, social v.Drkers) and
the Church. Outside the capital city of Lima there are 24
departarrental Corrmissions on Minors and the Family.

(b)

Department of Family Welfare. This is the technical secretariat of
the National Conmission on Minors and the Family. The secr etariat,
in oo-ordination with the Office of Planning of the Justice sector,
has elal::orated the document "Plan of Action of the National Comnission
on Mioors and the Family, 1983-1984." The Plan oontenplates action
which considers '!(.)Omen as part of the rrother-child l::ond. Priority
attention is to be given to nothers in urban-marginal and rural
populations regarding health, nutrition, v.Drk opportunities and social
pronotion. Various prograrrmes are to be executed in these different
sectors.

(c)

National Institute of Family Welfare (INABIF). This is the executive
organ for policies on minors and the family in circumstances of
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abandonrrent and anti-social behaviour The activities of INABIF
are based on the "Departmental progranme for prarotion of the
family in operative units located in urban-marginal areas for 198384" . Progranmes of vocational training are offered as well as
educational prograrnnes intended to raise the level of living within
the family.
Finally, we should mention that in Peru there is a Co-operative Comnittee
with the Interamerican Conmission on W'.:>rren (CIM) of the Organization of
American States, a specialized intergovernmental organization.
2.

Private institutions

Arrong private institutions which devote thanselves to bettering the
situation of Peruvian \\.DffieI1 we find institutions of seven different types.
We will indicate the naires of a few which exemplify each different type at
the risk of omitting many because of space limitations.
(a)

Professional associations:
The associations of the various professions such as obstetricians,
doctors, nurses, phannacists, executive secretaries.

(b)

Civic, social welfare, cultural, and SI=XJrtS associations; National
Council of Vbmen (grouping several w::irnen's organizations and
affiliated to the International Council of v'bmen) : Women's Comnittee
of the Peruvian Red Cross; Association Home of the Mothers; National
Association of Girl Soouts; t-bvement for the Rights of Women;
·
Creative and Change; Lilith Editions; The Wanen' s Bookstore; the
magazine ~ and Society.

(c)

Research and developnent institutions;
Centre for Research and Popular Prorrotion (CENDIPP); Asociaci6n
"Peru-Mujer".

(d)

Regional associations:
Women's cxxmri.ttees of the various provincial clubs as well as women's
oomnittees (Y.Ullen's oouncils or rrothers' clubs of urban "young towns"
(urban-marginal sectors).

(e)

Religious associations:
Parish-level waren's oomnittees: religious sisterhoods, and fanale
congregations.

(f)

Organizations of the r:olitical parties:
Vbmen's cxxmri.ttees of the different r:olitical parties. Outstanding
for its activity is the Popular Union of Women (branch of the Peruvian
comunist party),.
Feminist groups:
Centre for Peruvian W:::rnen "Flora Tristan"; Movement "Manuela Rarros":

(g)
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M::>vanent for the Prcrrotion of 'M'.:men; Collective "The Other Side of
the M::>on": Autonarous W:>men 1 s Group; ~ia Alvarado Institute.
III.

FDRMAL AND INFDRMAL SECTORS OF THE EXX:NOMY:
PLANNING

POLICY DESIGN AND

The Peruvian rrodel of i;x:>litical econcrny, during the last three years of
the present regime, has been directed towards oombatting inflation, on the
harrl arrl, ori the other, reactivating the econany, with primary emphasis
placed on the first.
In relation to the fonnal sector of the econany, there has been an effort
to adjust salary ·levels to keep up with inflation, without this goal having
been achieved. With 1972 for oomparison, the real purchasing p:>wer of
salaried \<.Urkers has suffered a reduction of 35 to 40 per cent. In addition,
even while per capital average inc:x:rnes have risen, improved salaries are very
selectively distributed. There has been a process of making the p:xJr p:xJrer
and the rich richer. As to enployment, there has been a reduction in the
number of available jobs due to a reduced capacity to absorb labour-water
At present (1982-83) the regression of the Peruvian economy in tentlS of
absorption of v.urkers in the rrodern sector is equivalent to a 10 year loss • 9I
No overall plans have been developed for the informal sector. What is
observed is the indirect effect of i;x:>licies: as salaries go up, demand is
created for products arrl services offered in the infonnal sector (induced
danan:l) .

Specific plans for 'WClllen do not exist in either sector of the economy.
With an increasing econ:mri.c crisis the resi;x:>nse of \\.Ollen has been an evergreater presence in infonnal sector anployment.
It is interesting to observe the rrode of involvanent of wanen in the
informal sector. In this connection, economist Juan Nonura has i;x:>inted out
that female migration to the City of Lima has contributed · eno.r:rrously to the
expansion and developnent of an infonnal sector aTiployment market. "Seventyfive per cent of the migrant fanale labor force, including those v.umen in
danestic service, is involved in infonnal activities, in a proi;x:>rtion superior
to the 46.3 per cent of the econ:mri.cally-active male migrant i;x:>pulation
similarly occupied in the non-organized sector".10/ The same high prop::>rtion
of ~ v.urking in the informal sector is found In the principal cities of
Peru, which differ fran Lima only in that there a majority of men are also
aTiployed in this sector, according to Nonura.
Juan Nonura indicates some p::ilicies which might be applied to the
infonnal sector and which, even though they do not directly refer to 'W'Ornen,
v.uuld have i.mp::>rtant consequences for them. We feel it is i.mp::>rtant to mention
thesereccmnendations:
9/

Infonnation provided by the econ:mri.st Carlos Wendorff.
La insersi6n de los migrantes en el mercado de trabajo
urbano. Paper presented in the Saninar Poblaci6n y empleo en Lima
Metrop::>litana. Ministerio de trabajo. Lima, October 26-28, 1983.

Io/ Nonura, Juan.
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"These p::>licies fall within ~ large areas: that of general p::>licies
affecting p::>tential migration and migration in transit, and that of special
p::>licies with respect to migrants that arrive to the capital. All must be
(l)nsidered within a national p::>licy on internal migration.
1, Overall guidelines: The basic objective of these guidelines is to
achieve a reduction in regional imbalances and the excessive economic
O)ncentration in the capital city, since this is a main cause for migration
tCMards Metrop::>litian Lima. These changes should be achieved through a process
of integrated planning to involve the various sectors of government, ministries,
and resp::>nsible organizations as well as the private sector on decentralization.
In the process of co-ordination a rrore active role should be played by the
Ministry ofLabour and Social Prarotion, given the priority necessarily to be
assigned to objectives in p::>pulation and enployrrent within the overall p::>litical
e(X)nomy of the Peruvian State.
2.
Guidelines for special p::>licies to provide supp::>rt to inrnigrants to
Metrop::>litan Lima: given the disadvantages experienced by migrants in O)rrpa_rison
to the native-tom with respect to in(X)rp::>ration and rrobility in the
metrq::olitanlal:bur market, special p::>licies should be designed for O)horts of
migrants which are in a pa.rticularlyunfavourable p::>sition, namely, young
recently arrived migrants and \'.Dffien migrants in general.
"Four progranmes for assistance are suggested:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Inforrna,tion and orientation service for migrants.
Social supp::>rt services for migrants.
F<lucation and vocational training services.
Services directed at improving ~rking O)nditions".

Expressing the p::>sition of the Government, Alberto Felipe La Hoz,
Vice-Minister for Social Prorrotion of the Ministry of Labour, stat ed the
following in October 1983:
It will mt be in the fonnal sector, but in the informal sector, where
new employment will be generated, in the rrost elanentary kinds of business
organizations. The generation of new ente:rprises through this kind of
prorrotion, typical small businesses and micro ente:rprises, permits developnent
mt only in the capital city but in the various regions of the O)untry as well.
It then be(X)mes necessary to establish:
a)

b)

ll/

A programne for stimulating the creation of new ente:rprises ,
particularly ccmnunity-based ente:rprises, for implementation in
strategic p::>les of urban developnent.
A prograrnne at the regional level, to include joint action. with
developnent agencies, with the formulation, in certain cases, of
emergency plans for generating employment in regions affected by
natural disasters such as floods in the north and drought in the
south of Peru". ll/

Ibz. Alberto Felipe. Las p::>Hticas de prorroci6n social y la calidad
de vida. Paper presented in the Seninar Poblaci6n y enpleo en Lima
Mentrop::>litana. Ministerio de Trabajo. Lima, October 26-28, 1983.
La
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One of the greatest difficulties with regard to w::xnen's involvement in
small businesses and micro-enterprises is their disadvantage, oompared to men,
in their knowledge of administrationand business management and their rrore
limited access to sources of credit. We must take into acoount the
educational deficiencies of v.Dmen and their habits of deferring to men in
decision-makirig situations.
IV.

LEGAL AND A'ITITUDINAL CONSTRAINTS

Peru's Civil Code states that the husband establishes the residence of
the married a:mple and the wife is forced to follow him. It also states that
the husband is responsible for the maintenance of the household and that the
wife may v.Drk, if her husband agrees. Otherwise she will have to establish
before a oourt of law the urgent need the family has for her supplementary
incane. The Code states that the wife's obligation is to personallylcare of
the house and family. Property that is accumulated after the oouple is
married is ~ally the property of roth, and property acquired before marriage
oontinues to be held separately. The husband, however, is legally recognized
as chief administrator of all property; the only thing he canoot do is sell
the property without the wife's pennission.
Upon this rather rigid legal fral'l'eV.Drk depends a variety of specific
familial arranganents. Middle-class and wealthy wanen do not attend
personally· to the household (except in a managerial sense) and sometimes mt
even to their children. They have domestics who do it.
- The great majority
of poor v.anen v.Drk at sane productive activity whether their husbands like it
or not. They may only take the husband's opinion into acoount in deciding
what kind of v.Drk they will do, on what kind of schedule, since he will
probably have to share in the care of the children, and possibly in the
hous~rk as well.
For the great majority of the poor, the place of residence is probably
decided by circumstances. The wife rnay, in fact, play a principal role in
oonsidering the possibilities, since she is closer to the grapevine of
information al::out new 'invasions' to be tried, or someone who is rroving out of
a desirable apart:rrent. The is~ue of prq::erty is rrore important for rural
families than for the urban proletariat, whose possibilities of accumulation
are severely limited. Rural families, following customary law, do indeed
distribute their small plots ~ly to children of roth sexes. Married
daughters manage their lands quite independently in many Andean areas, olanting
and harvesting aca:>rding to their own decision. In this sense, it is v.Drth
noting that the rroveroent towards co-operatives and agrarian 'social property'
schemes of the 1970s was regressive for ~ who are not recognized as legal
members of the oo-operatives except as widows and only until the eldest son
is 18 years old.
The type of family envisaged by the Civil Code is a very idealized one.
The extended family of shifting inclusiveness is rrost relevant to rural zones.
It usually has some patrilineal enphasis, but a w:man's relatives oontinue to
support her in domestic emargencies throughout her life and will willingly
receive her and her children i f she should decide to leave her husband. They
will be wela::me additions to the lal::our force. The issues of legal, civil
marriage and legal divorce are simply not pertinent. A civil or religicus
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life with grandchildren and even great-grandchildren present. This long life
of ccmn::m effort was necessary to finance the wedding cererrony, an extremely
elal::orate ritual, especially in the south Andes.
In urban areas - with their greater rrobility and weakened force of
custanary sanctions - it is with respect to child support that v.omen are rrost
in need of legal protection. Perhaps half of all children are tom outside
of legal unions. Abandonrrent of the rrother is also very cornron. The law
provides recourse but is mt effectively enforced. All women kn;)w of children
abandoned as pre-schoolers whose fathers were finally served for their
maintenance when they were in their late teens. An objective observer might
suspect that Peruvian child support laws were designed for the protection of
lawyers, mt of children and their rrothers. The very slim likelihood of
receiving support from the biological father of a child impels the rrother to
enter into a second union and thus begin the chain of 'compromises' that
leave her with an ever-growing number of rrouths to feed and ever slimner
possibilities of establishing a stable relationship.
Al:ortion is illegal in Peru. Some 10 to 15 per cent of \\atlen in prison
are serving tenns for al::ortion. Others are picked up for prostitution.
Prostitution is legal, but prostitutes are required to register and carry
proof of a health check up. f.bst prostitution however, is occasional, the
product of necessity. It may even be exercised in a vacant lot without benefit
of the simplest of costs of washing facilities. Streetwalking by adolescent
girls and older ~ who must support their children is evident in all the
major avenues of the capital city any night of the week.
In Peru there is oo real sanction for the rrost cx:mm:m fonn of sexual
exploitation of \>.atlen by men who control their access to a source of livelihood.
This is the case of the danestic servant, and it is the case of thousands of
young secretaries and clerks in businesses and public offices whose hiring
deperrls upon their pretty looks and whose continuance in the job depends upon
her acceding to the sexual denarrls of the patron or the toss . WJinen released
from prison could get their papers fixed (a prison terms will otherwise appear
on their record each time they solicit a job) if they go to bed with the
police inspector in charge of good conduct certificates. An arrest, including
that for a political offence, means alrrost certain rape during the process.
There has been m proof in any of these instances around which feminists, ht.:nnan
right cx:mnittees, and sypathisers might rally: the victims are too afraid to
risk denouncing their victimisers, or also too ashamed.
Physical abuse of wives by their husbands is comron but, here again, the
issue has not been brought out into the open through a trial with ample
publicity. Battered wives may take refuge with a neighl::our or relative, or
they may make a fonnal complaint at the nearest police station. No systanatic
study has been carried out to determine what action the police might take in
response. Police protection in the poor areas of the cities is extrenely
limited, and it is unlikely that these complaints v.ould be given priority.
Physical abuse of wives is •nore serious problem in rrore Westernised, less
indigenous sectors, in part because men and wanen in Andean µ:>pulations are
rrore equal in size. f.bre important, however, are the rrore limited alternatives
available to the wife of an urban "'°rking or middle class man. Divorce is
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still una:mrron and irreconcilable with Catholic religious beliefs. The
possibilities of such a wanan going to work and successfully supporting
herself and her children are alrrost nil. And her own realization as a wanan
depends upon successfully playing out the role of a contented wife and nother
from her wedding to the end of her days.
The proposed revision of the Civil Code of Novermber 1982 contains
certain m:xlifications to the lagislation specifically related to women. These
include the following:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The husband is no longer automatically the supreme authority within the
household, but the government of the same is to be shared by both spouses
(draft Civil Code, chapter II, article 338).
The husband will no longer have authority to determine and nove the
family's domicile, but this decision will be shared by both spouses
(draft Civil Code, chapter II, article 338).
The husband will no· longer be sole legal representative of the married
oouple, but roth spouses will represent it (draft Civil Code, chapter II,
article 340) .
The wife will no longer be forced by law to use the surname of her husband
added to her own, until such time as she could contract a new marriage.
The refonned civil code states that the wife "may" use her husband's
surname added to her own (draft Civil Code, chapter II, article 343).
According to the present Civil Code, the wife must have her husband's
consent - explicit or tacit - in order to work. By provisions of the
draft civil code both partners in marriage rrrust have the consent of their
spouses, explicit or tacit, in decisions regarding work (draft Civil Code,
chapter II, article 341) • This article does not represent an improvement
for w:::irnen given that, in practice, a wife would not exercise her right to
prohibit her husband from working, whereas a husband would and does.
The Civil Code presently in force states that, if the wife does not
contribute to the maintenance of the household with the product of her own
properties or possessions, the husband is entitled to request that he be
atqX)wered to assume the administration of such properties or possessions,
in total or in part. The proposed refonn would make this nore applicable
to roth spouses. (Draft Civil Code, chapter III, article 354).

The draft of the new Civil Code, with respect to family law, does mt
premise substantial m:xlifications in the situation of warren.
The ootion that women are of lesser value than rren is prevalent in Peru.
In some areas of the Andes the midwife receives half the payment for delivering
a baby girl that she would receive for delivering a boy. When poverty requires
choosing which children will go to school, or will continue to renain there,
girls are those left at a disadvantage.
The women arrongst the poor are typically of peasant extraction, and they
begin their married lives and notherhood even in adolescence, or work as
dorrestic servants in urban areas. If a young poor v.Dman lives in the capital
city, she is likely to be v.Drking as a tatqX)rary factory or manual V-Drker, or -
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if a white-CX)llar anployee - anployed at a minimum salary without social
security CX)Verage.
She will rotate fran one brief job to an:>ther and never
be allowed to accumulate the required three rronths in any single anployment
which "t.Duld make her eligible. I f this young Y.Dinan is able to carry on her
education, she is likely to ch::>ose a short vocational CX)urse (nurse's aide,
secretary, hairdresser, etc. ) . Only a tiny prq::ortion are enrolled in
universities, the majority in fields related to maternal roles (teaching ,
psychology, nursing, etc.). ·
The ideal of beauty which is put to Peruvian \'.Dlllen (typically short, dark,
tending to be thick-set) is that of the Anglo-Saxon w::irnan - thin, blond, and
tall. Virginity is highly valued in urban areas. The young ~·s
principal aspiration is to form a family. She may expect to go on "t.Drking
after marriage "in order to help her husband" rrore than as a means of achieving
personal satisfaction. Her access to means of a::mtraception will be limited.
Frequently a husband will not permit their use for fear of his wife's infidelity.
Cases of single rrothers are many, and these w:mleI1 are socially disadvantaged.
Social expectations are that Y.DITleil will claim to find fulfillment primarily
as rrothers ("sacrificial victims") and only secondarily as wives (subnissive).
I f ·a "t.Drnan "t.Drks at a job other than domestic service, as a field hand or
a street ve..Oor she will rarely have op:i::ortunities to take on a leading role
in a lal::our union. I f she participates in :i::olitics her experience in leadership
will be scarce. If she has any :i::ower of decision within the household, it will
have to be exercised CX)Vertly.

She will rapidly o::>me to feel that she is being displaced by younger "t.Dmen
with whom society forces her to compete. If she is a \o.Drnan of the :i::opular
sectors she will, at the age of 30, have an aged and beaten appearence. Many
times she will already have lost several teeth. In all probability her husband
will gradually becxrne less and less punctilious in meeting his eCX)nomic
obligations towards his family. He will begin to drink and to seek other "t.Drnen.
His wife wil.L be left to find the means of bringing rrore income into the
household, usually through sane kind of informal anployment.
As the years pass, if she has been successful in claiming for herself the
image of the.sacrificing wcman, she will enjoy a rroment of ephemeral recognition
each MJther's Day, and she will CX)ntinue caring for her grandchildren as her own
daughters and daughters-in-law go out to seek "t.Drk.

In sum, a 'V.Orlan gains personal fulfilment as a function of her relation to
others, rot as a function of her own achievanents, in the YX)rk she does or her
personal developnent, with few exceptions. Possibly the only advantage enjoyed
by the wcman who "t.Drks, whether in info:rrnal activities or as a low-paid
salaried employee, is the limited sense of autooomy and improved self-image
which such v.ork may bring, regardless of the alienating nature of the v.ork
itself and in spite of the fact that a CX)nsequence of her effort to CX)ntribute
to the maintenance of the household may be the increased irresp:msibility of
her husband who seizes the op:i::ortunity to escape from the problems of household
expenses.
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V.

WELFARE APPIDACH

Peruvian legislation contemplates the following measures for contributing
to the social welfare of ~=
1.

The Ministry of Health, in 1974, published Supreme Decree No. 00451-74-SA
which provides for free medical services for the rrother during pregnancy,
childbirth, and in the i;:ost-natal period, as well. as free health services
for the newl::orn. Such services are to be provided by public hospitals
and health centres administered by the Ministry of Health, in the
Institute for Infant and Maternal Protection (IMPRCMI) and in centres
which depend on public charity. These benefits cover a small prop::>rtion
of the population since rrost births take place without a medical
professional in attendance.

2.

According to the Civil Code, in cases of divorce, the ex-husband must
pay alirrony to his fonner wife if she is not v.urking or does not have
property of her own. The father must also provide child supJ:X>rt up to
the age of 18 for sons and for daughters up to such time as they marry or
go to v.urk. The father's child supp::>rt payments should not exceed 30 per
cent of his real inccme. If he provides alirrony as well as child support,
the total arrount should rot exceed 50 per cent of his income. It should
be p::>inted out that nost judges at present tend to stipulate an arrount
of S/. 40,000 for each child per rronth ($18 approximately) - a
ridiculously. inade:jliate sum to supp::>rt a child. Once their affective
relationship with the rrother has tenninated, Peruvian men in general without distinctions on the basis of social class or educational level tend to disregard their responsibilities tcwards their children, whether
ecorx:imic or E!TOtional. Nor do they wish to recognise the services
provided by the wife while sharing the household. In rrost cases the
children are maintained exclusively by their rrothers.

3.

When only the husband is employed, the single social security benefit
enjoyed by the wife is the right to free medical services for herself
during pregnancy, childbirth, and in the i;:ost-natal period . Services for
the newtorn in hospitals are available under the social security system
for rnanual and white-collar workers. Since few husbands are covered by
social security in formal-sector jobs, these benefits have very limited
coverage.

4.

W:Jmen employed as manual or white-collar v.urkers have the right to a
maternity leave of 45 days prior to the birth and 45 days afterwards.
Inmestic servants are not covered by these benefits.

5.

I f a deceased man was covered by social security, his widow is entitled
to a pension. The majority of unions in Peru are, however, never
legalized. Pension rights should be extended to ccrrm:m-law wives.

6.

Where \\Dil1eI1 over 18 are employed, child-care facilities should be provided
for the care of their small children. This law is ignored in practice
even in the public service, since not rrore than half the governmental
Ministries have child-care facilities for their enployees.
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As indicated earlier, it is the National Institute of Family Welfare
that is resPJnsible for the welfare of children and the family in circumstances
of abandonrrent. This Institute, a branch of the Ministry of Justice, has
very limited capacity for action.
Arother agency is the Society for Public Charity of Lima, which supfOrts
the Maternity Hospitaland Unit for Comnunity Outreach which should carry out
preventive action in health for rrothers and children, as well as orientation
in family planning. Such services are provided in urban new towns through the
use of rrobile units.
The Ministry of Health administers a network of public health centres and
health p'.)Sts which act in the areas of education on infant nutrition, treatment
of infant diarrhoea, and family planning prograrrmes. Arother public assistance
programne is food supp'.)rt for pregnant ~, administered by the Ministry of
Health.
'Tu.D rrore food assistance programnes are the food-for~rk prograrrmes for
mmen administered by OFASA and CARITAS. While such programnes may be a
palliative for problems of hunger arrong the poor, they are severely critized
because of the way they operate, without res~ing traditional fonns of
cx:mnwllty organization, creating in their place new organizations which divide
the PJpulation. In addition, the small mrk projects which the food-for-mrk
groups carry out are nJt necessarily determined by the cxmmunity itself but may
be imf:osed by the dooor or its administrative agent.

There are soire other programnes financed by donor agencies from developed
oountries or religious organizations. Typically, these prograrrmes are designed
to resPJrrl to problems of health or food scarcities.
Peru does oot have any kind of unE!llployment insurance. The current eoonomic
crisis has meant that an increasing number of mrkers lose their jobs and are
left alrrost oompletely without the means for feeding themselves and their
families.
VI.

A.

1.

W'JMEN-SPEX::IFIC DE.VEIDPMENI' P~ AND/OR PROJECT'S

Inoorre-generating activities
Programnes directed to inoorne-generation for mmen are relatively few:
The Corrmunity Action Prograrrme, with funds provided by the Interarnerican
Develoµnent Bank, is operated by the National Planning Institute and
Popular Co-operation (self-help public mrks agency of the p'.)litical party
currently in J.XJWer) • It is only of late that this progranme has begun to
benefit IDIDen, and it is not directed exclusively to them.

2.

Prograrrme of the Peruvian Institute for Vbrker-0wned Firms (INPET).
progranme is oot exclusively for mmen.

Their

3.

CENDIPP has organized a \Onen 1 s food oo-operative and is w:::>rking on a
project whose objective is to form two small w:::>rkshops for inccme-generation,

-
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one in clothes manufacturing and one in baked goOas.
ron-profit private association.
4.

CENDIPP is a small,

The Association for Co-operation with Peasant Vbmen (AmIDC) is a private
voluntary association which was founded in 1968 and has branches ·
throughout the oountry. ACOMO: undertakes projects in inoome-generating
through cottage industries, small "MJrkshops, and through improvenent of
handicraft techniques. One of its actions is the "Peasant Vbmen's Fair"
held annually in Lima; the sales of handicrafts at the fair pay its costs
and provide funds for further training courses.

In peri-urban zones there is no large or concerted effort to implenent
income-generating projects such as A(X)r.llK: provides for rural y.ornen. In the
urban new towns v.omen rot infrequently organize theuselves into small ent.e :rprises
which exploit their traditional skills in weaving or sewing or the like, but
these projects typically have a short life. They tend to survive only as long
as external financing exists.
Viable ina:xne-generating projects are extrenely difficult to conceive
because of the fierce o::::mpetition from large industry. We feel that it is
ITDre useful - if the objective is \\Dmen - to improve their skills not so much
for sustaining new kirrls of economic organizations but for working rrore
efficiently in the informal activities in which they are already engaged so
that they be<Xllle better equipped to canpete in an eco!X>ffiic niche which they
thenselves have created. Given the en:::>rITDUS difficulties of floating successful
new economic units in the present economic conditions of Peru, it is rot
surprising that the majority of organizations that v.Drk with v.Drren occupy
thenselves with training, whether in traditional ¥.anen's roles or in topics
such as leadership and administration, rather than in the area of incc:rnegeneration.
A further explanation for the relative neglect of this type of
project is the high costs of the feasibility studies which are likely to be
required by any funding agency in order for it to provide supfXlrt. .lt>st such
organizations v.Drking with w:xnen do rot theuselves have expertise in production
and ffi3.rketing.
B.

Special services Prc?CJranmes

1.

Health services and maternal-child protection

We roted earlier that the Q)vernrrent, through its Ministry of Health, the
Social Security systen, and public charity, provides free health services to
pregnant w:::rnen, at childbirth, and in the tx>St-natal period. It is necessary
to repeat that the majority of WO!l'en do not see a medial doctor or obstetrician
in these circumstances, but are attended at childbirth by a midwife or a
relative. In the case of "MJmen who live in the peri-urban areas of Lima, the
first child is usually :torn in a hospital but successive births take place at
heme with a midwife present. While vonen may be aware of the advantages of
having a professional doctor in atterrlance, the probleus of transtx>rtation fran
the new town to a hospital are severe, and with ITDre children at home, it
beccrnes progressively rrore difficult to find soneone to take care of then during
the three days of oospital stay. One action which has been undertaken to lessen
the risk of childbirth is providing training to midwives to ensure rrore asepsia
in their · practices arrl to assist then in determining when a pregnant woman will
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re:Juire the services of the hospital in order to give birth safely.
In the private sector we should highlight the excellent w:::>rk of the
Association "Home of M::>thers", a voluntary organization with branches in
several provincial cities which provides services to rrothers and infants.
This prestigious institution is currently focusing its attention on the
t.o,.m Matazango (outskirts of Lima) where it recently opened a clinic.
In relation to family planning, the Ministry of Health operates
progranmes in integrated maternal-child services, of which family planning
fonTIS a part. These programnes enjoy generous from AID. Nonetheless, their
roverage is oot canplete and they are not duly reinforced with intensive sex
education. Peruvian schools do oot teach family planning; nor do the
rnriversities, with the exception of programnes in medicine, obtetrics, and
nursing.
·
There are some private projects with foreign financing, arrong then those
of ADIFAM and INPPARES. Such projects typically function in peri-urban
areas, where they do oot have the whole-hearted support of the population.
While family planning is usually accepted in principle by the inhabitants,
questions of particular rrethods are rontroversial, as is the issue of
possible irnp::>sitions. ~ "Gatherings of W::xnen from New Towns of Lima"
(such new towns number around 360) have been held, the second of then in
October 1983. Anong the ronclusions of l::oth gatherings was the right of w:::>men
to voluntary rrothe:i::hood. Nonetheless, it would be i.rnfossible to name a
grassroots level ~'s organization which has solicited financing to carry
out a prograrnne in family planning. We believe that if grassroots leaders .were
to becane actively involved in a family planning project,they w:::>uld be
questioned in her cx:mnunity, given the tendency to think, in these sectors,
that family planning programnes are a manipulation of the population by the
United States of America. Even though these v.anen indicate that choosing
the number of one's children should be one of their rights, they could not,
then, count on the support of their cx:mnrnrity leaders - men or w:::>rren - t6
carry out a project in this area which they thenselves \'.Duld administer. The
situation is even rrore romplicated. European financing agencies, despite
their recognition of the need for family planning, do not assign a high
priority to such projects, secure in the kn::>wledge that United States
developnent agencies will provide the financing. '!'Pe Peruvian Government
does not fully assume the task of education and provision of safe family
planning methods because of its wish to avoid any ronfrontation with the
Catholic Olurch. Finally, it should be said that feninist organizations do
oot w:::>rk in providing services in family planning as they prefer to devote
their scarce human resources to other kinds of action.
W::xnen 's denands for
a full human sexuality and voluntary rrotherhood are mt, then, being
adequately attended to in Peru.
All efforts in family planning programnes should be accorrpanied by an
analysis of the reality of the country. Women and couples \'.Duld then be
aware that limiting the number of children is by oo means the ultimate
solution to problens of poverty in Peru, which depend; rather on the unjust
distribution of wealth in the country.

-
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Legal services

The Ministry of Justice sp:msors a free oonsulting service on legal
issues, although it is rot for the exclusive use of 'M:rnen. Nevertheless,
it takes on many of the innunerable cases of recognition of paternity and
claims for child SUPf:Qrt. There are in fact only t\'.Q small prog-ramnes in
legal education and legal services specifically for women, :toth operated by
private associations (r.bvarent "Manuela Ranos" and the Asociaci6n Peru-Mujer) •
Both uprogramnes" are to be funded by the Ford Foundation for a period of t\'.Q
years, and they are aimed at ~ in peri-urban areas of Lima. Peru-Mujer
·
in 1981, operated a similar prog-ranme with financing from Partners of
the Americas and, in 1982, on a voluntary basis.
If we oonsider that each printed form to be used in any legal action has
a oost, that the series of actions necessary also has a cost, and that it is
customary to pass a certain arrount of rroney under the counter to the different
bureaucrats whose responsibility it is to process the papers, in order to
expedite matters, it is easilv understood that a px>r M)I!len has little chance
of succesful solution to a legal problem. Women not only are not aware of
their ~egal rights, and do n::>t kncM how to institute proceedings, but they
lack the rroney they would need to bring an action. Additionally, the lawyers
who are willing to devote time to the legal problems of wanen as a voluntary
service are extrenely few. Throughout their sc;hcx)l careers ~en do not
receive education on their legal rights, except in pre-law training at the
university level.
3.

Childcare service

We stated earlier that laws re:xuiring childcare facilities are usually
ciret.nnVented, and that the number of day-care centres in Peru is minimal.
When employers do provide a day-care facility at the factory or office the
number of v.anen who use it is also low. This is so because the industrial
zones usually are located ar away fran the areas of marginal housing, and
\\lOl'eil are forced to use inadequate and deficient public transportation to get
to v.ork transferring into t\'.Q the three crow:led vehicles.
In May 1976 Q)NMUP proposed that childcare facilities be located not at
the v.orkplace, but in the neigh:tourhood where they would serve the families
located nearby. They should be financed out of a rormon fund to which the
public treasury arrl all canpanies (public, parastalal, private, social
property firms, (X)-()peratives) should oontribute, as well as the families making
use of the centres. 12/ This, one of the last proposals of CDNAMUP before its
dissolution, was never i.rrplarented.
It .s hould be recognized that in the few cases where child care has been
provided by the State its costs have been minimal. It should also be said
12/ Analisis de la legislaci6n vigente, relacionada oon la mujer trabajadora.
Comisi6n Nacional de .la Mujer Peruana (Q)NMUP). Documento de Trabajo.
Lima. Mayo 1976.
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that Violeta Correa de Belaunde, wife of the present President of Peru, has
shown particular interest in v-Drking with children and has built and equipped
several rrodules for day care in the urban new tCMns.
A few rronths ago, as the nation was celebrating "Peruvian Family Day" a
6-year-old toy who earned his living shining shoes was electrocuted in one of
the central plazas of Lima. This child, one of rrany abandoned children left
to fend for thanselves on the streets of the city, seans to have sought a
place to sleep out of the oold, in a tox of electrical cables : without adequate
insulation. His death became a scarrlal in public opinion and rroved the wife
of the mayor of Lima, Carolina de Orrego, to solicit funds for building a home
and refU<Je for these children. This refuge has just been inaU<Jurated with the
name "The House of Petisos". It has a capacity of some 300 children and will
be administered by the Municipality of Lima.
Certain other efforts have been made to establish day-care centres. We
might name "Nuestra Senora de I.Dreto" in the new town of Comas, which receives
support from the parish, and Kkuli, in the zone of Canto Grande, subsidized
by a private voluntary organization from France. Market vendors in the Lima
Central Market and in the market of the Anean city of Huancayo have organized
day-care facilities inside the markets. Arnther facility is maintained by
the Municipality of San Isidro, a wealthy residential area of Lima. All such
efforts taken together give a very limited cnverage, with less than l per cent
of Peruvian children under 3 being reached by than.
Asociaci6n Peru-Mujer, in the persona of the anthropologist Jeannine
Anderson, carried out in 1981 a study on spontaneous exchange of child care
arrong v-Dmen in peri-urban areas of Lima. The research was financed by the
Ford Foundation. This year, in a project directed by Anderson and the
sociologist Margarita Segura, a group of 15 v.uuen is being trained to care for
children in their hemes under a system of "mini-day-care centres". This
experimental project has funding from the International Foundation through the
auspices of the Overseas F.ducation Fund.
Projects in child care are not easily funded by developnent agencies
because of the high oost of constructing and equipping a day-care centre and
because they appear to offer little novelty or innovation.
The representative leaders of the urban new towns accept the v..Drnen's
claims for childcare services but on a purely theoretical plane. They do not
give real priority to needs for child care nor make a real effort to rrobilize
the a:mnunity to find a solution. The ooomunity simply awaits the Government's
initiative.
Penwians in general feel that the care of srrall children is the exclusive
responsibility of the rrother. Given that jobs for w:::>men are scarce and that
v..Drking \'OT\el1 v..Duld face grave difficulties to ensure the care of their
children if they should go out to v..Drk - a kind of vicious circle - not:ody
assunes the task of a decided effort to provide services for children under
three.
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C.

'.!'raining activities

It is in the cate:Jory of training activities that rrost of the action
directed at raising the participation of ~en in national developnent falls.
1.

In 1963 SENATI was created as an institution dedicated to tedmical
training . While it is rot exclusively ooncerned with trainig w:::men its
existence has been imµJrtant because it does train ~en in oon-traditional
occupations. Between 1974 and 1980, 382 women received training. The
areas in which nost v.anen have been trained are: drafting (60), watch
repair (29), electric installations (31), soldering(25), welding (21),
framing (27), silk-screening (22), maintenance (18), lathe (18), and
industrial quality control (19) .
W:Jmen have been trained in 30
different occupations in all, and their productivity has been found to
be e::rual to that of men. SENATI oonetheless r:oints out that the women
experience greater difficulties in getting work after their training,
than do men. 13/

2.

Experience in training v.Drnen in the Southern Cone (peri-urban area) of
Metror:olitan Lima. This experience, under the auspices of UNICEF, fanned
part of a study of "Services for Integrated Irnprovenent in the Social
Situation of W:xnen" in the Southern Cone. Four hundred individuals
( 95% women) , were trained in 1981 in thirteen different workshops
(10 for dressmaking: 1 for baking: 9 for electrical installations) • The
m=n were ooncentrated in the workshop on electricity. 14/

3.

The Ministry of .Education administers a number of CENACAPES (National
Centres for Adult .Education and Vocational Training) , which provide
vocational training at the level of the formal educational system. Given
that the oourses offered tend to be in traditional 'M'.)1'l18!1 1 S fields (sewing,
secretarial skills, hair-dressing), nost of the students are w::>men .
Private owners call their same services CENECAPES.

4.

Under the auspices of the church and with external financing or under the
auspices of Peruvian volunteers, other training cxmrses are offered to
v.omen, usually in traditional occupations.

5.

The Centre for Conmunity Prorrotion (CEPROC) has trained women health
pramters , as has the public health centre in the peri-urban zone of
Canto Grande; the Centre for Research, Education, and D:>cumentation (CIED);
SEMAT; and various organizations. This kind of training is facilitated
because the urban new towns have traditionally elected a helath officer
at the level of each housing block.

13/ Experiencia del SENATI en la capacitaci6n de la mujer para la industria.
Paper presented in the Seminar: Analisis y Prorrocion de la participaci6n
de la mujer en la actividad econ.5mica. Organized by Ministerio de
Traba.jo and sr:onsored by UNICEF. Lima., 1982.
14/ Pinilla, Susana. La experiencia de alprns programas de capacitaci6n y de
infraestructura de aJX)Yo a l a mujer en el 0000 sur de Li.ma Metroµ::>litana.
Paper presented to the Seminar: An&lisis y Prorroci6n de la participaci6n de
la mujer en la actividad econ.5mica. Organized by Ministerio de Traba.jo and
sr:onsored by UNICEF. Lima, 1982.
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6•

ACDMU: oonducts training oourses for peasant \\Dmen in business

administration, improvanent of kitchen gardens, and health.
7.

ADIFAM

8.

The secretariat for Women's Affairs of the Federation of New Towns
and Popular Housing Tracts (FEDEPJUP) of Lima, in 1982-83, organized
a series of "Schools for V\bmen" under the direction of Nelly Rumrrill
and with the financial sup}X)rt of the Interamerican Foundation.
These "Schools" provided training in organization, working in groups,
and developing oorrrnunity work plans.

9.

In the peasant <Xll111lunity of Changos Alto (near the central Andean
city.of Huancayo), anthroPJlogist Pilar Saravia heads a \\Dmen's
prograrrme with training in nutrition and the improvement of kitchen
gardens.

10 .

The feminist organization Ivbve:nent "Manuela Ranos" \o.Drked with some
100 v..anen fran peri-urban new towns in 1981. In t\o.D groups the
topic of training was health; in a third, \o.Dmen's roles and oorrrnunity
organization; and in a fourth, pre-school education. "Manuela Ranos"
understands training to be "not only the transmission of knowledge
and the aCXJUisition of new skills, but the developnent of the capacity
evaluate critically and creatively, which will permit an analysis of
reality and a new understanding of actions directed to transfonning
the present organization of society. 15/ Since 1981 this group has
oontinued to carry out training actions with v.anen based on this
oonception, a strategy which other feninist groups have adopted on a
rrore limited scale.

11 .

Since 1980 Asociaci6n Peru-Mujer has carried out a variety of training
actions for \o.Dmen in urban new towns and in some cases for WDmen in
provinces of Peru. Topics have included legal rights of \o.Dmen;
sexuality and family planning; oorrrnunity leadership ; child care;
WDrking with groups. Short oourses are also organized to prorrote
"consciousness-raising" with respect to the situation of WDmen. PeruMujer understands training to be a learning process directed at social
change.

deve~oped

a szrall project training v.anen as plumbers.

Undoubtedly many experiences in training have not been mentioned here - a
majority of them in the style of traditional educational programnes and a
minority (especially those offered by feminist groups) resPJnding to objectives
of achieving a greater participation of \\Dffien on a plane of EqUality.
We believe that the pre:fX:mderance of action with w::>men in training and
education is due to the fact that this is the channel which allows the greatest
outreach at the lowest cost, in o:rnparison to actions in the creation of
services for w::>men or in the area of inoome-generation.
15/ Cardish, Rosario and Carrasoo, Frescia. Analisis rnetodol6gioo y experiencias
de prorroci6n de la mujer. Paper presented to the Seminar: Analisis y
Prorroci6n de .la participaci6n de la mujer en la actividad econ:5mica.
Organized by Ministerio de Trabajo and SPJnsored by UNICEF. Lima, 1982 .
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VII.

-

PIDroSAIS FDR ACTION FDR THE IN.I'F.GRATION
OF vn.1EN' IN DE'VEIDPMENT PLANNING

A.

Issues of p::>licy design

1.

Role of national governmental authorities

We Y.Duld suggest that the action. which should be undertaken by the
authorities at this level are actions in the legal health, education, and
employment areas.
On a legai plane, we believe that the authorities should implement, among
others, the following changes in Peruvian legislati on affecting Y-Dmen:

(i)
Desertion should be admitted as a cause for divorce, whether by the
husband or the wife, after a lapse of three years, since this desertion
is proof of a desire to break off the marital relationship.
(ii) In cases of oormon-law unions in which the male partner dies, the
fanale partner should be recognized as legitimate claimant of the widow's
p3I1Sion.
(iii) The law should state that l::oth partners in the marriage have the
right and duty to contribute to the supp::>rt of the household and sharing
hOUSevx)rk.
(iv) Both parents should be recognized as sharing the patria p::>stestad
over their children.
(v)
The period of maternity leave .should be the same for all Y.Dmen
Y-Drkers . This period should be extended to one year, and either rrother
or father of the new-l::om should have the option of taking the leave.
(vi) In the case of drnrestic Y.Drkers, job benefits should be the same as
those that other Y-Drkers enjoy: the same vacation period, oompensation
for years of service, pre-and-p::>st-natal leave, and the same 8-hour ·
Y-Drking day.
In relation to health, we would prop::>se, arrong others, the following
reoorrmendations:
(i)
MJther-child health services should be free of cost and oover the
entire p::>pulation. The efficiency of these services should be guaranteed
with an adequate assignment of human and material resources.
(ii) Free family-planning services, accessible as well to single Y.Dmen
and teenagers. The services sh::>uld be provided together with sex
education, which Y.Duld €!T'lfhasize the right of each person to decide, in
full liberty, whether or mt to have a child.
(iii) Free tests for uterine and breast cancer for all Y.Dmen over 30 years
of age.
Arrong the measures wewould suggest for adoption in the field of education
are the following:
(i)
Vocational and family life education in the school system should
have the same a::mtent for students of l::oth sexes.
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(ii) Vigilance should be exercised to eliminate sexist contents from
educational materials and textl::ooks.
(iii) Lift the prohibition on daytime study by teen-age rrothers and allow
than to choose mether to attend night-school or study by day.
(iv) Sex education should be offered at all levels and in all types of
educational progranmes.
Obligatory action with parent-teacher associations to disseminate
(v)
infonnation on non-sexist child-rearing, sex education and family-planning.
(vi) Teachers' training curriclila should include infonnation a}:X)ut the .
participation of Peruvian v.cmen in the nation's historical develoµrent and
training in how to carry out non-sexist teaching.
In the area of anployment we 'M:>uld suggest, arrong other things, that the
following action be undertaken:
(i)
That ronns requiring equal pay for a:JUal 'M:>rk be made effective,
without distinction on grounds of sex.
(ii) That mnns against discrimination on the basis of sex and marital
status in the hiring of 'M:>rkers and in prarotion within an organization
be fully respected.
2.

Role of regional goverrrnental authorities

We believe that the following , action
respect to the Peruvian situation:

should be taken, inter alia ,'. with

(i) Provide the means for wanen to co-ordinate the agricultural production
in which they are involved with national develoµrent planning.
(ii) Give v.omen a decisive, co-ordinating function in mass campaigns for
vaccinations in preventive health measures.
(iii) Stimulate planning in the area of population according to derrographic
density in the different regions.
(iv) Ensure that la}:X)ur legislation and norms for implementing educational
programmes respond to the characteristics of each region .
Role of district and local governmental authorities
We feel that the authorities at this level have a crucial role to play.
Government planning in Peru is typically top-down, ·..mereas we feel the ideal
situation 'M:>uld be a horizontal style of planning, including consultation with
the population in question.
3.

Arrong actior. to be implemented at this level we 'M:>uld suggest:
(i)
The ela}:X)ration of a diagn::>stic study of local and district-level
needs.
(ii) Ensure the organization of ....anen without forcing their incorporation
in exclusively sex-based organizations.
(iii) Incorporate w::men . in the administration of municipal governments,
particularly in areas of marketing of foodstuffs and price controls.
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(iv)
Stimulate oollective styles of service provision in areas of
meal preparation (a::mnunity meals programne) and washing (fOpular
laundries) •
(v)
Increased participation of wc:men in decision-making at the
a::mnunity level. In urban:-marginal areas, strengthen existing "rrothers'
clubs" and in rural agrarian oo-operatives, give v;omen voting rights
and rights to own shares in the land.
4.

PD le of v;omen' s organizations

We believe the following to be appropriate functions for v.Dmen's
organizations:
(i)
Strengthen existing groups of v;ornen and foster the organization of
new associations . Such organizations should respect cultural specificities
arrl existing forms of association. Women's groups with oompetence in
special types of training and education should co-operate with others which
do not have the same specialities, assisting them in solidarity.
(ii) W'.:mlen 1 s organizations should pramte the creation of informal
netw::>rks at local, regional, national, and international levels, which
v;ould provide supfOrt in the struggle for denands for the recognition of
w::imen's rights and for cornnunicating the realities of wumen's situation
and problems.
(iii) It should be considered a task of v;ornen's organizations, to stimulate
consciousness-raising arrong w:::lIT\eI1 al:out their own situation as well as a
new cx:m-prehension of ~en's situation in society in general.
(iv) W'.:mlen's· organizations should v;ork for the creation, at the district
level, of a "Wanen's House" which v;ould serve, arrong other plirfOses, to
give v;omen a meeting place; to provide a refuge for v;omen subjected to
violence in their homes; ·to give a setting for "consciousness-raising"
sessions; to protect w:xnen who have been victims of rape; t o act as an
information .centre and reference for other kinds of services available to
wcrnen in the area; to provide a small bibliographic collection; and to
offer alternative kinds of childcare services.
5.

Role of lal:our and professional unions
(i)
Lal:our unions should stimulate greater participation of v;orking
v.omen in· general and the election of rrore wcroen to directive office, with
care not to limit w:men's participation in decision-making organs to
traditional tasks (e.g. social assistance, culture).
(ii) Latour unions should raise demands that the number of v;orkers of
either sex should corresfOnd to the profQrtion of that sex in the overall
fOpulation.
(iii) Lal:our unions should concern themselves with sexual harassirent at
the WDrkplace.
(iv) Lal:our unions should undertake to defend WDrkers who have been
dismissed or passed over for prorrotion . on grounds of sex.
(v)
W:xnen's professional associations should SfOnSOr refresher courses
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and by other means ensure the up-to-date canpetence of their members.

6.

Role of international organizations
(i)
They should co-operate in disseuinating new knowledge produced by
research and action towards W'.)men's greater developnent within the various
countries, and in prOJ~x:>sing new alternatives for addressing problans that
are identified.
(ii)

They should finance projects elaborated by W'.)men for the benefit of
and to be executed by W'.)men, in accordance with the specific needs
of each country. Projects o:f a participatory nature should be specially
favoured.
~:men

(iii) They should sponsor international meetings where wcrnen can exchange
experiences and evaluate which are nost applicable to their own situation.
Such meetings should involve toth academe w:::>men and v.anen who W'.)rk
directly with popular sectors.
(iv) They should support international training centres for preparing
v.Drten leaders and for training in areas of planning and administration
of developnent programnes which have special relevance to ¥.Dmen.
(v)
They should p+ovide study grants and underwriting for research in
v.orren's studies and in post graduate prograrrrres in traditional disciplines
which offer possibilities for giving perspectives on the situation of
wcrnen.
(vi) They should finance the establishment CU)d maintenance of "Houses of
W:>men" , documentation centres , . and information nebvorks arrong v.D111en.
(vii) They shouldfinance mass media which focus on the situation and
status of w::imen ·and which prorrote a new cx:msciousness about them and
pronote alternatives which -r,..ould contribute to the greater participation
and integration of v.Dmen in the developnent process.
B.

Research, information and data

In June 1982, with the financial assistance of the Interamerican Foundation,
The Rockefeller Fourrlation, and the Pathfinder Fund, under the auspices of the
Catholic University of Peru and organized by Asociaci6n Peru-Mujer, the Congress
"Research on W:>men in Andean Latin .America" took place. MJre than 120 persons
attended , some researchers and others involved in applied MJrk with ~.
Ninety were Peruvians and the renainder were from various Latin .American
oountries, Great Britain, the United States and Canada.
The following are the research topics that were proposed by the members of
the Congress as priorities for future study o~ 'i>Dmen in the Andean oountries.
1.

Institutions of oppression.

The Church: its role as an institution and manifestations of religiosity
as influences in detennining the present situation of women.
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The State: the role of government bureaucrats, social assistance
pr<:XJrarnres, strategies for data collection and statistics that discriminate
and oppress.
Multinational <X>mpanies: their effects on the generation of employment
oppJrtunities for waren, w::>rking conditions in the transnational corpJrations,
free trade zones in, for exarrple, Santo Domingo.
Multinationals and health: their influence on the health and sexuality
pJlicies.
The conse:ruences for ~en of distortions in national economies such as
those produced by the traffic in cocaine; the exploitation of v..Dmen as couriers
of drugs.
The effects of institutions on the sexual roles of

'M'.Jffiel1.

Prostitution: its presence in rural areas and the exportation of
prostitutes from one country to amther.
2.

Violence

Day-to-day violence within the family: the historical reconstruction of
this type of violence.
Schools and the perpetuation of a sexist division of roles: the perpetuation
of distin:::tive styles of education for girls and }x)ys. Sexual violence against
girls.
Violence against v..anen: epidaniolCXJical studies which would use available
evidence from pJlice stations and "Which would cover rural areas, small towns,
and large cities.
PsycholCXJical effects on
3.

v.K:Inen

beaten by their husbands .

Organization

W:xren' s organizations in rural areas; peasant rrovements and v.unen. Political
participation: the presence of women in fQlitical parties and rrovarents.
The historical reconstruction of the fX)litical participation of \\allen.
Lal:.our federations and demands for, arrong others, equal rights to pJst-natal
leave for men and "WOlrell.
Strategies for social and fX)litical participation.
Vbnen and

4.

p::iwer in different institutions, including the feminist rrovement.

The domestic ecoocrny
The darestic econ::my in varying economic contexts.

The feasibility and desirability of wo:rren being paid a salary for house-w::>rk;
means of having the ecorx:mic value of hous~rk recognized.
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The cx::mtribution of houser.-.ork to the on-going systen.
Feninist alternatives to the present organization of the household
danestic econ::xny.
The organization of social services and their effect on the mndition of
w:::men - for exarrple, day care.
The exploitation by the State of voluntary v.ork of
of <X>Imll.ll1ity daycare centres.
5.

~en

in the operation

Production/reproduction
The ideol0gical and biological significance of production and reproductive

w:::>rk.
Survival strategies as a mncept which makes it p::>ssible to clarify the
relationships between the productive and reproductive si;heres.
Survival strategies of rural vs. urban w:::>men.
The definition and mnceptual discrimination of public and private spheres.
6.

Ideology and culture.
The impact .of the mass media on l:ourgeois ideological mnceptions of

~-

The participation of w:roen in literary, p::>etic, and plastic creation.

W:::>men as a conservative influence on the culture; when and to what extent
are wanen innovators.
Language as a fonn of oppression of v.aren.
Attitudes of men in different econanic strata towards feninist denands.
7•

Legislation

The rejection by feninist w:roen of legal marriage; advantages and
disadvantages.
Legislation with regard to v.omen and w:::>rk.
Family law.
The risk of VJanen's lal:our being made rrore expensive because of demands
for day care on the job, as long as changes do rot take place in roles outside
the \>.Drk place.
8.

Global change

Effects on W)IDeJ1 of the "large" decisions being made in relation to wate;r:-,
energy, oonservation, ecology, food production, agroindustry, "developnent",
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new technJlogy.
The presence of \'.Ullen in such decision-making, generally within large
institutions of the United Nations, WJrld Bank, etc., and the presence of w:::>men
in international <X)nferences such as that in Nairobi which CX)nsidered the world
energy supply.
9.

Psychology
The characteristics of work in small groups.
The search for identity as women ..
Psychological aspects of the <X)ndition of women.

10.

The meaning of guilt and hate.
The division of psychological "v.ork" within the family.
I.ove. 1-Y

C.

Training needs

We believe that, in the Peruvian. case, one of the.essential needs of
in relation to education is literacy training.

\\Dillen

For shorter-tenn and rrore specific training, we v.ould suggest priority be
given to the following topics:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

National reality and the situation of w:::rnen.
Self-affirmation as wcmen.
Sexuality and family planning.
Legal rights of v.omen.
Nutrition.
Preventive health ·(vaccinations) and childhood illnesses (with anphasis
on infant diarrhoea and oral rehydration techniques). •
Preventive medicine for ix>pular sectors.
Cornnunity leadership.
Techniques for v.orking in small groups.
Develoµnent arrl execution of a::mnunity work plans.
Diagrostis and assigran2!1t of priorities arrong <X)mnunity needs.
Public speaking.
Body language.
Administration of small businesses.
Co-operativism.
Child care (child develoµnent, early stimulation, organization and
administration of carnnunity-managed family day-care systems) •

16/ Congreso de Investigaci6n acerca de la mujer en la region andina. (Final

rei:x>rt). RepJrt by Jeannine Anderson de Velas<X).
Peru-Mujer. Lima, Peru. 1983.

Edited by Asociacion ·
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BARNABY RODRIGUEZ, Jorga
Atenci6n de la salud de la madre y el nifio. Area Hospitaria
n6mero 6. Callao. Actividades realizadas en la Posta mectica Madre Ines de la UPIS Ram5n Castilla.
Lima, 1980.
T 280: 439
Inf. SECIGRA-SALUD. UPCH. Prog. Acad. Medicina 1980.

Bibl. CAYETANO
HEREDIA

T

Bach
3427

BARRIGA PAIACIO, Carlos Enrique
Efectividad y aceptabilidad del dispositivo intrauterino A
sa de Lipper en el Hospital Arzobi,~po Ioayza.
Lina, 1974.
Tesis. Br. UPCH. Prog. Acad. Medicina 1974

Bibl . CAYETAN'.)
HEREDIA

T

Bach.
3229

BJCANF.GRA CIPRIANJ, Jose
Microbiologfa del l!quido amni6tico en gestantes normales
en el Ultirro trimestre.
Lima, 1970.
LS 79: 354.
Tesis. Bach. UPCH. Prog. Acad. Medicina 1980.

Bibl. CAYETAN'.)
HERIDIA
BRAroNI DAVIIA, Ytalo
Atenci6n de la salud de la madre y el niro. Area Hospitalaria
nUmero 8 Olorrillos. Infonne merroria sobre las actividades
realizadas en la Posta medica de Sta. Teresa de Villa.
Lima, 1980
T 280: 487
Inf. SECIGRA-SALUD. UPCH. Prog. Acad. Medicina 1980.

T

Bach.
3719
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c
Bibl. CAYETANO
HEREDIA

T

Bach.
3717

CASTILID GRIOOYEN, Mario Augusto del
Infonne rreroria. Posta MOOica de .Matazongo: atenci6n de la
saud de la madre y el niilo. Area Hospitalaria nt1mero 3.
La Victoria.
Lima, 1980.
T 280: 488.
Inf. S:ECIGRA-SALUD. UPCH. Prog. Acad. Medicina 1980.
Bibl. CAYEI'ANO
HEREDIA

T

Bach.
3649

FIEGE, Ruben Fernando
Estudio de neuroticidad, tarores, erociones en :pacientes
del sexo fE!tleniro de un Hospital General.
Lima:. 1978.
LS 79: 169.
Tesis . Bach. UPCH. Prog. Acad. ~Iedicina 1978.
CASTRAT

Bibl. CAYEI'ANO
HEREDIA

T

Bach.
3742

CAZORIA OORDIIJ.O, Francisoo
Atenci6n de la salud de la madre y el ru.no; Infonne meroria
de las actividades realizadas en el Hospital de Yurimaguas.
Lima, 1980.
T 280: 498.
Inf. SECIGRA-SALUD. UPCH. Pi;-og. Acad. Medicina 1980.
CH

Bible. CAYETANO
HEREDIA

T

Bach.
3550

CHIRrn)S PAREDES, Rafil
Atenci6n de la salud de la madre y el nifu; III Area
Hospitalaria de Canchis de Salud Sur Oriente. Sicuani 1980.
T 281: 033
Inf. SECIGRA-SALUD. OPCH. Prog. Acad. Odontologfa 1980.
G

Bibl. CAYETANO
HEREDIA

T

Bach.
3393
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GARCIA SANI'ARANO, Martha

Leucania y linfana asociados oon anbarazo, casos
tratados en el Hospital de Maternidad de Lima.
Lima, 1973
Tesis. Bach. UPCH. Prog. Acad. Medicina 1973 .
Bibl. CAYEI'AID

T

HEREDIA

Bach.
3781

Q)NZALES ELIAS, Jose Luis
Habitos alimenticios en la poblaci6n memr de dos afios; su
cnrrelaci6n cnn las enfennedades diarreicas y evaluaci6n de las creencias y oonceptos referentes a la Lactancia
materna.
Lima, 1980.
T 281: 1539.
Inf. SECIGRA-SALUD. UPCH. Prog. Acad. Medicina 1980.
Bibl. CAYEI'AID
HERED IP.

T

Bach.
3373

GRANAOOS RIVEIDS, Julio
Estudios de algums pararretros bioqulmicns y de funci6n
renal en gestantes ronnales del tercer trimestre gue viven
a nivel del mar.
Lima, 1973.
Tesis. Br. UPCH. Prog. Acad. Medicina 197 3.
Bibl. CAYETAID

T

HEREDIA

Bach.
3830

GRANJLI KELLER, Claudia
Control de la desnutrici6n en mujeres gestantes y ni.nos
rren::>res de cincn .aiios en el Hospital San Jose de Villa
el Salvador.
Lima 1978.
GF 81: 1559.
Inf. SECIGRA-SALUD. UPCH. Prog . Acad. Medicina 1978.

J

Bibl. CAYEI'AID
HEREDIA

CP
WP

400
J34
· JERFFERSON CDRI'EZ , Lucy

Hallazgos endometriales en usuarias de dispositivos intrauterinos.
Lima. 1980.
T 280. 416
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M

Bibl. CAYEI'A.00
HEREDIA

T

Bach.
3437

MENOOZA TALLECO' Ernesto Alfredo
Aceptacion de los rnetodos antioonceptivos en un Centro de
protecci6n familiar.
Lima. 1974.
Tesis. Bach. UPCH. Prog. Acad. Medicina 1974.

s
Bibl. CAYETA.00
HEREDIA

T

Bach.
3361

SI'ANULHA GRAFRIS, Erika .
Contribuci6n al estudio del parto hospitalario en la
mujer de la Selva Peruana.
Lima, 1973.
Tes is. Br. UPCH. Prog. Acad. Medicina 1973.

T

Bibl. CAYEI'A.00
HEREDIA

T

Bach.
3404

TAN TENJIEN, Rosa Ana
Nutrici6n rnaterna y desarrollo cerebral del nifio, evaluaci6n
clrnica y su oorrelaci6n eooencefalografica en 60 casos de
6 a 12 meses de edad.
Lima. 1978.
Tesis . Br. UPCH . Prog. Acad. Medicina 1978.

v
Bibl. CAYETA.00
HEREDIA

T

Bach.
3803

VILLENA CHAVEZ, Jaime Eduardo

Cornplicaciones rnffiicas de la gestaci6n en el Hospital
General de Ruacho. 1981.
T 281: 1377.
Inf. SECIGRA-SALUD. UPCH. Medicina 1981.

z
Bibl. CAYETAID
HEREDIA
ZEGARRA CDELID' Hernan Mario
Acciones dirigidas al oontrol de la desnutrici6n
rnaterno-infantil. Area progranatica de Sechura.
Lima, 1979.
HP 79: 649
Inf. SECIGRA-SALUD . UPCH. Prog. Acad. Medicina 1979

T

Bach.
3680
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V.

MUJER - SCX::IEDAD.
A

Bibl. SAN MARCOS
CIENCIAS SCX::IALES

cs
MUJER

533

AaJSTA SANCHEZ, Luisa
&lucaci6n y servicio social, un caso en las madres
lactantes aseguradas.
Lima, 1977.
94 h.
TESIS. UNMSM. Prag. Acad. C.S . Trabajadora Social .
Bibl. CIENCIAS SCX::IALES
Univ. CATOLICA

ts
MUJER

HD

6073.A3
P4
A68
ARELLANJ CRUZ, Martha
La mujer y la doble jornada.

Estudio de la mujer
campesi.na en la Coop. Comunal "Juan Francisco
Velasco Gallo".
Lima. 1978.
80 p.p.
Tesis. Br. Prog. Acad. Ciencias Sociales 1978.
Hareroteca U. CATOLICA
IEI'RAS

MUJER

10
e.f.

EDOCACION FAMILIAR

AROOYO VIILA, Nelly

Misi6n social de la :mujer peruana.
1962.
TESIS. P.U.C.
B

cs

Bibl. SAN MARCDS
CIENCIAS SCX::IALES

311

BARRIOS FONCE, Micaela Celina
Factores que determinan la situaci6n de dependencia de
la :mujer en el Peru.
Coautora: Aurelia Teresa Vera ?-brales
Lima, 1975 .
250 h.
TESIS . (Br.) UNM.5M. Prog . Acad. CS. Sociologia.
Bibl. Ciencias Sociales
Univ. CATOLICA

p

MUJER

90
B84
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BRXI<EIT, Marilyn
Camp:lrtamiento de las revistas faneninas en el maroo
de la ideologra dominante.
Lima. Univ. de Lima. 1978.
166 p.p.
Tesis. Br. Universidad de Lima.
Hemeroteca

u.

c
CATOLICA
MUJER

IEI'RAS

TL
1

1068H

HISTORIA
CARLlli DALY, Marfa Teresa
Presencia hist6rica de la mujer en la emancipaci6n del Peril.
Lima. 1956.
184 h.
TESIS. (Br.) P.U.C. Proq. Acad. de Letras y Ciencias Humanas.

Herneroteca u. CATOLICA
LETRAS

MUJER

22
e.f.

EDUCACION FAMILIAR

AMAT, Cannen
Estudio sobre la mujer y sus problaias.
1953
TESIS.
CARRILID

Hemeroteca U. CA'IDLICA

24
e.f.

LETRAS
ID.JCACION FAMILIAR

Nora
La responsabilidad de la mujer frente al hogar.
1956.
TESIS.
CASTILID ARANIBAR,

D

Bibl. CIENCIAS SCCIALES
Univ. CATOLICA

ts
MUJER

LC

2008.Cl6
Dl9
DAWSON CUPENI', Cannen

Problanatica de la mujer analfabeta.
Chota. 1976.
75 p.p.
Tes is . Br. P. U. C. Prog. Acad. Ciencias Sociales 1977.
Hemeroteca
LETRAS

u.

CATOLICA

EDtx::ACION FAMILIAR

MUJER

41
e .f.
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DIAZ CASTRO, Irma
Mujer en el hogar, responsabilidad y grandeza de su misi6n

La

1960

TES IS
F

Biblioteca Univ.
Sagrado Corazon

Ml1JER

T362.7
F81

FRANCD BARNATAN, FDsa
cnmprensi6n del arror CX)nyugal y el desarrollo social del nifio de cuatro afx:>s.
Bachiller en &:lucaci6n. 1976.
La

Hemeroteca U. CATOLICA
IEI'RAS

HUJER

66
e.f.

EDOCACION F.AMILIAR
HERRERA RUBIANES, Ana

La jover rroderna en nuestro medio.
1965.

TESIS. F.U.C.
I

Hemeroteca U. CATOLICA

TL

Ml1JER

ll.""TRAS

HIS'IDRIA

1
1066 H

INDACDCHEA PFJOVES, Matilde
Nueva resfX>nsabilidad de la mujer cristiana.
Lima. 1954
115 h

Tesis. Br. Frog. Acad. de Letras y Ciencias Humanas
Hemeroteca

u.

CATOLICA

IEl'RAS

72
Ml1JER

e.f.

EDOCACION FAMILIAR
INGAR REYES, Bibiana
El problana de las madres solter;:is
1963.

TESIS. F. U.C.
Haneroteca

u.

L

C'.A'.IDLICA

TL

IEl'RAS

1

HISTORIA

1112 H

LINARES VERA-POim:x::ARRERJ, Cecilia
La imaqen de la mujer a traves de dos perspectivas sociales

Lima. 1973.
143 h.

Tesis. (br.) P.U.C. Frog. Acad. de Letras y Ciencias Humanas.
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N

Heneroteca U. CATOLICA
.MUJER

LETRAS

0050

TRABAJO SOCIAL
~z

'ITS
2

CASTIIJ..O, Renne Alcira

Impacto 6TDCional del cine en un grur:o de adolescentes
mujeres del Puericultorio Perez Aranibar e intervenci6n
del servicio social.
Lima, 1961.
181 h.
TESIS. P.U.C.
p

Heneroteca

u.

CA'.IDLICA

LETRAS

MUJER

'ITS
2

0055

TRABAJO SOCIAL

FDWIDZKI PEREZ, Luisa
Estudio de algt.l!X)s problenas presentados r:or las reclusas
del Centro de Reeducaci6n de Mujeres de Chorrillos y la necesidad del servicio social.
Lima. 1961.
100 h.
TESIS. P.U.C.
Heneroteca

u.

CA'IDLICA

LETRAS

MUJER

'ITS
2

0056

TRABAJO SOCIAL

PUENI'E PAD:oc>N, Jaa:iueline
El problara de la rnadre abandonada y el servicio social de arrparo maternJ en el Callao.
Lima. 1962.
65 h.
TESIS. P.U.C.
R

Haneroteca U. CA'.IDLICA
LETRAS
EDlX:A.CION

MUJER

TE
1

RJMERJ .MAfl'.l'I, Gloria
Hacia un analisis sanantico de la f igura fanenina en
los anuncios publicitarios.
Lima. 1975.
211 h.
TESIS. P.U.C. Prog. Acad. F.ducaci6n 1975.

s
Heneroteca U. CA'.IDLICA
lli"TRAS
TRABAJO SOCIAL

MUJER

'ITS
1

0024
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SENOR Y URIA, Maria Esperanza
La participaci6n social de la mujer y los centros de
prc:noci6n femenina;investiaaci6n en 13 centres de
p:rorcoci6n femenina asesorados t:er servicio social
Lima. 1974.
TESIS. P.U.C.
T

He:roroteca: U. CA'IOLICA
MUJER

LETRAS

159
e.f.

EDUCACION F.AMILIAR

TEJEDA URDANIVIA, Clemencia
La mujer corro base de la felicidad del hogar.
1957.
TESIS. P.U.C.

u
Hemeroteca U. CATOLICA
LETRAS

TE
MUJER

EDu:::ACION

l

5648

URDANIBIA URRUZOLA, Miguel
Perspectivas bfblicas de liberaci6n para la mujer
Latinoarrericana.
Lima. 1979
291 h.
TESIS. P.U.C. Prog. Acad. F.ducaci6n 1979.
Bibl. SAN MARCOS
CIENCIAS SCX::IALES

v
MUJER

cs
369

VALVERDE IDAYZA, Gladys y Soledad Soldevilla Bellido .
Niveles de participation de la mujer en el Pueblo
Joven El Ennitaiio.
Lima, 1975.
98 h.
TESIS. UNMSM. Prog. Acad. C.S. Trabajo Social
Bibl. FEDERIOJ

N

VILLARREAL

486

VEIASQUEZ CASTILID, Rosa
La Mujer y su responsabilidad dentro del hogar.
Lima, 1969.
86 h.
Tesis. U.N.F.V. Prog. Acad. F.ducaci6n. Sec. 1969.
VI.

MUJER -

TRABAJO
A

Herreroteca U. CA'IOLICA
LETRAS
DERECHJ

TD
l

0923

-
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ALIAGA GARATE I::ora Nelida
El servicio domestioo y su regimen juddioo.
Lima. 1970.
180 h.
TESIS. P.U.C.
D

Bibl. SAN MARQ)S
CIENCIAS SCCIALES

t-[JJER

cs
314

00!.M)S SANCHEZ, Camen Alicia
Integraci6n y participaci6n de la mujer campesina en la
estructura socioeoooomica de la (X)()perativa agraria de
producci6n Tupac Amaru I I de Antapampa Ltda. n6mero 106v.
Lima, 1975.
141 h.
TES IS. UNMSM. Prag. Acad. C. S • Traba j adora Social.
Hemeroteca

IEl'RAS .

u.

J

CA'IDLICA
MUJER

75
e.f.

EDUCACION FAMILIAR
JUsrINIANI VITORJN), Margarita
mujer campesina en la oooperativa agraria de producci6n
Mariscal Rarr6n Castilla Ltda. n6mero 003-B-VII Cuzoo.
1974.
TESIS. P.U.C.
La

0

Bibl. CIENCIAS SCCIALES
Univ. CA'.IDLICA
I

I

ts
.MUJER

HD

6064
073
ORI'IZ de REY, Ada
El trabajo de la mujer casada.
Lima.
57 p.p.
TESIS. Br. P.U.C. Prog. Acad. Ciencias Sociales 1973.
p

I

I
I
I
I

I

Bibl. SAN MARQ)S
EmNOMICAS

CE
.MUJER

74

PAWELEX: G'.)!CDCHEA, Mar.la Tula
.
El errpleo de las madres iovenes en las areas urbanas y SU
incidencia en el proceso de desarrollo de la sociedad.
Lima, 1969.
142 h.
TESIS. UNMSM. Facultad Ciencias Eooromicas y Comerciales.
Bibl. FEDERIQ)
VILLARREAL

N

357
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PEREZ ALCANI'ARA, Gloria Haydee
El problema social de la anpleada dornestica en Lllna..
Lllna., 1969 .
123 h.
TESIS. U.N.F.V. Prog. Acad. F<lucaci6n·l969.
Hemeroteca U. CA'IDLICA
LETRAS
EDUCACION

TE
MUJER

l

5458

PESCHIERA CASSINELLI, Marfa Cristina
La rnujer y la ocupaci6n en el Peru.

Lllna.. 1970.
59 h .
TESIS. P.U.C. Frog. Acad. F<lucaci6n 1970.
R

Bibl. CIENCIAS SCCIALES
Univ. CA'IDLICA

ts
MUJER

HQ

605
R95
RUNCIMAN TUDEIA, Marfa Luisa
Actividades eo.Jn:5rnicas de las rnujeres: caso de la CJlonizaci6n
Genaro Herrara. Lllna..
87 p.p.
TESIS. Br. P.U.C. Prog . Acad. Ciencias Sociales 1975.

s
Bibl. CIENCIAS SOCIALES
Univ. CATOLICA

ts
MUJER

HQ

1575
CI
Sl8
SALAZAR CASTID, Gelda Lyda
La mujer campesina en la provincia de Cajamarca.
Lllna.. PUV. 1981.
64 h.
TESIS. Br. P.U.C . Frog. Acad. Ciencias Sociales 1981.

v
H6neroteca u. CA'IDLICA .
LETRAS
EDtx:ACION FAMILIAR

177
MUJER

VILLENA PIEIDIA, Edissa
Farticipaci6n de la rnujer carnpesina en el proceso de
Refonna Agraria.
1974.
TESIS.

e.f.
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ANNEX II
BIBLicx;RAPHY OF THESES ON
THE SI'IUATION OF \.\OMEN IN
PERU

Forev.Drd
The 'present bibliograp-iic list is based on all the theses on the situation of
w::xren which have been produced in the various tmiversities of Lima up to 1982.
The task of oompiling the bibliography was carried out by the psychologist
Teresa Alfaro, to ·whan we express our thanks. We wish to thank as well The
Pathfinder Fund for the financial aid which made the oompilation oossible .
Finally, our thanks to the librarians of the various tmiversity fibraries for
their assistance.
Peru-Mujer.
Fore-.urd
This bibliograp-iy r epresents an atterrpt to assemble a list of research
rer.orts - as oomplete as r.ossible - on \\aneI1 in Peru. It does not include a
large nUmber of historical essays and interpretations of the situation of
mrren since their usefulness as resources for the study of Peruvian w:Jrnen is
limited by a lack of systematization, even though they may be :i.mr.ortant sources
for a history of Peruvian thought arout the place of w:Jmen. Many of these can
be fotmd in what was an invaluable source for the present bibliography. This
is the :i.mr.ortant v;ork of Meri Knaster, Vbnen in Spanish America: An Annotated
Biblio:Jra}?hy from Pre-Corguest to Contenp:>rary Times (Boston: G.K. Hall,1977).
Knaster's bibliography is an essential tool for whoever wishes to tmdertake
the study of wanen in Peru, and its utility is enhanced by the intelligence of
the anmtations and the organization of the citations by very specific themes
("Biograp-iy and autobiograp-iy" , "The arts" , "Education" , "Ethn::>graphic
rronograp-is", "Legislation", to a total of 15). The study of \\DITlen in Peru, m
practically any aspect, by OCM can build on v;ork already done . At the same
tirre, the present bibliography, with its multiple citations in English,
o:mstitutes proof of the dependence of this research on v;ork carried out within
Anglo-Saxon academic \\Drlds. An:>ther source used in oompiling the bibliograp-iy
also gives evidence on the quantity of studies on Peruvian w:Jmen written and
published in English. This is Hector Maletta's article "400 Northamerican
Theses on Peru", published in the journal Aptmtes.
I muld like to thank several people who read the bibliography in its
first version and made suggestions of additional references as well as useful
evaluations as to the type of bibliography which could best serve the interests
of research on the topic of v;omen. These were Rosa Dominga Trapasso, Alicia
Sebastiani, Virginia Vargas, and Elsa Chaney.
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Finally, it should be pointed out that this bibliography oontains fev
references to Peruvian university theses on the subject of W'.)men. A
considerable number of such theses exist, ma.inly produced in progranmes of
social W'.)rk, education, nursing, and the like. For this ma.terial to be
inoorp::>rated into the discussion on v.onen in Peru, a sifting is first necessary
in order to discriminate the studies. of better quality. This process is being
carried out by Teresa Alfaro as a project of Peru-Mujer. Such efforts will
further enrich the present bibliography.
Jeannine Anderson
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ANNEX III
ASSOCIATION PERU-MUJER's IDRK WITH ID.MEN
1.

Description of the Association Peru-Mujer.

PERU-MUTER was founded on March 8, 1979. Under Peruvian law, it is a
private vollmtary n:m-profit and tax-exempt association. It is one of a
hand full of private institutions specialized in -.;..urk with "'10Illen which have come
into being over the past four or five years in Peru. While the Jl\3.jority
began as reflection groups engaged in analysing the situation of v.anen,
PERU-MUTER began as an action group. M:>st of its members have accumulated
experience in research (child care, domestic servants, legislation
affecting \'Ol\en, employrrent) , consulting (The National Conmission on Peruvian
Vbmen in 1975, .t he Consejo Nacional de Poblaci6n, Advisory Conmission, 1983),
or action with \\Olren (ron-fonnal education, c:x:::mnunity medicine).
Increasing the participation of "'°11en in conmunity and national life is
the p:r:::incipal objective of PERU.,.-MUTER. Gender differences in access to
infonnation and decision-making are very great in Peru, and developnent
depends uµ:m -.;..urren being enabled to share fully in the process. The
strengthening of \\Onen's organizations in the barriadas, a second, rrore
specific objective, is a necessary step towards increasing their participation,
as is forming \>OtleI1 leaders. A third objective is the provision of services
to rear w::irren, particularly in child care and related services for young
children and their rrothers, health services, and legal aid. Finally,
PERU-MUJER seeks to collect and disseminate infonnation on w::irren in Peru, and
to stimulate others to undertake studies and action projects directed towards
change in the situation of Peruvian v.anen.
PERU-MUTER has eight members on its Staff: two psychologists, two
sociologists, an anthropologist, a lawyer, and two medical doctors; three of
the eight rrernbers are men. Much of its w::irk is carried on by co-operating
or tE!Tlp)rary associates (transit manbers) •
For its various projects PERU-MUJER has to date enjoyed financial supp:>rt
from Christian Aid for Latin America, Solidarity (Washington) , Solidarity
(Belgiun), the Pathfirxl Fund, Partners of the Arrericas, The Ford Foundation,
The Overseas F.ducation Fund of the League of Vbmen Voters, the Winnetka
Congre:rational Church (Chicago), Interamerican Foundation, The Rockefeller
Foundation, International Foundation, 1% Voluntary Fund, and private donors
in the United States and Peru. Our p:>licy with respect to financial assistance
is to Jl\3.intain the integrity of Peru-Mujer projects as designed in accordance
with local necessities and possibilities, and to diversify our sources of aid
as much as :rossible.
2.

Action. carried out by the Association Peru-Mujer.
a)

Non-fonnal education

The aspects we cover in ron-fonnal education are law, child care, sex
and family-planning, assertiveness and wcmen's leadership, 'M'.:>rking with groups;
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oorrmunity Y.Ork plan; education, health and housing at national and ccmnunity
level.
1.

Project in legal education. with a srrall CX>JtlXlnent of legal services. It
took place in the New Town "Marquez" (Lima). Financed by The Partners
of the Americas. Co-ordinator: Victor I.Dra. 1981.

2.

Project on legal education. Based on the methodological advances of the
original Marquez Project; the main action is the elal:::oration of didactic
materials for a nodule of legal education and oonsciousness-raising al:::out
legal rights. Financed by the Partners of the Americas. Co-ordinatOr:
Victor I.Dra. 1983.

3.

Three rronth-long oourses in legal education offered in Lima. Financed by
Ford Foundation and Centre for Developnent and Population Activities
(CEDPA) . Co-ordinators: Victor I.Dra and Elizabeth Dasso . 1981, 1982,
1983.

4.

Three rronth-long courses on W::rnen Conmunity leadership.
1) For 26 housing block ·delegates of the New 'Ibwn "El Rescate". Sponsored
by the "Lady's Club" of the neighfuUrhood. Financed by Solidarity and
Orristian Aid. Co-ordinator: Elizabeth Dasso and Blanca Figueroa.
1980.
2) Thirty-one delegates of 16 New Towns of the western area of Lima.
This was done in oo-ordination with the Secretary of W:>men's Affairs
of the Federation of New Towns and Popular Urbanizations (FEDEPJUP).
Financed by the Pathfinder Fund. Co-ordinators: Elizabeth Dasso,
Blanca Figueroa and Cannen Masias. 1980.
3) Thirty-tY.O ~ blue oollar Y.Orkers, office w::>rkers, and students
from Metropolitan Lima. Financed by the Ford Foundation. Co-ordinator:
Elizabeth Dasso and Blanca Figueroa.

5.

'J.\..D training oourses for ~n-professional personnel in pre-school

prograrrrnes. Each oourse had a duration of tY.O m::mths . Financed by the
1% Voluntary Fund (Geneva) and UNICEF. Co-ordinator: Margarit a Segura.
1982 and 1983.
6.

Three short w::>rkshops on the situation of Peruvian W:>men, were given in
the Andean region:
1) Huaraz. Financed by Winnetka Congregational Church.
Victor I.Dra. 1982.
2) Cajamarca. Financed by the Pathfinder Fund.
Dasso . 1981.
3) Arequipa.

Figueroa.
7.

Financed by the Pathfinder Fund.
1983.

Co-ordinator:

Co-ordinator: Elizabeth
Co-ordinatior: Blanca

Project on non-fo.rmal education, alxmt six, given in public schools.
Financed by ~rld F.ducation. Co-ordination: Carmen Mas ias. 1982 !
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8.

Project r-btivation to voluntary rrotherhood in the New Town "El Ermitaiio"
(Lima) • Financed: The Partners of the Americas. Co-ordinator: Carmen
Masias. 1983.
b)

flnployrrent for

w:::>men.

Consolidation of a ~·s self-managed firm for handicraft production
in the New Town of Le'.:>ncio Prado, Parnplona Alta (Lima) • Financed by: Ursuline
Sisters of Canada, Overseas F.ducation Fund and local donations. Co-ordinator:
Rosa Chavarri. 1983.
c)

Provision of Services.

1. We offer legal services to w:irnen living in New Towns of Lima.
Financed, in 1981, by the Partners of the Americas, Co-ordinator:
Victor Lora. From 1981 to date.
2.

We are implanenting a project to organize child care in "minicunas"
(a family day-care rrodel) in a sector of Pamplona Alta and the
inner-city area of "Cerro El Pim" (Lima) • Financed by Overseas
F.ducation Fund. Co-ordinator: Jeanine Anderson. 1983.

d)

Consciousness-raising.

Four series of 8 sessions each.
Co-ordinator: Canren Masias. 1983.
e)

Financed by the Pathfinder Fund.

Health pronotion.

Campaigns on breast feeding and advocacy and rronitoring of marketing
of breastmilk substitutes. These actions were initiated in oo-ordination with
the International Baby Food Action NetwJrk (IBFAN). Co-ordinator: Jeannine
Anderson. 1981 to date.
f)

Broad dissemination of the situation of Y<Drnen.

1.

Day-long w::>rkshop on varied aspects of the situation of y,umen,
intended for the general public. Four have been carried out annual!y.
Financed by the Pathfinder Fund. Co-ordinator: Blanca Figueroa.
1982-1983.
Several publications.
Talks on radio and 'IV.

2.
3.
g)
1.

Academic aspects.
Stooy of ooncepts of justice, law, and the authority in the New Town
"Marquez". Financed by The Partners of the Americas. Organized by
Victor Lora. 1981.
2 • Survey of sp:mtaneous fo.rms of child care in new towns of Lima,
directed at establishing the viability of family day care rrodels in
this oontext and the means of achieving oonmunity recognition and
support. Financed by Ford Foundation. Organized by: Jeanine Anderson.
1981.
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3.

Life stories of three ~ conmunity leaders of urban marginal areas of
Lima. Financed by the Pathfinder Fund. Organized by the students Maria
del Milagro Brandi and Teresa Alfaro, under the supervision of Blanca
Figueroa. 1981.

4.

Congress "Research on WJrnerl in Andean Latin America". This event brought
together persons involved in research and action for a sharing of
experiences and the dissenination of ]<n:)wledge al:x:>ut the situation of
v.omen; further objectives were to stimulate rrore participation of young
w:men in research and action towards the fuller developnent of w::xnen.
Financed by the Rockefeller Foundation, The Pathfinder Fund, the
Interamerican Foundation. Sponsored by Universidad Cat6lica del Peru and
Asociaci6n Multidisciplinaria de Investigaci6n y IX>cencia en Poblaci6n
(AMIDEP). Organized by: Jeanine Anderson. Lima, June 1982.

5.

Study of sex education with a group of public high school teachers.
Financed by Vbrld &lucation. Responsible: Cannen Masias. 1982.

6.

Study of attitudes of wanen seoondary students in relation to sex
education. Financed by Vbrld &lucation. Organized by: Cannen Masias.
1~82.

7.

Study of \\allen 's survival strategies in marginal neighlxmthood of Lima,
particularly the role of infomal ne~rks within then. Financed by the
Ford Foundation. Organized by Jeanine Anderson. 1982.

8.

Preparation of students from various universities in their final year of
studies of psy~logy in the area of \\at\en' s issues. Financed by the
Pathfinder Fund. Co-ordinator: Blanca Figueroa. 1982-1983.

9.

Competition, projects of research-action on the situation of ~.
Financed by The Pathfinder Fund. Co-ordinator: Blanca Figueroa. 1982-1983.

10.

Study of vanen \\Orkers of the union "Lucy", Organized by the student Ana
Bendezu under the supervision of Blanca Figueroa. 1982.

11.

Study of the attitudes towards da'restic services of former women domestic
servants. Organized by: the students Isabel Sanchez and IX>ris M:::>rante
under the supervision of Blanca Figueroa. 1982.

12.

Study of W:Een of Population in Peru. This research was done for the
National Council of Population of Peru. Organized by: Elizabeth Dasso.
1983.
h)

Consulting:

1.

Consulting to the Ministry of &lucation on curriculum refonns in the
area of sex education. Organized by: Carrren Masias. 1983.

2.

Consulting to the organization COMPR'.:>MI in a sex education, family
planning and nutrition project in the urban marginal area of San Juan
de Luriganch::> (Lima) . Organized by: Carmen Masias. 1983.
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ANNEX DI

ADDRFSSFS OF PERSJNS AND INSTITlJI'IONS THAT IDRK WITH
PERUVIAN V01EN

(the lists are inoomplete)

I.

Persons.
a)

Residents in Peru.

- EJ:SA AJ...J::.MlrAFIA

Sacsahuaman 142
Salamanca.· Li.ma 3

- .ANGELICA ALVARES DE IA CRUZ

Pedro Abad 424
Sura:>. Li.ma 33

- ·MARIA ROSARIO AYLIJJN V.
Sector 1 Calle 8
Ms. F-8 Los Pr6ceres
Sura:>. Li.ma 33

- CARMEN ANGUID

- IDSARIO BERNARDINI
TEX:IRA ~ Taller de F.ducaci6n,
Capacitaci6n de Investigaci6n
Rural Andiro
Jr. Carabciya 134
Pum. Peru

- CAIDLINA CARLESSI
A. r.brelli 471
San Borja. Li.ma

Roca y Bolona 215 - 6to. piso
San Antonio. Li.ma 18

- MARIA CAVASSA DE VALDES
CENDIPP
Gregorio Paredes 161
Pueblo Libre. Li.ma

- IDXANA CARRILID
Mariscal Castilla 672 - Dpto.101
- FRESIA CARRASCO
Urb. Aurora - Miraflores
Li.ma .
M::>vimiento ''Manuela Ranos''
Carnana 280 - Ofic. 305
Li.ma l.
- MARTHA CRUZ
Av. Nicaragua 2468
- MARIA ELISA CHEE
Lince. Li.ma
Las Tiendas 355, Urb. Jardin
Surquillo. Li.ma
- MARCEIA CHUEX:A
Ave. Cecias 148
- RINA CX>RNFJO DE VERA
Urb. Tupac Amaru
Apart.ado 782
San Luis. Li.ma
Cuzro.

Peru

- ELIZABEm J:l.J\SSO

Asociacion Peru-Mujer
Ave. Alfonso Ugarte 1428
Of. 904
Li.ma 5

- BIANCA FERNANDEZ

CIPCA
Apart.ado 305
Piura. Peru
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GruFO Talpuy
Jr. CUsco 327 - 4to. piso
Huancayo. Peru

- BLANCA FIGUEROA
Asociaci6n Peru-?vtujer
Ave. Alfonso Ugarte 1428 - Of.904
Lima 5

- IDSA FIDRES MEDINA
Las Tunas 441
Urb. Recaudadores
Lima

- VIRGlliIA GUZMAN

- ZOIIA HERNANDEZ

- MARIA JOSEFINA HUAMAN
Pont. Universidad cat6lica del Peru
Dpto. de Ciencias Sociales
Furrlo Pando, Pueblo Libre
Lima. Peru

Centro "Flora Tristan"
Ave. Arenales 601
Lima 1.

Ave. 28 de julio 401 - Of.802
Miraflores. Lima 18
- NARDA HENRIQUEZ A.

Pont. Univ. cat6lica del Peru
Fundo Pando, Pueblo Libre

Lima.

- CRISTINA HERENCIA

Peru.

Av. Salaverry 957 - Of. 308
Jesus Mar.la. Lima 11

- IDAA. GALER

Proyecto "P:rorcoci6n de la Mujer"
UNICEF (¥..inisterio de Trabajo y
P. Social
Av. Salaverry Cdra. 6
Lima. Peru

-

SUSANA Gl\UX)S

Los Fresnos 811
Residencial San Felipe
Jeslis Maria. Lima 11
- VICTOR IDAA.

- LINDA LEMA
Manuel M:>ncloa 2654 - Dpto.401
Urb. Los Cipreses
Lima

Asociaci6n Peru-Mujer
Av. Alfonso .Ug"arte 1428 - Of.904
Lima 5
- MARI'HA LI..ANJS zuloaga

- SILVIA MADALEN<DITIA

Taller de capacitaci6n e
Investigaci6n Familiar
Ave. Arenales 483 - Of. 701
Lima 1.
- MARIA EU;ENIA MANSILLA A.
Jr. Venus 1106

Urb. La Luz
Lima 1

- LUCIA MAMANI
TEx::IRA

Jr. Carabaya 134
casilla 388
Puoo. Peru
- CARMEN MASIAS

- MARIA IDR-tA MJNGRJVEJO

Ugarte 409
Yanahuara, Ar0:}Uipa
Peru

- DAISY NlJf'mZ DEL PRAOO
Manco Capac 719
Huandl.ac. Cusoo
Peru

Los Castanos 249
San Isidro. Lima

Asociaci6n Per-Mujer
Av. Alfonso Ug"arte 1428 - Of. 904
Lima 5. Peru
- MARIANA M)ULD DE PF.ASE

BEJAR

Santa Isabel 343
Miraflores. Lima 18
- FRIDA MANRIQUE
Mana Rumber 251

San Miguel.

Lima 32
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- HIIDA MEOCAOO
Victor Alzarrora 517,
3er. piso "B"
Barrio Medioo
Sw:quillo. Lima
- CARMEN PIMENTEL SEVILIA

Univ. Nacional Mayor de . San Maroos
Ciudad Universitaria
Av. Venezuela s/n.
Lima

- JORGE OSTERLING
Atahualpa 324
Miraflores . Lima 18
- URSUIA PAREDES
Centro "Flora Tristan"
Av. Arenales 601
Lima 1
- ANA PORI'UGAL

Capac Yupan::iui 957 - Dpto. 104
Jes\is Maria. Lima 11

- TANIA RUIZ

Ave. Arequipa 1736 - 103
Lince. Lima

- NELLY RUMRRILL

Jr. Puno 1344 - Dpto.302
Barrios Altos. Lima

- VIOLEI'b SARA-IAFOSSE

Agrup. Risso B-104
Lince. Lima
- PIIAR SARAVIA ALVAREZ

Institute de Estudios AndirX>s
Jr. Torre Torre 365
Lima. Peru

- CLEMENCIA SARMIEN'IO SANCHEZ
Pont. Univ. Cat6lica del Peru
Programa Academioo de Trabajo Social
Av. Bolivar s/n. Fundo Pando
Lima
- MARGARITA SEGURA

Asociaci6n Peru-Mujer
Av. Alfonso Ugarte 1428 - Of. 904
Lima 5. Peru

- LUCITA SEMINARIO
Antequera 741
San Isidro. Lima

SILVA de CHERSI
Av. Principal 443
Urb. Corpac. San Isidro
Lima

- FSI'HER
- MARIA COCILIA TESTINJ
Av. Ia Merced 563

Suroo.

Lima

- IDSA OOMINGA TRAPASSO
Jr. Quilca 431
Lima 1

- BLANCA

- OORA UGARI'E
Gregorio Esoobedo 788 Dpto.404
JesG.s Maria. Lima

- Ml\TIIDE URETA
Parque Annendariz 119
Miraflores. Lima 18

- HEDY. CAOOLINA VILLANUEVA

- TERESA MUNOZ CABRERA
Av. Aviaci6n 17 38
San Francisoo de Asis
Chiml::ote. Peru

Oviedo 172
Pueblo Libre.

Lima

- AURISTEIA TOLErX>

DE

TARAZONA
Jose de Sucre 1345
Huaraz. Peru

VILLAFUERTE

Casilla 728
cuzoo. Peru
- VIRGINIA VARGAS V.
Centro "Flora Tristan"
Ave. Arenales 601
Lima 1

- VIIMA VARGAS DE BAI.MACEDA

Direcci6n General de Empleo
Ministerio de Trabajo
Av. Salaverry s/n
Jesus Maria. Lima 11
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M::::>vimiento "Manuela Ranos"
Camana 280 - Olic. 305
Lima l
Non residents in Peru
- FI.DRENCA BABB

- KATHRYN BURNS

3917 Rockledge Drive
Austin, Texas 79731

Department o~ Anthrop::>logy
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242
U.S.A.
- PIIAR CAMPANA
Grup:> de Investigaciones Agrarias
Ricardo Matte Perez 0342
Santiago de Chile
- ELSA CHANEY

&Ju:j..ty Policy Center EKx::
7215 Windsor Lane
Hyattsville, M:l. 20782
U.S.A.

·· JUDITH ENNE.W
University of Cambridge
Free Schx>l Lang.
Cambridge, England
- MAROO SMITH
Northeastern Illionois University
St. I.Duis at Bryn Mawr
Chicago, Ill. 60625

U.S~A.

- SUSAN OOURQUE
Department of Government
Smith College
Northarrpton, Mass. -1060
U.S.A.
- CARMEN DIANA DEERE
Eoonomics Departlrent
University of Massachusetts
Amherst,- MA 01003
U.S.A.
- ALISON scarr
Dept. Sociology
University of Essex
Colchester, Essex
England
- .MARI'A TIENDA

Institutions
- ACOMOC

Jr. Washington 1894 piso 15
Lima. Peru

- EDI'IDRIAL LILITH
Capac Yuparqui 957 Dpto.104
JesG.s Maria. Lima 11
CAMBIO
Jiron Quilca 431
Lima. Peru

- CRFATIVIDAD Y

- CENrro DE IA MUJER "FIDRA TRISTAN"

Av. Arenales 601
Lima. Peru

-

~IACION

INI'EGRACION

PARA EL DESARIDLID E
DE IA MUJER (ADIM)

Avda. Principal 443
Corpac. San Isidro
Lima. Peru
- CIED

Proyecto Mujer Nuevo Despertar
Jr . ~araes 810
Lima 1. Peru.
- CENDIPP
Jose G. Paredes 161
Lima 21. Peru
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- MUJERF.S EN LUCHA
Jose Galvez 1083 - Dpto. 604
Lima 14. Peru

- GRUPO AUIDNOM) DE MUJERES
Guarani 151
Lirra 27. Peru

- INSTITUI'O DE IA MUJER PERUANA

- HOGAR DE IA MADRE
Avda. Petit Thouars 4035
Peru
Lirra 18.

"MARIA JESUS AI.VPRAJXJ"

Avda. Arequipa 343 - "A"
Lima 1. Peru

- MJVIMIENID "Manuela Rarros"
- COU.ECI'IVO "IA Ol'RA CARA DE IA LUNA II

Avda. Arequipa. 343 "A"
Lima 1. Peru
- MUJER Y CAMBIO
Los Precursores 318
Chacarilla del Est:a.rque
M:mterrioo. Peru
- CENl'ID DE IA MUJER DE AREX;)UIPA

Ugarte 409
Yanahuara. Arequipa
Peru

Jr. Camana 280 - Ofic. 305
Lima 1. Peru.
- M)VIMIEN'TO DER&::HOS DE IA MUJER
Hermilio Hernandez 147
Lirra 18. Peru
- Ascx::IACION PERU-MUJER
Avda. Alfonso Ugarte 1428 - Ofic.904
Lima 5 . Peru
- REVISTA "MUJER ANDINA"
Jose de Sucre 1345
Huaraz

- FRENI'E DEMXRATICO DE MUJERES DE
CAJAMARCA (FREDEM.r.X:) •

Apartado 131

Cajamarca
- REVISTA MUJER Y SCX::IEDAD
Av. 28 de julio 401 Ofic.802
Lima 18. Peru

- INSTITUl'O NOR PERUANO DE DESAROOLID
EXX)NOMICO SCX::IAL (INDES) •
Linea Praroci6n de la Mujer
Pizarro 959 Ofic. 201
Trujillo. La Libertad
Peru
- REVISTA IA 'IORTUGA
Asociaci6n Mujer - Mujer
Bellavista 277
Lima 18. Peru.
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Paper 18
THE IDLE OF AFRICAN V.'t:MEN rn

MANAGEMENI' AND A[l.llNISTRATION: PIDPOSALS FOR ACI'ION

by
: MISRAlCELIAS

OX>RDINA'IOR

Developrent Planning Management and Women Programne
Eastern and Southern African Managarent Institute (ESAMI)
Arusha, Tanzania

INrroDtJCI'ION

In Africa today \\OITlen represent a very small percentage of those anployed
in administrative and managerial p::>siitons: (ILO 1980). Increasing the number
of \\anel1 in J;XJlicy and decision-making p::>sitions has an :i.rnfortant impact in
1
\\anel1 s overall participation in developrent.
Several rea:irrrnendations and
resolutions to this effect have been made in various international forums
(Rabat 1971, Libreville, 1971, Addis Ababa 1974, Mexico City 1975). Making a
concerted effort to increase the opp::>rtunities of professional "Y.Qffien in
assuming manage~ial leadership rx:>t only helps these ~n realize their full
p::>tential as qualified individuals, but it also provides then with
opp::>rtunities to have a p::>sitive impact on p::>licies and prograrrrnes to enhance
1
\Oren s roles in. the national developnent process.
Women in management
J;XJSitions suffer fran the same constraints that ~ in fonnal anployrrent
face in general. In addition, there are specific issues 'Which arise from
their managerial roles.
This paper will first examine the IMin obstacles 'Which have an impact
on ~·s anployment pattern in general and then focus on those factors 'Which
affect women's career developrent in management and administration. Suggested
prop::>sals for action to increase .....umen's participation in managerial and
administrative p::>sitions are given at the end.
V.aren' s involvarent in the fonnal sector anployrnent in Africa as elsewhere
, in the third world has been characterized by (1) \\aTten clustering at the lowest
levels of occupational hierarchies holding low paid and low skilled-unskilled
jobs, and (2) ~being segregated in fanale-stereotyped occupations. The
lack of access to rx:>n-traditional female occupations and lack of opp::>rtunity
for ~ nobility has deterred w::men from achieving their full p::>tential in
the work place (Kantai: 1982). Socio-cultural attitudes about the role of
'IOOOil 1 w::men' s educational backgrounds and their dual resµJnsibility for
career · and family are the IMjor factors 'Which hinder wcrnen' s career develoµnent.
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I • SCX::IO-Cl.JLTURAL ATI'ITUDFS
In many African OJuntries, society has different expectations from and
aspirations for men and w:::>men. Sex-based differences in opportunities for
education and rroder sector employment in Africa historically have their roots
in the oolonial era. Schools were mainly opened for mys wtih a view to
having them man the lower ranks of OJlonial administration. Large numbers of
rren left their homes in thertrral areas for employment in mines and plantations.
Missionaries had imp::>rtant roles .in emphasizing only wornen's heme-making roles,
even though ~ were a:rually involved in agriculture.
Parents OJnsider male children as eventual breadwinners, family heads and
their supporters in old age. Female children are brought up to assume the
breeder-feeder role. Young mys· are encnuraged to go out, take charge of
things and play, while young girls are r:equired to be passive and obedient yet
hard--v.orking • The socialization of children based on sex and the preferred
treatment which male children receive gives them opportunities denied to
female children.
AS a result of socio-cultural attitudes, w:::>men's self-image affects their
aspirations in pursuing education and later on in employment. A school girl
who sees narriage and raising children as her main tasks in life hardly has
the ambition to further her education. In the sam= way , a w:::>man who sees her
job as a treans of supplementing family inOJrne lacks serious career aspirations.

Arother factor which affects the career of \o.Uffien is the attitude of their
spouses. In a study made in one African oountry (Chijumba: 1982), it was
found that the majority of spouses surveyed preferred their wives not to have
higher status or salaries ccrnpared to themselves. They did rot want them to
travel, w:::>rk late at the place of employment nor bring the \\Drk home. Fear was
expressed that a wife with ecooornic independence is rrore likel y to claim equality.
II • EDUCATIONAL OPPORI'UNITIES
'Ihe majority of illiterate persons in the world are women. An added
cause for OJncern is the fact that the difference in literacy rates between men
and \\Drnen is widening (Newland: 1979). Africa is typical in this regard. Where
there are OJnstrains, either financial or need for children's lal:our input,
parents prefer to send their sons to school while daughters stay home to assist
in household or farming chores, as the case may be.
Through positive government policy of free and oompulsory universal
primary education, sorre African oountries have achieved alrrost proportional
balances of girls and mys in primary schools (Ligat e: 1981).
Even in cnuntries
where female students enjoy high participation at the prinary level of fo:rmal
education, the situation deteriorates as one rroves up the educational ladders
into secondary levels. The proportion of · female students drops. Some of the
OJntribution factors are lower perfonnance as a result of heavy drop-out rates
because of pregnancy and early marriages. As a result of historical
developnents , where there are separate mys 1 and girls' schools, _girls' schools
usually provide sex-stereotyped education which limits the studen~s university
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entrance to social science streams (Muro: 1982). Where there are co-educational
l:oarding schools, the lack of sufficient lx>arding facilities for girls limits
their intake.
In vocational training rrost girls congregate in traditionally ferrale sterrotyped fields such as nursing, teaching and home economics. In
carrnercial vocational education rrost female students take up secretarial
training while male students enter accountancy and management fields. This
enhances their opfOrtunities for ~d nobility into management !_X)sitions
after employrrent, while the ......unen end up in dead-end secretarial jobs.
At the third or university level of education, the proFOrtion of female
students is even lower, with the majority entering liberal arts and education
fields.
To sum up, in many African countries, past FOlicies and the perpetuation
of practices based on these FOlicies, together with slow-changing attitudes,
have resulted in current educational FOlicies and practices which have adverse
effects on the equal participation of 'l/Onen. In many cases the negative impact
of the ·educatiomil system is oot recognized and analyzed. Sterrotyped thinking
and sexist attitudes are therefore perpetuated.
III.

IDMEN 'S DUAL RESPONSIBILITIES

The situation where an employed v.an¢'1 also undertakes the major (if oot a
full) resfOnsibility for the family welfare is a universal pheoomenon in Africa.
This dual resfOnsibility, which actually forces w:Jmen to v.Drk a double shift,
has serious ramifications. Women face the oonflicti.ng denands of v.Drk and
family. At v.Drk, this results in unrealized prarotion and training
OPfOrtunities and p:roblans (real or imagined) with transfers and training. In
addition to social and cultural attitudes, lack of time prevents v.Dmen from
cultivating informal networks which provide access to infonnation and better
career opµ:>rtunities.
Even trough employed v.Dinen are overburdened with an excessive v.Drkload,
there is reluctance on the part of their pal:tners to share household and
parenting resfOnsibilities as these are perceived as "feminine" duties. For
W'.)ItEil with p:ranisi.ng prospects for up.vard nobility, the attitude of their
SfOUSes (discussed earlier) can be ·jeal constraint.
IV.

W»1EN 'S EMPLOYMENT':

FOCUS ON MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION

The handicaps placed on t,.,'Offieil as a result of society's attitudes and the
legacy of discrimination in the educational system are carried on to the
employment arena. Newland ootes: "In virtually all countries, w:::mlen enter the
job market with fewer marketable skills than do men. Their earnings reflect
that handicap". W:xren occupy the lower rungs of the occupational ladders with
less prospects for advancarent a:::mpared to their male colleagues . Vbmen' s
career choice is determined by society's attitudes towards the role of v.anen,
(Bass in Fidell: 1971) •
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In white oollar office \\Ork, entry into the managenent and administration
category is made easier for men by .the type of jobs they occupy. For example,
rren who are clerks have higher .chances of noving up than women who are typists,
even thou;h both may have a::mparable educational backgrounds. Similar sexbased upvard novement patterns exist even in fanale-dominated professions,
such as teaching, where the high proportion of fanale teachers is not reflected
in higher levels of :p?Wer and authority: school administrators and principals
are nostly men.
In comparing the proportion of ~ arrong administrative personnel to
that of \\Orren students, Boserup noted that the proportion of v.anen in
administrative posts is very much lower in developing oountries. In countries
with a lCM proportion of fenale students, less than 3 per cent of administrative
personnel are w::men. Even in oountries with ~l numbers of male and female
students, only just over 10 per cent. of the administrative personnel are YA'.)men.
She writes: "In effect, administrative "V.Drk is a male m;mopoly in developing
oountries, just as it is in nearly all industrialized countries". Sex-based
differential treabnents in recruitrrent, pranotion and work assignment are also
the rorm in international organizations (Rogers: 1980)~
Attitudes regarding women's arployrrent have a major impact on their
ability to realize their full potential at work. Wonen 's careers are rot
taken seriously by anployers and by sane vonen themselves. WJmen 's primary
cx:mnitments are perceived as being to their families and their spouses' careers
rather than their <:Mn careers. This places serious handicaps on the career
developrent and prarotion of \'OtleI1. Prarotions are less fr8:ilient and salary
incranents are lower a::rnpared to men with similar qualifications. The
justification given by the decision makers is that women have less career
corrrnitrnent and do not need the noney as much as men. Married v.unen are
oonsidered to have their husbands to support then and single \'OlleI1 are not
oonsidered to have family responsibilities. This myth is difficult to dispel
despite the reality of heavy financial responsibilities of women to their
families specially those who are fanale heads of households. The lack of
opportunity derotivates women, leading to lower interest in w::irk and lower
perfonnance. y
In managerial occupations, managers occupying strategic positions have
enhanced their opportunities while those occupying dead-end positions end up
with lCM opportunities. Kanter writes that opp'.)rtunity has a self-fulfilling
prophecy, i.e. persons with low opp'.)rtunities have depressed aspirations
1/ W:>lren managers attending training progranmes at the Eastern and Southern
- African Managerrent Institute (ESAMI) roted that they stay longer in the
same job a:mpared with male oolleagues. They usual!y have to prove
exceptionally superior perfonnance to earn prarotions which are nore easily
accessible to their male colleagues. As their oontributions are reoognized
and appreciated less and less, they put less and less effort into their
jobs.
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leading to low cx:mnitrrent and rx:m-res:EX)nsibility which result in low
performance. low perfonnance leads the person through the vicious cycle to
low Op:EX)rtunity (Kanter: 1977). Decision-makers (rrostly men), under the
influence of sex-stereotyped attitudes, place \\Ornen managers in lowOf)EX>rtunity FOSitions which lead .the wc:rnen into the vicious cycle making them
manifest behavious pattern of trapped persons. Such res:EX)nses are inoorrectly
labelled as "faninine".
The socialization system within the fonnal and infonnal organization
structure creates problems of interpersonal interaction which affect the
perfonnance of wc:rnen managers. The attitudes of superiors, peers and
sul:ordinates have a strong impact on wc:rnen managers'perfonnance. Superiors
with sexist attitudes usually assign less challengingtasksto v.Dmen managers
and insist on close supervision and· oontrol. This curtafls the w::>men's
opp::>rtunity for developing self-oonfidence and knowledge.
In relation to
peers, the main limitation to wcrnen managers is the social and cultural rrodes
which tend to exclude them £.rem informal netv..orks where much sup:EX)rt and
information is traded.
t'bmen's access to p::>werful FOSitions is limited as a result of their
limited Op:EX)rtunities to perfonn activities which enhance :i;:ower (such as
extraordinary activities or activities which provide visibility) and to fonn
alliances (through netv..orks) to increase their :i;:ower base and access to
infonna.tion. These wc:rnen find themselves in the difficult J?Osition of rot
having authority cx:mnensurate with their resJ?Onsibilities. Sul:ordinates,
whether male or fanale, kn:>w that their own opJ?Ortunities are enhanced
through association with :i;:owerful bosses. The preference for male supervisors
is in reality a preference for povterful bosses (Kanter: 1977) •
Additional oonstraints of wanen managers is the fact that important decisions
regarding opJ?Ortunities for transfers and training which have a major .impact
on their careers are made by superiors based on stereotyped thinking of wcrnen's
roles, without due oonsultation with the ooncerned \\Omen managers. 2/ Of
additional oonce.rn is the fact that rnen project their ideas of the roles of
their own wives and rrother to other v.Dmen at v.Drk and to \\Omen in general.
OpJ?Ortunities for self-inprovernent and enhanced koowledge base which
training programres provide are of great importance to rnanagers•career
developrent. The problems associated with oonsideration of wanen' s dual
res:EX)nsibility for family and career discussed above inpede \\Omen from taking
!:_/ Acoording to the "'°1reil managers attending training programnes at ESAMI
superiors assume that the wcrnen managers' family resJ?Onsibilities make
it in'possible to have them transferred to locations away from their
husbands and children or to go for training. The ~ managers are
oot given the chance to decide whether and how they can v-Drk out
arrangernents regarding their family resJ?Onsibilities.
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y.. part in traing programres which are held away fran the home base.

M::>reover,
· anployers prefer to invest in .the training of their male managers. 3/
V.

NEED FOR CHANGE

Analyzing and understanding .the a:mstraints faced by women in general
and w:imen managers in particular and the root causes for the problems is
taken to redress the imbalances and negative impacts on women caused by
attitudes, educational and anploynEnt patterns for wc:men to participate as
equal partners in develoµnent.
The barriers against opportunities for the advancanent of wc:men should
be dismantled not only in order to give wc:men their due but also in the
interest of national developnent. The desired developnent targets in African
countries canrot be achieved unless steps ·are taken to fully utilize the
talents and capabilities of half of the human resources.
VI. ProroSAI.S FOR ACTION FOR INCREASING ~ ~s
PARI'ICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENI'

l.

Q:>verranent

To overcome the inequities which are discussed al:::ove, sweeping changes
have to be made at the national level through government JX?licy and programre.
National organizations of women and national machineries for Y.QffieI1 mandated
to prarote the interests of w:>Iren have major roles to play in this task.
Reo::mnended proJX?sals for action
(a)

Provide free and compulsory universal education at primary levels
and where JX?Ssible at secondary levels.

(b)

Revise and redesign curricula

(c)

Provide equal education opportunities for both sexes in all fields
of study. Rerrove oonstraints of adverse JX?licies and lack of
facilities which prevent female students fran joining non-traditional
female fields of study.

(d)

Provide incentives, guidance and counselling to have rrore female
students take part in administrative and management studies.

(e)

Set up preferential admission P?licies for women students at higher
institutions of learning, especially to non-traditional female areas.

(f)

Rerove all legal discriminatory barriers affecting wc:men's \'X:lrk .
Review tenns ·and oonditions of service with a view to raroving
discrilninatory provisions.

to ensure they are non-sexist.

}_/ At ESAMI the proportion of women participating in management training programm=s in 1982 was 12 . 8 per cent, a marked increase from 0.4 per cent in 1977.
M::>st of the women participants cane for prograrnnes in health, information and
YOren in developrent.
Progranmes which are SJX?nsored by external agencies
usually have rrore female participants than progranmes where anployers have to
foot training oosts .
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(g)

Institute a system, through media and other means of corrrnunication,
to shape attitudes on .the changing role of w:::>men in society in
general, and in enployrnent, education and role in the family, in
particular.
·

(h)

Conmission studies and research on the :i::osition of \\.Dmen in general
and wanen's role and soecial constraints in administration and
rranagement in particular.

(i)

Prorrote nore equitable sharing of household res:i::onsibilities by lx>th
and men.

\.\anel1

2.

(j)

Institute a systen of preferential enployment :i::olicies for \.\Dffien in
all government ministries, agencies and public enterprises to
redress past llnbalances. Have the same :i::olicies apply to private
organizations.

(k)

Encourage and si.:ip:i::ort w:)lTleI1 entrepreneurs and w:::>men' s economic
groups throu:rh appropriate legislation, training, consultancy and
provision of facilities such as credit.

E>:nploying Organizations

flnploying organizations, whether they are government ministries and
agencies, public enterprises, private businesses or other non-governmental
organizations, should play a major role in creating the environment for
increased op:i::ortunities for WJinen in management and administration •.
Recomnended proP?sals for action
(a)

Provide e::iual op:i::ortunities for w:::>men professionals through nondiscriminatory recruitment, compensation, job assignment, prarotion
and personal developnent programres.

(b)

Recngnize career aspiration of \\UITlen and provide nore access to
~ to strategic and high-level decision-making :i::ositions.

(c)

Errphasize the imp::>rtance of training for improved performance and
create nore op:r:ortunities for wcrnen administrators and managers to
receive nore training.

(d}

Provide op:r:ortunities for u~ard nobility into management for \<Kl'neI1
in secretarial and clerical jobs by training and pronoting capable
'WCt'l'eI1 •

(e)

Make provisions to minimize the oonstraints placed on w::imen as a
result of their dual res:i::onsibilities for \\.Drk and family through
instituting flexible w:::>rk hours, day care centres and other measures.

(f)

Conduct studies within the organization to find out career nobility
of men and 'Y.aneI'l in management :i::ositions, level of performance,
training OP:i::ortunities, etc. to obtain actual facts on the existing
situation, the problans enoountered, as well as other factors.

-

(g)

3.
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Based on results of study, establish JX>licies which enhance the
hiring of rrore w::xnen, better prorrotion and training OPJX>rtunities
for women, with particular e:rq;hasis on management .

Organizations of p.tofessibnal ·'Y.OTien

Professional w:::rnen's organizations have an illiportant role to play in
praroting the advancement of rrore women up the professional career ladder.
Reoonmended prop?sals for · action
(a)

Organize saninars, workshops and training programnes to enhance
w::xnen professionals' management capabilites and to discuss issues
and problems of attitudes tCMards women at work and factors dealing
with their dual resJX>nsibility for work and family.

(b)

Provide leqal service and oounselling to
related issues.

(c)

Provide a network of infonnation and supJX>rt in prorroting
professional ~·s career advanceroent.

(d)

Create a forum where successful ~professionals share
experience with andprovide 'role rrodels' for younger v.aren.

(e)

Lobby with government for equal opp?rtunities for v.anen in

~en

on ernployrnent

employment and education.

4.

(f)

Offer fellowships to female students pursuing careers in
adminstration and managenent and other non-traditional fields.

(g)

Enoourage studies on the roles of women in administration and
managarent.

(h)

Fight for the elimination of discrimination ·against
sexual harassment in the work place.

~

and

National and regional managanent training institution

Management and administration training instructions provide the means
through which irrlividuals with management resJX>nsibilities improve their
skills and capabilities for imorgved performance and 'career developrent.
These institutes ..can have inp::>rtant JX>Sitive inpacts on the advancerrent of
~ in the management professions .
Reoonmended proposals for action
(a)

Take active measures to solicit the participation of rrore
candidates in their training programnes.

(b)

Offer special fellCMships to w::xren to attend management training
programues.

\\Oine11
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(c)

In all their pr0granrnes, introduce sessions dealing with attitudes
and roles of men and WJmen at WJrk to sensitize male managers and

initiate a problan-solving approach to issues.

5.

(d)

Offer special progranmes for ~ managers and w:xnen aspiring to
managanent JX>Sitions on issues and roles of \'.Dffien in management.

(e)

C.onduct a::rnparative. studies into the roles of men and Y.Dmen in
management.

International organizations

Regional and international organizations with mandates to advance ....-omen's
participation in all aspects of eO)rx:mic and social activities have imp::>rtant
roles.
Recorrrnended proposals for action
(a)

EnO)urage management training for v.cmen. Institute fellowships
for training W'.)IDeJ1 in administration and managerrent - roth for
university degrees and for short term training.

(b)

Hold v.crkshops and saninars focusing on 'WClTlen's roles in
administration and management and encourage regional and national
\\Drkshops to develop awareness and sensitize decision-makers.

(c)

Prorrote research related to v.omen's enployment, in general, and
w:xnen's role in administration and management, in particular.

(d)

Set a good example by providing equal enployment opJX>rtunities
for \>Urel1 pro-fessionals in their own organizations and enO)urage
national governments and organizations to adopt similar policies.
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Paper 19
w:::>£;IBN AND THE PLANNn:K;

PR::X:ESS

A CASE SIUDY FIDM INDIA

Prepared by:
INsrITUI'E OF SOCIAL SIUDIES TRUsr (ISsr)

New Delhi

INrroDUCTION
The Constitution of India mt only provides for ~l rights and
privileges for vonen and men, but also for making special provisions for
\o.D!Tlen - general as well as special prograrnres for: the welfare of v.t:>men. The
Five Year Plans have laid special emphasis .on providing minimum health
facilities, integrated with family welfare and nutrition, acceleration of
v.anen's education, increase. in the lalx>ur force and welfare services for
v.unen in need. Various welfare and develoµrent schemes have been introduced
to irrprove the living cnnditions of ~ and to increase their access to
and cnntrol over material and social resburces, e.g. social welfare
prograrnres, supplerentary nutrition for pregnant and nursing ITOthers,
increasing enrolrrent of girls in shoools by providing incentives , etc.
Special steps have also been taken to rerrove, legal, social and other
cnnstraints to enable them to .make .u se of the rights and opp:::>rtunities
becx:>ming available to them.
Despite all these develoµrental · rrea.sures and the cnnstitutional legal
guarantees,· w::>rren have lagged behind in alrrost all sectors, as shown in the
tables.
The low status of v.aTien in large Se:JmentS of Indian society is mainly
due to lack of. independent aTiployrrent and income • . The process of change to
raise the status of w:men under various spheres of socio-economic activities
is J.X>Ssible only··if .....anen '-s interests are safeguarded and integrated into
the national developnental plan.
The basic approach to developnent in. the plan is the family - 'Family
as a unit of developnent'. It has been felt that, since v.anen are the
vulnerable rcanbers of the family, special attention to women is necessary
for the ecnnornic emancipation of the family. In order to achieve the
family-centred J,X>Verty alleviation prograrranes, specific attention should
therefore be given to incnrJ,X>rating v.anen's interests ITOre generally in the
plan.
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Keeping .this in mind, the Ministry of Social Welfare has SJ:X)nsored a
study by the Institute of Social Studies entitled "Integrating W::xnen's
Interest intoDevelopnent Planning". This note surnnarizes the rein r:oints
of that study.
The project studies various schern~s such as eo:::m:::rnic, social and health
schens that are in operation in ·the present plan. 'Tue study focusses on the
effeCtiveness of these schemes in benefitting the poorer families at the
grassroot level as well as on problans and lacunas -in the actual implementation
of the paper plan. This is supr:orted l::oth by the statistical information
collected fran various sources -such as the Census of India and departamental data
at State, District and Taluk levels. National sample surveys as well as the
houselxlld data were collected during the field visits made for the study .
Based on the al::ove, it aims at indicating alternative strategies which can
be envisaged to inoorr:orate the interests of "'M'.)Irel1. rrore adEqUately into the
national plan.
Before going into the areas of . integration, it is necessary to spell out
what is meant by integration of v.anen ·in develoµnent . Integration implies
including, in an organic sense, groups who .are hitherto excluded from some
or all activities in society or in. the ·productive process. It has been found
that Y.anen who participate in the ron-rronetized sectors of eoonomy are
· perceived as non-participants in the production activities of the oountry,
e.g. \\aUell who are WJrking on their own land. 'Tuis results in the nonacoounting of \o."OT\en' s. oontribution to national production and enployment in
the census and other socio-econ::xn.i.c statistics.
In this paper, we will be ooncentrating on integrating v..anen fran arrong
the poorer .sections of society in the programne for providing anployment
opr:ortunities, training in skills and basic supr:ortive facilities to WJmen
wtn are already . ~aged in one -kind ·of activity or the other. It is based
on primary and secondary data specially oollected and analysed for the study.
The paper is organized urrler .six chapters as follows:
The planning. process in India;
Methxlology;
(iii) . Wanen's enployment;
(iv) Utilization of schemes by individuals;
(v)
Problans in"utilizing the schemes;
(vi) Suggestion~ for action .
(i)
(ii)

Througoout the study, we will be concentrating on mnen fran the poorest
sections of the society. ·Implications are drawn for inoorr:orating the v.unen' s
angle into plans, l::oth in terms of selecting areas of inclusion and the
infra-structure required to supr:ort these areas in the plans,. as well as the
ideological and long-term irrplications in planning for w:rnen in develoµnent.
I.

THE PLANNING PRO:ESS IN INDIA

India is divided into -a number of States on a· linguistic basis. The
States are further classified into districts and the districts into taluks.
The main objective of the planning process is to improve the living standards
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of weaker sections, by providing multi-sectoral activities. The local level
of decentralised planning .. is presumed to be an instrument to translate
these objectives of planning. Here, we shall be highlighting the plan
process at the State and district level, as perceived ·in Karnataka.
Decentralized planning·is done ·at ~ levels - one at the State and the
other at the district •.. ' This ~tier planning is oone to rarove imbalance
in the developrent of the various districts and taluks.. Under this process
State Plan Schanes·are bifurcated ·into State Sector Schemes and District
Sector Schemes· broadly, py applying· the principle whether a particular
schare is of benefit to only one district or ~uld prarote the socio-eooronic
interest of the peopl~ in ItDre than. one district. For example, plans for
agriculture, forests, prirnary ·ana seooridary education, health, social welfare,
etc. are capable.of being broken down into district cx:rni:onents and they are
usually ronceived in that manner. On the other hand, plans for energy
developnent, major and medium irrigation, major and medium industries,
professional and technical education, . research and training etc., are
fonnulated and irrplarented .for the State as a whole. (Schemes in other
secto+s that do not figure .in·the· al::ove classification are generally treated
as State level progranmas) ·•·
Fran the total State Plan· outlays that oover the district Sector
Schares, district outlays are \\Orked out at the State level by the District
and Regional .Planning Unit of the State Planning Department. The arrounts so
allocated are then distributed tmder the different heads M"lich are a part of
the district plan.
The State Plan:· has ~ cx::rr1IX>nents - a divisible OOITlf()nent of roughly
18 per cent of the State Plan, cx:xnpris:i.ng the district plans and the
ranaining 82 per cent of the ·irrlivisible oollµ)nent, as reflected in the State
level outlay. The share of· each district in the District sector outlay is
\\Orked out on the basis of an objective fonnula ·giving weight to fOpulation
and various indicators such as backwardness in agriculture, irrigation,
irrlustrial output., a:::mnuni.cations, financial infrastructure, medical health
facilities, fOWer suwly, etc.; 50 per cent of the funds are distributed on
the basis of fOplllation and the ranaining 50 per cent on the basis of
backwardness ·in various sectors .of the district.
Subject to the resources allocated at the State level, District Annual
Plans are preparedat·the district level by the District Planning o::mnittee
as per the guidelines given ·by . the Planning Secretary. This o::mnittee
rorrprises the Deputy Catmissioner as Chairman, the District Planning Officer
as Secretary, and the ,Project Director, the General Manager of District
Developnent, the Assistant District Publicity Officer and .the District
Statistical Officer as manbers. The ooncerned heads of departments at the
district level f onnulate the progranmes against the outlay cx::mnunicated by
the District Planning Carmittee. These profOsals are placed before the
respective District Developrent CO\m.Cil (DOC) for approval. The district
plan as approved by· the DOC will be sent to the State Government for final
approval. At .the State level, the District Plans are scrutinized by the
ooncerned State Heads of Departments and final allocations are detennined.
The State heads of depart:Irents also scrutinize the sectoral programnes of
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all the districts and make necessary rrodifications to suit the State
priorities and allocations already made to different sectors.
If \o0l\el1 1 S interests are to be organically ·built into the plan, it \'o.Uuld
be necessary to take cognizance of their needs at l:oth the State and District
level. Admittedly, projects ·in ·JX>Wer, industry or niajor irrigation sectors
have to satisfy a .multiplicity of objectives and it is mt often obvious how
exactly the needs of \tOlle.11 could be met in their fonnulation or execution.
But a conscious approach to cover w:men as l:oth participants in the
State's latour·force, ·and beneficiaries of the prciducts of their projects
can alter the situation materially. In so far as district plans are
concerned1 it 'is obvious that any area-specific plan can provide specifically
for w:men. For l:oth these purposes, it is necessary to have a clear perception
of what the present situation reg~ YOnenrs erployment is, and
the possible avenues for their ·bettennent.
II •

/

The

MErr'HJOOLOGY

rssr study on incori::crating

w:men into developnent planning was taken

up in 1981 in Kqr:nataka •. Several rounds of discussion were first held with

officials at the State level, with tw:J purposes .in vie11: (i) to obtain an
understarrlin:] of the perspective within which the schenes were oonceived and
wilt into the Annual Plans; and (ii) · to obtain a detailed vie11 of the
administrative constraints as perceived by the functionaries. These
discussions were utilized l:oth to collect the secondary data relevant for an
appreciation of the .prevailing situation and to canvass the administration's
views on a variety of other connected matters - such as the design for field
surveys, rrode of data collection, district-wise dispersal of schemes,
selection of benefit-Oriented schenes for detailed study and provision of
facilities for corrlucting field ~ries by the !SST team.
Based on these discussions ·ana other studies, three separate blocks
for field study were chosen in Karnataka "'." Udipi talUk in Dakshina Kannada,
Gulbarga taluk in Gulbarga district, Kanakapura taluk in Bmgalore District.
Withing the selected blocks of Udipi, Gulbarga and Kanakapura, villages
were selected on the · basis of fair geographic distribution and existence of
one or the other developrent schemes. Altogether 40 villages were surveyed,
distributed as follows:
TAilJK
UDUPI
TAilJK

NA'IDRE OF IDUSEHOIDS: CX11PARATIVE TABLE
Nlmlber of
Sampling procedure
centres coverd
households
surveyed
12
606
Stratified ·random
sampling without
replacement.

·No. of village

GULBARGA

TAilJK

10

427

Purposive sampling

OII'l'l'APUR
TALUK
KANAKAPURA

2
18

48
583

Purposi ve sampling
Purposive sampling

TAilJK
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Within these villages, except in the Udipi block, the household samples
were selected partly frcrn the list of beneficiary households (purp::>sive
sampling) and partly fran the IX>n-beneficiary households (randc:m sampling) ~
In Udipi, however, a 10 per cent sample of households in each village
{subject to a maximun of so· in any one village) was chosen, applying the
meth.:xl of· random selection without replacement to the list of households
classified according to · land-holding. Altogether, 1953 households in
Karnataka have been surveyed.
Infonnation was obtained by means of three separate questionnaries which
were canvassed at the· level of- the household, the project-level.functionaries
and village officials.
The household questionnarie elicited information on the eoonornic,
darographic and social characteristics of the household and the extent of
utilization of various developnent .schenes, particularly those specific.. to
w:::>men and children. In addition to this, information was oollected on
utilization of other health and education facilities by children; education,
employment, earnings, status ofv.uren in the household and their time
utilization pattern. Eoth female and male mEmbers of the selected household
were interviewed: the principal female . resp:mdent was usually the eldest
YIDll1an of the house, or, i f she was IX>t available, the next elder one.
Other
mffilbers of the household who were present at _the time of interviav also
expressed their views on both personal. and household questionnaries.
The village questionnaire,· canvassed with ·village officers such as the
village acoormtant, the panchayat.president, or any other krDwledgeable
person, dealt with details pertaining to fOpulation,. migration, basic
amenities, agricultural patterns, Wu5trial developrent,. education, etc.,
which helped to prepare profiles of the villages. On assessrrent of the
schanes being implemented at the village,'taluk and district level, information
obtained from the frmctionary questionnaries served to supplement the data
obtained from the household survey.
Additional .information was also obtained through meetings and discussions
with different groups, such.as agricultural labourers, beedi v.orkers, fisherWDmen etc., and discussion with :taluk level officials.
All of this quantitative and qualitative information was analysed to
sho:N the utilization patterns of differentschemes.and their relation to
differences in occupation, caste, assets, · incx:rne and education groups.
Qualitative information.on the reasons for non-utilization, administrative
and structural oonstraints in implementation, level of awareness, etc . , have
also been analysed. The principal findings are sUITTTarized in the later
s ection.
III.

w::MEN Is EMPLOYMEITT'

The labour force or the v.Drking J.X>pulation plays an inp::lrtant role in
the growth of ecorany. W:>rk has been defined as participation in any
ecorx:xnically productive activity. W:'.)rkers are those who 'M:>rk even for a short
time arid oontribute to the ecoromy of the oountry. W:::rnen also constitute a
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portion of their larour force. They also v.Drk in some eoonomically productive
activities e .g. agriculture, household and mn-household industry and the like.
Table 1 explains the Y-Drk participation rate for roth men and w::::men, all
India and Karnataka for the years .1961/1971and1981 .
As can be seen from the table, w::::rnen's participation in Y.Drk is much less
than men's. This may be due to the dual role she has to. play - l:oth as
producer of inccrne and dcrnestic 'MJrker. In addition, it may be due to their
lower ll'Obility and flexibility in the job market.

We have now a brief surrmary of the situation in Kamataka and in the tY.D
field survey districts of Dakshina Kannada and Udipi, in respect of ~·s
enployment. This part is based mainly on seoondary data, available in the
Census of India, with sane references to primary data ·produced by the field ·
surveys, wherever necessary.
In order to identify sectors where ~·s enployment opf()rtunities can
be increased, it is necessary to first kix>w the trends of fanale enployment
over a period of time. ·This data is available fran the Census of India. It
was decided to analyse' the situation of VDffien 1.s enployment between 1961, 1971
and 1981. It should be mentioned at the outset that the definition of a
'Y.Drker' varies between 1961 and 1971. 1/ The extrE;mely stringent definition
of ''MJrker' in th~ 1971. census led to the exclusi0n of a large number of
fenale 'MJrkers, especially those w:>rking as unpaid family larour on farms
and in household industry. . This resulted in an under-estimation of the fenale
v.Drk participation rate (FWPR i.e., fenale Y.Drkers as a proportion of the total
fenale population) in 1971. It is rot fOSsible, therefore, to place much
reliance on changes in the fenale WJrker rate between 1961 and 1971 . . Thus,
for the analysis of v.crnen, .we have ·largely relied on 1961 data and examined the
changes between 1961 and 1981.
The FWPR in ·Kamataka State is higher than the All India rate (141.99
against 118. 65) • The oorresporrling rate for Dakshina Kannada District is
significantly higher than the State average - 289.46 and 146.78 for Gulbarga
district. The law fenale rate for ·Gulbarga district · is, as in the case of
the male rate, partially explailled Ey ·its high urban population.
The fenale "-Drker rate declined roth at the All India and at the State
level between 1961 and 1981; l:oth rural and urban rates fell, though the
former fell rrore sharply. In Dakshina Kannada· and Udipi, the rural and total
rate fell, but the urban ·rate increased. This increase may be due to the
growth of jobs in industry.
·
Gulbarga district experienced the opp:>site pherx::menon. The fenale urban
rate fell sharply, while the rural· rate increased and the total re-nained
unchanged. Gulbarga taluk experienced a decline inl:oth rural and urban rates.
This indicates the slaw rate of iooustrial growth in the urban areas of the
district, and also that. ll'Ore wanen are w:>rking in ·the rural areas.
J

1/ Indian Five Year Plans 1951 - onwards.
Parliarrent Street, New Delhi llOOOl.

Planning Ccmn:ission, JYojana Bhavan,
I

i

'
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TABLE

"

1

The table below gives participation rates
ALL INDIA and KARNATAKA 1961, 1971 and 1981
ALL INDIA
CENSUS-1961
TOTAL MALE FEMALE
TOTAL

42.97
45.09
33.47

RURAL

URBAN

57.16
58.30
52.37

27.93
31.42
11.16

CENSUS-1971
TOTAL

MALE

34.17
35.33

52.75
53.78
48.88

29.06

FEMALE

CENSUS-1981
TOTAL MALE FEMALE

14.22
15.92

37.55
39.46

53.91
54.32

20.85
23.89

7.18

31.41

49.70

10.64

KARNATAKA
1961--cENSUS
TOTAL .MAIE FEMALE
'TOTAL

TC1I'AL

.MAIE

32.02

36.06

60.40 . 36. 79

38.08
. 29.94

58.38

RURAL

45.48
48.76

URBAN

34.06

51.57

NOI'E:

14.87

1981--cENSUS

1971--cENSUS
FEMALE

TC1I'AL

MALE

54.61

16.75

40.24

54 . 21

56.65

18.96

44.10

57.11

25.43
30.81

48.93

9.01

38.75

48.27

11.82

FEMALE

Proportion of v.Drkers to total r;opulation and rot the
proportion of the lal::our force to the total population.

When compared with our primary survey data, the FWPR in Udipi taluk was
49.14 and 62. 71 in Gulbarga taluk. The ratios in our sample are much higher
for the simple reason that all of the household studies belong to the relatively
poor sections in rural areas. The ration in Gulbarga is further enhanced by the
large weight given to households selected frcrn the list of households benefitting
from schemes specially devoted to improving the living oonditions of v.Dmen and
children in the underprivileged section of the oomnunity.
It · v.Duld also be pointed out that the ratios mentioned al::ove are all
'crude' ili the sense that they are based on a simple head oount. No distinction
is drawn between part-ti.me and whole-time v.Drk, nor between renunerative work
done within the household and that undertaken outside for a formal wage.

An analysis of the occupational distribution of the v.Drkers reveals that
am:mg the cultivators, the FWPR, when compared with the All India average
(47.7) is marginally higher in Karnataka State (48.2); arrong the districts, it
is rm.ich higher in Dakshina Kannada than in Gulbarga. This may be due to a
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socio-cultural factor peculiar to Dakshina Kannada - the practice of Aliya
Santana. As arrong the Nairs of Kerala, Aliya Santana is a matrilocal and
rratrilineal system where property is inherited through the fe:tale lirie; to
the extent that the system was still strong in 1961, it ~uld acoount for
the fact that the fanale cultivator rate was slightly higher than the m3.le
rate.
The female cultivator rate was much below the State average in Gulbarga
district. This is rot unfamiliar in dry grain areas , where \'.Clffien tend to
w:>rk rrore as agricultural wage labourers than as unpaid family labour, to
the extent that such wage WJrk is available.
In 1981 the FWPR for cultivators in Udipi taluk (rural) is 8.51 and in
Gulbarga taluk is 5.42. 2/
Our survey data shows that the corresponding
rates in Udipi taluk is 12.95 and 13.44 in Gulbarga taluk. The difference
in Udipi taluk can be attributed to the fact that our ratios are based on a
simple head ootmt. The fanale agricultural labour rate was higher in
Kamataka State than the All India average in 1961; the rate in Dakshina
Kannada was higher than the State average. The rate in Gulbarga district
was even higher.
The above data indicated that, despite the high land inequality and
population density, the availability of alternative ~rk outside agriculture
lowers the agricultural labour rate in Dakshina Kannada. As oompared to
Gul.barga, and of oourse, the greater rural impoverishment, as evidenced by
lower per capita ina:nie in Gulbarga and the higher flow of remittances into
Dakshina Kannada WJuld also lead to a higher female agricultural labour in
the fo.rmer relative to the latter.
This is borne out by our survey data too. It should also be noticed
that there are rrore ~men ~rking as agricultural labourers than men. This
is partly because in the large m:nnber of households having marginal holdings,
~rk on their own f anns may not be available for all the menbers of the
households. General!y, while men 'MJrk on their own land, ~men 'MJuld ~rk as
agricultural labourers on the land of others. The FWPR in household industry
was higher in Dakshina Kannada then in Gul.barga district. Between 1961 and
1981, both the male and the fanale rate appear to have declined in the State
and in Gulbarga on the basis of m3.in 'MJrkers alone. But we cannot be
oonfident of this unless we know the distribution of marginal 'MJrkers. The
rate increased in Dakshina Kannada arrl Udipi, especially sharply for ~men.
This is also brought out in the study which shows that 9. 86 per cent of ~rren
are engaged in beedi rolling. It should be mentioned here that Dakshina
Kannada ranks first in the State in the number of household industries, rrost
of them being tobacoo units. Fran the ~men's perspective, since industry
in general and beedi rolling in particular tend to be female-intensive, the
potential for fanale industrial employment is fairly high.
To substantiate the above, the following are the significant features
in the status of ' w:xnen ' s employment that were brought out in the survey.
1.
W::>men are generally w::>rking as agricultural labourers, as unpaid
agriculture labour on their own fanns as well as paid labourers on others'
land (see Table 2). Besides agriculture and fishing, a sizeable portion of

- -

2/ Jain, Devaki, W::>men in the Sixth Plan - Yojana, Vol. XXV 19, 16-31,
Oct. 1981. pp 8-12.
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women are employed in beedi industry and hand.loan weaving. These areas of
work are nore 'fOpular because .they provide opp:>rtunities for work within
their own village f anns or houses. Also other avenues for ernployment are
either generally inaccessible to v.crnen or they are physically harder.
t-breover, jobs that r0:jui.re specific skills are not open for w:::xnen because
of lack of necessary training.
2.
The duration of work for \<.al\en is on an average less than that for nen.
The indirect evidence available shows that a sizeable number of women are in
agriculture (either as labourers or cultivators) and that the demand for
their labour is greatest for specific operations like transplanting, cutting
and building. Hence, for the greater part of the year they are in the state
of disguised unemployment.
3.
Data shows that household work occupies an average of 3-5 hours of
\<.Unen's daily routine. Thus the time spent on gainful ernployment either
within or outside the hane is less that that of the man, who puts in a full
day's work. (See Table 3).
4.
Women 1 s wage rates are less than men's, either because they do
skilled work or because they are.traditionally Pa.id less.

less

5.
The bulk of the f arale working 'fOpulation belongs to the age group of
15-60 years. This is because nost girls start working from 15 years of age .
The majority of vonen in the labour force belong to families with an annual
income exceeding RS.5000/-. At the present cost of living even those
households with an annual income of around Rs.5000/- can hardly be considered
as being above the IXJVerty line, specially when the household size is large.
(See. Table 4) •
6.
Data have shCMn where opportunities for training which lead to employment
exist; YOnen have not been able to take advantage of these. This is due to
various reasons:
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
IV.

of
of
of
of
of
of

awareness;
trans'fOrt facilities;
access;
scheme within the village;
incentives;
accorrrrodation.,

Ul'ILIZATION OF SCHEMES BY INDIVIDUAIS

Utilization of developnent schenes as re'fOrted by households will give
us the extent of the impact these schemes have had on households and also on
individuals. These resi:onses are classified below:
1. Trainl.ng Schemes
2 . Ecoromic and flnployment Schemes
3. Social Welfare and Mahila Ma.ndal Schernes
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1.

Training Schemes

Of the total households surveyed in Uclipi taluk (606) and Gulbarga
taluk (427) only 46 (7 .59 percent) households in Udipi and 27 (6.32 per cent)
households in Gulbarga have repo:fEed having utilized any of the training
schemes. Table 2 below gives the position with regard to utilization of the
training schanes by individuals.
TABLE 2

TALUK

SEX

M

Agriculture

Animal

21

6

Horti- Seri TRY
Husban- cult- cul- SEM
dary
ure
ture

Khadi
and
Village

No. of
beneficiaries

37

2

8

UDIPI

(78. 72)
2

F

5

1

Total
of
beneficiaries

2

47

10

(21. 27)
M

17

1

2

27

7

(100.0)

GULBARGA

27

F

Note:

Figures in brackets indicate percentage of
beneficiaries to -total beneficiaries.

TRYS.EM:

Training of Rural Youth for Self-anployment.

It will be seen that utilization of training scheme is very low arrong
'M:>men in Udipi (21.27 per cent) and nil in Gulbarga (0.00).
looking at the pattern of distribution of these beneficiaries over
household variables such as assets and incx::rne, we find in Udipi taluk that
of the total users arrong \\Qllen (10) , 50 per cent are fran better-off groups
such as marginal fanners with animals, and those with annual income of
Rs.5001/-. Thus, wanen fran better-off groups have better access to the
training schemes than wcmen fran poorer households. The reasons for this
are :apparently as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.

W:Jm:m are not
WJmen,have oo
The schene is
Functionaries

aware of the schane;
transport;
rot available in the village; or
are not easily accessible.
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We also found that sufficient hostel or lodging facilities were not
made available to women to stay close to training centres or the stipend
given was not sufficient for maintenance. All of this has mntributed to
lack of interest by wcrnen in undergoing training; this is nore so in the less
privileged. or fOOrer households.
Another point worth noting is that the present training progranrnes
offered to wanen are of not much practical value to them _in improving their
econcrnic status. Also, follow-up measures are not adequate and women are
unable to carry on their own work after the training is over. Considering
the fact that v.Dmen are not as rrobile as men in India, as they have to share
the additional responsibility of household work, a new approach to training
programres has to be developed so that women can engage in some gainful ·
work within the heme or close to it.
2•

Emoomic and employment schemes

In Udipi taluk, of the total households, 257 (42.40 per cent) households
have utilized any of the economic and employment schemes, VJhereas in Gulbarga
taluk, 258 (60.42 per cent) oouseholds have utilized. one or rrore of these.
One has to be careful in interpreting -the data here as the sampling frame is
different in Udipi (stratified random sampling) and Gulbarga (purposive)
taluk. Table 3 below gives the a:niparative picture regarding utilisation
of economic and employment schemes by individuals:
TABLE 3
ECON:MIC AND EMPLOYMENI' SCHEME
TALUI<

SEX

M

JH

63

IRDP

14

ITDP

26

m-

"EAS/

OPS

NREP

16

8

Banks

30

of
NJA/ No.
benefiTDB
ciaries
3

Total
of
beneficiaries

100
(75. 09)
265

UDIPI
F

33

11

3

6

4

6

3

66
(24. 90)

M

52

143

1

3

23

16

8

245
(89. 09)
275

GULBARGA

F

2

7

1

14

1

5

30
(10. 90)

Note: Figures in brackets indicate percentage of beneficiaries to
totai beneficiaries.
JH: Janatha Housing .
IRDP: Integrated Rural Developnent Prog-rarnne
ITDP: Integrated Tribal Developnent Prog-ramne
EAS/NREP: Employment Affirmations Scheme/National Rural
.AOA/TDR: Any other Agencies/Taluk Developnent Board •
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From Table 3 alx>ve, we rote that of the total econ::>mic and employment
scheme users, 75 per cent are male, 25 per cent are female in Udipi and 89
per cent are male, 11 per cent are fenale in Gulbarga. Once again it is
seen that v.anen are much below men with regard to utilization of economic
and anployment ·schenes.
Examining the pattern of distribution of these beneficiaries over
household variables such as assets caste, education and annual income, we
find that in Udipi taluk marginal farmers with animals having pri.mary
education and alx>ve the poverty-group categories have utilized rrore than
other household categories. Again, the indication is that utilization of
econanic and employment schemes is higher by the privileged groups of society
than the less privileged.
When we look at the Gulbarga taluk data, the argunent that less
privileged groups have also benefitted from employment· and ecooomic schemes
stands out very strongly. The distribution of economic and employrrent
schemes beneficiaries over household variables in Gulbarga are much different
from Udipi; here landless with animals, SC and sr, illiterates and
agricultural lalx>ur household categories have benefitted rrore than other
household categories. A fairly good number of beneficiaries are also in the
below and alx>ve poverty group.
Arother factor 'M'.Jrth considering here concerns the utilization of schemes
by poor households, especially by wanen. W:xnen in poor households are also
breadwinners (main or marginal) and their income constitutes a substantial
part of the household expenditure, especially on diet. These v.unen of poor
households canrot afford to lose a day's wage or time to get the schene
sanctioned; hence, they are rot interested in utilizing the schene.
We also found out that~·. especially in poor households, there is no one
at home to look after the OJW or goat/sheep allocated to then. Hence, children
have to sacrifice their education to see that cattle are taken out for grazing
and care. This is rrore so in poor households where l::oth male and female go
out to 'M'.Jrk. The question of how to bring in rrore wanen from poor households
to take up schemes has to be probed further .
3.

Social Welfare and Mahila Ma.ndal schemes

Out of the total households only 23 (3. 79 per cent) in Udipi and 13
(3.04 per cent) in Gulbarga have utilized social welfare schemes. Table 4
below gives the canparative picture regarding utilization of social welfare
schenes by individuals.
Fran Table 4 we see that, of the total beneficiaries of social welfare,
13 per cent are male, 87 per cent are female in Udipi and 46 per cent are
male, 54 per cent are female in Gulbarga. This gives an impression that even
though the utilization of social welfare schemes is poor., a good number of
females benefitted from them in Udipi and Gulbarga.

l
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TABLE 4
SOCIAL WELFARE SCHEMES
TAIDK

SEX
M

1

3

5

7

1

1

1

- - -

9

11

No. of
benefi14 ciaries

•rotal of
beneficiaries

3
(13. 04)

UDUPI

23

F

1

M
GULBARGA

~te:

SCHENES :

F

1

2

1 . 3

3

3

3

3

2

- - - - -

1

2

20
(86.95)
6
(46.15)

7

13

(53.84)

Figures in brackets indicate percentage of beneficiaries
to total beneficiaries.
1.
2.
5.
7.

Scholarship for physically handicapped.
r.bnthly financial allowance to physically handicapped.
Old age pension.
Financial assistance for nee::ly wanen to take up training.
8. Training in tailoring and other crafts for SC v.omen.
9. Supply of sewing machines and other equipnent.
11. Vocational training centre for women on various crafts.
14. Nutrition and CX)Oking dB10nstration camps.

It is also worth roting that, of all the social welfare schemes, old
age pension is rrore p:>pular arrong users (39 per cent in Udipi, 46 per cent in
Gulbarga) and that other welfare schemes have rot made much impact.
After a close look at the distribution of social welfare, we find that
the privileged group of w:Jmen beneffited rrost in Udipi, whereas below p:>verty
agricultural labourers families benefitted rrost in Gulbarga.
Now looking at the utilization of Mahila Mandal by households in Udipi
and Gulba.rga, we find that out of the total households 57 (9.40 per cent) in
Udipi and (4 ·. (0.70) per cent) households in Gulbarga have utilized the
Mahila Mandal scheme.
The basic work of Mahila Mandal which is a grass-root organization for
w::>rren at the village level to improve the econanic and social conditions of
wc:rnen are:
1. Giving .training to -v.anen in handcrafts, tailoring, etc.
2. Conducting adult education classes.
3. Conducting Balwadis for (0-6) aged children.
4. Conducting meetings and other such activities.
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We have found out that v.Dmen fran the better-off group, who find leisure
time for such activities, are utilizing Mahila Mandal m::>st in Udipi and
Gulbarga. The v.Dmen : from p:x>r and illiterate households ·are reluctant to
utilize any or some .of the services offered by Mahila Mandal because they
feel Mahila Mandal schenes are meant for the rich and educated or they have
no time or they have to go out for wage v.Drk or they are just not interested.
Thus, it is a fact that v.iomen fran p.:xJr and illiterate households have
m access to Mahila Mandals services .
V.

PIDBLEM.5 IN tJrILIZING THE SCHENES

Problans related to ~·s eroployment are mt isolated and solutions
to these are part and parcel of the solutions to the problans of p:>verty
and uneroployrrent in general. In evaluating these schemes however, it is seen
that there are serious obstacles which prevent wanen from adequately utilizing
these schemes.
The following are sane of the problems faced by the households in general
and w:::xnen in particular in utilizing the developnent schemes, as seen in the
survey:
1.
It was found that the utilization of the developnent schemes is p:x>r not
because there is no felt need for it but due to lack of awareness al::out these
schemes arrong the target p:>pulation. (e.g. NREP.- v.iorren did not koow of their
eligibility) • M:>st v.iomen in the sample are not aware that they are eligible
for v.Drk under EAS/NREP. Though they were aware that the Panchayat was in a
p:>sition to provide v.Drk, v.anen expressed their helplessness to derand and
obtain the facility.
2.
In order to obtain the benefits under schemes such as the IRDP, fre::.iuent
visits to the taluk office to meet the concerned officers are necessary.
W::>men making a trip usually have to forgo a days v.ior.k and wage which they
can ill-afford.
3.
Further, there is hesitation am::>ng ~ to meet the officers and enquire
on the details of the scheme. They are often shy and reluctant as they are
generally illiterate and feel that they v.Duld not be properly treated by the
concerned officials. This problem is further corrp::>unded if there are m
rren in the household to meet the functionaries to get the schemes sanctioned.
Procedures .for utilizing the schemes are thus tedious and expensive.
4.
In spite of the provision that loans of Rs.5000/- can be issued without
security, banks in rrost cases ask for security while granting loans. Since
rrost of the women are rot property owners, in households where there are ro
ma.le members or principal male earners v.Dmen find it difficult to find
sorreone to stand security.
5.
Mahila Mandal, which is one of the social welfare schemes meant to
benefit p.:xJr \oX)ffien, is by and large mt a p:>pular institution. Poor w:Jmen
feel that it is an institution meant for the rich and the educated . In
addition, v.Drking wcmen do not find time to attend the Mandals. The activities

of the Mandal are mt relevant and do mt help the '1.Dmen in any way. Any
training schaoo sponsored through Mahila Mandals does not reach the women who
need it rrost.
Many of the e:nployment schemes are mt CX)()rdinated at the local level.
For example, it was found in.the oourse of the survey that the EAS/NREP,
which is designed for filling in activity for seasonal unemployment, is
carried out parallel to agricultural operations. The latter paid rrore and
hence ....anen preferred it.
.
Also, although the prograrnne is
visualized as mn-discriminatory in terms of payment, \\Crnen reported that
in actual practice VIOIT\en were paid only 60 per cent of the male wage.
Experience of previous unfulfilled premises of benefits to the needy
has resulted in disillusionment and lack of interest in using developnent
schemes. In order to overa:ime this problem and to ensure that the developnent
schemes are rrore efficiently used, a few suggestions have been inoorporated
in this paper.
VI.

SUGGESTIONS FOR ACTION

As already indicated, \'.Olnel1 1 S problems of e:nployment are not isolated
and need to be tackled as part of the problan of the total population. However,

:. :heir spe.c ial diffici.ilties of lack of nobility and household ¥.Drkload should
be taken into oonsideration in any scheme providing additional e:nployrnent.
Based on the annual trends on f arale e:nployment and the problems faced in
utilizing goverrrnent schares meant for helping the population, the following
broad suggestions are made:
1.

2.

3.

Broadening of employment op!=X)rtunities in areas other than agriculture,
such as oonstruction activity, decentralized industry, and services,
including trading. Vbmen have also to be provided special facilities
for ao::ruiring the requisite skills and for travel to 'Ito.Ork.
As opportunities for gainful e:nployment are created, the arrount of hours
spent on household W)rk needs to be reduced by providing basic facilities
for fuel, drinking water, and child care.
Increased e:nployment for ~en can be achieved through self-employment
prograrnnes. These must involve increasing awareness of schanes;
providing village level facilities for utilization of schares; and bank
loans of Rs.5000/- to be enforced properly.
a) Schemes which provide loans and facilities to ~en have to be made
rrore accessible. A massive prograrrrne of educating women - through public
rreetings, adult education programnes, providing of information, toth at
weekly market centres, etc., can help reach a larger number of Y.Dmen at
one tirre.
b) Vbmen should be able to get information from the village level '1.Drkers
or through other easy cxmnunication systems by which app:>inbnents with
functionaries can be made in the villages. Officials of the schemes must
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c) Officials fran banks and other loan agencies need to be aware of the
need to be rrore flexible in loan-granting processes .
d) Training must be suited to the loans given. For example, \'.Dmen given
loans for poultry must be given training in poultry so that the chances
of the schemes failing are reduced.
4.

Thlployment - a few industries v.hich can provide
home '1vDrk to the w:Jmen
and develop these on a wide scale at the village level must be identified.

5•

Strengthening of the NREP:
The progranme is conceptually good but the lacuna have to be filled and
the Employrrent comp:ment made stronger. Leaving the v.urk of the NREP to
the BOO is rot realistic, and needs rronitoring at a higher level.

6.

'It is further suggested that the co-operation of voluntary organizations
could be sought in implementing these schemes, as it was felt that the
implerrentation '1vDuld be rrore effective.
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